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SUMMARY 
"APPRECIATION OF MUSIC IN RELATION 
TO PERSONALITY FACTORS" 
vii 
The atud3' falls into two parts, the investigation of what is .meant by 
'lDUBical appreciation' and the investigation of the personality traits that 
characterise the musical~ appreciative. 
A review of the literature reveals that there is no agreement as to 
what music appreciation is. A practical investigation using a special~ 
constructed questionnaire, in which 33 musicians were asked to indicate what 
they conceived music appreciation to be, confirmed the lack of coneenaUB 
evident in the literature. 
To investigate the several aspects of music appreciation, the results 
of 200 secondar.y school pupils on a series of music tests and on a 
questionnaire concerning musical interests and experience were factor 
ana~sed. The same music variables were analysed using different techniques 
and the results of the different &na~ses agree well. Twelve factors were 
identified. While no one factor stood out olearly from the others as a 
'music appreciation faotor', eleven of the factors oan looselY be described 
as relating to musio appreciation. These factors can be classified under 
three headings. factors of test ability. factors of J)8 rforma.nce on an 
instrument and factors of musical taste. (The twelfth faotor concerns how 
musical the home baokground is.) The 'taste tactors' are considered to be 
particularly valid, and they are confirmed by an independent stud3' using a 
semantic differential technique with the same subjects. 
To investigate the personality struoture of the musica~ 
appreciative, one approach was to correlate the school pupils' personalit,y 
test results (trom ~senck's J.i.P.I. and Cattell's H.S.P.Q.) with measures 
from a number 01' musical variables, which were chosen because of their 
intrinsic importance and because they represented the 'appreciation' 
factors produced in the factor anaqses. A second approach, which yielded 
results consonant with the first, made use of the results of E.P.I. and 
16P .1. from more than 200 IIlUsicians and lIlUSic students. 
viii 
Without doubt, 'intelligence' is the trait that most characterises the 
muaical. However, the musical~ appreciative are also seoaitive and 
emotional. It ia suggested that their emotionality reveals itsel~ as the 
driving ~orce ~or &l:\Y one o~ lD8l\Y different muaical interests or pursuits. 
What characterises the musical person is the (lDUsical) eDd to which this 
drive is directed. Wh.Y this drive is directed into musicality may be the 
result ot' other personality traits and of hoM back&round. 
Home background is ~ound to be a more important influence on music 
apprecia.tion than personality, though the two are not independent: those 
with a musical personality tend to come from wsical homes. The Jll&gnitude 
o~ the relationships between personality and lDUBic appreciation and between 
home background aDd music appreciation were determined by multiple regreSSion 
analyses and, disapPOintingly, are found to be rather slight. 
The personality characteristics of musicallY appreciative school 
pupils are not entirely the same as for musiciana and. music students. The 
differences are in line with published t'indings relating personality 
variables with the academic achievement of pUpils/students at different 
levels of education. 
'lith both the school pupils and the adult musicians, some regularly 
occurring variations from the basic appreciative personality profile are 
recorded; e.g. di~ferent personality structures are associated with 
dif~erent tastes in lDUsic; brass players are more extravert. men 
musicians are more tough-minded and shrewd than women. The variations ar-e 
sut!'iciently great to accommodate a great variety of personalities among the 
music~ appreciative • 
.A number of test instruments were devised for the stud¥. Apart from 
the questionnaires and the semantic dif~erential, alread¥ re!'erred to, a 
test o~ ability to discriminate oomposers by their style was developed. This 
test 1s prom1si1l6 because 1t appears to measure rather different skills from 
those measured by other tests, because it is possibly the first genuinely 
objective test in music in which Judgements about musical extracts must be 
made, and because it is pOpular with teachers. .u thoU&h the test doe. not 
yet reach the technical at&Ddarda required of tests, further research and 
development on it are considered well worth while and are planned. 
CHAPTER 1 
IN'DlODUCTION ABD ovmVIJ,W 
Origins, Aims and Methods - A General Statement 
1. 
Origins and a1ms: It is almost a tnism to olaim that the 'raison 
d'etre' tor works of art is to be appreoiated. In the world of education -
whether the foxmal eduoation of schools or the less fo~l education 
provided by' the mass media, particularly radio and television - there bas 
recently been increasing attention given to promotion of appreciation 01' the 
Arts. Education is seen as more than just providing the skills neeeasar;r 
for ear.n1Dg a living, it has to do with all aspects of life including the 
use 01' leisure time: consequently it has had to concern i tsel! to an 
increasing extent with aesthetic topics. 
Observation of some of those most close17 involved in this educational 
process, in partioular music teachers and musio teachers in training, bas 
prompted questions such as, 'What is it that music teachers are really 
attempting to do?' A standard type of reply to such questions otten takes 
the form, 
"MUsio teaching is much more than the teaching of 
singing; it is concerned with personal deTelopment 
through encouraging people to appreciate music to 
the full. As with all teaching this means exposing 
people to experiences and ideas which may well result 
in changes to them - changes to their attitudes, their 
valus, their value qst... For some this ~ involve 
teaching performance skills, for others it ~ involve 
teaching listening skills." 
General statements, suoh as this, leave UI18Dswered the basic questioll8 
about the promotion of appreciation particularly with respeot to music and 
musio teaching. Indeed the concept ot appreciation, despite its importance, 
has remained. rather nebulous. However, the kind of answer given above does 
raise further questions about the relationship between music and personalit,y. 
Lack ot reliable 1nfo~tion concer.ning the relationship between music 
and personality is also evidenoed by the fact that Jqths about musicians are 
c __ ~lace. Schoolboys in JII8ZQ' schools treat their music teachers 
difterentl;y from other start because they 'mow' they are 'different'. 
Musioians are sometimes bracketed with artists as being 'creative types', a 
a/ 
2. 
a fact which oan be used in mitigation tor Bohemian lives whioh show less than 
normal concern tor social nioeties and norms. Composers - so so_ would have 
us believe - are immoral, antisocial a:al/or.ad. But what toundations are 
there tor suoh beliets? 
There are biographies 01' oompoaers, there is sOlle biosz-aphical material 
about emiDent partoraer. aDd there is a small number of studies which relate 
SOlIe upect 01' personality to 80118 aspect 01' musicality_ But there is a 
deazoth of syet._tic information about musicians as a group. 
From oonsiderations like these. this research .merged and it was to 
tall into two Il&in pans whioh refleot. in a rough wa.Y, its origins; but the 
parts are not indepeD4ent. The selt-imposed tasks, on which this research 
is based, have been: 
1. To investigate the nature 01' music appreciation, in its 
1'ullest sense. 
2. To tind out wbat pers0D8lity correlates there are to 
music appreoiation. 
It should 'be DOted that the s.coDd 01' these provides the real crux 01' 
the work, as well as being the 1I0re psychological task. Yelt it cannot be 
UDclertak:en without a satistaotory resolution 01' the fint. There are. 
undoubte~, maqy other researohes whioh oould have developed tro. the startins 
points described above, but to have allowed the scope of this research to 
become even wider would have risked it beooming l.ss ooberellt. 
It should be str .... d that this is primarily a study about 'personality'. 
which is also de.ply cODcerned with the nature 01' 'Ilusic·. However it is worth 
remarkiDg that it mq also have some r.levance &8 a stud3' 01' eduoational 
psycholog,y with implioations for the teaching of musio aa a subjeot. 
The Fobl .. 01' detiD1J!§ susio appreciation' A great deal has beeD 
writteD about musio appreciation. Indeed one might arp that too much has 
been written. Our first task iD iDvestigat1D& the nature 01' music 
appr.oiation was to olarit)' the pres.nt situation. J'resh 1nsisht. aDd a seal 
tor experimentation were le.s urgent thAD thorough reviews of the 1i terature. 
The probl .. here 18 .ssentially a semantio one. In cODaequence, the tirst 
major section ot work reviews the published material. 
This type 01' revie. baa been _de betore. But most such reviews have 
sOlle we&kness.a. Thus Soboles, writing as a music educator (e.g.Scholes, 1"5) 
provided reTien that have been most influential. But his work is now 
seriously out 01' date. Maqr ot the more reoent pieoes ot W' t).·r It are ot 
otl 
of high quality, but sutfer (as did Scholes') from too limited a coverage. 
This criticism could app~, quite UDderstaodably, to the wealth of books on 
the Psychology of Kusic (Kursell, 1937; Schoen, 1940; Seashore, 1940; 
R&vess, 1953; Parnaworth, 1958; Valentine, 1962; Lundin, 1967: 
Shuter, 1968) or to those about teaching of music (Brocklehurst, 1962, 1971; 
Franklin, 1972; Rainbow, 1968; Bentley, 1966). Such books must deal with 
m~ topics and it would be inappropriate for them to provide wide ranging 
reviews of one term tmusic appreciation'. EYen more technical works which 
look more specifically at music appreCiation, provide rather one-sided reviews. 
Thus, for example, Green's review (Green, 1967) is long, detailed and 
immense~ thorough but focuses rather heavily on the writings of music 
educators so that although work trom other traditions is included, the overall 
picture is unbalanced. Our review is quite deliberate~ broad in coverage. 
We accept the consequent risk of lacking in depth on some topics. However, 
we supplement the review with practical, and possibly more psychological, 
investigatione. 
Kethodology and rationale concerD1ng persoD&lityl Our conclusions 
regarding the nature of lIusical appreciatiOD fraa our first task) provide the 
foundation for the stu~ of its personality correlates (our second task). In 
the most general terms the task here is to find what differences, if a~, are 
discernible between those who • appreciate , music and those who do not. 
Several different aspects or 'meanings' of appreciation are necessarily adopted 
and it is recognised that there is DO clear dichoto~ between those who do &Dd 
those who do not 'appreciate' music. This last point has special relevance 
when considering musical preferences where the task is to find differences 
between those who like (s~) classical music and tho.e who like (s~) bras. 
band music and those who like (s~) folk music. The differences considered 
are, primarily, personality differences of the sort that are meaaured by 
psychological tests of personality. However, we believe that • personality' 
should be treated as an all-embracin& blanket term aM _ have, therefore, 
also included ability aDd aptitude. The relationships between the 
persoD&li~/ability/aptitude variables aDd the appreciation variables oan be 
further illuainated by a consideration of environmental variable. and 
these are included in this study. 
The polia.y of considerins ~ possible variables UDder the heading 
• personality' poses problema, for there are almost as many different 
approaches to the study of personality as there are ideas about music 
susie/ 
music appreciation. (In passing one might remark that Allport (1937) 
discusse8 80me 50 different definitioIl8 of personality.) TlBe 18, however, 
one major difference between the two fields of st~, music appreciation aDd 
personali ty. Only with the latter are there well tried theories or 'lIlOdels' 
which have been worked out in 80me detail. 
Two distinctions are sometimes made regarding different approaches to 
personality. The first is between nomothetic and idiographic approaches. 
Whilst this dichoto~ is probably a false one, for the two are complementar.y, 
there is little doubt that psychology is predominantly a nomothetic science, 
despite recent trends to make it le8s 80. We believe that the generalisations 
that derive from successful scientific studies can explain the behaviour 01' 
the individual: thus we believe the nomothetic approach to be the more 
fruitful. In this research this approach is adopted. The other distinction 
that is made, and it is related to the first, is between analyticallY oriented 
personality theories and those based on the evidence of rather more systematic 
and scientific research. The latter more read1~ provides the conceptual 
framework and the tools required for work which adopts a nomothetic approach, 
and is therefore preterred. 
The theories ot ~senck and Cattell are well developed and typit,y this 
position. We have chosen for this research to base the stud3r of Plrsonality 
on their work. Although no further Justitication for this decision will be 
given, it is recognised that no theories are wholly adequate or free from 
criticism and that other theories ot personalit,y may eventually prove more 
fruitful for studies such aa this. Both Eysenck and Cattell baae their theories 
on the results of factor analYses and we have used the term 'Personality 
~aotors' quite deliberatelY in the title tor this investigation. Although the 
word 'factors I can be taken aa synonymous with' characteristics t and this is 
quite proper and legitimate, the more restrioted usage of the word aocorded 
by ~senck and Cattell is not inappropriate in this 8t~. 
Similar to the type of study we are undertaking are studies relating 
personali ty to academic achieYement. Such studies are relatively young and 
are almoat invariably surveys of the present aituation. There are far fewer 
studiea relating personality to various aspecta of music. Consequently in this 
much more youthful area, there is a need at the present time, to aocumulate a 
b~ of faota which can be linked to established personality theories. It is 
therefore tar from inappropriate to uae survey techniquea rather than tightlY 
controlled experiments aa the basis of our research. This really is no more 
than the practical consequeDce ot the more general truth that without aome 
solid basia of facts theorising is hazardous; and that rigorous experimentation 
can only be developed tram strong theories. 
The virtues of heterogeneity' One further point concerning 
methodology might profitably be made. It is that, in stuctring any topic such 
as we have chosen, it is desirable to gather ones data trom as heterogeneous 
a group of people as possible. Thus oUr subjects range in musicality from non-
musical school pupils to qualified musicians. This parallels the point made 
by Kursell (1937), MWe must tr,y our developed tests upon individuals known to 
be conspicuoualy musical and those known to be conspicuously nOD-musical- to 
tr.y to discover where the most crucial and significant differences are located. 
This too is in accord with our stated principle of making the coverage of this 
8t~ as wide as reasonably possible. There is a ver,y real problem here of 
distinguishing the 'musical' trom the 'non-musical'. We bave already implied 
or suggested that there may be no one thing, 'musicality' or 'music 
appreciation', and we use m&l\Y different criteria in this research. Thus 
there are people wbo are conspicuously non-musical, wben judged by one 
criterion, who do appreciate music, if judged by some otber criterion. Equal~ 
there are musicians who are soullesa, but competent technicians, wbo by some 
criteria would be rated unmusical. This unfortunate fact of life strengtbens 
the need to gather data trom as diverse a group as possible. 
Intended outcomes of the reseRoba With its origins and aima outlined, 
it is appropriate to indicate the intended kinds of outcome of tbis reseReb. 
lirst is an ana~sis of what music appreCiation is or is not. One approach is 
to provide a description of what others believe it to be. The second approach 
is a description of the factors of music ability, music appreciation and 
music experience based on empirical investigation and factor analyses of the 
results. It could be Rgued that the first approach is more musicological 
and the second more psychological. Neither approach, by itself, is tully 
adequate but, we believe, the two approaches complement each other. The 
second kiDd of outcome is a detailed description of the personality profile. 
of the 'musically more appreciative'. Each factor of musicality that emerges 
trom the factor analysis is treated as separate aDd in conaequence several 
personality profiles are elucidated. 
Some consideration of the determiD8Dts of the musical personality 
makes the third kind of product of this st~. Here attention is given to 
topics such as whether the tactors associated with musical appreciation are 
largely inherited or whether home variable. are as important as basic 
personality variables. The intention is to provide at least a partial 
amswer to the question, 'To what extent oan the non-musical person be made 
more lDusical"1'. 
6. 
Structure of the Thesis 
Our aims and some of the approaches used have been indicated in the 
most general way. It may now be usetul to describe (again in general terms) 
the structure ot this thesis. The primary aim of this is to make the work 
more readable: but it also provides an opportunity to describe in a little 
more detail the various elements that together make the whole. 
The work has been divided into four parts. The first part is, 
apart trom this introductory chapter, composed of reviews. Al though 
Chapter 4 considers the scant literature on the personality correlatea ot 
music, the most important tunction of this part is to consider the question, 
'What is music appreciation?'. This is dealt with in Chapter 2, and to a 
lesser extent, in Chapter ,. No real answers are given to this question in 
this part. Our conclusions regarding the nature ot music appreciation are 
provided at the end ot Part III, the part which deals with our practical 
investigations into the problem of defining/describing the nature ot musical 
appreciation_ This problem is attacked trom two angles. First (Chapter 7) 
is an ana~sis ot the beliefs ot a group of qualified musicians as to what 
the term 'music appreciation' implies or should imply. This could, 
potentially, enable a 'lexical definition' to be produced. However such a 
detinition would not necessari~ describe abilities or characteristics that 
are found to exist in practice. Our second approach to this problem 
(Chapter 8) focuses on the structure of musical abilities, activities, 
interests aDd attitudes as revealed by tactor analytic studies. Questionnaire 
and test results trom secondary school pupils provided the basic data for this. 
Conclusions about the nature of music appreciation are drawn in 
Chapter 9. and to do this, reference is made to the reviews ot Part I, as well 
as to the practical work of Part III. Part II describes the planning, 
preparation and carrying out ot the fieldwork. Possibly of most importance 
here is Chapter 6, in which the development ot new test materials is tully 
described. Part IV tollows up the factor analytic studies baaed OD achool 
pupils' results and describes the personality correlates tor the several 
'factors' of musio appreciation. Also in this part are provided descriptions 
ot ditteren't groups 01' muaiciana. While the work described in this part is 
probably no more important than 'that described in Part III, it doea provide 
the oulmination ot the whole work ot this theais. 
PART I 
REVIEWS OF THE LITERATURE 
CHAPTER 2 
WHAT IS MUSIC APPRECIATION? - SOME REVIEWS 
Introduction: The Problem of 'Definitions' 
Purpose of the chapter: What is music appreciation? This question 
cannot be answered simply. If dictionaries, or texts on music teaching, or 
the works of psychologists interested in music, or the writings of musicians 
are scrutinised, the fact becomes progressively clearer that there is no 
agreed definition of 'music appreciation'. At the present time there are 
writers who do not use this term, and who think that the concept of 'music 
appreciation' is an outmoded one. However, there are others who would not 
agree with this point of view; but unfortunately they do not all make fully 
explicit what this term might mean or imply. Consequently it is necessary 
'to read between the lines' to determine their beliefs on this matter - and 
this is always a dangerous occupation. Even those who do use the term, more 
or less explicitly, do not agree about how it is to be interpreted. Indeed 
it is not too difficult to find viewpoints differing to such an extent that 
they have absolutely nothing in common. 
In this most unsatisfactory situation, the first attack on the problem 
of defining (or describing) 'musical appreciation' must be the review of the 
major contributions in the literature on this confused topic. However, it 
is important to hold clearly in mind that different authors use different 
kinds of definitions or statements. It is therefore worth while to deal with 
some of the theoretical problems of defining a term such as 'music 
appreciation' before reviewing the literature and before attempting to state 
our own beliefs as to what the term does mean. 
Nominal and real definitions: In an article in which he discusses 
various kinds of definition, Miles (1957) distinguishes 'nominal definitions', 
which are concerned with the meaning of words rather than with the things for 
which the words appear to stand, with 'real definitions', definitions which 
are based upon factual evidence and are supposed to tell us the 'nature of 
the thing defined'. The significance of this is illustrated by considering 
the case of the hexohippus or six-legged horse. A nominal definition of 
of/ 
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of 'hexohippus' for 'six-legged' horse is perfectly acceptable. But, one 
might ask, does such a beast really exist? The stipulative (nominal) 
definition is rather pointless if the beast does not really exist. Coining 
the term and clarifying the concept may, however, provide the stimulus for 
instituting a search for the beast. Who, after all, would look for hexohippi 
if the word had never been coined or the idea of 6-legged horses propounded? 
We might note that even if an hexohippus is found, it might still be so rare 
and inaccessible that no function is served by the term 'hexohippus' other 
than a purely naming one. 
In like manner, it is pointless to have nominal definitions of music 
appreciation if such definitions do not refer to real life experiences. Here 
if we take simple definitions, there is usually no doubt about their 
applicability. Thus the definition, "To appreciate music means to enjoy it" 
may be a nominal definition of the stipulative type* but it does refer to 
real experience: a vast majority of people do enjoy music. But consider a 
more complex definition such as, "Appreciation of music implies that the 
listener enjoys a considerable emotional satisfaction from his understanding 
of the form, and other technical aspects of the work - an understanding in 
which he is able to comprehend the unit,r in the diversity of the music". 
Here it is valid to ask if such a response 1[ elicited by musical stimuli. 
Despite the unsought, but considerable, additional problem in deciding the 
answer to this because some of the terms in the definition (such as 
"considerable emotional satisfaction") are themselves highly ambiguous, the 
evidence is probably strong enough to support a belief that 'appreciation of 
music' as defined here 1[ real. Yet even if this is so, how many people do 
appreciate music in the sense defined? The available evidence suggests that 
very few do. But if this is the case, is it profitable to use a stipulative 
definition like this? The answer one suspects is very likely to be, 'No'. 
In the reviews that follow, reference is made to the work of many 
writers. A great many are unwilling to attempt a definition of music 
appreciation, and this may be wise on their part. Others do provide their 
own stipulations as to what they take music appreciation to mean. 
Inevitably these many stipulative definitions are different and, whilst none 
of these are 'wrong' or 'right', some may well be more useful than others in 
that they better describe real phenomena which occur often enough to ~So 
worthy of study. From the review material, one of our tasks (which is dealt 
dealt/ ~ 
*With a stipulativ~ de£inition the writer stipUlates what he takes the 
defined term to mean. Even if the usage is bizarre and idiosyncratic this is 
useful in helping meaningful communication to take place. '1~ere is a second 
kind of nominal definition, the lexical definition. 
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dealt with in Chapter 1) is to attempt to find if any 'lexical definition' 
emerges. Lexical definitions are the second type of nominal definition Miles 
distinguishes and they are characterised by relying on appeal to common 
usage. A lexical definition will emerge if there is something in common in 
the different (stipulative) definitions. However, like stipulative 
definitions, lexical definitions need not reflect the real situation. 
Difficulty of distinguishing nominal and real definitions: Miles points 
out that the distinction between 'nominal' and 'real' definitions is often 
not as clear and precise as it might seem. Thus many stipulative definitions 
are the result of accurate observation, and the definition labels and 
describes what was of importance in the observation. The first definition 
we used, "To appreciate music means to enjoy it", could well be described by 
Miles as a 'real' definition of the type he calls "Description plus naming". 
Since many people really do enjoy muSic, it is useful to give this 
phenomenon a name - e.g. 'appreciation'. 
As many writers do not indicate what observations have led to their 
definitions, it may be difficult to distinguish the stipulative definitions 
which are genuinely 'nominal' from those which are in effect 'description 
plus naming' and which are therefore 'real definitions' dealing with real 
phenomena. 
Reviewing psychological investigations will allow a consideration of 
'real' definitions. These could indicate the extent to which theoretical 
writings about music are in touch with (or out of touch with) reality or are 
merely providing nominal definitions. 
In conclusion, it should be noted that psychologists tend to be more 
concerned with studying reality than discussing semantics. Nonetheless, even 
for them, lexical definitions can serve a very valuable function in that they 
can highlight areas worthy of investigation. This, I believe, is the case 
with music appreciation. 
Music AppreCiation - The Historical Perspective 
Introduction: In past centuries the ordinary man-in-the-street had 
but little opportunity to hear orchestral, or other seriously conceived music, 
apart from church music. In the 11th and 18th centuries, and possibly to a 
lesser extent in the 19th century, there were private orchestras for those of 
off 
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of the nobility who had a taste for good music and the desire to offer their 
patronage to musicians. But the ordinar,y man received little benefit from 
all this. Of course, it would be quite wrong to equate 'orchestral' music 
with 'good' music - or even to imply that appreciation can only occur when 
there is good music to listen to. But where the opportunity to hear 
orchestral music is lacking, musical appreciation must take on a more 
restricted meaning. Even in the 19th century there were still considerable 
barriers to the hearing of orchestral music; these were as often financial 
as social. As is pointed out by }~ckerness (1964) in his most valuable 
"Social History of English Nusic", the expansion of music and the development 
of new orchestras did not necessarily provide the chance to attend concerts 
for often the concerts were subscription concerts which even some of the 
middle class might not be able to afford. It has only been during this last 
century that serious music has become generally and widely available for all 
sections of the community, no matter where they live. State subsidies to 
major orchestras may have helped to popularise "worth while" music but it was 
the advent of the phonograph and gramophone records and the mass media, 
espeCially radio, that has revolutionised our listening habits. Today it is 
hard to avoid hearing serious music almost every day (though some might well 
argue that most of us have learned not to listen to it) for even the 
'background' music on films, television and radio is often of a high standard. 
It was in the early years of this century, with the rapidly increasing 
opportunities to listen to music that the music appreciation movement was 
born in this country. Not surprisingly it developed in the world of 
education, for with the provision in Britain of education for all, what could 
be a better way of bringing music to all than by providing guidance in 
listening? Then, as now, not everyone could hope to become a musical 
performer: the practical difficulties would be insuperable. But all could 
gain benefit from music through appropriate teaching in schools, i.e. from 
the teaching of listening skills in the 'music appreciation' lesson. 
However, whilst Macpherson and Scholes, who are the musicians most associated 
with the 'movement', were revolutionary in their own way, they were far from 
being the first to stress the needs of the listener of music, as distinct 
from the performer of music. Consequently although the music appreciation 
movement dates from the beginning of this century, to understand it properly 
we must view it in its historical perspective: we must consider the 
foundations as well as the superstructure. 
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Early views on the functions and effects of music: Aristotle, in the 
4th century B.C., writing in the "Politics", distinguishes three levels of 
enjoyment found in those listening to music. The lowest, which we might 
nowadays call the 'sensual' level, has some (slight) value: the listener 
derives amusement and relaxation. The second level might be called the 
emotional: here music should lead to the feeling of pleasure in an 
emotionally healthy way. This point has extra emphasis when we consider that 
in many of the countries around Greece at Aristotle's time, music was used as 
a powerful force in magic and its effects would not always lead to emotional 
health. The highest level, an ideational or spiritual level, is achieved 
when the process of listening to music leads to a growth of spiritual wisdom. 
"In music moral qualities are present, 
represented in the very tunes we 
hear. • •• There is a certain affinity 
between us and music's harmonies and 
rhythms; so that many experts say that 
the soul is a harmony, others that it has 
harmony." 
It is interesting to note, in passing, that the belief that music has 
a spiritual as well as a moral value has been widely held and is still widely 
held by many. Strunk (1950) points out that st. John Chrysostom in his 
exposition of Psalm XLI states, 
"For nothing so uplifts the mind, giving 
it wings and freeing it from the earth, 
releasing it from the chains of the body, 
affecting it with love and wisdom, and 
causing it to scorn all things pertaining 
to this life, as modulated melody and the 
divine chant composed of number." 
These kinds of viewpoint may not be surprising in those who hold 
strong religious beliefs. It is rather more surprising, in my view, when it 
is found in a 20th century music educator whose writings do not reveal any 
special religious or moral bias. 
"It is an insult to a man of Beethoven's 
genius to suppose that he spent his life 
stringing tunes together and lavishing 
upon them all the resources of art with 
no object in view but that of delighting 
the ears of men with a concourse of sweet 
sounds. No, the value of Beethoven's 
music, and of all great music, is a moral 
value." 
Trotter (1924) 
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The problem for psychologists, if not for theologians or musicians, 
lies in understanding what preoisely ~. the spiritual and moral benefits of 
listening to great music. The psychologist in eschewing the tranacendental 
is preveDted by a conceptual and language barrier from an understanding of 
the nature of the 'spiritual' in musio. If his soientific principles are 
to be observed, he must abandon this concept and seek other explanations ot 
the nature of musio. 
Making music more intelligible to the listener - church music and 
singing: Throughout EUrope, the Church has alw~ done much to foster music. 
However it must be added that ohurch music has often been unauited to the 
worshipper. J'rom the 12th to the 16th centuries, the conventions used in 
church music became progressively mere complex and there was something ot a 
monopoly of musical thought within the Church. Unfortunately the musicians 
of that time made their music too elaborate for the musically untutored to 
understand, but this was of little import when the music was composed to the 
greater glory of God. An earthbound laity may have disagreed with this 
sentiment for the music that surely should have carried them to higher 
spiritual levels was in effect a barrier to that eDd. 
The time of the Reformation was a time of change in music. Just as 
the Church was re-formed so that its message might be given for the ordinar,y 
man to understand, so all aspects of Church procedure were altered. Its 
music was brought down to a standard that non-music specialists might 
understand and benefit trom. Both Luther and Calvin, in the first halt of 
the 16th centur,y, recognised the problems of the typical worshipper 
listening to church music: Latin and plainsong with maqy notes to the 
syllable had they considered become a barrier, not an aid, to meaningful 
worship. They therefore placed a considerable emphasis on involving their 
congregations in the singing of ~ - but hymns that were of a level of 
difficul ty that they could cope with easily. Luther in the foreword to the 
Wittenburgh Gesangbuch wrote, 
-rhat the ainging of spiritual songs ia 
a good thing and one pleasing to God 18, 
I believe, not hidden trom a~ Christian •••• 
Accordingly I and several others have brought 
together certain spiritual songs. • ••• 
These, further are set for four voices for I 
wished that the young (who apart troll th18, 
ahould and must be trained in music am in 
other proper arts) might learn wholesome 
things and thus yield willingly to the good." 
However, while the common folk wi thin the Protestant communion may 
have benefited from the change in the musical tradition, in essence their 
advantage lay in the simplifying at church music to bring it down to a level 
low enough to appeal and be understood by them. It W88 not the case of 
deliberate education to enable the ignorant to UDderstaad the complexities 
of the earlier church music. Nonetheless it seems likel.,y that Protestant 
cOJl8!'egations did develop in the skills of musical performance and 
appreciation. A parallel can be seen today, for there sre still m&I\Y whose 
only mUSic making i8 in hymn Singing in church. Yet of these people a 
considerable proportion have learned to derive pleasure, not o~ from the 
relatively simple music they themselves sing, but also trom listeni.n« to the 
musically more ambitious concerts put on by their church choirs: (though it 
should be noted that the choir's music is often in essential~ the same 
Victorian style 1). In discussing developments in church music, we have 
turned our attention trom listening to performing. Yet it is relevant to do 
this, even if 'appreCiation' is about listening to mUSiC, since the performer 
must monitor his own performance and be aware of those around him. He must 
be able to listen in order to perform. 
This argument can be ;pu:sh8d . _ f'urther to suggest that appreciation 
results trom active participation in music-making. One might cite 
John Curwen who showed that more beneti t was to be gained from performing 
than from passive listening. In early Victorian times he advocated choral 
singing to reduce musical illiteracy, because he found, quite pragmatically, 
that this worked. It should of course be mentioned at this stage that the 
work done by John Curwen in promoting tonic sol-fa and the work by other 
teachers, such as Glover, John Hullah and Samuel Hadfield, brought mUSical 
literac,y to maqy and this in turn enabled the choral traditions of the latter 
part of the 19th century to develop and flourish. 
On the other hand, techniques that enable more people to take part in 
making music and which assist in making their enjoyment the greater as a 
result, do not necessari~ tell us about the nature of their appreciation. 
Moreover it is possible that with some people they may only have appreciation 
(whatever it is) of music that has become familiar. Thus the ott-repeated 
slogan that music appreciation must develop, or even can only develop, from 
an active participation in the performance of music, whilst it is not 
necessarily wrong, is limited in that it faile to specify what is the 
advantage of practical music-making. It ia SO lacking in preciSion aa almost 
to be meaningless. 
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Although the various branches of the Church may have been important 
in providing opportunities for composition or for singing, and the Roman 
Catholic Church followed the lead of the reformed Churches in simplifying 
its music, they have not contributed to any great extent to the beginnings 
of the music appreciative movement. In this respect the first really 
significant work was the book "History of Music" (Burney 1789). This was 
addressed to, "ignorant lovers of music", and while this may sound rather 
disparaging out of context, it was not meant to be so. The author pointed 
out that, "there have been many treatises published on the Art of musical 
composition and performance but none to instruct ignorant lovers of music 
to listen and to judge, themselves". We see that his most admirable aim 
was to help those who were unaware of the finer points of music, to develop 
in the skills of listening and appreciation. 
Books and methods to assist the musical development of the amateur: 
The need for such a work as Burney's had come about as the result of at least 
two changes over the two previous centuries. First, social conditions had 
changed radically. According to Mackerness (1964) a society had developed, 
I1which had come to a tacit agreement that 'the arts' are to be regarded as 
an ornament to life, and are to a large extent the acquired property of 
suitably enlightened cognoscenti". Burney's definition of music bears this 
out: 
"Music is an innocent luxury, unnecessary, 
indeed, to our existence, but a great 
improvement and gratification to the sense 
of hearing." 
Second, the music that the 'cognoscenti' would listen to had increased in 
complexity. According to some authorities it was rare for a work in the 16th 
century to be of more than about five minutes duration. But the Italian 
operas, and the works of composers such as Purcell, Handel and particularly 
Bach were much more substantial. Those who were fortunate enough to be able 
to satisfy their desire to listen to serious music, but who were not trained 
as musicians, would need some advice on the art of listening - advice such 
as Burney did provide. 
It is interesting to speculate to the extent to which Burney may have 
been influenced by Rousseau, whose writings were freely available in English 
translation. Although he had no training in the subject, Rousseau showed a 
a/ 
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a passionate interest in Music and his knowledge 01' the subject was such that 
he could produce a dictionary of music (1786) and attempt to construct a 
reformed notation. The application to musio education of the 'child-centered' 
approach, which he so strongly advocated in 'Emile', would be to allow a 
love of music to develop first before a~ possibly traumatic attempts to 
teach skills of performance or of analysing form etc. And this love of Music 
could come initially only from hearing and listening to music. 
In the late 1820' s two aeries of le ctures focused attention on the 
listener. The lectures of the Swiss music publisher, Hans Nageli, entitled 
-Vorlesungen tiber Musik mit besonderer Berucksuchtigung der Dilettenten-
(Lectures on Music , with particular reference to amateurs) did not receive 
very much notice even although they were published in book form in 1826. 
However, considerable success was achieved by Francoise Joseph letis. His 
lectures of 1829 were first published in 1830 and according to Scholes (1935) 
they were to run to 19 editions, some of them pirate editions, both in 
Inglish and several foreign languages. Yet we must not attach too much 
weight to his oontribution, for although he identified with the ·ordinar.y 
listener' he did not (in Scholes' terms) distinguish 'listener-knowledge' 
from 'performer-knowledge'. 
Mention has alrea.d.Y been made of the work of the Rev. John Curwen 
(1816 - 1880) and other teachers of his time. Their work is of' the greatest 
significance for although the singing of songs had alw~s been the most note-
worthy secular contact with music that the ordinary llaD had had, this 
singing had not necessarily brought him into contact with really great music. 
But the teaching, which had made large numbers 01' the population musically 
literate, did enable this to be achieved. Especially important was the 
emphasis these 19th century teachers placed on aural training (and one still 
frequently hears this being emphasised). However, their success was in 
providing a means to an end, not in providing a comprehe nsi ve and fully 
intelligible definition of that end: mUlio was not for discussing but for 
enjoying, and all should have the chance to enjoy it. Yet undoubtedly the 
Ilusic appreCiation movement owes a great deal to John Curwen aDd the musical 
climate that he helped to create. 
Just as we noted that the changes from early Church music to Baroque 
music was an important one which contributed, to some extent, to the need 
for a work such as Burney's guide to the 'ignorant lover of musiC', so the 
musical changes trom the mid-18th to the mid-19th centuries were just &s 
important. In 1767 Richard Gregory wrote, 
" Thel 
wrote, 
"The present fashion is to adaire the 
style of composition lately cultivated 
in Germaqy, and to despise Corelli as 
wantiD8 in spirit and variety. The 
truth is, Core11i's style and this 
will not bear a comparison.·. 
Similarly Charles Dibclin seriously described Haydn's music as, 
"strong effusions of genius turned 
into frenay, cd labouring as 
ineffectually to be heard 88 a flute 
in a belfr,y, or equity in a court of 
Justice.··· 
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However, by the mid 19th century, romantic music had got into it s stride. 
~dn, Koaart and Beethoven, with progressively more sophisticated 
instrumenta, were producing new effects in their .usic and new effects on 
their listeners. And with the flowering of symphonic music, "form was 
the antidote to musical boredAa". As we shall see the stuc\y of form was to 
become one of the central topics in 'music appreciation', and around 1900 
there were D18llY who would argue that it W88 the symphony that embodied t.1ia!.' 
form, the only really important form musically. 
As there was a Il"eat movement in the 19th century that iaproved the 
abili ty of large numbers aoS performers, mainly as Singers, so there were 
circumstances that were to make for more intelligent listening to music. 
Thus annotated programmes became normal. The first reported instance ot the 
use of the annotated programme seems to be in 1768 when Thomas Arne produced 
one for a concert of glees and catches. But little over half a century 
later they were relatively common. 
In 1880 there was published a most influential book, Gurney's 
"The Power of Sound". One indication of the value of his work is that he is 
considerably quoted by those who have followed on much later. Thus, tor 
example, Valentine (1962) in a footnote com.entoS on the regularity of his 
quotations from Gurney which results from the insightful yet comprehensive 
comprehensive/ 
• Gregor,y, A Comparative View ot the State and Faculties ot Kan. 4th Id., 
quoted in Mackemess. 
··Dibdin, Musical tour, Letter XLIV, quoted in Mackemess. 
comprehensive analysis of the processes of listening. Listening (or 
hearing) was the focus of Gurney's work and he distinguished two wqs of 
hearing, the 'definite' and the 'indefinite'. The latteJ" was charaoterised 
merely by experienoing, "successions of agreeably toned and harmonious sound", 
but was somehow inferior to the former. Where the hearing was 'definite', 
there had been an active process of listening which had essential~ been 
directed to the perception of the form of the composition. In a similar 
vein, W. H. Haddow (1895) discussed in a chapter entitled "Facultie. of 
Appreciation" the response to music and suggested that there are distinct 
kinds of response. On the highest level,"we appraise an artistic work not 
by any test of sensuous pleasure or emotional .timulus, but by some definite 
and intelligible 8cheme of aesthetic laws". It is through this kind of 
response he claimed that we achieve, "our appreciation of style, our 
appreciation of structure and in turn our faculty for music critici .. ". 
For he believed that all musical critioism must be based on musical 
appreoiation and that Music can never be adequately criticised on sensual 
grounds because the.e are subordinate to the intellect. 
Gurney's must be considered the last major work before the 'music 
appreCiation movement' began its development. And his ideas are indeed 
reflected in those that were to follow. What distinguishe. hi. approach 
from the approach of those of the music appreCiation movement is that his 
work was in the best tradition of scholarship and was not designed or 
destined to reach a wide audience, whereas the music appreciation movement 
could be thought of as a propaganda movement within the world of education 
and it was designed to influence vast numbers of people. 
The Music Appreciation Movement 
Influences that led to the music appreciation movement: This movement 
was a produot of the times in which it was created. Sooial and eduoational 
ohanges oocurred during the 19th century to such an extent that by the end 
of the oentur,y education was no longer suoh a haphazard process as it had 
been previously. Education was provided for all and within the education 
system music was reoognised as a subject that could not be ignored. There 
were greater opportunitiea to hear music: this waa true of all types of 
music inclUding orohestral musio. The development of the phonograph and 
the gramophone about this time furthered the dissemination of musio. There 
were, equally, increased opportunities for music making. The development 
development/ 
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development of choral singing we have alre~ alluded to previoua~, but there 
were other opportunitie8 available such as in brass bands (the development 
of which Kackerness(1964) claims was as much due to the growth of rail~8 
in Victorian times as to the technical improvements in the valves). 
The movement also came about because of the changes in music. Musio 
was probably less functional by the turn of the century. Church musiC, dance 
music and other forms of functional music were supplemented by increasingly 
large quantities of recreational music: music for its own sake, for 
listening to and enjoying. However, the music of the times was increaSinglY 
more complex. ~ form was the symphony, and here the length of works tended 
to be greater, the structure more complex and the instrumentation richer. 
There was, in short, an increaSing need for systematic instruction in 
the skills of listening. 
The Deed tor ayate .. tic instruction in schools: The music 
appreciation movement, which was a response to this need, can be considered 
as having its beginnings in this country in the year 1895, although in the 
United States the movement started just a little earlier. W. S. Pratt, at a 
meeting of the Musical Association in London, delivered a paper entitled 
"The Isolation of Music". In this he explained how music appreciation had 
been included as part of the educational curriculum in some schools in his 
home countr,y, the United States. For Pratt music was an end in itself, it 
was not merely a means to an end. However, this latter seems to have been 
the reason that Matthew Arnold advocated the inclusion of music in the school 
time-table. In an official report he wrote as inspe ctor of schools to the 
Inglish Board of Education (1863)·. He expressed the view that it was much 
easier to, "get entrance to the minds of children to awaken them" by music 
than by literature. 
The basic point made by Pratt, that music is worth listening to and 
so there should be sui table teaching to encourage and help this, was 
recognised by the Board of Education by the turn of the century. In the 
Board's "Instructions to Inspectors" (1901) there is a policy statement 
that there should be teaching that would help develop pupils' musical 
faculties so that the, "children might in afterlife be able to appreciate 
the best music as listeners". 
·Quoted in Green (1967) via Marven (1908) 1 
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Lavignac in his book "Music and Musiciana" (1903) asked the question, 
'What is the beautiful in music?'. He clearly recognised the danger that 
the teaching of music in schools might be so superficial that it would not 
succeed in giving the listener the abilit,y to understand and enjoy the music 
to its fullest extent. He points out that, 
·one may up to a certain point love music 
without understanding it, and even without 
seeking to understand it. In this case it 
is merely a gratification of the senses, a 
social diversion; music then becomes what 
is called an 'accomplishment', essentially 
frivolous and superficial." 
His argument, which is a perfectly valid one, was that to be able to 
appreciate music fully, one requ1res the skills that can o~ be acquired 
through sustained systematic stu~ such as professional musicians have 
engaged in. However, we should note the implication that understanding is 
as important as enjoyment when listening to music. In this context it is 
worth quoting what he says about this relationship between the understanding 
of music and the emotional effects music produces on us. 
"But one cannot understand it ~U8iC7 without 
loving it for the mere analysis of the 
emotions it arouses in us, and of the 
procedures by which these emotions are 
produced, becomes a source of intellectual 
pleasures, pure and infinite, unknown to 
those who have not made it the object ,of 
special stu~ for whom true music, the music 
of musicians, will alw~s remain a sealed book." 
Whilst it may well be true that the "amateur's" appreciation may be 
relatively slight because of lack of special stu~, this 18 not unique to 
music: similar statements could be made no matter what the subject. 'l'he 
real danger with music 18 that the amateur asSlllilas that he listens to music 
and responds to it in essentially the same w~ as the professional. 
The main implication of writings such as Lavignac's is an important 
one. It is not that musio is too difficult to be taught to the masses. 
Rather it is that in the teaching ot music there should be the clear 
recognition of the complexities of the subject: hence the teaching should 
be sufficiently thorough as to ensure that the learners do in fact benefit 
through learning at least some of the skills of the trained musiCian. 
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There continued to be books that instructed in the arts of listening 
to music such as Kobbe's "How to Appreciate Music" (1906). Surette and 
Mason's work "The Appreciation of Music" (1901) was hardly more important 
but is noteworthy as making use of the ideas of Sir Hubert Parry. However, 
these pale into insignificance when we consider the work and publications of 
Stewart l'Tacpherson. 
~~cpherson and the aims of music appreciation: In 1908 ~1acpherson 
was instrumental in founding the 1'1usic Teachers Association, an association 
primarily concerned with pedagogical questions. The basic aims of this body, 
which clearly reflected the views held b,y Macpherson, were to have trained 
music teachers in schools and to ensure that in schools there were 
listening classes for study of appreciation as well as the more traditional 
singing classes. Macpherson seems to have been greatly influenced b,y an 
article in the periodical "The Crucible" written by a I-Uss Langdale who had 
just returned from America. In this she described the new musical 
appreciation movement that was developing in the United States. Scholes 
(1935) points out the interesting fact that it was within two months of the 
pUblication of this article that l'Tacpherson formulated the aims of the 
Music Teachers Association and included the following: 
1. To promote progressive ideas on the teaching of music. 
2. To press upon heads of schools to stimulate and maintain amongst 
teachers a recognition of the important and often overlooked 
fact that music is a literature which should be taueht and 
studied from that point of view. 
3. To insist most strongly, as a preparation for the art of 
listening, upon the necessity of systematic ear training. 
4. To promote class singing. 
5. To realise that the amount of time at the disposal of the average 
boy and girl for the overcoming of the technical difficulties of 
an instrument is usually insufficient to enable them to cope with 
works demanding more than quite elementary powers of execution 
and therefore that it is desirable to bring them into touch with 
good music, well played and simply commented on by the teacher. 
In the same year as the founding of the Music Teachers Association, 
~1acpherson had his first book published. A series of books followed; one of 
the most important was entitled "The Appreciation or Listening Class". In 
this book Macpherson expressed his opinion that the main aim of music 
appreciation in school music teaching was, "to stimulate the child's musical 
faculties through the hearing of beautiful music in which he could take 
interest and a delight". 
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It is appropriate that we should consider a little more closely the 
implications and consequences of Macpherson's approach to music teaching. 
The main point that is abundantly clear is that to him music appreciation 
involved listening to music, and a study of the techniques that he suggests 
for the teaching of appreciation show that the listening that was important 
was listening to the form of the music. 
The insistence on the study of form resulted partly from the belief 
that members of the community should be exposed to good music. To 
Macpherson and to many other musicians of his generation, good music was 
symphonic music; it was essentially the European music of the 18th and 19th 
centuries. However, the complexity of this symphonic music was largely a 
complexity of form and consequently this was an important topic to study. 
While we cannot fail to agree that the study of form is desirable and 
necessary, we might question the importance that Macpherson placed upon it. 
It is likely that his insistence that this was the really important 
listening skill is to some extent a backlash against the teaching of earlier 
days. Too often this had been the teaching of singing. Here if any 
systematic approach had been used, it would have been the use of the tonic 
sol-fa. While this was a valuable technique for aural training when properly 
used, it did nothing to help in listening to the form and structure of great 
music: it could have been used, and indeed it often was, to teach 
relatively simple and mediocre songs. It should be noted that much of the 
teaching using tonic sol-fa by Curwen's disciples fell below the high 
standards that he himself had set: thus for example, Curwen taught staff 
notation along with sol-fa after the rudiments of the latter had been 
grasped, but very few of his successors did. 
On the other hand we should note one implication of ~acpherson's 
teachings. It was that the study of music theory or instrumental technique 
should not be allowed to stand between a child and his enjoyment of music. 
The study is necessary for the form of the music to be recognised, but 
appreciation occurs in listening to music as it is performed. And in 
listening enjoyment may result from success in perceiving the form as well 
as purely sensuous delight in the sounds themselves. 
Macpherson was a person of major importance on the musical scene and 
there can be no doubt about his single-mindedness in promoting 'music 
appreciation'. Thus he writes, "the true appreciation of music by the 
community at large can only come about by means of some kind of systematic 
systematic/ 
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systematic endeavour, on the part of musiciana, to present the best examples 
of their art in such a way as to make clear to all and sundry that in such 
things there is really some element ot greatness and truth which it is !2£!S 
troubling about". (The eJl.p.baais is Jlacperson' sown. ) (MaqJherson 1923). 
We can see here something of the idealism of the man. There was the 
hope that if the layman were induced to understand music of tirst-rate 
quality he would be inclined to eschew whatever was inferior. Although this 
hope may have been naive, this is not to suggest that what MacPherson was 
dOing was any the less valuable. On the contrary with the amount of music 
being disseminated publicly there was considerable need to help the public 
develop powers ot discrimination. It is noteworthy that MacPherson made 
recourse to the mass media themselves in making the gramophone a major ally 
of the music appreciation movement: this was a good choice for it had so 
maI\Y advantages over the classroom piano. One danger in the approach used 
was that the standards were imposed rather rigid~ by the teachers and if the 
teaching was not very good, the pupils might not be able to form their own 
enlightened opinions about what was worth while in music such as jails, dance 
music and popular music. 
Paralleling the hope that the good would drive out the bad, was a 
hope, an equal~ naive one, that a better understanding of music will lead 
to greater enjoyment ot the music. 
Scholes and the teaChing of music appreciationf While MacPherson may 
be oonsidered the founder of the music appreciation movement in Great Britain, 
he was not the on~ person who devoted all his energies to it. 
Sir Percy Scholes was almost as important. He did not perform or compose, 
but restricted his activities to the popularisation of music. As a writer, 
lecturer and broadcaster he showed a considerable skill in making complicated 
subjects intelligible to the l~. And unlike 80me musicologists he was 
ver,y much alive to developments inr.o~seriou8 music. 
His whole approach to music appreciation was broader than MacPherson's 
and his book on this subject (Scholes, 1935) was probably the first to treat 
musical appreciation in terms other than that of a personal system. He not 
only outlined the history of the movement but he provided a justification ot 
the teaching ot musical appreciation and attempted to refute the arguments 
that had been levelled against its st~. 
However, although he realised that the study of musical appreciation 
was more than the study of form, he still took a very limited view on what 
was implied by the term. This is most clearly seen when we consider how he 
reacted to the definition of musical appreciation that had been put forward 
at the 2nd Anglo-American Music Education Conference which was held in 1931. 
At this conference, an attempt was made to define musical appreciation, 
the first time that this had been done at such a 'high-level' conference. 
Some of the main points made were these. 
"The aims of the study of musical appreciation, as 
we understand it, are (a) the development of a 
high degree of sensitiveness to the medium of the 
art; and (b) an intensive and critical study of 
the representative examples of admitted master-
pieces. This implies, first, the ability to hear 
music in its own terms, and not in terms of 
association with other experiences; and secondly, 
an insight into all those factors which constitute 
style. 
"We believe that all that is here defined as 
musical appreciation, so £ar £rom being in 
opposition to training in vocal and instrumental 
performance is an essential complement to all suoh 
training." 
We can see from this that musical appreciation was one aspect of all 
music teaching, whether or not it was teaching of listening or of 
performance. Indeed this distinction is seen as being to some extent an 
artificial one. One might argue that what is being advocated is some study 
of 'music appreciation' as a part of training in performance (no matter 
whether performance in singing or on an instrument) as performance skills 
should necessarily include appreciation skills. 
Scholes was bitterly opposed to the conference definition of musical 
appreciation and in his book (1935) he put forward a set of resolutions that 
he believed should replace those that were accepted at that 1931 conference. 
He claimed that, "in the general term musical appreciation is included in 
whatever brings to the notice of the pupils the listening side of the art, 
as distinct from the side of performance". (Scholes, 1935). In another 
context he wrote that the term 'music appreciation' is, 
"the usual time-table and text-book name for a 
form of educational training designed to 
cultivate in the pupil an ability to listen to 
seriously conceived music without bewilderment 
and to hear with pleasure music of different 
periods and schools and varying degrees of 
complexity." 
Here we can see that Scholes keeps the distinction between the 
performance of music and listening to music and that to him appreciation 
was to be associated with listening. 
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Looking back on the disagreement between Scholes and the authors of 
the statement on musical appreciation produced at the Anglo-American Kusic 
Belucators Conterence, it is fair question to ask whether the differ:-ences were 
in fact more apparent than real. If one a ccepta that the performer i8 
constantly monitoring his perform&DCe, &ad all surelY accept that this kind 
of feedback does occur, then this illplies that for a successful performance 
the per:-former must listen to (or perceive consciously or unconsciously) his 
own performance and evaluate it in the light of his knowledge of the 
principles that would be applied by those who are listening to him. What 
seems really to be the point at issue was not what constituted the necess8r,y 
skills, but the means by which they could be inculcated in possibly 
reluctant learners. MacPherson and Scholes argued that these skills were 
listening skills and that it was therefore most appropriate to teach thea 
through getting pupils to listen preferably to the best examples of available 
music - and this usually meant making use of recordings. The Americans on 
the other hand argued that all music activities involve to a lesser or 
greater extent listening skills and hence music appreCiation can and should 
be taught using a variet.y of different situations and techniques. Such 
learning would be more effective since an active approach was more 
frequently required. 
In conclusion it is important to stress that both MaCPherson and 
Scholes were passionately interested in the educational process. Not only 
did th~ outline ~ was involved in music appreCiation, but more 
importantly, they devoted their lives to showing R2!llusic appreciation 
could be brought about in the ma8ses. 
Kusio Bduoators and .esthetioiaaa Views on MUsic Apereciation 
.ppreciation .. enjoliM. understandipl and evaluatiM Ilusic: Thia 
section deals with the 1de.. about music appreciation put forward in theoretical 
writings by music eduoatora, aestheticiana and to a le8ser extent, 
psycholOgists. In so far as definitions or hard atatementa about music 
appreciation are made in the writings oonsidered in this section, they tend 
teDd/ 
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tend to be -stipuJ.ative def1nitiona" of musio appreciation. They indicate 
for each writer what he believes to be the aki11s, qualities, etc. that can 
aost usefully be subsUlRed under the term 'musical apprecia1:i)n'. The 
ditterences between the stipulations of difterent writers reflectc their 
ditterent priorities in music education and their different ideas about the 
natm-e and function of mwc. 
There are two basic meanings of the word "appreciation" in common 
usage - though each of these has several related aspects: 
1. The UDderstanding aDd evaluation ot merit. 
2. An intellectual or emotional satisfaotion. 
Buck (1943), writing for musicians, emphasiaes the tOrller meaning, though it 
must be recognised that understanding music is not necessari~ the same &8 
ability to evaluate its merit. However, understanding ~ be a necessar,y, 
if not a sufficient, condition for proper evaluation. lVen so, it is 
conceivable that 80me people can evaluate the merit ot music with Saa8 
measure of succesa without being able to state explici t~ their reaaoDS tor 
their Judgements. Yet their intuitive grasp of the qualities, that make for 
greatness would hardly be described as tunderatandioc' simp13 because it is 
not tull¥ consoious. It should be added that Buck does alao state, almost &8 
an afterthought, that appreoiation should include likiD8 although, "liking 
does not constitute appreoiation". 
This stanoe of Bucks is 11ke that of Brook1ehurst, who states that, 
"the primar,y pm-pose of musical appreciation is to inculcate a love and 
understanding of good aWlic" (Brocklehurst, 1962). Lovelook (1965) uses 
. almost identical words to describe appreciation. 
With thes. writers, there is one problem which cannot be resolved 
s1JDpl1'i what is 'good' or 'of merit t ? .Are there absolute standards or does 
'good' aimpl1' aean WiD acoord with what reputed experts oal1 'good'"? 
Bva1uation of merit sutters trom preciael1' the same problem. Evaluation 
implies comparisoD againat a DOrII to determine goodness or merit. Is the 
nora social.l.1' defined? If it ia, then appreciation cannot be unambiguously 
detined or described unless social norma tor goodness ot music are 
unambiguously agreed. They are not. It they were t this review would not 
be necessary' 
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Intellectual aapects ot music appreciation: Kate Hevner Mueller (1956) 
is firmly of the opinion that what is required here, "iIS first of all the 
engaging of the cerebral activity with the sound attauli, the organising of 
theae sensations into perceptioDa and the growth of these perceived and 
identified units into the larger ad more complex unita we call cODeept.-. 
AlthoU8h abe continues that, "The ease and facility with which the listener 
can develop these perceptions together with the resultant pleasure is the 
esaence of muic appreciation". However, ahe ilDmediately adda, ItThe 
intellectual character of the process is inescapable". Ilsewhere in the same 
article ahe again emphasise. her beliet that basica~"the teacher and learner 
are concerned with the intellectual process in appreciation". Thi. TiewpoiDt 
recognises that music can have a profound effect upon us but nonethelesB 
Mueller argues forciblJr that to appreciate the music we must perceive and 
understand the cause of the effect. This suggests that to lilSten appreciative~, 
one must be able to hear in the music the techniques used by the composer, 
no matter whether these are apecific to himaelf, and which thereby determine 
his style, or whether they are the more COlllllOnly used 'rules' or conventions 
tor the compoaition of music. 
At thiB atage it iB worth referring to one line of st~ which has 
developed 1ndependentlJr of ~ concerned with music. Thia ia the work on 
"auding- which has developed out ot the original ideas of Caffrey (1955). 
Just aB there iIS a distinction between 'hearicg' and 'listening', .0 there 
is a higher level distinction between tl1stenin&' aD! ·auding'. 'HeariDg' is 
ver,y much a paasive activity: 'listening' implieB p~1ng attention to the 
deta!ls, but there is little that is obBervable in the listener, there are 
no obvious reaponses: 'auding' 18 purpo.etul and impliea &Baociative 
listening, it is more detailed, creative and active. Furness (1957) and 
Russels (1959) following up Caffrey's work suggest that in teaching there 
must be a chaDge from 'listening' to 'auding'. Applied to music, this might 
iJIlply that attention must be directed in such a We::! aa will le ad tc 
perception of what is musical~ significant - a point made earlier on 
normal language usage by LQwer;r (1943) in discusBiag the distinction between 
'heariDg' and 'listening'. It might well, it iB auggested, include 
attention to the fora of the music. ODe crucial point underp1nning the whole 
concept of 'auding' is that what one has to liBten to and what responses 
have to be made are kDowD. Now this mq be the caBe in English teachillg, 
whence 'audingt developed; it is not D8ceaaarily the caee in music teaching. 
To allow auding to become a relev&Dt aapect of muaic teaching, the objectiTea 
objectivea/ 
ob~ectives of muaic teaching would need to be apecified in sa.. detail • 
• ere thia done, then 'audiag' might equate to appreciation. 
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Appreciation aa a satistying experieDOe: Wallach (1959) in a thoupt-
provokiD& article does not streas the cogrdtive side. In discussiag the 
nature ot aeathetic experience he takes aa his atart1Qg poiDt what he 
conaiders to be the criteria ot a work of art. These aret 
1. it must be an orgaDisation of WormatioD, 
2. it must serve to alter a persODS motivational state, 
,. this chaage must be in a way sought by the individual. 
Wallach considers the problem of aesthetic experience by aaking what effect 
a work of art haa on an individual rather than by aaking what an iadividual 
does in appreciating a werk of art. If we shift Wallach'a emphasis, theA, 
Waltertnc ot a person'a motivational state in a way sought by the individual" 
could be interpreted aa the appreoiation of the work ot art. We might note 
that 'appreciation', as defiDed here, does DOt nec88saril,y equate to 'liking'. 
Some people get a satisfaotion troa Ilusic Which they consider aad aDd they 
may aotive~ take atepe to listen to the musio siaply because ot its 
Dostalgic effect. The ezperieDCe 18 therefore DOt pure pleasure. Again, 
aaqv aestheticiana believe that the aeathetic experience is a richer, aore 
spiritual, aore valuable experience than .ere enJoyment, though they do not 
succeed in ezpla1DiDg, in teru iuteUigible to the psychologiat, the real 
Dature o~ thia experience. )face (1951) writea, ttl would maintain that 
without aome experience of the tranaceDdental quality of greatneas of aauaic, 
we are not valuiDc or appreciating it at its true worth". But this does not 
indioate to thoae who do not eDJoy the tranaceDdental experience ot music 
what it is they ais., or how they might fiDel it. "en Munro, whose output i. 
voluminous and preatigiola, is too cautioua to attempt to describe speoifically 
the nature of aeathetic ezperienoe. He does, h.ever, share Wallach's view 
that this eer1enee is a oentral bsue when oonsidering works of art. To 
hill the general tera 'Azot' iDcluclea, "all the typea of skill aDd product 
which commonly have .. a function the KOMal of s. kiDel of aesthetic 
!!p!rienc". (lhmro. 1963) 
One conaequeDOe of Wallach's approach ia that it avoida the difficulty 
of deciding what is 'good'. Whether. work is a work of art or Dot ia 
aub~ectively determ.l.ned by ita effect. Although this is an elegant solutioD 
aolutiOD/ 
solution to a difficult probl .. , it is not on. that baa commo~ been 
accepted. 
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Relationship between cOgnitive &ad arteative sapects ot appreciation: 
We have diaeusaec1 two upecUl of appreciation, the intelleotual exercise ot 
UDderstanding the music aDd the feeling of satisfaotion that the ausio evak ... 
There 18 nc reason wb;y appreciation need be restricted to ollly oue or the 
other. But if both are reasonable, it is important to uk what relation 
between them exats. The simpleat, which aeems iaplicit in 80ae writings 
(often throuch what is omitted), is that a person appreciates muaic either 
if he understood it S£ if it provided a satisfactory experience, but it 
doesn't matter whioh alternative. A more elegant and eminently aeaningtul, 
yet totally different, relationship is implied by Buck (1943) • "Art", he 
olaiu (and he include a music here) ".st reach the :reelings via the 
tJnderstandi~ • Thua the crux 18 the subject! ve experieDCe but this, in 
real appreciation, re8ul ts trom the understandiDg of the music. A sat1atactOl7 
experience which is not the reaul t of UDderstanding i8 not appreciation, 
though there mtJ.Y b. slBer enJoyment of the sensuous quality of music. 
Similar~ understanding u mere intellectual exercise is not appreciation. 
This approach 18 shared by other writers, yet few of them uk how maq people 
are capable of appreciating music in this aense. 
Objectives and aims of music teaching: An alternative to attempting to 
define or describe appreciation is to list the aima or obJectives of musio 
teaching, since th1a avoida the need to define, or even describe in a gaueral 
way, what musio appreCiation is. This is not because 'music appreciation' 
i8 necelsari~ oonsidered an inappropriate OODOept: there are writers who 
do use the term in a most general way, but who do not attempt its definition 
but merely describe what should be taught. Nonetheless it i8l:ia:Jld to avoid 
the conclusion that for ma~ writers the tera 'music appreciation' baa little 
real relevance. 
Same attempt8 have been aade to provide taxonomies of objective.. Thus 
Colwell. in hia 8plendid book (Colwell, 1970) provides a fairlY full 
description ot Blooa'8 taxon~ and illustrate. it. use with musical 
•• terial.. Howeyer, he doe. find there are difficul tie. in this exercise 
exercise/ 
·Bloom'. taxODO~ of obJeotive. in the cogDitive domain and the affectiYe 
dam.i. aDd SapsOD', panll.el t~D9IIW:" ot o1tJ.~tiv.s -iJi; the p.yohoaotar 
domain. (Bloom, B., ed •• 1956;'''Xra\liwohl, D. i. et a1, 1964; 
..,.011, "Jv1~, 
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exercise, particularly with the psychomotor domain. Green (1961) also 
attempted to use Bloom's taxonomy for cognitive and affective domains. Again 
there is evidence that the underlying classification system does not suit 
music too well. Possibly each academic subject ought to have its own 
taxonomy. 
Unfortunately, most music educators do not employ techniques anything 
like as rigorous as Bloom's taxonomy when they describe their own aims and 
objectives. Consequently their statements are much less precise and 
difficult to compare. This is especially so since in many instances how a 
topic should be taught becomes confused with what should be taught. No doubt 
this is quite understandable: since inappropriate teaching may well prevent 
the true goals being achieved and such teaching was not uncommon especially 
in the 1920's and 1930's.* 
The most detailed analyses of the aims, objectives (and sometimes 
methods) of music teaching are to be found in the voluminous American 
literature, of which the most important single accessible document is the 
51th N.S.S.E. Yearbook "Basic Concepts in Husic Education" (Henry, N. B. ed., 
1958). This is now updated by Schneider's work (1969). In this country 
Green's review (1967) is the most comprehensive. A sample from the works of 
music educators provides an indication of the wide range of topics which may 
be covered. 
Chavez (1961) claims that the aims of teaching for music appreciation 
are twofold: i) to develop the innate musical sense and ii) to make 
proviSion for increasing the technical means of understanding the achievement 
of a work. Hunt (1957) has as his first aim, intelligent listening for form 
in music. Shaw (1961) on the other hand believes that form cannot be heard 
by the ear and therefore should not be the basis of music appreciation training. 
Hunt also advocates teaching that will help in the discrimination of 
good and bad music so that good music will lead to enjoyment and so fill the 
mind that it keeps out the bad. This development of good taste is shared by 
other writers such as ~~inwaring (1941) for whom music appreciation involves, 
"developed preference for those works normally accepted as worthwhile and 
'good'''. Maine (1935) also seeks to make the discrimination between 'good' 
'good'/ 
*e.g. Vide Colwell p.80. Also Scholes controversy over the aim of the music 
appreciation movement stemmed from questions of how to teach. Scholes' aims 
and his own teaching may have been splendid. The teachinG of many of his 
followers was admittedly often too mechanical and failed to achieve the 
desired ends. (Vide Hackerness, 1964, p.262.) 
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tgoodt and tbad' music a central feature of music teaching and he indicate a 
how this is to be achieved. It oan be aucceaafull,;r done throush the 
learning of songs and the study of theory. His optimism about human Dature 
and the transfer of training is such (it would seem) that he would require 
only the "occasional" lesson on how to estimate the quality of pieces of 
music heard by his atuclenta. 
It is interesting to DOte how the aims of music appreciation teaching 
overlap with the aims of 80cial education. Brocklehurst makes the point 
that appreciation for the beaut,y and worth of masterpieces ~ help in the 
fight against growing commerciali... For Hunt a proper appreciation of 
music leads to good neighbourlines8 through, for example, a diacriJainating 
use of radio. Mursell (1951), in similar vein, suggesta that there should be 
concern about 'human valuea': he is critical of the traditional music 
appreciation lesson as being too limited in what it can achieve. 
Brocklehurat t s (1 962) aills are reasoll&bl,;r ap ecifio • Incluc1ecl are 
reading and memorising melodies, aoore reading, the stu~ of torm, aDd 
instrumental spottirg. MttJning (1946) would require a atudy of theory and of 
form, studies of particular works and a biographioal study of sOlie of the 
major musical figures. lIore recently Dwyer (1967) auggests the main topics 
ahould be colour, texture and form. Lists of topics such as these cannot do 
full Juatice to their authors. Moat describe how they would teach so as to 
fulfil their aima and they make positive constructive suggestions. Despite 
this the evidence is clear enough that there are some fUDdamental disagreements. 
Even where different authors views are cOllplementar,y, it is difficult to try 
to derive their priorities. 
Appreciation of performance: Oae p ... 1ble aspect of music appreciation 
is almost tota~ neglected in the material reviewed above. Even a writer of 
the calibre of Munro (1963) - though he is primari~ concerned with the 
visual arta - is oontent to oODSider two .apecta in relation to the arts, 
creation and appreciation. Yet there ia the difficulty that in music there 
is a middle-un, the performer. Thus the listener haa to attend both to the 
performance as such and through this to the original compoaitioD it he ia to 
appreCiate what he hear •• 
It is impossible to divorce these totally, aa music was compoaed to be 
performed and, indeed, music _1' possibly only exist in performanoe. Yet it 
i8 teasible to tr,y to conaider thea separate~. Within the adm1tt.~ 
limited field ot 'claa8ical musiC', the composition i. the more fundamental 
fundamental/ 
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f'uDdamental aud the perfora&DCe ia geared to the .. 1 tten soore and to the 
composer's intentions. The appropriateneas of performanoe 18 Judged by how 
successfully it allow8 U8 to hear what the composer wrote. It is the very 
richness of much of our music that allows s.veral different performers to 
give their own iaterpretationa, all of which would b. judged • good' or • .,en 
'uoelleat', for they eaoh emphaais. on. upect or another of the original 
wor.k. Despite this it must be admitted that the differences between 
acceptable performances ar. relatively slight. This is not 110 in Jass, or 
the cadauas of clusioal cODeerti. where the notes played are of seoondary 
iaportance to the effect de.ired by the performer at the time. 
The consequence of this is that it is quite appropriate to posit the 
belief that with most orchestral mUSiC, appreciation should include 
appreciation of the performance of the music as well as appreciation of the 
music as written • 
.Appreciation as underatandil!§ the lquar of musio: The various 
approaches disoussed all aee. rather limited and this may be because they 
are too eclectic and lack of &D.V substantial theoretical tramework. One 
attempted way of providing a fraaework ia to draw the analogy beweaD music 
and the written word. Thus when we listen to a play, we attend to the words 
so &8 to obtain the meaning trOll them. This we oan do, if we have had 
sufficient experieDCe of the la.ngu&68, beoause it has a vocabulary and a 
8Z"&IIII8r with which we are familiar aDd with which _ can cope. But Just as 
the Inglish language has a vocabulary of words so music has a vocabulary of 
sounds: Just &8 there are 'rules' and conventions about how worda may be 
strung together. a grammar. so there are 'rules' and conventions about how 
the sounds of music may be put into sequence. )(uaic has it. 8Z"aamar: and 
Just &8 there are an int'ini te number of ways of using the Inglish language, 
all of which are meaningful, so it is argued there i-e an infinite number of 
wl\Ys of USing the language of music so that it will be meaningful. This 
general thesis that music is a language and that musical compositions have a 
meaning seems to be widely accepted by philosophers aDd aestheticiana. Even 
the man-in-the-atzoeet accepta thia idea when talking of ausic as haviDg 
'aignit'ioanoe', but be doea not atop to uk what it signifiea: he ia not 
conoerned with what musio lIeanll beoause he has not realised that it could 
.ean arrthing. However, if we think about appreciation of .usic we are 
forced to consider what the .eaniDc of .usic ~ be, if it has a .eaning, 
for it' we fail to understaDd the language of music when we bear a piece 
played, we can hardly be aaid to have appreciated to the full. Certainly 
Certainl31 
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Certainly music does not have a 8ymbolic _&Ding , it haa DO literal and 
correct tranalation. If we accept Oaden and Richarda (1923) distinction 
between the symbolic and emotive uses of language, then it is A&reed that 
the l8Zl&uage ot musio is emotive rather than symbolio. Cherry (1966) points 
out, disoussing Ogden and Richards distiuct10n, that, "worda in poetry are 
selected not tor their 'oorreotness' but to achieve certain resul ta, to 
produce certain ettects upon the reader's mind", and equivalent atatementa 
could be made about aqy art torm, not merely poetry. The meaning in a work 
of art i. to be tound in its ettect; the question of correctness does not 
arise. Cherry concludes that, "these two 'polar extremes' at the whole 
sphere ot language, the symbolic and emotive, we ~ call the scientitic and 
the aesthetic •• 
However, it is at this stage that disagreement comes in Iilnceour 
philosophers while accepting this general point still tall into two camps 
when tryizlg to unravel the nature ot thia aeathetic extreme ot language. 
On the one hand there is the 'tormalist' point ot view whose advocate., such 
as Pratt and Laager and HaDslick, hold that musio doe. DOt arouse eJDotioll8: 
rather they argue that there is in musio a "tonal analogue at emotive lite-. 
i.e. the Ilusio may illuminate the nature at emotion yet musical experienoe 
is not the same as lite emotiona. "Music", aocording to Pratt (1931) 
"souods the ~ emotions teel." And, aocording to Langer (1957), "music is 
a total aaalogue ot emotive lite." Yet the recognition at this similarity 
bet.een the !2£a. of music and the tol'll! ot emotiOD should evoke ollly 
pleasurable teeling, not emotion. A. clear diatinctioD i. made by thoae who 
support this limited reterential positioD between emotion and teeling - a 
distinction that is possibly overdone in the light of psychologists' lack ot 
agreement over the Dature ot 'emotion'. Thi. viewpoint stres.es the 
intelleotual taaka ot appreoiation ot music: the inteDBe pleasurable 
teelings iDduced by music tollow from an awareness of the rightness of the 
tonal design. This toraalist approach seems to have relative~ tew advocate. 
in the present time thoush some suoh as SherbUl"De (1966) acoept it in a 
modified tora. 
A.t the other end ot the speotrum w. have the 'expreSSionist' or 
'abaolutiat' pOint. Whilst the inspiration tor tho .. who support this k1JJd 
ot theor,y coaes froa Crooe &Dd Collingwood, the moat recent and. ablest 
proponent a ot this approach are L. B. Mayer (1956) and Deryck Cooke (1959) 
whose books have received wide accla1m. They would d.~ that Art is lit.-
oriented, revelatory, pulsing with hUll8ll s1anitioauce and. insight into 
into/ 
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into reality. In so far as music has a meaning it is a meaning UDique to 
music - a meaning • sui generis I. Meyer argues that we should focus on the 
wembodied meantnga in music, and here he implies that one part 01' a piece of 
music has meaning only in relation to the other parts 01' the same composition. 
And the parts are so arranged that they will produce in the listener strong 
feelings or emotions. Thus LuzJAt (1967) points out 'Bail: Beetho'yen, Brahaa, 
Schumann, Wagner and Lisst explicitly championed the idea that Art is 
-the spontaneous overflow 01' powerful feelings". Self-expression and the 
expression of po~erful feelings may not peed artistic form, but this is not 
to say that they cannot or should not be embodied in artistic form, aa.d it 
would appear that maqy of the greatest 01' composers have felt a need to 
express theaselves in the music of their compositions. While some authors, 
such as Xartin (1967), claim that the teelings evoked by music oan be highly 
intense and yet DOt Deoesaarily like ~ others, and would rejeot the idea 
that they can be described by reterence to the so-called lite emotiOns, not 
all expressionists would ooncur. 
For Cooke (op oit) the meaning of music resides in the idea that the 
oomposer' a emotions are transferred to the l1atener via the work, though 
Meyer holda that the emotional atatea which the composer transmits are less 
humanly specific than Cooke would have us believe. Storr (1970) points out 
that a great composer may take us beyond our normal experience: he "is not 
simply a great expositor of what we all feel arryway. He is actually showing 
us something completely new. • • • • Most musioians seem to agree that the 
last quartets of Beethoven are iDdeed in a special category. They do not 
represent emotions which we have all experienced, but feelings or states of 
mind to which most of us have had DO access UDtil Beethoven revealed thea 
to us.w Laszlo does not believe that the listener should feel the same 
emotion aa originally stirred the composer (as Cooke seems to imply). 
~be emotions whiob inspired the creation of 
~ pieoe ot musio are part at ita hiatory; 
while the emotions which inspire ita aotual 
interpretations are part at ita enJoyment. 
• • • • Music ia the expression ot emotions, 
and it matters little whether the emotions are 
those of its composer or those of a qualified 
interpreter.w 
However, he does add that the emotions 01' the composer aDd the performer 
w111 be of the aame kiDde Consequently, "musical enjc]1l18nt is commwdoated 
oommUDicated/ 
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cammunioated to the listener because he 'overhears' the interpreter e~s. 
himself in music, and. COiles to feel and UDderet&Dd the .... kiDd of feelings 
which have originally iDapired the werk". Yet this still le aves little room 
for the listener's interpretation which ~ be unrelated to the oompo.ar l • 
or the performer's. Yet why should s~h an interpretation Dot be .1uat .. 
valid? 
IDt'oraation theorz - a liDk with .. pirical studies, Another totally 
different framework ~ prove productive for explaining what happens in music 
and is baaed on "information theorT'. This haa an added advantage that it 
doe. seem to provide useful liDka between some of the philosophical ideas, 
particularly tho .. ot Meyer (e.s- see Sharpe, 1971; Meyer, 1957). The 
earliest systematic application ot information tbeor,y to music is that ot 
Moles dating from the mid 1950' s (Moles, 1966) _ Possibly the most interesting 
studies' are comparatiY. studie. ot the degree of redundancy in different 
styles (e.g- Youngblood, 1960; Cohen, 1962; Wober, 1968). 
Of intereat to ua ia that the degree of redUDdanc,y ia a measure of the 
complenty of a work &ad 80 the task ot appreCiation may well be to recogniae 
the redundancy where it exist.. Where this cannot be done, the work becollee 
a meaningless combinatioD without shape or form to the listener. The 
information theor,y approach parallels the viewpoint whioh stresses a atuQy of 
form and the technical aspects of composition, but S088 beyond it in providing 
a mean. ot quanti'~ aOlle 01' the JIIOst eluaive variables aince the lan or 
conventioDa of compoaition are treated as analogies to the grammar 01' music. 
Information theory liDka alao with severely practical work. The interpretation 
of Berelynes work on collative stimulus properties (1960) is clearly 
'informatiOD - theoretic I in nature even though it does not formally uke use 
ot pure information theor,y. 
However, whilst information theory ~ provide a tool tor 
inveatisating the nature ot music aDd how it ia heard, it doe. not, at the 
present time, provide a~ help in deciding the more tundamental qU8stiODB 
as to what should be included in inve.tigationa concerning musio appreciation. 
Praotical Inve.t1gationa into the PIlchololl ot IUlic 
Studies ot cODSoDaDce/dis.oD&DCe: The praotical investigations carried 
out in the psychology ot lllU8ic could be expeoted to throw aome light on the 
thel 
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the structure of music abilities or interesta or appreciation, aod thus help 
in our task of clarifying the concept of • music appreciation'. What is 
required here is DOt so much a detailed oritique of individual studies .. a 
broad look at the various areas of study', thoU&h there may .ell be the need 
to look more closely at SOme particular studiea within areas of real relevanoe. 
There are many different lines that have led to fruitful imestigationa 
of music. However many of these could loosely be described &8 dealing with 
the various responses elicited by var,yiDg musical stimuli. In this review we 
.ill focus firat upon the kinds of atu~ that have centered on the var,yiDg 
musical stimuli. Thereafter studies more ccncerned with the var,ying 
responaes will claim our attention. 
One liDe of investigation which still continues to be followed atter 
acre than half a century's work is concerned with which soUDlls are consonant/ 
dissonant or pleasiDgfdispleasiDg. The work of Valentine into the degrees of 
consonance of different chorda typifiea the work in this field. In his book 
(Valentine, 1962)"teviewa quite thoroughly ~ different investigations. The 
~ 
same general kind of atuQy haa been undertaken aore reoently by lere~(196o). 
However he employs techniques which are more rigorous than those of earlier 
workera and he alao has his stimuli Judged on several different rating acalea, 
DOt merely on pleasant - unpleasant. 
One iaportant characteriatic of this work is that the stimuli to which 
the responses must be made are very simple, such as a chord of two notes. 
Berelyne in particular believes that experimental aesthetics must build trom 
the bottom up and that it is necessary to take this 'atomic' view: he would 
argue that music and its effects can onlY be understood when the principles 
involved in listening to music have been clearJ..y elucidated by careful atudies 
of the many elemental upecta of music. This approach is slightly reminiscent 
of that adopted by Birkhoft (1933) or -.vaeDOk (194-1) .heD considering the 
appeal of different aimple visual stimuli. However, Just as this approach 
has not proved too successful with visual materials, 80 it can be doubted 
Just how fruitful it will be with aural material. Studies on this general 
area ~ well provide an interesting contribution to the 8t~ of perception, 
but it is debatable how relevant they are for music. 
It might be ezpected that there ahould be some relationships bet.een 
musical taste. or preferences and liking or disliking particular chorda. But 
if there is , it is diatant and tenuous. One differenoe betweeD music and 
bolated chorda i. particularly important. With .tudies of consonance/ 
consonanoe/ 
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consonance/dissonance, the fact that music exists in time is very largely 
ignored. As Gardner and Pickford have shown (1943, 1944) in an elegant series 
of experiments, the same chord in different settings will be perceived in 
different ways - a finding which incidentally is necessary for any initial 
understanding of how cadences can achieve their effect. This suggests that, 
with music, it is the judgement of whole 'gestalten' rather than a conscious 
judgement of its elements which has significance. Here the organisation of 
the several parts is of paramount importance and listeners to music are 
almost certainly not aware of their perceptual processes. The investigators 
whose work we have been considering required consciously determined responses 
to possibly unrealistically simple stimuli from their subjects. 
Studies of consonance/dissonance do not discriminate different kinds 
of perception in such a way as would indicate what is the more appropriate 
(appreciative) form of musical perception. Yet the appreciative listener 
might be expected to hear in a different way from the unappreciative listener. 
Although in most studies individual differences are noted, but these,by the 
nature of the investigations, are more often quantitative than qualitative: 
the real focus is on the generality of phenomena obaervecJ:. There are many 
possible topics in the perception of music. Early work such as that of Ortman 
(1926) or Guildford and Hilton (1933), was often and necessarily relatively 
unsophisticated as compared to modern studies such as those of Hickman (1969) 
or Thackray (1965) or even Frances (1958). And many studies seem to deal 
with relatively trivial points. Possibly some of the most solid work in the 
area was done by Vernon (1931, 1933). However, the focus of these 
investigations, and of theories such as Ehrenzwetg'a (1967) on 'unconscious 
scanning', are concerned with how we ~ music. Now while 'hearing' and 
'listening' are obviously related, they are not the same. If we accept that 
musical appreciation is primarily concerned with listening skills, it may be 
that the work we have been discussing has but limited relevance. 
Studies using the semantic differential: By making use of Osgood's 
'semantic differential' technique (Osgood et aI, 1957) studies in the area 
of the pleasingness or consonance of musical stimuli have recently been 
'broadened out' and given a framework. 
The semantic space of Osgood's has three dimensions; evaluation, 
activity and potency: of these evaluation is the most significant. In the 
factor analytic foundation of the technique, the rating scales which are 
usually found to have the h~hest loadings on evaluation include 'good-bad' 
'good-bad'/ 
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, good-bad' and 'pleaaant-unpleaaant'. The 8811aDtio ditterential therefore 
provides a tool tor investicat10ns in whioh data trom ratings oan be 
interpreted. Furthermore if, in lIusic appreoiation, evaluation 18 1IIportant, 
theD not oDly are Judgell8nta of 'goodneaa' or • pleasantneas' Deoeasary, 80 is 
some systematic w~ ot handling the several ratinga that tocether oODStitute 
evaluation. 
Apart from ita relevanoe, the technique i8 particularJ..y valuable 
because it is exceedizlgly veraatile. It can cope equally .. 11 with ratiD418 
ot complete muaical works (or •• &DiD&ful, e%traots tro. them) or with aiD&le 
notes or chord4. Unfortunately, this technique haa been little uaed with 
lIlusio and the few exceptions (e.g. Edmonston, 1966; NordeDlStrang, 1968; 
Sw&DWiok, 1973) are trivial applioations 1hich do little IIIOra than validate 
the technique. 
Studies of the charaoter of music: Still focusing on the different 
type of musical atimuli are studi.a of the 'character' ot music. 
HeinleiD (1928) and Havner (19359 concentrated OD ditterence. between music 
in the ma~or and minor modes. Gundlach (1935) and Hevner (1936, 193~,1938) 
broadened out thia line ot investiaatioD considering other variablea suoh as 
pitch and tempo. However, poaaibly the lIOat oomplete atu~ ot this type waa 
by Gatewood (1927). The.e early .tudies were probaDly too eimplistic aDd 
have ooae in tor oritic18ll on this score (e.c. linc, 1960) thoucb there are 
early, but hishly penetrating oritiques such aa Roberta' on the nature ot 
'key quality'. (loberts, 1930) 
ODe of the greatest proDle.. was enauring the laok o~ a aufficiently 
larce aDd varied selection ot musioal examples. Posaibly aa a oonaequaDee, 
the analySis tailed to oonsider the complex interaotions between various 
·oues t auch .a tempo, timbre, etc. 
Sinoe these studies have inadequaoies aD! since the too us is OD the 
nature ot the musio itselt aDd variationa betweeD difterent subJects' 
respoDses tend to be ignored, they are relatively unimportant when conaideri~ 
the nature ot music appreoiation. They would only be of aportanoe if 
appreciation included the ability to desoribe the oharaoter ot ausic or 
alterD&t1vely the compos.r's intentions as to what a particular pieoe of 
Ilusio should comey. However, we are not convinced that a compoaer's 
intentione OaD be olearly" '%pres.ed, other than in hie music. Equally there 
is otten oonsiderable doubt ... to what the oharacter ot a piece of muaio is, 
e.g. ditferent 'experts- 41s&l1"ee aDd there ia no guidmce trOll the coaposer. 
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Studies ot JlU!ical teate: In contrast to the studies referred to 
above, studies about musical preferences and tastes are very much coucerned 
with both the nature of the music and the liateners reaponse. This is true 
no matter whether musical extracts have to be Jud&ed (e.g. BaUJI8DD, 19~ 
~in, 1957; Rogers, 1956) or less reliable questionnaire technique. are 
employed. 
It is noteworthy that studies of taste t end to take account of 
sociological and psychological variables, such as SOCial class or peer group 
influeuces. This takes tbe analysis to a deeper level than in the studies 
discussed earlier. Whilst it would be inappropriate to attempt to review 
the 11 terature concerned with mus ical tute, it Dlay be appropriate to point 
out one weakness of ma~ studies. Too often musical tastes are categorised 
USing systems which are 'ad hoc' or chosen on purely musical grounds with 
little or no consideratioD given to their validation. 
Brief comments on tbe relevanoe of studies which focus on the music 
itseU:: Of these fimrareas of research we have noted, two, we have suggested, 
bave little relevance for music appreciation. Studies ot the consonance/ 
dissonance of chords or of the • character , of pieces of music have tended to 
focus too exclusively on the '.usical stimuli'. However, studies of musical 
taste and of the 'evaluation' of music by means of the semantic differential 
are, we believe, indirectly concerned wi th • appreciation" in that they are 
about the different extent to which listeners respond to different kinds of 
music and they require the listener to make some judgement of music. 
Emphasis on the ditterent responses to music, rather than the 
differences in the muaic itself, provide the focus for other types ot 
investigation in thepr,rchology of music. 
Iffect of training and repetition on musical ability. The effect of 
training on singing aDd executant akills has been investigated by a number 
of workers and quite adequately reviewed in Sbuter (1968). Sucb musical 
skills are performing skills rather tban listening akills and so they could, 
quite legitimatel~ be considered to overlap with appreciation to only a 
slight extent. It is conoeivable that research could be organised to see if 
performance after some course of training reveals a greater appreciation of 
the work performed than a performance ot the same work before the course. 
Studies ot the .ff •• t ot training are not typically ot this type. Related 
to this are studies 1Iilich reveal the extent to which performance on music 
ability testa i8 influenced by familiarity (e.g. Wing, 1948) or by practice 
and coaching (e.g. Drake, 1945; Gordon, 1961). 
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Effect of past exper~~nce on listening: The effects on the listener 
of repetition of music, increasing familiarity with music, or training in 
music provide another area of study. Studies in this area date from 
Max Meyer's studies into the effects of increasing familiarity with quarter 
tone music (1903). By and large such studies suggest that familiarity leads 
to liking and appreciation (e.g. Erneston, 1961; Birch, 1962; 
Trawsdale, 1968). Edmonston (1969) in a parallel study considering taste, 
found that evaluative responses are positively related to familiarity rather 
than to formal music training. There are those who take the opposite point 
of view (e.g. Schneider and Cady, 1967). In a different vein, but just as 
important, is the finding of Marill and Mull (1942) that the point of a 
composition which arouses a listener's emotional response is related to his 
familiarity with the work - a finding which could be interpreted as revealing 
one source of developing musical appreciation. 
The types of study described above have mainly been concerned with 
~uantitative changes in the responses under investigation which may result 
from familiarity, training etc. However, since the turn of the century 
there has been considerable study of the different effects that music has and 
the different kinds of response which it evokes. 
Different kinds of response to music: The qualitative differences of 
response (as we have seen in an earlier section of this chapter) have been 
one of the main topics of concern to musicians and music educators. It is 
not surprising that it has also been the subject of much high quality 
practical investigation by psychologists and others. McLaughlin (1970) 
reviews the phySical/physiological effects of music, but the forms of 
cognitive/emotional response are of more interest. In the classic work they 
carried out in the period 1910 - 1930 Myers (1914, 1922), Bulloch and 
Valentine (1919, 1962) found it profitable to employ a system of categorising 
responses to visual and auditory stimuli, whether simple (such as simple 
chords) or complex (such as pieces of music). In this there were four 
categories. Valentine (1962) stresses that the different judgements 
accorded to music (or other stimuli) are more reflections of the attitudes 
or personalities of those making them than of the characteristics of the 
oriBinal art works. A similar point is made by Sopchak (1955) who states in 
an article dealing with individual response to music, "emotional 
responses are not due to the music per se". The four kinds of judgement 
judgement/ 
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judgement are: 
1. the objective type 
2. the subjective type 
3. the character type 
4. the associative type. 
It should be noted that this approach is generally accepted, although 
subsequent writers have modified the system more or less. Very similar to 
the Myers classification is that of Yingling (1962). Rather more elaborate, 
yet clearly sharing the same origins, is Vernon's (1933). Thus where Myers 
has one category for associative responses, Vernon has two or three; 
(i) where attention wanders but the trains of ideas are triggered off by the 
musical stimuli; (ii) where there is one emotional reaction in which visual 
images keep in step with the music, and (iii) synaesthesia. 
In an attempt at a broad review of psychological studies of music, 
such approaches to response to music are intrinsically more valuable than 
(say) Schoens (1928b) where there is a deliberate (and admittedly quite 
legitimate) narrowing of the basis of the investigations. Taylor and 
Paperte (1958) attempt a wide ranging review, but the combination of their 
psychoanalytic viewpoint together with their poor description of the effects 
of music, seriously limit the value of their paper. 
§YAaesthesia: Growing out of the study of different response to 
music has been a study of synaesthesia with music. The origins of such work 
date from Galton's (1883) classic study of imagery. Hyers (1911) and 
Agnew (1922a, 1922b) made intensive studies as did Vernon in his 'musical 
period'. (Vernon, 1930.) Vernon, ever abreast of developments in psychology, 
is also joint author of a more recent paper (Choudhury and Vernon, 1964) 
which was published just when such 'subjective' topics started to become 
psychologically respectable again. (See also, e.g., Holt, 1964.) However, 
in recent times the most notable figure working in the area of synaesthesia 
has been NcKellar (see, e.g., r-lcKellar, 1965, 1968) though such stUdies have 
not been especially concerned with music as the stimulus. 
Brief comments on studies of the effect of mUflic: Studies of responses 
to music must undoubtedly have a considerable bearing on appreciation. Thus 
it is quite legitimate to ask whether (say) the existence of associative 
responses to music (and we include here sJmaesthesia) is a valid index of 
off 
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of appreciation. Now it is quite clear trom all the evidence that 
&ssociations of some sort are, more often than not, a normal. concomitant of 
listening to music. Yet as Valentine comments (1960), ·when listening to 
music a good many people enjoy 'themselves t rather than enjoy merely 
the music, including under 'themselves' their ideas, imaginings, 
reminiscences and so forth". Valentine implies that enJoying oneself, rather 
than the mUSic, is not appreciation. Vernon's evidence supports Valentine's 
contention (Vernon, 1930b). He points out; (i) that highly skilled 
musicians have little auditory imagery which really helps the enJoyaent of 
the music; and (ii) the amunt of visualiaation increases in the later 
part of a concert &8 fatigue increases. On the other hand, it is perfectly 
reasonable to argue that if music evokes a response that would not otherwise 
have been evoked and if that response satisfies the listener - a purely 
subjective criterion - then the effect of the music haa been beneficial and 
the listener has appreciated the music-. This is, of course, very nearly the 
same point that Wallach makGs. 
It is possibly appropriate to reiterate at this point that the attempt 
to identit,y what it is legitimate to call musical appreciation cannot lead us 
to a logicallY ·correct solution" to the proble., it can merely lead us to a 
definition or description of music appreciatioD. That this 11J&y differ from 
other definitions is essentially unimportant so long as the definition is 
clear, though ideally it should have much in commOD with other equiyalent 
statements. PotentiallY the most valuable function of a review, such as this, 
of the practical i~estigationa carried out in the psychology of music is to 
highlight topics which have beeD overlooked in the non-practical, DOn-
psychological works. 
It should be noted that while psychological studies of music have been 
the subJect matter of this section, one type of stu~ has been left out. 
Studies based OD factor analysis merit a separate section. This encompasses 
much of the work into musical abilities based OD test results. However, 
diScussion of musical abilities and their relation to music appreciation is 
also to be found in Chapter 3. 
-We believe that to appreciate music is worth 1IbIle musical activity: it 
would be naive to believe that all worth while musical activity isnecessarily 
music appreciation. Our statement in the text is not a logical argument. 
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Factor .!rlal.ztic Studies of Ma.sic 
Studies based on specialll devised !!peri.ents: Man7 studie. on 
llUSical topios bave used factor analysi., beoause this tecnhique allows large 
amounts of data to be analysed by rigorous techniques so as to give 
relatively simple and intelligible sets of results. Althouch in m&n7 instanoe. 
they bave been baaed OD results of testing maaic abilities (e.g. Wing, 1941, 
or McLeish, 1950) there are tactor analytic investigations which bave been 
oonc~ea with different aspects of music, such as musical taste (e.g. 
Beak1n, 1955, 1957). Factor analysis has been employed in other aesthetic 
areas, such as the stud.y ot works ot art, and there are studies whioh use 
materials from several areas. 
With musio, results of music abilit,y tests have been more intensivelJ 
analysed than measures ot response to musiC, whereas with the visual arts 
response rather than basic abilities has been more thoroughly investigated. 
In this seotion we do not restriot ourselves to studies whioh are speoifical17 
about musio but include referenoe to &n7 whioh ~ be illuminative. 
I7s8Dck (1940, 1941) using pictorial material, showed there were two 
factors in aesthetio judgements: first, a general factor whioh he oalls 'T', 
the tactor of good Taste; and second, a bipolar factor called 'I' related to 
preterence tor brightness-restraint ot colour, but which also tended to 
oontrast tormal with representational art. This bipolar tactor was tound to 
be closely related to personality factors (see also Chapter 4). Burt, in the 
late 1930's in another study, the details of which remain UDpublished, but 
which is referred to in Valentine (1962) fouad evidence tor a 'aoderatel1 
larg.' general tactor for the appreoiatioa ot music, painting and literature. 
It is suggested that this depends on the appreciation ot significant fora 
involving the apprehension of the relations between various elements. 
Peel (1945) in a study whioh fooused attention on, "the qualities ot 
the work of art rather than the ta.peramental qualities ot the perao." 
produced result. that were oomplementar,r to the earlier research ••• 
Pioktord (1948), 1a a study not dissimilar to E,ysenok's or Peel's, studied, 
"the problems ot emotional .xpresaioa ~tba~ had been negleoted b,r Peel and 
ET.enok". Ue qaia found two factors, a geDeral one and a bipolar one. What 
i8 particularly ateresting is that Pioktord oarried out two parallel studie. 
studies/ 
studies olle using pictures, but the other usinc 1IU1c. The ,.neml factor, 
which Pickford calls the Aesthetic Facto; baa as its principal qualities 
Emotional Expression (defined as, "genuine expression of feeling or emotioa, 
whether pleasant or unpleasant") and Intellectual Appeal aDd J'ormalltJ'. 
This general factor: 
"combines genuineness of emotional expressioa 
wi th hamODY' of form and design, and UBi tes 
the intellectual and emotional qualities of 
art. It suggests that this combinatioll is in 
tact the essence of art, and it strongly' 
supports the bypothesis that the essential 
attributes of artistic expression and 
appreciation are (a> ~onioU8 integration of 
emotional tendencies and haxaoDT of visual, 
auditory or other aspects of torm and design." 
The bipolar factor which Pickford 0 &11. the Technical Factor contrasts 
rh7thm, sentimeatality and representational accuracy with at.ospherio effect, 
s11lOOlic expression, tensioll and brilliance of colouring. "It ~ovs the 
subject.' respollses to different methods of expressing the essential unit" 
of emotional qualities and design." 
Burt's, Eysenck's, Peel'. &ad Pickford's studies agree reaaozaably' well 
with each other. Certainly they are in broad agreemellt on one point, that 
the factors apply' to IlUsic, to painting and the arts in general. The 
evidence of Guildford (1957) runs counter to this. He finds separate 
factors for diftereat arts. The difference here ~,hovever, be more 
appareat than real since Gu11dford factors are, we believe, more abilit,' 
factors than appreCiation factors. 
The factor analytic studies which ve have desoribed vere baaed Oil 
tishtly controlled experimental prooedures in laboratory oonditioDS aDd were 
largely based 011 the subjeots' ratings of works of art. They suggest that 
there are one or more factors which could quite properly be called 'DlUsio 
appreoiation' factors. Studies based on the administration of tests of 
musical appreciation or ability, do not shov this so clearly', possibly 
because the tests 40 not provide reasonably pure measures of the factors 
found i. the experimental work. 
SEdias based on standardised test results:* Ia his early york Wing 
(1941) used on11 the seven tests that eOllstitute hiB 'Tests of MUsical 
Musical/ 
*Reaults from many tests are discussed in this section. They tend to be widely 
used ones such as are discussed in Lehman (1968). A detailed discussion of 
tests is the subject matter of Chapter ,. 
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Musioal lBtelligenoe' and his factorisation (b7 means of 'Burt's weighted 
summation') produced three factors, one a general one, and two bipolar ones. 
The more important of the bipolar ones, which accounts for some 1}.~ of the 
variance, he called Analytic v Synthetic. What is interesting abou.t this 
factor is that it oontrasts ability on the three tests, Chords, Pitch sad 
Memory, which are the 'ability' tests with ability on three ot the 
'appreciation' tests, Bhy'tbm, Phrasing and Intensity. A reanalysis of Wing's 
data by Faulds (1959) in whioh he rotates the factors to 'simple structure' 
confirmed the existence of this factor of 'Qualitative Judgements'. This 
oould be called a factor of appreciation. 
Vernon (1950) gives a rather brief report of an investigation using 
17 tests which included the Oregon test, some of the Seashore tests and a 
Musioal Knowledge test. The most important factor was a general one. Hip 
factor loadi-ss were found for both the Oregon and the Musioal Kno~ tests 
(.84) and for Seashore Memory (.65). This factor therefore looks to be 
measuring appreoiation rather than mere musical ability. 
McLeish (1950) used a battery of tests whioh contained the Seashore 
test (1919 version) the Oregon test and WiIlg's battery. His general factor -
which accounts for 38.8% of the variance - is one in which the Oregon measures 
have loadings of the order ot .8 as do also the Seashore Memory and Wing' a 
Memory and Pitoa. Again the general factor refleots 'appreoiation skills' &8 
well as ability. However, we do not have appreciation as distinct trom 
ability, sinoe there are high loadings tor the Wing 'Ability' tests in 
McLeish's stud7. 
The most thorough study using the resulta ot llUaic testa must be that 
b.r Holmstrom (1963). He carried out no less than 10 separate factor 
analyses baaed on the results obtained from over a thouaaDd school pupils at 
ditterent atages of schooling. However, as his aim was to investigate the 
factors of musio abilitr, he did not use aRT test which specifioallT claias 
to .easure appreoia tion. Thus, a1 though he made use of tests 1 - 3 of the 
Wing batter,r, he made no use ot the last four tests which are 'appreoiation' 
tests and measure qualitative judgements. 
There aze a number of studies whioh consider Wing's tests and th..v 
have speoial relevanoe because ot their very widespread use. Whittington 
(1957) oompared musical with non-musioal pupils on this test in the hope that 
he might, "reduoe Wing's battery of SeYen tests to a moreeoonollical Duber _ 
if possible to two or three". lis analysis revealed a general tactor ift 
in/ 
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in which Pitch, Memory- and Phrasing were most important. Unf'ortUDatelr 
he onlr extrac ted the general fae tor, although wi th his musical group it 
onlr accounted for 44% of the variance and with the unmusical group it 
accOUl'lted for 28%. Perhaps other factors, had theY' been extracted, might 
have contirmed the existence of an 'appreciation factor' such as Wing found. 
On the other hand, it could be seen as confirming the results that Shuter 
obtained in a very- carefullY' carried out investigation in which all bat one 
of her five groups were musically able students. In five separate tactor 
analY'ses of different groups she tound a relativelY' important general factor 
of musical abil1tr. With her group ot 'average' students, her results are 
not unlike Wing's and her second factor, a bipolar one, contrasts tests 
4 - 7 with 2 and 3 (i.e. Pitch and Memory). With the four 'lIU8ical' groups, 
the patter.as of the bipolar factors were difterent trom each other and tro. 
the 'average' group. 
Shuter in her book provides details of further tactor analY'tic studies 
based on tests. What is most disconcerting is the apparentlY' great 
variations in the results. This lack of consistenc,. is BlOst evident in 
Whoellams work. Whellams (1973) retaetors twelve sets of data based on the 
administratioll of' Wing's test battery, and also sets of' data baaed 011 GordOll'S 
tests and Seashore's testa. Bis rather gloo~ conclusion is: 
"One is forced to conclude, after analysing 
results obtained bY" testing many thousaDds 
of people, that careful f'actor analysiS does 
not provide any evidence that general statistioal 
tactors have &D7 meaainsfUl cOBBection with what 
is commonly meaat b.r the term 'musicalitY"." 
Studies ot lI\18ioal taste: A further series of studies are based 011 
analyses ot ratings ot .usic. Of' particular illterest are those of MeDkia aDd 
of Cattell and his co-workers. 84Wkin (1955, 1957) chose 10 .usical 
compositions, "to represent melody, rhTthm, harmony and orchestral colour" 
aDd he adds that theY' were, "representative of' a diveraified cross aectio. 
ot period aad style of writing". Bis analysis revealed factors of' lIelody, 
rh1'tha aDd orchestral colour. It ia interesting that the f'actors that emerge 
could be identitied as appreciatioll tactors. The work is open to the 
criticism that what comes out at the aDd is no more than what zeak1a 
deliberately fed in at the besinning. However, it Henkin's work is accepted 
accepted/ 
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accepted &8 baTing so.e Talidity, it impliea that the third 
factor reflects an abilitT to distinguish different orcheatral colour. aDd 
to haTe preferences related to this. This factor could therefore be treated 
as aD appreoiatioll olle. Siailar reasoning could vell appl)- to the other 
l"aotors. 
If HeJ1ld.a's vork is lIethodological17 suspect, Cattell'. work 1& aot: 
it is methodolog1call)- and statistically highlT sophisticated (Cattell &ad 
hderson, 1953; Cattell &ad Sauadera, 1954). I t is baaed Oil far aore 
iaf'ormaUon, ratings on 120 musical theaes, and the.e vere taka aot aol_17 
.1'roll the classical repertoire but include jazz, i'olk DlUsic, etc. About a 
dozen factors emerged. While it is not appropriate to list them, it is 
important to note that they are, in a lIost general sea.e, 'appreciation' 
factors: more particularly th.,. desoribe different musioal tastes or 
prel"erenoes. This factor analTsis provides the basis of Cattell'. "MUsio 
Preferenoe Test", a personality test, to which referellce is al.o made later. 
Discussioa 
The application of factor analysis consistently ShOWB factors which 
oan be oonsidered as appreoiatioa i'actor. or can be related to aOlle aspect of 
appreoiatioll. This is, ot course, enoouraging. Rather less satisfactory, is 
the lack of agreement where it tight be expected. Dil"terent workers using 
similar batteries 01" tests can produce quite different l"actor patterRs. 
One reason for this ~ be that many ot the factor analytic studies are 
relatively saall 80ale researchea. Possibl)- because of poor ca.puting 
facil1 ties, older .tudies are otten based on quite a small nWllber ot subjects. 
Thus Wing (1941) used the results of oDl.T 43 bo"s, aDd Whittiagton (1957) 
used two separate groups each vi th 24. Even with more recent stud1ea, group. 
of onl,. about 100 are uaed, thoUBh Holmstroll (1963) bad very much better 
IlUll'1Mrs, OTer 800 ohildren i'or one of his analy.es. 
Aaother problem arises l"rom the number of variables ted into the 
analTse.. Ia sOlie studies they are fev ill number though in others there are 
aaD7. The difterenoes here arfect the result8 and make oomparison8 
bazardoua. Related to this last point is the ohoioe of variables included. 
Ideal17, in factor 8l'l&lysis, a fairly wide range of variables is desirable. 
r. SOlie studies the range i8 JlUCh wider thaD in others, and this too make. 
makes/ 
makes valid comparisons more difficult. BY .. with the better anal1sea, 
there is frequently a much greater restriction in the range of variables 
used than one might wish. There is a very considerable range of topics 
in the psychology of music and surprisingly tew of them are sampled to 
provide measures tor factor analTsis. 
OD.e fiDal diff1cul ty in interpreting and comparing the renl ta of 
factor analysis arises fro. the nature of the technique. There is DO 
01\l.e method which is correct or appropriate: different factoriDg methods 
lead to different results all of which are, statistically, equally valid. 
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In this sectio. we have noted a l\I.uaber of problems whioh arise 1n 
oonsidering factor analytic studies. BY .. where a nuaber of iDvestigatioaa 
are oarried out with proper care, SO tbat each is a perfectly competeat 
piece of work, comparisons of their results caa be very diffioult. Thi. 
is D.ot to deny the value of the method. it is to suggest that until more 
wide-ranging studie. caa be carried out using the techniques vl!Lioh are most 
justifiable OD psychological, rather than statistical, ground. factor 
analytic studies will oontribute but little to an understanding of what 
music appreciation is. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MUSIC ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES 
Tests of Musical Ability, Aptitude and Appreciation 
Purpose of this reTiew: The purpose of this review and critique of 
musio 'tests' is to marshall the available evidenoe so that it will be 
possible to answer the following three questions. 
1. What is the nature of lIIUsic appreciation, as it is 
revealed b.r tests? 
2. What tests could profitably be used in this research? 
3. Where are there gaps for whioh there are no tests and 
whioh might profi tabl,. be filled by' oonstructing tests? 
Our conclusions regarding questions 1 and 2 are given in detail in the 
appropriate oontexts (Chapters 9 and 5 respeotively). Question 3 is dealt 
with in this chapter. There will be, inevitably, some overlap with material 
trom the last chapter sinoe many of the practioal investigations into 
musicality have relied upon tests. However, in this review the approach 
empl07ed and the depth of treatment differs from that in the last chapter. 
When one considers the many testa of lIIUsical skills that are currently 
available it is very difficult to distinguish those that measure appreciation 
from those that .easure other aspects of music. This, of oourse, is only to 
be expected in Tiev of the fact that there is suoh poor agreement as to what 
music appreoiation is. Onl,. if 80me suooessful attempt bad been made to 
derine music appreciation and to distinguish this from music ability aDd 
music aptitude oould "e hope to bave tests of appreciation which did not 
O'Y'erlap with JllUSic ability. However, as there is no agreement as to the 
nature of music ability, nor of the nature of music appreciation, the 
situation with teats is contused. 
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Aptitude and ability tests: The authors of many of the tests whioh 
are available olaim explicitly or implioitly that they are musio aptitude 
tests. It is, therefore, not inappropriate to focus attention on the nature 
of aptitude tests so as to distinguish them from tests of music ability and 
music appreciation. Aptitude tests should indicate future ability and they 
are most properly assessed for technioal goodness by checking their 
prediotive validity. The oontent of the tests is immaterial provided the 
tests do prediot effeotively. Anastasia makes the point nicely. 
"It should be noted. in this oonneotion 
that the test items need not resemble 
closely the behaviour the test is to 
prediot. It is only neoessary that an 
empirioal oorrespondenoe be 
demonstrated between the two." 
(Anastasia, 1954) 
Content validity, and its close relation construot validity, are thus not 
neoessarily appropriate aspeots of validity to bear in mind with aptitude 
tests. On the other hand, if one wishes to assess a person's ability either 
in pertorming .usio as an exeoutant or in appreciating .usio as a listener, 
then one is forced to consider what is involved in performing or in 
listening. Hence tests of ability and appreoiation are best evaluated in 
terms of their oontent or oonstruot validity. A oonsequence of this is that 
tests whioh claim to be tests of music aptitude are not necessarily tests of 
present music ability or appreoiation, although theY' mar be. 
As Davies (1971) points out, 
"aptitude does not necessarily manifest 
itself, and can theoretioally erlst in 
the absenoe of any perfo~oe, i.e. 
where there is no apparent ability." 
He points out that "the futility of devising a test to measure aptitude for 
learning Frenoh, in whioh all the items are vri tten in French, is easily seen", 
and he goes on to argue that muaio aptitude tests should avoid employing 
employingf 
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employing material of a formally musical nature sinoe their usefulness might 
be impaired by differences in musioal training, musical experience and 
between cultures or subcultures. His test follows these principles. It 
therefore cannot be thought of as a test of music ability or of music 
appreciation. 
Seashore (1919, 1938) is the most notable test constructor who has 
deliberately avoided the use of musical material. In his book (1938) he 
indicates that the purpose of his 'Measures of Musical Talent' is to measure 
native and basic capacities in ml8ical talent before training has begone 
These tests have oome in for a great deal of cr! ticism (e.g. Heinlein, 1925; 
Vemon, 1930; Marsell, 1937; Tqlor, 1941). Though possibq not all the 
cri ticism has been justified, there is no doubt that STen for its intended 
purpose Seashore's 'Measures of Musioal Talent' bave proved no better and 
often worse than other tests. "en McLeish (1950), in oomparing Seashore' s 
te.t battel:7 with Wing'., points out that Seashore'. has the lower validity, 
"due la:rgel.y to it. greater specificity" althnBh "the two batteries aeasure 
IlUCh the aaae general lRUJical factor". lie concludes that "in it. general 
nature, the Seashore batter'1 is adequate for its origiDal purpose, namely, 
to a.sure the .ore el_enta.'r;y' abil1 tie. required for the understand 1 ng and 
appreciation of .u.ic". Bonetheless it viII be most effeotive if (inter alia) 
"i t i. oed in oonjunotion vi th other tests of musioal appreciation". 
!here is no evidence that the JIOat recent version of this battery 
(Seashore, Levis and Saetvick, 1960) is significantly different from the 
earlier ones in respect of it. validiV. It i. unlikely that McLeish's 
conclu8ions should be modified. 
DaTies and Seashore bave made use o.f testa o.f sensory powers to 
aeasure aptitude but the more cOllllonly adopted approach is that advocated b7 
MUrsell (1937) or Wing (1948). MUrsell holds that, "only the ob.ervatioDa 
of the eubjects in various musical 8ituations are a guide to the degree to 
whioh talent is present". Wing quotes this vi th approval in his aonograph 
and bearing in 111n4 the need for face validity in tests he adds the point 
that, "if the lllU8ician or potential musician oan find little to iJaterest bia 
in the testa he i8 unlikely to do well, for, as ia veIl known, it ia 
neoess&J:7 to s.cure the co-oper.ation of tho.e tested it a reliable estimate 
is to be obtained". In aillilar vein Lower,y (19,2) opines, 
opines,/ 
opines, 
"If it is required to test for the presence 
of innate musical tendencies, the entire 
isolation of constituent factors in music 
is not likely to be of great service; 
rather ought a factor which is considered 
sufficiently wort~ of special attention 
to be broU8ht into prominence with a 
lI118io&1 background, the conditions of the 
testing being therefore analogous to those 
occurring in .u81oal perto~oe." 
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J.l though it wo\1ld be possible to question the reasons suggested to 
support the use of musioal material (though only Davies has done this 
recently) 1t is not relevant to do so in this context. What is relevant i8 
that most music tests do make use of sounds produced on musical instruments 
and extracts of real music. Even when such tests are designed as aptitude 
tests, they are looking for evidence of future promise in the present 
ability shown b,y those tested. Thus it is not inappropriate for all music 
testa which employ music as the raw material to be treated as attainment 
tests indicating the present level of the musical skills of those who are 
tested on them, no matter whether they claim to be aptitude tests or, more 
modestly, to be ability or even appreciation tests. 
The essence of our argument is that in searching for tests of 
appreciation, the most important feature to consider is the nature of the 
test material: the 'label' given to tests (i.e. 'Aptitude Test' or 'Ability 
Test') ~ possibly not be Ter" helpful. Tests which deliberately avoid the 
use of musical instruments and real music are not testing present musical 
skills: only testa uld.ng use of musical stiauli may be thought ot as 
measuring musical ability or possibly appreciation. (This, ot course, still 
leaves the task of distinguishing 'ability' from 'appreciation'.) 
(It is worth noting, in the passing, that tests tend, for the great 
part to be homogeneous in nature. All available tests either measure sensory 
powers b.r non-musical means or they measure abilities based on judgement. of 
sounds produced on musical instruments. Yet this i8 not to imply that testa 
where laboratory equipment is used to produce sound stimuli necessarily test 
abilities tota1~ different trom those tests where the sound stimuli are 
are/ 
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are produced on musical instruments. For example the four sub-tests of 
Davies' battery bear a considerable resemblance in what they- seek to measure 
wi th equivalent tests in Wing' a battery-, although the means used for 
measurement do differ considerably.) 
Abili~ and appreciation teats: When one considers the musical skills 
that are measured in tests making use of musical material, the problem of 
distinguishing music ability and music appreciation arises. With many tests 
no explicit distinction is made between appreciation and ability. This 
review is, therefore, necessarily concerned with the nature of the test 
materials and their authors writings about them. In the discussion that 
follows, we focus on three of the most important tests or test batteries, 
Wing's tests, the 'Oregon' test, and Gordon's tests. 
Wing, Whose battery of tests ('The Wing Tests of Musical Intelligence') 
is of very considerable interest, distinguishes what he means b,y music 
ability and music appreciation. Indeed, in his battery of tests he 
deliberately avoided having only tests of a cognitive type when he sought 
to include tests of appreciation Which he described as, "the fundamental 
qull ty that all musicians would desire to find in any person Who claims to 
have an interest in the art". (Wing 1941). This description is in no way 
a definition: it is far too 'ft8\1e and imprecise. But Wing in his monograph 
(1948) did specify aor8 olearly the nature of musical appreciation and 
musical ability. 
"The two tel."lRS which are central are 'JllUsical 
abill ty' and 'JIlU81oal appreciation'. ~ 
restrict the first te~ to the ability to 
plq soae musical instrument. But the teacher 
of music uses it in a wider SeDse that 
includes speed in learning to play, abil1 t;r to 
peri'ol.'ll the &\1%8.1 tests discussed in the next 
chapter, and abil1 t;r to carry out such 
mnsical activities as composing. Psychologists 
bave also generally used the tem in this 
extended sense, no1"lll8.l.ly leaving out of account 
actual executive power, and this prooedure will 
be followed in the present investigation. 
"Musical appreoiation ••• is the power to 
recognise or evaluate artistic merit in muBic; 
it involves the deliberate aesthetic judgement 
judgement/ 
judgement of music as it actually exists in 
compositions rather than ability to solve 
problems connected with the elementary-
materials of which music is composed." 
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Wing proceeds to indicate that 'appreciation' might lOgically' be 
included as a form of musical ability but prefers to keep the two separate, 
retaining '''ability' for the perfomance of certain problems with eleaentar,y 
JlU8ical material, and 'appreciation' for discriminatory powers with music as 
actuallY' per.rormed". This distinction is clearlY' evident in the tests that 
he composed. 
The first three tests in the battery are 'Cho1'd Analysis', in which 
the subject being tested has to indicate the number of notes in each of the 
20 chords played, 'Pitch Change', in which the subject has to say if a chord. 
has been repeated exactlY', or whether, if a note has ohanged, it has moved up 
or down, and 'Memor,-', in which the subject has to say which note has changed 
on the second p~ing of a tune (or note sequence) of three to ten notes in 
length. These three tests in which the answer can be quite unambiguously 
defined and where no extracts of real music is used clearlY' typify 'ability' 
tests. The last four tests are entitled 'Rhythmic Accent', 'Harmony', 
'Intensity' and 'Phrasing'. These tests all follow the Bame basic pattern. 
The same tune is played twioe but in one playing the Rhythm (or Harmony, etc.) 
has been changed from the original and the person tested has to indicate 
which of the two ways of playing is the better. Work of established 
composers, mainlY' from the 18th and 19th century, is used. Their original 
writings, rather than the inferior versions 'decomposed' by Wing, are 
considered the bettero These are almost universally recognised as 
appreciation testa because judgements are made about real music and the 
oorrectness of the correct answers depends upon the judgements of the 
&%perts. It i8 notewortby that Wing, in the latest edition of the manual for 
his tests calls the four tests 'lIa:L'mony- Appreciation', 'Intensity 
Appreciation', 'Rbythm Appreciation' and 'Phrasing Appreciation'. 
With the Wing tests there is a clear cut distinction between ability 
and appreciation in terms of the kind of test material and the kind of task 
that has to be undertaken. The distinction is not so clear cut when one 
looks at the results of testing using this battery. The correlation between 
Scores on the first three (ability) tests and on the last four (appreCiation) 
(appreciation)/ 
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(appreciation) tests tends to be high. Musical capacity or musical 
intelligence (which it is claimed the battery of Beven tests measures) can 
be assessed equally efficiently using tests of musical ability alone (tests 
1 - 3) or by USing the whole battery including the appreciation testa (i.e. 
tests 1 - 7). EYidence for this is given by Wing himself (e.g. in the test 
manual) for he points out that totals from the first three tests may be used 
instead of the totals from the whole battery of seven tests, especially for 
young children or those of limited ability. Hovever, this would not be a 
YBlid procedure unless the correlations between the first three tests and 
soae appropriate criterion and between the SeYeD tests and the Baae criterion 
vere both high. Yet this would not occur unless there was a high 
correlation between the totals for the first three tests and the total of 
the last four tests. It thus seems that little new is added by the 
inclusion of the appreciation tests. A related point arises when looking at 
the results of the intercorrelations of the subtests and the factor analyses 
that re8Ult from them. In most studies ve find that a general factor can be 
extracted which accounts for a considerable percentage of the variance 
(usually of the orier of 30 - ~) and that all the aubtestB, be they 
ability or appreciation, load on to this factor. This is found in Wing's 
own study (lling, 1941), in McLeish's study (1950), in Whittington's studies 
(1951) with both his musical and his unmusical groups, and in Shuterls 
studies (1968). It is interesting to note that both Wing and Whittington 
found that the I Appreciation of Phrasing' test had a high factor loading on 
this general factor and that the other tests with the highest loadings vere 
'ability' tests. This illustrates the point that it is not possible to 
interpret the general factor as either an 'abili tyl factor or as an 
'appreciation' factor, in the way that Wing used these terms. Further when 
ve look at the 2nd order factors that have been produced in these studies ve 
do not find substantiated factors oapable of being identified either with 
ability or appreoiation of musio. 
In a rather different tradition there is the work which is most 
olearly embodied in the Oregon 'Testa of Illsic Discrimination'. (Remer, 
19341 Long, 1965). The originS of this tradition lie in the work of 
Trabue (1923). He devised a test in which each of the items consisted of 
ei ther three or four melodies which had to be ranked in order of 'goodness'. 
The correctness of the ranking vas judged by' comparison with the ranking 
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ranking given b,y 'experts'. This test whioh embodies the qualities we most 
oommonly &8sooiate with appreoiation tests, such as JDa1cing a judgement whioh 
is coapared to the judgement of an elite, is long sinoe out of date. One of 
its virtues, the use of orchestral musio rather than siaply' using piano 
musio is also a drawback for it has aggravated the problem of providing a 
good quality of sound reproduction. Even if the original 22 discs were 
taped, the teohnioal quality of the recording would leave something to be 
d •• ired. However, the BlOst serious objeotion that would be levelled against 
this test nowadays is that its use of four ohoices in some items .akes it 
too muoh a test of memory- and that consequently interferenoe effects would be 
expected, and the test would prove sOllewhat unreliable. Another drawback 
is that the 'ranking' of the four versions also introduces difficulties 
into the scoring. 
Adler, who followed. up the work of Trabue, decided not to rely upon 
'expert' opinion for determining how items were to be scored. In his test 
(Adler, 1929) he decided to use pieces of music from the standard repertory 
and to make distortions of these. These distortions he believed were 
inferior to the originals in their quality. For each item there were three 
distortions and their nature was the same in each. One kind of distortion 
vas to make the passage 'dull', another vas to make it' OTersentimental' and 
the last was to make it sound 'chaotio'. The purpose of the test vas to 
indicate the 'best' version, i.e. the original version. Tbe order of merit 
in Adler's i t811S, in descending o:rder of merit, was the 'original', the 'dull' 
version, the 'OTersentimental' version, and finally the 'ohaotic' version. 
The least attractive feature of this test was that it was composed of 
only six items, and must therefore have been extraely unreliable. The 
music vas presented in a standard form USing piano-rolls and the oomposers 
who provided the original versions for the 1 t8llS were Mozart, Baaeau, Brahms, 
Weber, Ravel and Chopin. With only six items it se ... inappropriate (and 
almost churlish) to criticise the selection of composers, but the range of 
styles they represent !!. rather limited. The distortions that Adler 
introduced were achieved by making variations in the melodies, and by 
al tering the harmonies and the rhTthmB of the originals. 
Kate Revner, whose classic work was done in the 1930 t s, adopted 
Adler's basic approach. In her original test of 1929 her items contained 
four alternatives, an original and three distortions. In these distortions 
distortions/ 
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distortions the melody was ohanged, or the whole thing either elaborated or 
simplified. While this version of her test was longer and aore reliable 
than Adler's, for it bad 24 items, it would still be oonsidered teohnioally 
poorer than is desirable. In 1931 she ohanged the test in such a way that 
it became muoh more acceptable by the aore rigorous standards of today. She 
produoed items with two alternatives instead of four and pointed out that 
this BlUst make them more valid for the need to rely heavily on meao%'7 bad 
been greatly reduced. However, she did reoognise that with only two ohoioes, 
the possi biU ty of getting high soores by more or less random posing had 
illcreased. This was offset by having 48 items instead of the 24 in the 
earlier test. 
With assistanoe from the Carnegie Foundation she continued to deTelop 
this teat and in 1935 it was published as the Oregon Musio Disorimination 
Test. In this the subject doing the test had to indicate which of the two 
versions in each item he preferred, i.e. the original or the distortion. In 
this test the distortion in an item was only in one of three musical elements 
and there could be distortions of melody, of harm0111' or of ~thm. It is 
Dotewort~ that both the Oregon Test and Adler's earlier test use the aeme 
el_ent. for the distortions, but that Remer in the 'Oregon' te8t -.te. 
recognition of the distorted element an integral part of the test. The 
Oregon Test of MUsic Discrimination enjoyed considerable popularity for 
about 15 to 20 78ar8, although there are very few references in the 
literature to experillental studies using it. This popularity reflected the 
quality of the test which, for ita time, was vaatly superior to ~th1ng e1ae 
available. 
During the 1950's the discs for the test were withdrawn frca 
pub1ioation and the teat was therefore no longer available for general use. 
However, the test was not allowed to die. A revision of it was made by Long 
under the supervision of H8YJ1er (now ICate Hewer Mueller). The test was 
cOJIIpleted in 1965 and full norms produced in 1967. The test contains 
'concert-type music' which ranges from the style and time of Bach up to that 
of Debuasy. The test is essentially of the same form as the 1935 Oregon 
test. Those tested have to indicate the better of the two versions or to 
state if there is no distortion, and where there is distortion the element 
of the music which baa been distorted has to be identified. In any one 
i tell the distortion is in only one element and this u.y be Harmo~, or 
or/ 
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or Melody or Rhythm. The full test has 43 i t_s, has been standardised on a 
sample of over 4,000 and bas a test-retest reliability of .9. There are two 
shorter versions of it using the first 31 and 30 items. They are less time 
consuming and have been standardised. Although this revision by Long, the 
'Indiana-Oregon Music Discrimination Test', has not been published it does 
appear to be a test of considerable promise. It is interesting to note that 
Long used standardisation groups from the United Kingdom as well as from the 
United States. Unfortunately he has no separate norms for those in the 
Un! ted Kingdom, although there is reason to believe they would not be 
identical. For Long has indicated* that he has produced two separate sets 
of norms, one based on the whole of the standardisation group and the other 
based on the results of those tested in the United States. 
Another approach that has been used is seen in Gordon's 'Musical 
Aptitude Profile' which was published in 1965. Shuter (1968) describes this 
battery of seven tests as, "the most sophisticated attempt to measure 
musical ability that has so far appeared". Certainly the six years of 
development that went into this battery of tests has made it into an 
instrument that is both reliable and valid for the purposes for which it was 
designed. The tests are organised into three parts, Tonal Imagery, Rby"thm 
Imagery and Musical Sensitivity. It does not measure aptitude using quite 
the same kinds of tests as are found in other batteries, such as Wing's. In 
the Tonal Imagery tests it is necessary' to say, after a tune and 8Rswer have 
been pla;,yed, whether the answer is a melodic variation of the tune or 
whether it ia different. This approach is unlike that of Wing's 'ability' 
teats where the akills required are more basic than that required of 
judging whether the answering tune is a variation of the first tune. Bu.t 
equally it is unlike Wing's 'appreciation' tests where the oorrectness of the 
judgements is culturally detemineel, a feature that baa been cri ticiseel by 
Hickman (1969) and others. To soae extent this approach is intermediate 
between the 'ability' and the 'appreciation' tests by Wing. The Rbythm 
IM.gery tests, i.e. 'Tempo', and 'Metre' are much lIore akin to Wing's 
'abil! V' tests in that they ask for in!ormation that can be (more or less) 
lUUUDbiguously correct or incorrect. The 'Metre' items ask if there_J:la8 been 
a change of metre (e.g. from triple to duple) and for the 'Tempo' items it 
it! 
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it is necessary to state if the end of the answer is played at the same 
tempo as the end of the tune. On the other hand the Musical Sensitivity 
tests (i.e. 'Phrasing', 'Balance' and 'Style') are more akin the Wing's 
'appreciation' tests in that they ask for what are essentially value 
judgements. The 'Phrasing' and 'Style' tests are designed to test 
interpretation. In the 'Phrasing' test it is necessary to .tate which of a 
pair of performances of a tune has the better musical phrasing. In the 
'Style' test the performance with better style has to be indicated, though 
in fact the variations between the two versions in each item are only 
variations in the tempo that is employed. The 'Balance' test looks at the 
music, rather than its performance, and one has to say which of two versions 
has the better ending. The Gordon tests are interesting in that some of 
them differ in their structure from 'ability' tests (as exemplified b.1 
Wing's) and 'appreciation' tests (as exemplified both by Wing's appreciation 
tests or the Oregon test). Some also seem to measure musical skills that are 
not covered in other tests. The 'Style' test may appear to be unique, but 
it is not unlike a tempo test that Wing removed from his final battery of 
seven tests because it was too time consuming and because it had reasonably 
high correlations with others of his tests. The 'Balance' test, in which a 
comparison is made of the goodness of two endings, deals with essentially 
the same skill as that for which Franklin devised his test (Franklin, 1956) 
but it is teohnioally much more valid than Franklin's. 
Franklin based his test on the principle that the 'best' ending of a 
melody is most often on the tonic. His test, is an individual test in which 
the subject being tested has to sing the final note of short two-part 
melodies which are interrupted just before the final note. This test 
however, has not been recorded, far less published, although the music for 
the test items is available in manuscript in Franklin's thesis. Franklin 
produced a group version of the test but he considered it still to be "far 
from finished both with regard to reliability and validity". Faulds (1959) 
has reported evidence to suggest that Franklin's test is not valid with 
older subjects for it failed to distinguish music students from unseleoted 
students, but it could possibly be suitable for younger subjects. 
Schoen (1923 and 1925) devised a series of three tests which he 
intended should be used to supplement the Seashore battery. Two of these 
'Relative Pitch' and 'Rhythm' are similar to many tests which have been 
produced since. The third test was a test of 'Tonal Sequence' which was 
designed, "to reveal the individual's sensitivity for the fitness of the 
tones in a melody; one's reaction to a melodic line". 
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Here the subjeot had to rate four possible endings to a melody; these all 
ended on the tonic and varied in their complexity. As there were only four 
melodies, and their validation was based on a sample of ten, this 
interesting little test has no more than historic interest as a preoursor 
of the technically more adequate test in Gordon's battery. 
Tests of evaluation of musical performance: In the tests referred to 
above, there is more emphasis on the music itself (as composed) rather than 
on its performance, although a number of them include sub-tests in which 
musical performanoe has to be judged. During the past two decades there has 
been interest in attempting to produce tests that are primarily concerned with 
performance. These tests have not had the same success as aptitude tests 
which may possibly reflect the fact that aesthetic appreciation of 
performed music is not suoh a tangible quality as ability as a performer 
(or singer). Consequently none of these tests has been formally published, 
although copies are available from their authors. 
One such test is lyme's. He argues (xyme, 1956) that a test which 
could somehow get at the ability to integrate the elements of music into 
meaningful wholes, "might be superior to tests which involve only the 
perception of differences in the elements of musio taken in isolation". He 
therefore devised a test, his 'Test of Esthetio Judgment'. This test 
requires the evaluation of paired performanoes, Bome taken from oommercial 
recordings and others from recordings made at the Northern-Galifornia Music 
Festivals. A very similar test, 'The Cowles Test of Aesthetic Judgment' 
(Cowles, 1963), is also concerned with the ability to 88sess the qualit,y of 
musical performance. Cowles even inoludes a small number of K1ae t. i teaa 
in his test. However, Cowles' te.t doe. not present paired perto~c •• ot 
different quality in the way that ~e's doe.. Cowles generally arranged 
the 'inferior' performance in a way that it would not bave been produced bT 
obeying instructions in the original manuscript or score of the musio. In 
one item, "Mendelssohn'. violin concerto was performed by a professional 
violinist and by a superb trumpet virtuoso. ~e exacting technique 
displayed by the trumpeter did not coapensate for the use of harmonics in the 
thel 
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the violin version". In another item, "the repetitious first two measures 
were extended another half measure thus carrying the repeated one note to a 
point ot nausea". It seems reasonable to tear that this technique tor 
exaggerating the differences between the pair of musical extracts tor 
comparison could well lower the validit.1 ot the test tor it becomes too 
artificial. However, such criticism is hypothetical tor little research 
has been done with this test. Cowles' work is severely and critically 
reviewed b,y Hilton (1969). 
A much more competent pieoe ot work is Bottren's 'Test ot Expressive 
Phrasing'. In this test, whioh is designed to assess abilit,y to recognise 
the qualit.1 ot musioal expression in performance of musio, the variations 
between the two perfo:rmanoes in the items are variations in, "rubato, 
amoothnesB, artioulation, phrasing, unity, oontinuity, dynamios, and 
d)'lUUDio and agogio accentuation". (Hotfren, 1964) Hotfren argues that 
because the nature ot expression demands a gestalt approach to testing, it 
is not appropriate to have separate seotions of the test in which the 
difterences between the 'oorreot' and the 'inferior' performances are 
11m! ted to only one element ot musioal performance. This general argument 
is in acoord with the views held by' JDany musioians that it is impossible to 
change one element of a performanoe without ohanging, possibly quite 
unintentionally, other aspects ot the performance. It is interesting to 
note that the same kind ot argument has been used in the past against tests 
in whioh it is the characteristios of the music itself rather than its 
performance that is under oonsideration. Yet Wing's appreoiation tests and 
the Oreson Test show that it is possible to devise tests in whioh the 
several aspeots have been satistactorily isolated. One might hope that 
eventually tests of appreoiation ot pertormanoe might also be able to do 
this. Indeed it is ironio that in the instruotions for doing his test 
Hotfren gives examples where only one element ot pertormanoe is altered. 
Some further tests of musioal abilities: Mention should also be made 
ot other tests whioh could be relevant in a consideration ot appreoiation, 
but whioh have not been tully developed or which are in some way inadequate. 
The most interesting is Lowery's 'Cadenoe Test'. (Lowery, 1926) Lowery 
believed that, "in o1'der to study the musioal ability ot an individual, the 
technioal and interpretative sides of musical pertormanoe must be 
distinguished trom one another" and that in the intelligent listener (unlike 
unlike/ 
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(unlike the performer) only the latter side is involved. "Thus tests ot 
musical ability must cover primarily the interpretative side and ~ be 
independent ot technical equipment." '!'he 'Cadence Test' was devised, "in 
an attempt to cover some of the factors necessary to the appreciation and 
interpretation of music". Subjects are told that two two-chord cadences 
will be played and are asked to say which sounds 'more complete'. Lowery 
claimed that this procedure was objective, arguing that in the standard 
classical compositions of the last three centuries' the perfect and plagal 
cadences have been considered.the most complete, the various tOImS ot the 
half-close, or ~erteot cadence nut, and the deoeptive cadenoe least 
complete. However, as Shuter (1968) points out, "cadence tests are 
difficult to app17 to subjects without musical training owing to the 
difficulty ot describing them and because two chord cadences present a 
certain ambiguity of key". Lowery was llll&ble to develop his initial test 
as his energies were to be devoted to the work of directing a Technical 
Oollege, and his aspirations for a test using, "cadences exactly as they 
appear in the works of the great composers" were not to be realised. 
Finally it must be admitted that there are aome tests which have 
received no mention, although some of them are quite important in their own 
~s. Thus Bentley's 'Measures of MUsical Ability' (Bentley, 1966) is 
designed for primary school children and measures the same abilities as 
many other tests. The 'Whistler and '!'horpe MUsical Aptitude Test' (1950) 
measures abilities covered by other tests, but is not so reliable as them. 
The Kwalvaaser-D,ykema Music Tests and the later Kwalvasser Music Talent 
Tests have manuals that provide no information on reliability or validity, 
but studies done independently suggest that they are seriously lacking in 
these respects. Gaston' a Teat of Musical! ty (Gaston, 1958) is rather short 
as half of it is an inventory to assess intereat in music and the tonal 
i tams are not all equally' SCod. Lundin's tests (1949) aimed to measure 
objectively those aspects of music commonly taught in music theory courses 
in America and are hard17 appropriate except for those who have made some 
formal study of musio. 
Assessment of response to music I .Another area which has been 
investigated b7 a number of 1uvest1gators, but for which no test has been 
produced, aiIls at assessing the ldnd of reaction which the music evokes in 
its listenere, or, as Valentine (1962) would preter, the types of attitudes 
that dif£erent people bring to the music that they have attended to. A 
AI 
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A typical prooedure would be to play a piece of music and then to 
ask for introspections as to the effect the music had or what it meant. 
These would then be analysed using some pre-arranged scheme, such as that 
of MYers (1922). There are four major problems here. The first is to know 
what classification scheme is appropriate for analysing the responses. 
Yingling (1962) in a review of the different classifications of reaction 
patterns in listening to music, reveals what seem to be considerable 
divergences of opinion on this matter. Nonetheless they are probably not 
so great that they cannot be overcome and Yingling concludes that four broad 
categories are sufficient for the classification. The second problem with 
this technique is that introspections have traditionally been used and the 
task of classification is difficult. As with any open-ended material 
analysis may well be subjective to some extent. The third problem is that 
the responses which are given depend not only upon the musical stimuli, but 
also to a very considerable extent on the form of question asked. It is 
difficult to explain what is required Qy way of response without running 
the danger of leading the person tested into one category or another. To 
determine a good technique here would require considerable preliminary study. 
The fourth and possibly most serious problem is that since there can be only 
a limited number of musical works, the responses to them may not be 
sufficiently reliable to be worth using. This may affect investigations of 
response to music more than it does standardised ability tests. 
Of interest in this connection is the work done by Lifton (1961). He 
developed a 'Music Reaction Test': "beoause of the need to evaluate the 
aesthetic sensitivity of counseling trainees, and to test its relationShip 
to empathy". The test was one in which four pieces of music were played and 
the subjects were asked to state, 'what the music means to you.' The coding 
scheme proved precise enough to be reliable, but was limited to essentially 
one area, the extent to which the listener experienced an emotional feeling. 
Because of the self-imposed limitations as to the purpose for the test and 
the coding, this test cannot have general applicability. 
Another approach to the problem of assessing response to music makes 
use of the Farnsworth/Havner 'mood clock'. Hevner (19~5b, 19~6) discovered 
that ratings of music on certain adjectives were consistent enough and 
correlated highly enough to enable her to produce groups of similar 
adjectives against which any given piece of music could be judged. The 
Thel 
The groups were oarefully arranged in a oircle like the numbers on a olook 
face with opposite desoriptions being opposite on the oircle. The original 
study was replioated and updated by Farnsworth (1954) whoae 'Yeraion ia 
teohnioally muoh better than the original. The disadvantage of this test 
is that only one kind of response is possible, one about the 'mood' of the 
musio. It does not allow the diversity of modes of response that ~era and 
others have so reliably dooumented. 
Assessment of musioal interests and preferenoes: One type of 
assessment that merits some attention here is measurement of musioal 
interests and tastes. These tend to make use of inventories and to be 
rather general in nature. One of the questions regarding musioal 
preferenoes in the 'Inventory of Music Experience and Training' that 
Long (1961) developed from an earlier questionnaire of Hevner'., exemplifies 
this approach. 
"What kind of musio do you enjoy? In each of 
the groups below oheok two ldnds. Cheok the 
two kinds in each group that you would most 
want to sit and listen to. 
1. ( ) Symphony orchestra. 
( ) Mil! taxy band (marches). 
( ) Conoert band. 
( ) Dixieland Jazz band." 
Farnsworth (1949, 1950) took oonsiderable trouble to ensure that the 
scale he devised to measure musical taste was as acourate as possible, and 
in terma of the quantifioation of interest his teohnique was thorough. His 
diffioulty, one whioh all must face up to, lay in describing different types 
of music in purely verbal terms. Four separate soales were produced, to 
measure independently interest 1n 'Popular' musio, in 'Hit Parade' music, in 
'Serious' musio and in 'Waltz' musio. But in a note to those who were 
doing the self-ratings, Farnsworth pointed out that, "it must be acknowledged 
that the separation of serious from popular musio is somewhat arbitrary", 
and he then tried to indioate 'Yery briefly what he meant by these two terms. 
'Hit Parade' and 'Waltz' JllU8io he apparently felt needed no explanation. 
The most thorough attempt to deal with the problem of preferenoes in 
musio is that of Baumann (1960). He developed his 'Musio Preferenoe 
Inventory' the basis of whioh was a recording of fifty musical excerpts 
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exoerpts ohosen so as to fall into three main oategories: there were twenty 
'popular' items, twenty 'olassioal' items and ten 'traditional' items. 
Subjeots had to mark their reaotion to each seleotion separately on a three 
point soale. While the three oategories of music are not in any ~ 
defined, this does not really matter. Reactions to particular pieces of 
musio are recorded in an objeotive way. What is noteworthy is that only 
the extracts of serious musio are unaffeoted by the passage of time, and the 
inventory would be quite inappropriate for use in the 1970's. Despite this 
drawback it does seem important to measure preferences for the ephemeral 
styles in music that are so much a part of the present musio soene. 
Much more broadly based questionnaires such as the Allport-Vernon-
Lindzey 'Study of Values' (1960) or the Strong Vooational Interest Blank 
(Strong, 1943) deserve some mention. These inquire into aesthetic and, to 
a lesser extent, musical interests and aptitudes and attempt, suooessfully 
enough, to put these into the context of other interests. 
Questionnaire and Other Assessment Teohniques 
Assessment of understanding of a pieoe of musio: In all the tests 
which have been referred to above, the items make use of only short extracts 
ot musio, usually lasting no more than about half a minute. Yet many of the 
great oompositions last a very oonsiderable length of time. MUeller (1956), 
who has always firmly believed that the oognitive side of listening to 
music is of paramount importanoe, developed a testing teohnique in which a 
complete oomposition is presented to its listeners and then repeated three 
or four times. After the various presentations the listener answers a list 
of questions. The beauty of this approach is that musio and/or the 
questions oan be as easy or as difficult as the tester desires. Consequently 
this technique has the potential to test skills which cannot be tested using 
short items (e.g. the recognition of the 'form' ot a composition). On the 
other hand, what is tested is more or less specific to the composition(s) 
whioh are used, and the testing is extremely time oODsWRing. There would be 
li ttle to gain from this approach unless high level listening skills were 
being assessed and this is only appropriate for a very small minority. 
Mueller found that even apparently !!!l easy questions were often very badly 
answered! 
Discussion 
Music assessment techniques and bsic appreciation I From a 
comparison of the topics covered in the review of the psychological 
literature (the 5th section of Chapter 2) and the tests described above, it 
will be seen that there are topics for which there are no published tests. 
We have already discussed the lack of formal tests of response to music. 
Other areas lacking tests, such as the consonance/dissonance of particular 
chords, have been ignored in this review either because the topics were 
judged to have no real bearing on appreciation, or because there simply was 
no relevant test material. 
At the beginning of this chapter we asked three questions. So far we 
have not given specific answers to them. With regard to the first question 
(What can tests indicate about the nature of musical appreciation?) the 
prime function of this chapter has been to marshall the evidence rather than 
to draw conclusions. This is deliberate. In Chapter 1 it was explained 
that the attempt to describe the nature of music appreciation would be based 
on several different lines of study: the coverage of music tests is but one 
of these. It is the function of Chapter 9 to draw together the threads from 
the several lines of enquiry so that conclusions about what musical 
appreciation is can be drawn. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that the 
majority of assessment techniques are concerned with musical abilities - and 
this overlaps with musical appreciation - or else they deal with musical 
tastes or attitudes towards music. These may be areas in which it is 
technically easiest to assess. However they are also areas which have 
received fairly intensive investigation. Indeed the test procedures do, 
very roughly (and not unexpectedly), cover the topics which have received 
most investigation from psychologists. There is no clear indication in the 
test instruments of any ability or quality which necessarily ought to be 
labelled "music appreciation". 
Choice of assessment techniques for this research: The second 
question that justified the review above concerned the choice of tests to 
use for this research. It is evident that the available tests cover a wide 
range of musical abilities. Criteria such as the technical quality of a 
test (i.e., its reliability, validity) or its availability were therefore 
appropriate in deciding which tests to use. However, although there is a 
more-than-adequate range of tests of musical ability, there is less adequate 
adequate/ 
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adequate coverage in other areas. Since the choice of tests depended very 
considerably on practical considerations, such as the time available or the 
range of abilities being tested, this topic is dealt with in Chapter 5. 
Gaps where tests need to be developed: The third question at the 
beginning of the chapter asked about gaps for which there are at present no 
tests. One of the most obvious gaps is the lack of genuinely objective 
tests to deal with 'appreciation'. Both with Wing's appreciation tests and 
the Indiana-Oregon Test of Music Discrimination - a comparison is made 
between an original piece of music and a modified version of the same music 
which is intended to be inferior. However, as there are no absolute 
standards in music composition, it cannot be definitatively stated that 
'decomposed' versions are always inferior. This problem has been recognised 
and discussed by most writers dealing with music tests. It was felt that 
this provided a reasonable challenge to take up since an objective test 
would have a validity that might be lacking in the more generally used tests. 
(The development of such a test is described in Chapter 6.) 
A rather different kind of problem is found with techniques for 
assessing response to music. As we have shown, procedures do exist and 
these include some that have been employed for over half a centur,y. What is 
lacking is some method which is both reliable and at the same time is 
sufficiently broad in coverage that it oan deal with many pieces of music 
and with different kinds of response. This difficulty derives from one of 
the fundamental problems of psychology, that of dealing with subjective 
experiences. There can be no simple solution to this but the semantic 
differential teohnique does appear to be a promising tool, first of all 
because it enables a great deal of information to be gathered in a short 
time, and secondly because it is a reliable technique. It was decided to 
employ a semantic differential test of response to music for this research. 
Although the semantic differential has been widely used in other contexts, 
there is only a handful of references to its use with musical stimuli in 
the literature. As these provide no detail of how the technique was used, 
it was neoessary to develop a procedure that would suit the requirements of 
this investigation. (This too is fully described in Chapter 6.) 
One further task of 'test' construction was imperative. This was the 
development of a questionnaire to probe into the musical background and 
experience of our subjects. The necessity for producing such a questionnaire 
questionnaire/ 
questionnaire does not derive from any shortage of questionnaires. But 
beoause no two investigations use quite the same kind of people, it is 
oommonly recognised that it is desirable to tailor questionnaires of this type 
to the oharacteristics of the subjects as well as to the needs of the 
investigator. 
As signifioant as the gaps, are the underdeveloped areas. There are 
tests which have not been fully developed that measure musical skills not 
tapped elsewhere. Lowery's Cadence Test is possibly the most noteworthy 
example of this. 
One other type of test which oould prove fruitful but which we 
believe has only been used by one person (Pf1ederer, 1966), would be based 
on a musical analogue of Gottsoba1dt figures. To reoognise embedded 
melodies ~ show a perceptual abilit,y that is quite unlike the abilities 
assessed by most 'musio ability' tests. Furthermore, such a test, because 
it parallels the 'Embedded Figures Test' (WitkinB, H. A. et aI, 1962) might 
possibly measure the variable 'Field-Dependence/Field Independenoe'. As 
oognitive style variables, of whioh this is one, are often oonsidered to 
deal with personality, in its broadest sense, as well as with mere cognitive 
functioning, a test suoh as we are proposing might help bridge the gap 
between musio and personality. Of course, an 'Eabedded Musical Figures Test' 
might not measure Field Dependence. Vernon (1969) suggests that Witkins' 
own test heavily involves spatial ability (k). A version of it with musioal 
stimuli might be expected to measure something quite different. 
Another topic for whioh there are no practical procedures for 
investigation conoerns music 'as a language' although Meyer's work (1958) 
oould be used as a basis for developing some systematio teohnique here. 
Such an undertaking might not be oonsidered profi table; it certainly seems 
unlikely until the phi1osophioal problems surrounding this topic are more 
clearly resolved. 
In a study suoh as this one would, ideally, use a great variet,y of 
tests inoluding the underdeveloped types. However, there is little virtue in 
using such test instruments if they give unreliable results. Yet the 
development of even one test is a time consuming process which raises many 
praotica1 and organisational difficulties. As the test development already 
deoided upon is heavy, further development, even of tests partly developed 
by their original authors, is not feasible. 
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CHAPTEli 4 
PERSONALITY .AND MUSIC .lPPRl!X:UTIOB 
htroduction 
In our earlier material dealing with the nature of JlUsical 
appreciation, we have indicated many different possible aspects of JlUsio 
appreciation. No matter how confused the situation is regarding the nature 
of music appreciation, one fact 1s olear - it 1s that there are considerable 
individual differenc.s in appreciation. This we feel sure is true no matter 
what aspect of appreciation ia .elected. Undollbted17 experi.nce aDd. 
opportunity are determinant. ot the.e differenc.s, and her. home backgroaDd 
and education must be of keT importanoe. Yet they ~ be no more important 
than personal qualities .uch as one'. aptitude. or abilities in music. 
Indeed, such is the nature of JlUSic that it. appreciation undoubtecl17 
involves more than just cognitive prooesses: variationa in musioal 
appreoiation refleot p.rsonality variables as well as intell.otual on ••• 
R&v.sz (1953) .xpre •••• the belief that, "musical! ty irradiate. the vhol. 
individual and accordingly rorms a oharacteristio trait or personality as 
a whole-. 'tihile it is true that this is more a statement of opinion thaD a 
proven fact, it i8 indicativ. of the attitudes held by' very many authoritiel. 
In studTing the relationship between personality and music, there are 
two prinCipal approaches which oould claim validity. The first is to 
consider the psychologioal .tudies in whioh personality is treated as a 
maJor variable - studies such as Payne's where there is a deliberate atte.pt 
to make the p.rsonality dim.nsion the moat important. In all but. a r.v of 
the.e studi •• , the music variable(s) are the ind.p.ndent variabl.(s) and the 
personality variabl.s are the depend.nt variabl... EY.n when one takes 
account of studies whioh 1'00us on musioal ph.nomena, but for which 
personal! ty data has been ptherecl and oorrelated with the music data, the 
amount of research is ainimal. The s800nd approach - an approach whioh ve 
reject - is to study biographical material about musioians. To be done 
competentlT this requires considerable musioological skills (whioh ve lack). 
Moreover, we believe the findings would surfer from the same kind of taults 
as 'baby' biographiel' suffered froll when uaed, betore the turn of the 
the/ 
the century', as evidence in child development studies, i.e. the sample of 
people studied is atypical and the behaviour/peraonalit,r traits which are 
noted are the exceptional ones thus giving an unrepresentative view. 
There is a further source of material which may be of sOlie Yalue, 
al though it is not specifically about lI11IIic. Studies about the Arts in 
general,aDd to a lesser extent studies about the visual arts, may provide 
illuminating parallels • 
. 
Studies Relating PersonaliBr to Mnsic 
Extraversion, neuroticism and JllUBical taste: Payne (1967) discusses 
the relationship between musical taste and personality, as assessed by the 
Maudsley Personality Inventory (Eysenek, 1959). She deals, on the lIWIical 
8ide, quite siaply with the "Classical-Romantic" dimension. She restricts 
herself to a study of composers of serious orchestral music, but does cover 
a vide range from Correll1, Handel and Hayd.s at the most 'classical' extr.e 
to Chopin, Mahler and Del1us at the 'romantic' extreme. Twentieth century 
composers are well represented with Schgnberg, Berg, Bartok, Britten and 
Tippett. The experimental procedures she uses are open to cri ticiam on a 
number of grounds. Nonetheless, this study 1s of importance beoause few 
studies deal directly with this ~opic. PafDe obtained positive and 
significant correlations between a preference for Romantic music and 
Neuroticiam on both her groups of subjects, but she found no significant 
relationship with Extraversion. Sex influences were negligible, but 
Romantic music was more favoured by younger people. However no data to 
indicate the significance of this is presented in her paper. In another 
report dealing with a related topic (Payne, 1961) she distinguishes &esthetic 
emotional responses from specific emotional responses. Neuroticism 
correlates positively (and one is lead to assume significantly, though no 
statistical evidence is presented) with specific emotional responses - the 
normal 'life' emotions, a finding whioh seems to be in accord with the 
8'9'idence of Kwal.vasser (1955) that musicians are more emotionally sensitive 
than the average. However, P&711e finds that Neuroticism correlates 
negatively (and preSUJll8.bly significantly) with aesthetic emotions. In 
In/ 
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In explanation of these findings, Payne suggests that 'ROMrlUe' DrUsic may 
be liked by the mere neurotio precisely beeau.e it is more appealing to 
(normal) emotions, whereas 'Classical' music appeals indirectly, through 
the comprehension of its fo1'Dl eto.: this process is as much cognitiTe as 
arfectiTe and the aesthetic emotion is, I believe, an emotion or satisfaction 
arising from the musical understanding or insight that the individual baa 
rather than an emotion directly in response to the music it.elf. It is 
possible to take issue with PaJDe over her views on the nature of the 
aesthetic response. She believes the aesthetic emotion is different from 
the normal 'speoific emotions': I would argue that the emotional experienoe 
and behaTiour are essential17 the same and that it is the stimuli whioh 
evoke the emotional responses that differ. In one Bense this is a triTial 
and academic difference of opinion. It does not arfect the renl ts or the 
interpretation of them. On the other hand, Payne'. viewpoint on this matter, 
as trYidenced by her vri ting, does sea to imply a Talue judgement - that a 
taste for 'Classical' llUSic is preferable to a taste for 'Romantic' music. 
Although she uses Eysenck's te1'Dls in a technically accurate way, there do 
seem to be connotations that are subjeotiTe in her summary of the situation: 
"The experience of an aesthetic emotion and the 
awareness of a specifio emotion would aeem to 
f01'l1 a dichotolQ' - one (the aeathetic emotion) 
being confined to people of a atable charaCter 
when listening to classical musio, the other 
(specific amotion) to neurotic people when 
listening to romantio muaic." 
The musical dimension Payne discusses resembles the K-factor described by 
Bysenck (1940). Al though he worked with Tisual stimuli, the distinguishing 
features of this factor, a liking for bright 8UDIl7 modern art v. a liking for 
duller more foreboding older masters, aeems akin to Romanticisa-Classiciaa. 
Pickford's (1948) description of ., •• nck'. factor, as one which contrasts, 
"formal with representational art" is, we believe, in accord with our 
interpretation here. El,TseDok discOTered that ExtraTersion, not Neurotici_, 
correlated with his K-factor. It might be noted that in Byaenck's stud7, &8 
in P~.'s, younger people prefer brigbt less formal stimuli more than older 
people. Also in this conte:z:t, Francis (1968) ~othesised that introversion 
might orient choioe towards one form of art rather than another, i.e. 
correlate with K-type factors. HowtrYer, researches by his colleagues 
colleagues/ 
colleagues (Roubertou:x: and Carlier, 1969; and Roubertoux, Carlier and 
Chaguiboff, 1971) haTe not verified this hypothesis. Work in this 
tradition is further discussed belovo 
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~senck's research yielded another factor which he labelled the 
T-factor. This is a general factor of "good taste". His work ia confirmed 
by the parallel work or :Burt (1939), Evans (1939) and Pickford (1948). This 
factor appears to apply for different Arts, e.g. Mu.sic, Painting, Poetry etc. 
~senck does not find any personality correlates for this factor. 
A not dis81111ilar piece of work by Keston and Pinto (1955) found that 
preference for "good" music correlated very highly with~tellectual intro-
Tersion" (r - .63, N - 202). However, this does not contradict E,ysenck's 
findings. "Intellectual introversion" was assessed by means of the A-scale 
on the Heston Personal Adjustment Inventory - where it is designated 
"ADalytical Thinking". Reston describes an intellectual introvert as, 
"independent, analytic and theoretical; he likes carefully planned and 
detailed work, is persistent at tasks, and is serious as opposed to casual". 
There can, therefore, be no doubt that the 'intellectual introversion' of 
Keston and Pinto's s~ is not at all analogous to E.fsenck's introversion. 
It may well bear a closer resemblance to intelligence or, at least, 
characterise the convergent from the divergent thinker. 
Keston and Pinto however also measured "sociabili V", a trait that 
presumably overlaps with EJsenck's extraversion, and obtained a positive but 
non-significant, correlation. Since their scoring for music preference pre-
supposed a continuum from "serious clusical In.s1c" through to "popular 
('swing' etc.) music" with the fozmer end receiving the heavier weighting, 
their music preference score should reflect the T-factor if it is common to 
different Art forms. Keston and Pinto therefore have findings which are in 
agreement with Eysenck's. They also oite two other studies in Art and 
Literature by Carroll* and b,y Coggins, Hensley and MUll** which lead to non-
significant oorrelations between extraversion and aesthetic appreciation. 
*Carroll, H. A. (1932): itA preliminary report on the study of the 
relationship between abil1 ty in art and certain personality tra! ts", Sch. and 
Soc., Vol. 36, pp.285 - 288. 
**Coggins, K., Hensley, R., and Mu.ll, H. K. (1942): "Introversion and the 
appreciation of literature", Amer. J. Psychol., Vol. 55, pp.560 - 561. 
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Despite a body of evidence that suggests that the Taste factor applies 
to different art-forms and the agreement between difterent studies regarding 
its personality correlates - rather negative evidence since the studies agree 
that Extraversion is not a relevant correlate - Roubertoux (1970) concludes, 
"that personality' traits are related to interest to art, but to each 
artistic interest there corresponds a speoitic torm of personalit,y". 
Studies based on Cattell"s model of personality structure: There are 
two differences between the work of Rou1Nrioux and the others alreadY' 
discussed. The tirst is that RoubertOWt used the 16 p.y. to measure 
personali t;y. The more detailed profile this instrwnent gives JDay' reveal 
ditferences masked by cruder instruments such as the M.P.I. or E.P.I. The 
second difference is that Roubertoux studied interest in art. Attendance at 
Art Galleries (one of his variables) may not be correlated with "good" 
artistic taste as distinct from ·poor" artistic taste. If there is truth in 
his cla1a that for each art torm there corresponds a specific form of 
personality, then the relevance of moat of the studies referred to, with the 
exception of Payne's, 1IJIq be rather limited. Ironioally, this would apply 
to Roubertoux I own work, for in the Paris.. School little work is done on 
music, with the most notable exception of Franc'a (e.g. Franc~s, 1951, 1958&, 
1958b, 1968). 
We believe it is premature to judge on Roubertoux' claim, though 
special caution must be exercised in considering non-musical studies. We note 
that the data Roubertoux presents in his paper shows that on the 16 P.Y. his 
different groups were similar in having above average scores on anxiety 
( , QII t ), guilt proneness (. 0 t) and ergic tension (I Q.4 I ), although hov far 
above the average they were depended on the specific artistic interest. 
16 P.F. data about those with interesta in the Arts has been 
collected in the "Handbook for the 16 P.Y." (Cattell et al, 1970). -In the 
pure17 academic field,· the authors write, "the most distinctive profiles • 
are thoae of musical and artistic perfo%manCe." Unfortunately, although 
there ia a wealth of quality data on artists, there is relatively little 
about musicians. Data from two separate studies provides information on a 
total of 54 people and the majority of these (31) are not performers but 
ausic therapist. (Shatin et al, 19 68). The Profile for musioians 18 
full,. described in the 16 P.Y. Handbook: 
'I!he/ 
• • 
"The musician profile is a very unusual combination. 
High prada (1+), autia (M+), and radicalism 
(Q1+) "qat a strong subjectiviv aDd a refusal to 
accommodate. But with this there is a self-discipline 
and selt-reliance in the high self-sentiJIent (Q3) , 
super-ego (G), and self-sufficiency (~). Al thoUBh 
Slightly high e:z:da and high independence are 
indicated at the second order, any formulation of 
conclusions merely in second-order concepts - the 
popular notions or extraversion and anxiev - would 
here miss much of the pattern, for there are 
paradoxes within each. For ~le, as to the latter, 
low susceptibility to threat (H+) and low guilt (0-) 
are tied to comparatively low ego strength (0-) instead 
of high as would be expected. And, in e:z:via, high E, F, 
and H are linked oppositely to the usual pattern with 
moderate sizothymia (A-) and marked self-sufficiency 
(Q2) • The passive "lover of music" mi~t be apected 
to ahare the sensitivity (1+), autism (M+), and self-
involv_ent (~+), but the performer has also cntain 
extravert qualities and self-discipline (H, Q,)." 
Whilst this provides an interesting and seemingly authoritative 
description of those tested, it is debatable how reliable the data ia, 
especially since on 4 of the 16 factors the performers and therapists are 
markedly different. (Data is presented in Appendix 1.) The fact that 
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these differences are readily understandable should not minimiae the 
seriousness of the situation. There is a real need for much more data so 
that the protile. for different musical groups (e.g. music performera, musio 
therapists, music teachers, music students etc.) can be reliably established. 
Onl,. then can what is common to the musician be dist1ngl1.1shed from what 
characterises therapists, teachers etc. 
It is not only in the work quoted bJ Cattell that musicians 16 P.F. 
results bave been obtained. McLeish (1970) used this test on a small sample 
of the student population. He tested on a battery of other tests, largely 
attitude and opinion tests. Although he does not quote any of the 16 P.F. 
results, he does point out that there are differenoes between his various 
student groups. His music students, "are very tendeminded about social and 
educational questions, very stable, conservative, with a low score for 
utilitarian value". They are, incidentally, quite unlike his art students, 
who are "extrael,. radical, toughminded, with a low need for financial and 
social security". 
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Cattell and his co-workers are responsible for one very major piece 
of work relating music and personality (Cattell and Anderson, 195~a; 
Cattell and Anderson, 195~b; and Cattell and Saunders, 1954). This was 
the development of the I.P.A.T. music preference test - a disguised 
personality test that relies upon judgements of passages of music. The 
test is based on a factorisation of a "catholic choice" of 120 musical 
themes and thereafter the correlation of the obtained factors with 
personali ty factors. Whilst this work is of great interest, and the elaTen 
or so musical dimensions have been oonfirmed by several factor analyses, 
Cattell (1965) in his book "The Scientific Analysis of Personality" 
admi tted that, "No one has pursued this research far enough to know how 
these preferenoes are determined by the individual'. emotional make-up". 
The situation seems unchanged at the present time. The reason may be that 
this work seellB too coaplex or lacking in face validity. Undoubtedly 
Cattell's work, using 16 or more personality dimensions, is very detailed. 
This is seen as a disadvantage, even a fault, by IIl&1lY people. Rightly or 
wrongly they believe that the statistical analyses may have been pushed too 
far and this makes ~ tests not only impractical in use and difficult to 
understand, but also potentially dangerous since they may yield distorted 
descriptions of personality. To take the step further and baae the 
assessment of personality on preference of music, pushes, for a nUDlber ot 
people, cred.ibil1 ty beyond its limit. The lack of development of this work 
typifies the apparent lack of interest in music and personality in favour of 
a very considerable interest in musical abilities. 
With the exception of the 16 P.F. profiles of musicians, in all the 
studies reterred to the musical variable has been 80me measure of 
preference or taste, either a liking for serious or classical music as 
against no liking, or a dislike for such music or, alternatively, a 
preference for one st.1le of classical music or another. 
Cognitive styles in relation to music: Vernon, in some interesting 
studies, provides indirect evidenoe about personality and musical taste. 
Instead ot administering a test of musical taste to a sample, he considered 
available 'bard' evidence of lIUBioal intere.t. Be found that during the 
year 1927 -28, 60% of the members of the Ox£ord University Music Club and 
Union were SCientists, four times the proportion to be found in the 
Universi ty as a whole. This unusual tinding calls to mind Hudson' B work 
(Hudson, 1966) in which he finds that the differencea between Arts and 
and/ 
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and Science Specialists are in the oonvergent/divergent dia.nsion (see 
Guildford, 1950, 1956). Hudson's own work (1966, 1968) and the work of such 
people as Torrance (196~) suggests that this dimension is as much a 
Personality dimension as an intellectual one. We have indeed hypothesised 
t h a-t· 'intellectual introversion' is akin to ~onvergenc.' and, if our 
parallels are valid here, then Vernon's evidence is at least congruent with 
Keston and Pinto's. However, Vernon's findings are open to question. 
Shuter, reviewing the relationship between musical ability and 
/ 
t , 
mathematical scientitio abilities, shows, tor example, that Revesz's 
results (1946, 1953) contradict Vernon's. The evidence on this particular 
issue is far :from olear. 
We have introduced, rather obl1que17, reference to the convergent/ 
divergent dillension. This, at the present time, is o:ften considered to M 
but one of a number of different 'cognitive styles', and it is interesting 
to speculate whether any other of these cognitive styles might have a bearing 
on music appreciation. 
Although evidence with music is lacking, Child (1965) and Ohild and 
lvao (1968) :find, when using visual stimuli, that aesthetic sensitivity is 
correlated with cognitive style variables such as 'cognitive independence and 
openness' • Child and lwao: 
"tentatively conclude that perhaps this 
relation between personality and esthetic 
sensitivity may be found in any society where 
esthetic values are stressed in soae generally 
available part of the cultural tradition - as 
in Japan and in Western European tradition - so 
that the individual with oognitive independence 
and openness has esthetic values available to 
him as one possible medium for expression and 
gratification ot these cognitive tendencies." 
Two other variables found bJ Ohild (1965) to be Significantly 
correlated with aesthetic judgement are, firstly, measured anxiety*, which 
~ parallel the findings of Roubertoux and of PaJne, and, secondly, 
"tolerance of complexi t,'" • This latter is of interest since BeJe\rne (1960) 
has shown that collative -variables such as complexity may influence 
influence/ 
*We quite deliberately use the phrase 'measured anxiety', since Child pointed 
out that the higher measured anxiety of the more aesthetic subjects resulted 
from their greater awareness of their anxiety, not from a genuinely higher 
level of anxiety. 
influence aesthetic choice. Unfortunately, Berelyne's now classic work, 
like Child's, is based on visual stimuli. 
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It is difficult to know to what extent the findings of Child and his 
co-workers, based on the visual arts, parallel (say) the profile of 
musicians as given by Cattell. The problem as Witkin (19 62) so aptly points 
out is that cognitive style variables, "represent different ~s of cutting 
the personality 'pie' from those traditionally used". It is conceivable 
that these newer approaches to the study of personality and aesthetics ~ 
prove the more frui ttul. 
The psychodynamic approach: One fact that is common to both Cattell's 
work and to Child's is the use of psychodynamic concepts: Cattell in his 
C and G factors (ego strength and super-ego strength), and Child in his use 
of somewhat Jungian 'Myer-:Briggs-t,pe scales' am variables such as 
'Regression in the service of the ego l • Wallach too (Wallach, 1959) uses 
Freudian language when he discusses the motivation for attending to art and 
lII18ic in terms of symbolic sexual arousal. 
This may be a reflection that purely non-analytic approaches have 
proved too limited to be coapletely useful. Put another way, psychodynamic 
theories are often described as providing, or attempting, explanations rather 
than mere description. This greater depth, this concern with motives as well 
as with t~l..' behaviour, may be of 80me relevance in understanding ~ 
aspect of aesthetics. Nonetheless, the studies we have reviewed have been 
ba8ed on solid experimental work. 
In a review of the effects of music on human behaviour, Taylor and 
Paperte (1958) work from a rather neo-freudian framework. Much, though not 
all, ot their review is inappropriate tor us. But in considering the 
relationship between music and personalitT, they do reter to a study by 
Burton. Unfortunately, as the tollowing quotation may ahow, this is not 
reported in sufficient detail to evaluate: "One third ot the musicians in 
Hollywood were administered the Guildtord Zimme1'lll&ll temperaaent soale: they 
were tound to be normal. II! More 1mportantl~ they !l8ke reference to the 
extensive (American) use ot music therapy. However, they admit that the use 
01' music, as an adjunct to therapy is still in its infancy. More recent 
writings on this topic (e.g. Alvin, 1966; Priestly, 1975) suggest that the 
role of music ma, be subsidiary and that it is the therapist, as a person, 
who .ftects the therapy, the music is merely a means tor establishing 
appropriate contact between therapist and client. We are dubious as to the 
relevance 01' any of the findings of music therapy tor our work. 
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The sociological perspective: The sociologioal approaoh to the stu~ 
of human behaviour tends to rocus on those determinants or behaviour which 
are external to the individual whereas the psycnologist who is concerned with 
'personality' and 'individual dirferences' is primari~ concerned with those 
qualities within the person that account for nis individuality. As a 
consequence, those who have been interested in the sociology, and to a 
lesser extent the social psychology, or wusic have not real~ addreased 
themselves to the kiD! or issues that we are concerned with. This is not to 
deIlY the importance of people such as Paul ~'arnsworth (whose 'Social 
Psychology of Music' was written so that he could stress social influences) 
or or the sociologist, John llueller: it is very lLce~ that, in the final 
ana.lysi.s, their broader perspective will prove the more valuable. Furthermore, 
there is a danger or ignoring the crucial fact that there are real areas of 
overlap in the various disciplines we are discussing. Thus, in his book on 
the sociology of music (Silberman, 1963) does discuss the personality of the 
musiCian. However, the kind of ana~sis he presents is quite different from 
that which we are a dopting. He is particular~ concerned with the inter-
actions between individuals, with the extent to which an individual will, or 
will not, make use of facilities provided ror music maKing or for listening 
to music, and with the differing outcomes of the various social influences 
that determine ones musical interests, tastes, activities etc. 
There is one question, which is broadly social, which we must 
consider. It is, 'How important is the social unit, the familY, in 
determining how musical~ appreciative one is?'. In a great number ot' studies 
there is evidence that a musical background is helpful in developing a 
child's musical abilities and interests. However, it is difficult to 
disentangle influences such as intelligence and social class. The higher up 
the social .scale a t'ami~ is, the higher the level ot' general ability and of 
musioal ability, and the more serious ones musical taste. If allowance is 
made for social class and intelligence, the influence ot' parental example or 
exhortation is generally not considered to be very great. Unfortunately, a 
generalisation such as the last one can be misleading because the extent of 
the parents' influence depends very considerably upon what aspect of musical 
ability or interest is being considered. Thus, if performance on music 
tests is conSidered, the evidence from studies of the relative importance of 
heredity and environment suggests that the former is of great importance. 
Consequent~, parents direct influence is less. Formation of taste is 
i8/ 
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is possibly much more determined by what happens within the family unit, 
thoU8h social pressures from out with the family may be far more potent. One 
final point, of some relevance in this stu~ in which adolescents and adults 
are being studied, is that the influences from the home are greater with 
younger children than with older ones. 
Discussion 
In each of the two areas, the psychology of personality and the 
psychology of music, there is a rich literature and a wealth of findings 
based on empirical research. But in neither is there aqy genera~ accepted 
theoretical framework to hold together in a proper way an integrated and 
coherent bod3 of knowledge. It is this that bedevils studies in which 
personality and musical appreciation are linked since it makea it 
inevitable that the research findings do not build up in such a way as to 
provide 8QY clear pioture. We believe this is precisely the situation in the 
researoh reviewed in this chapter. 
It is also this lack of coherence in our subject matter that has led 
to our self-imposed reatr1ctioD fd ua1.n6 tb::e (not incompatible) personality 
theories of ~senck and Cattell as the foundation for our work. 
Organization of the Work 
CHAPl'ER 5 
THE FIELDWORK 
19. 
Investigations into the nature of musical appreciation: In Chapter 1 
a rough sketch was drawn of the intentions behind this study and the way they 
were to be worked out. The first task was to clarify what is meant by the 
term 'music appreciation'. Three separate approaches are employed ~or this. 
The first of these, the review of the literature, was the subject of Part I. 
The two others are practical, as is the investigation of the correlates of 
musical appreciation, and in this Part, a description is provid~d of how the 
work was actually carried out. The first of the practical investigations 
carried out was an attempt to discover if there was a lexical definition of 
musical lrp1\:tdeja.tian~ .as the ,,~,ev of the literature revealed many aspects 
of music appreciation, it was especially important to discover whether the 
various ideas about music appreciation stressed by different writers are 
generally considered to be interrelated in some way or whether music 
appreciation is maqy different things. Neither of these possibilities is 
particularly attractive. For this a special questionnaire was produced 
(see Chapter 6) for use with musicians. Although the number of musicians 
used was relatively sma11, there were three distinct groupings. First was a 
group of students who were, on the whole, freshly qualified, second was· & 
number of the staf~ of the music department at J ordanhill College of Education 
and third a number of instrumentalists who play in one of the major symphony 
orcheatras based in Glaagow. 
It was feared (with some justification, as the results were to show -
see Chapter 7) that the confusion evident in the literature might be 
reflected in the results of this investigation. As a consequence our second 
practical investigation, an investigation into the structure of musical 
abilities and ~ical appreciatio~W88 treated from the beginning as of ver,y 
considerable iaportance, both as a study in its own right and because it could 
determine which variables might be treated as 'music appreciation' variables 
to correlate with the personality variable.. For reasons of practical 
convenience, this part of the study was carried out on, and limited to, 
school pupils. 
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Investigations into the relationship between musical appreciation 
and personality: Because the number of subjects would be great and the 
programme of testing heavy, it was decided that the main investigation into 
the relationship between personality and music appreciation should be built 
onto the school based study of the structure and factors of music appreciation. 
This provided a procedure that was administratively convenient and allowed the 
systematic collection of a great amount of data. There was in practice, 
therefore, one large piece of work. Only in the analyses of the results 
have the two aspects been separated. 
Despite being a major piece of work, this school stu~ suffers ~om 
one important limitation. The great majority of even the most musical pupils 
do not make music their career. Although such talented persons may become 
enthusiastic listeners to music or even skilled amateur performers, they are 
likely to differ in a number of respects from those whose dedication to music 
makes them devote their lives to it. It was therefore considered appropriate 
to obtain data about the personalities of musicians since this would allow 
interesting comparisons as well as being a valid study in its own right. 
Qualified musicians training to be teachers at Jordanhill College of 
Education were chosen since they had the real merit of being readily 
available. Another group of students was selected, students at the Royal 
Scottish Acade~ of Nusic and Dramatic Art, the only music 'school' of its 
type in Scotland. At the'Acade~ are maqy who do not intend to be school 
teachers. One could therefore hope that the data based on these students 
would not be biased in the way that the Jordanhill data might be. 
Timetable of the data collection: Since the number of music students 
attending Jordanhill College each year is relatively small, a programme of 
testing them was started even before this research was "off the ground". 
Testing the Jordanhill music students on personality tests for this research 
has been carried out each year until session 197~75. 
The earliest work apart from this was the development and 
administration of the questionnaire to musicians to determine a 'lexical 
definition' of music appreciation. At about the same time, construction 
of new test materials for use with school pupils was put in hand. The 
programme for testing in schools was planned after the new materials were 
virtually re~ for use, i.e. near~ two years later. During the pilot 
studies for developing new test materials two schools were used - a genuine 
comprehensive school with pupils of ver,y mixed ability and a one-time 
selective school now officially 'comprehensive' which still has pupils of 
o~/ 
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of high calibre. These schools were not reused during the main studies. 
For the main studies testing in schools could not be done on the numbers 
involved in one academic session and was spread over slightly more than two 
sessions. A~ one group of pupils was tested over a period of about 2 - 3 
months, though some testing of absentees did take place: sometimes this 
was as much as 6 months after the original testing. This is not seen as a 
great drawback. The school testing programme was very heav,y as each pupil 
had about 8 hours testing. Although this was group testing, there were 
7 separate groups tested to keep group numbers as small as possible. In 
addition, there was absentee testing and time spent simply making good 
relations with the schools. Testing of music students in the Royal Scottish 
Acade~ of Music was spread over three years which overlapped with the 
testing in schools. 
The Subjects used: Questions of Sampling 
The school pupils: It was necessary to decide what number of school 
pupils to use and the kinds of schools to draw them from. It was recognised 
that the time required for carrying out the testing programme would be 
considerable since the pupils were to do personality tests as well as music 
tests and since some information about home background was also to be gathered. 
Yet it would be pointless to have an ambitious testing programme but to base 
the ana~ses on the results of a small number of subjects. 
To be of maximum value, it was felt that the school pupils 
partiCipating should ideally range trom the musically unable and disinterested 
to those for whom music was a major part of their lite. Third form pupils 
were chosen and used since they would be mature enough to tackle all the 
tests and questionnaires. Pupils in the more senior classes were, generally, 
not available because of their preparations for Certificate examinations. 
A number of schools were approached and initially the head teachers of 
6 agreed to allow their pupils to take part. However, for a variety of 
reasons, only three schools did co-operate in the end. Nonetheless, they 
did provide the range that was required. One is a junior high school with 
a mixed catchment area. By the 3rd year the top pupils in this school have 
been ·creamed ofr- to go to the senior high school. This senior high school 
provides the second of our schools. Although the catchment areas of the two 
n~ 
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two schools are not identical it is probably not unfair to say that overall 
the two schools had a population that was representative. There may be a 
slight bias favouring higher social classes and levels of ability, but this 
was not thought to be a serious problem. The third school used had recently 
changed from being a highly selective school to being a territorial 
comprehensive. Our 3rd form pupils, for the most part, entered the school 
under its former r/,gime. This school has a strong music tradition and 
provided a 'musical group' of pupils who were either members of the school's 
first orchestra or who planned to study music as a certificate subject - or 
both. Our sample had. undoubtedly a higher proportion of musical pupils 
(no matter what criterion might be chosen) than would be found in a random 
sample drawn from schools in the local education authority used. This is 
however in accord with our intentiOns. since the proportion of musically 
talented, or concert-goers. or instrumentalists is usually so small that in 
statistical analysis their influence is unfortunately negligible. Our sample 
can be thought to cover the usual range but to be selected so as to be less 
skewed with the consequent benefit that it is more appropriate to base 
statistical work on. The total number of pupils who provided results was 200. 
This was rather less than the number involved in the testing programme 
since one of the 8 original groups of pupils had to be abandoned. (Some of 
their results were felt to be unreliable. For example some of the testing 
was seriously interr~ by staff coming in to take out individual pupils 
who were apparent~ urgently required for some other purpose. Moreover the 
complete programme of testing could not be completed for this group in the 
available time.) 
The testing for anyone group of pupils was spread over a number of 
weeks and inevitab~ there was some absenteeism. Where 'absentee testing' 
could be organised, as with the personality testing, it was. However, 
because of the form of administration, it was impractical to follow-up more 
than a small number of pupils who missed music tests. As a result most of 
the statistics are based on numbers a little less than 200. The precise 
number depends on the particular sets of data required, but it typically is 
about 9Q% of our sample of 200. This is a perfectly acceptable figure and 
the bias introduced through losing around 1O}b of our population will be 
negligible. A comparison of results of tests which suffered little 
absenteeism and those that suffered relatively badly. has enabled a check 
on this bias to be made in a few instances, and there is nothing to suggest 
that any significant distortion of the results has occurred as a result of 
the absences. 
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The music students: The Royal Scottish Acade~ o~ Kusic and Dramatio 
Art personality testing was carried out over a period o~ 3 academic sessions. 
However the problems of testing were very considerable. Whereas in school, 
pupils were effective~ instructed to co-operate. in the Acade~ such 
coercion was felt by the staff' to be unreasonable. There were also very 
considerable difficulties in contacting the students since all. or 
virtual~ all of their tuition - even in theoretical topics such as 
'Harmony and Counterpoint' - is individually organised and they have few 
formal timetable commitments. 
Since the total number of music students is relatively small, under 
300, ideally the whole of the student boqy would have been given the 
personality tests to do. Alternatively, some complete group, such as final 
year students, would have been used. 
A decision not to use first year students was made when it was 
discovered that the wastage rate is fairly high:' To provide as rational a 
procedure as possible for choosing our sample, we decided to use the results 
of students who in 1973 - 1974 were in Year II or Year III of their course, 
or who were post-diploma students who were in Year IV, or even Year V. 
After allowing for dropouts early in the session there were 139 students on 
the roll. All of them (with the exception of a tiqy handful whose attendance 
was extremely erratiC) were invited to assist me by doing personality tests 
and eventually the results of 82 students were obtained (59:10). Although 
students at different stages in their course were all equally well (or 
badly) represented, the different courses were not equally well represented. 
e See i:, '.~ p p e : n d i x 2 for detailed breakdowu) 
The main consequence of this is that pianists and singers are over-
represented and other inatrumentalists under-represented since the students 
on the D.&.8.A.M.*-course, the most poorly represented, stu~ a wider range 
of instruments than those on the D.Il.E. course (the only other sizable 
course). The great majority of the D.X ••• students have taken 'piano' as 
their 1st stu~ with 'singing' their 2nd stu~, or 'singing' their 1st stu~ 
and 'piano' their 2nd study. 
*There were 74 first year students in session 1972-73 but only 57 in the 
second year in session 1973-74.. This implies a dropout of 2~ •. This situation 
is, in fact, slightly worse since some of the 57 in the second year in 1973-74 
were new entrants who had not been in the first year the previous session. 
··The D.i.S.A.X. cour.e prepares ausiciana for the Diploma of the Acade~. 
Holders of this qualification usually intend either to be performers or to be 
instrumental teachers operating privately. The D.M.E. (Diploma in Musical 
Bducation) is deSigned for intending teachers. 
The students at J ordanhill provided ~EJr numbers. As with 'Academy' 
students no compulsion could be used to insist that personality testing was 
done, but the different College situation not only made the administration of 
tests very much easier to organise, it also enabled social pressures to be 
more effective in helping students to do the testing. 
Results of 183 students have been accumulated over 7 academic sessions. 
Since there has been an average of just over 30 students, this represents a 
success rate of about BJJ&. As far as has been ascertained, no special bias 
has resulted from those who have been 'lost'. 
Choice of Assessment Techniques for this Research 
The school investigations: The choice of assessment techniques to 
use for this research posed problems and the topic requires discussion. 
For our school pupils it was imperative that a comprehensive testing 
programme be employed. Our factor analytic study was to differ from earlier 
ones in its breadth. One particular difference was considered especially 
important. In most previous studies the raw data has been test results. 
However, since very many writers suggest that music appreciation is not simply 
a cognitive process, we determined that there would be more than just test 
results for our data. 
Since music ability and appreciation may overlap or be related an 
ability test was required. The Wing battery was selected (i) because it is 
highly rated by virtually all authorities, (ii) because it has been used 
widely and there is, therefore, a body of information which may provide 
useful comparisons, (iii) because it does include 'appreciation' tests, and 
(iv) because it was available. The Seashore tests were considered since the 
'atomic' approach might have been useful for this stuqy. However its poorer 
reliability and its known overlap with the Wing test made it a poorer 
choice. The Gordon Test which has maqy attractive features would have been 
included but for the fact that at the time the fieldwork was getting under 
way its suppliers indicated that copies were 'not available' without 
considerable de~. 
Appreciation tests were also desirable, but to use the Wing tests 
alone would, it was felt, be inadequate. Long's revision of the Indiana-
Oregon test was chosen since it is technically good. The available 
available/ 
available evidence suggested it does not overlap with the Wing tests too 
seriously. As indicated in Chapter 3, a further appreciation test was 
prepared, an objective test of ability to distinguish composers by their 
styles. 
In an attempt to assess ability to evaluate performance, Hoffren's 
Test of Expressive Phrasing was chosen since it was available and its only 
real rival, Kyme's Test, was not. 
To deal with the individual's response to music, the semantic 
differential technique was selected. The disadvantages of using the type of 
approach adopted by Myers (1927) and Vernon (1933) and Valentine (1962) have 
been discussed. There is no doubt that if such a technique had been used 
successfully it would have provided most interesting results. However, it 
was felt that "to use it successfully" would have been so time-consuming as 
to have been counter-productive. 
We should point out that with the semantic differential, acceptable 
results were not available from all the schools. For the most important 
analyses, incomplete and rather 'suspect' results from two of the schools 
have been ignored. This leaves results from 88 pupils who range from the 
musically highly talented to the musically disinterested and naive. The 
range of musicality is great but the overall level is distinctly higher than 
would be found in most schools. The validation of the technique is based on 
the results of l1"3 pupils, the 88 referred to above plus 85 who did the test 
during the pilot study stage. 
One further approach was used. This was a questionnaire investigating 
musical background, experience and interests. It was developed from Long's 
"Inventory of Nusic Experience and Training" (see Chapter 6). The 
questionnaire covers topics such as range and depth of performing ability, 
activities as a performer, interests as a listener, musical tastes as well as 
providing information on family background. 
Personality was tested using two instruments, the Junior ~ysenck 
Personality Inventory (Eysenck, 1965) and the High School Personality 
Questionnaire (Cattell and Cattell, 1969). 
Investigations involving music students: With the students at both 
Jordanhill College of Education and the Royal Scottish Academy of Music, there 
was no time for music testing and relatively limited time for personality 
testing. At Jordanhill two tests were used. The Eysenck Personali~ 
Inventory (From A) (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1964) and the 1968 Edition of the 
thel 
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the 16PF (Form A) (Cattell et aI, 1970). These are widely used tests and we 
employed the most up-to-date versions available. The school pupils' tests 
are parallel versions of these 'parent' tests - a fact which enables valid 
oomparison to be made between school pupil and student results. The 
students at the 'Aoademy' did the same two personality tests as the 
Jordanhill students, but in addition they were asked to complete the Bell 
Adjustment Inventory (Bell, 1962). 
CHAPTER 6 
~T AND QUESTIONNAIRE DEVEIDPDn' 
Development of a Qaestionnaire iaquiring into Musicians Concepts 
of 'Musioal Appreoiation' 
Aims and nature of the questiouaire: The purpose of the questionnaire 
was to investigate whether there was substantial agreemeat between .asioians 
regarding the term 'musical appreciation'. It was felt that differenoes 
between writers on the topio might exaggerate the real situation. It was 
hoped there might be a reasonable level of agreement among ordi.na1';r musicians 
where there is little among musicologists, aestheticians, psyohologists and 
the like. Boosting this hope was the belie.t that some ot the disagreement 
evident in the literature derived from the .tact that at different times, 
di.tferent views on the nature of music appreoiation ~ be current. 
The questionnaire was constructed for musioians: all who would complete 
it would be qualified musicians. Of these a number would be doing teacher-
training, though some would be dralfD trom other areas of employment, e.g. 
players in orchestras baaed in Scotland. It was hoped that the target 
population would both be knowledgeable about maeio and also concerned with 
such issues as what music appreciation is, even though they would not all be 
involTed in educational matters. 
It was decided to use a tair~ highly structured technique so that it 
would be easier to reccgnise areas of agreement or disagreement. In format 
and administration the questionnaire resembles 'Likert' scales. There were 
felt to be two major objections to asking direct open-ended questions, such as, 
"lilat is music appreciation?". First, the answers might have om tted, through 
pure overSight, possibly relevant topios. Second, answers would, at best, 
indicate what is included in music appreoiation; they would not indioate 
what is not, although this can be just as important. OTer and above these 
objections is the tact that responses are diffioult to compare and treat in 
any quantitative manner when they result from such an open-ended approach. 
With the 'Likert' format the subjects were asked to what extent they 
agreed with each ot a number of statements. To answer they used a five point 
scale ranging trom 'strong agreement' to 'strong disagreement' through 
'agreement', 'lUlCertain' and 'disagreement'. 'l'b.e statements were culled tro. 
the writings of musicians, music eduoators, philosophers and psychologists. 
The material reviewed in the 4th section of Chapter 2 was the prime source 
source/ 
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source for this. The specific statements were chosen from the more readable 
writings, especial17 where it was possible to take extracts out of context 
without their becoming unintelligible. They were also chosen to represent 
fairly extreme viewpoints. 
It should be noted that there was not a full and rigorous use of 
Likert technique: indeed this would have been inappropriate. This point is 
important because in many questionnaires there is a desire to get at one 
opinion or attitude, from ma.JlY' questions. Here, on the other hand, we are 
engaged in a much more exploratory study and must expect, and look for, II&D7 
genuinely different kinds of opinion masquerading under the same generic 
term, 'music appreCiation'. 
Construction of the questionnaires The review of the literature 
revealed that there are a number of relatively distinct lines of enquiry 
necessary in an inveBtigation of the type proposed and undertaken. The four 
principle areas covered in the questionnaire are: 
1. Is an emotional response necess&r7/desirable tor music 
appreciation? 
2. Is an intellectual understanding of the music necess&r7/ 
desirable? 
3. To appreciate music need one find its meaning? And of 
what nature is any meaning? 
4. What relationahip. if any, is there between the above three? 
Within each of these main areas there are many potentially separate 
issues. To prepare the questionnaire, some statements were used in their 
original form, aome were negated. A 8118.11 nuber were modified in relative17 
trivial ways. For example, the statement, "!Wery great melody has got a 
.eaning" was used in the questionnaire, but so too waa the derived 
'statement, "Every great .elo<17 has got significance". A number weTe based 
closely on the work of a given writer but were freshly written for the 
questionnaire where there vas no quotation that neatly encapsulated the 
point at issue. 
After a draft of the questionnaire had been prepared, it waa 
scrutinieed b.1 a highly skilled musician with a deep interest in this matter.* 
matter/ 
*Mr. W. Norrie, PTincip&l Lecturer in Music at Jordanhill College 
matter. He commented on it and suggested a number of minor alterations 
and some additions (such as the addition of 'significance' statements 
to supplement the 'meaning' statements referred to above - see items 2 
to 7, Appendix ~). 
The final step was to prepare the questionnaire as it would be 
used. Apart from making any necessar,y modifications to the statements 
in the draft, instructions for carrying out the rating of the statements 
were prepared. So too wa. a generally worded statement about music 
appreciation which provided a justification for the questionnaire for 
those who would complete it. 
No formal validation procedures were used. Indeed, because the 
purpose of the questionnaire was to explore different beliefs about the 
nature of music appreciation, validation would have been a meaningless 
prooess. However, it is reoosnised with hindsight that there were 
certain imperfections and omissions - for example 'programme music' was 
Bot distinguished from any other music, yet this distinction could have 
relevance for the items about the meaning/significance of music. Despite 
this, we firmly believe that the results obtained are trustworthy and 
would not have been significantly different had a modified version of 
the test been used after a validation. 
Appendix ~ contains a copy of the questionnaire complete with 
introduction and instructions in the exact format as used. Included 
in Appendix ~ is a copy of the full results: these are discussed in 
Chapter 7. 
Development of an Objective Test of Ability to Distinguish Composers 
bz their Style 
90. 
Origins and rationale: Westland in a paper (1967) which discussea the 
role of the psychologist in the field of aesthetics points out that one ot 
the roles ot the psychologist is to devise tests and that these in general 
fall into two olasses, "those whioh attempt to measure artistio ability, and 
those which attempt to measure aesthetic sensibility or senaitivit,y-. He 
points out that. "those tests whioh olaim to measure aesthetic 'sensitiTit,y', 
'sensibility', or 'appreoiation' - whatever word may be used - bring us 
espeoially close to the problem of what ia meant by objectivit,r since the very 
claim appears to presuppose that &esthetic worth bas in some W&1' or another 
been scientifioallJ defined in the sense of having itself been measured." 
Westland argues that existing tests are not objective because the correct 
responses to the test items are established bz taking a oonsensus of the 
judgements of 'experts'. This involvement of value judgements in existing 
aesthetic tests prevents them from being thoroughly objective and completely 
within the scientifio tradition. Who dares s&1 that the .erson who gives 
unconventional responses may not have the 'truer' insights? Future experts 
may well disagree with todaf'sl 
Westland pointed out that he bad produoed a test of 'sensitivity' or 
'appreciation' which was objective as its scoring was free from subjective 
judgement. This test (a test in the area of English literature rather than 
Music) consisted of a number of literary selections by various authors. His 
subjects were asked to match the aelections bz common authorship. As the 
subjects were being asked to make decisions on matters of ascertainable fact 
the tester was able to do the sooring according to these facts. Westland'a 
results (although rather tentative) suggested that. "there may vell be a 
genuine disoriminatory ability". The technique, which enables an ability 
connected vith aesthetic experience to be isolated and measured in a clear-cut 
unambiguous manner. is obviously aa applicable to Music aa to 11 terature. 
As there was no existing test whioh i8 both objeotive and yet deals with 
aesthetio experience, it aeemed appropriate to OOD.tract one. (It might be 
noted that the teohnique proposed by Westland and adopted b.J ourselves differs 
quite radioall,. froll that used bz T,-ler (1946) in her "kploratory Study of 
Disorimination of Composer St,yle".) 
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Planned nature of the test.* It vas decided that in format the test 
would have to be a paired-oomparison test. Such a decision was neoessar,r 
be()ause it is unreasonable to expect anr subject being tested to hold in aind 
three or more musioal extracts so as to compare them all. This, of course, 
is simply to face up to the fact that music exists in tille rather than in 
space, and that one cannot recapture time - or lIJUsic - that bas passed. At 
best one can re-1ive it in one's memory. How8Ter as this test vas not 
designed to be a test of memory but to be one of disorimination between 
composers, the fo~t bad to be chosen so as to ensure that minimal demands 
were made on memory. It might be noted in passing that this same problem bas 
been resolved in the same way by most authors of music tests. It is however 
not an ideal solution sinoe in 8&()h item there are only two possible 
responses (i.e. either the composers of the two musical extracts being 
compared are the 'same' or they are 'different'). This allows chance to bave 
an undesirably large effect on the total scores thus reducing the 'reliability' 
of the test. 
Another problem relating to the format ()hosen is that the greater the 
length of each ot the musioal extracts being oompared, the more 'memory' oan 
becolle a problem. On the other hand, the shorter the length of the III1sioal 
extract., the less likely they are to oapture the flavour and style of the 
composers. 
It was decided that all the musioa1 extracts should be from 'serious' 
or 'olassical' music, and not from jazz, 'pop', light music, etc., etc. 
Ideally ma.n.y kinds of music would have beeD used. :But it was felt that a 
oomparison ot a 'pop' composition and a 'serious' one would be too easy. Yet 
if some items demanded comparisons of different 'pop' pieces and others of 
different 'serious' pieoes, it is possible that the test would not prove 
reliable. It was with some reluctance, therefore, that the restriction to 
'serious' or 'classioal' musio vas made. Were it po.sible, other parallel 
tests would deal with other types of music: this is a projeot whioh goes 
beyond. the resources of this investigation. The number of composers and 
andl 
*Acknowledgement must be made for the help I received in the work of 
constructing the test material from Mr. i.. M. Gould. I outlined the nature 
of the proposed test, I decided the criteria b.1 which items were construoted 
and 8Ta1uated for inclusion, and I suggested the composers and styles that 
should be represented. However, Mr. Gould and I were both involved with 
selection of musical extracts. It vas he who tape-recorded them so as to make 
tws iDHial versions of the test, though I produced the tape for the final 
version. The testing using the 'try-out' versions of the test and all 
subsequent work was organised and carried out by .,self as was all the item 
analyses and the statistical work to evaluate the test. 
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and styles had to be restricted for otherwise the test would have needed to 
be of inordinate length. Nevertheless it was felt important that we should 
not be restricted to musio of the 18th and 19th centuries. Consequent17 
some early music as well as much 20th oentury music is represented. From the 
list of compositions used in the try-out test material (see Appendices 4- a.nl5) 
it will be seen that considerable variations in style were present. Whilst 
this is undoubtedly of value musioally, the prime consideration, it can be a 
danger in te~s of test construction. The wider the range of musical styles, 
the more likely that Qifferent Skills/abilities are required in 
distinguishing them, and the more likely that the test will not be 'reliable'. 
It was not possible to ensure that all major composers and/or styles 
of music received a proper representation in the final version of the test. 
Eyen if it were possible to decide at the beginning what constituted 'proper 
representation' - and we do not believe it is, for this is a value 
judgement where even 'experts' would be likely to disagree strongly - there 
would still be two reasons to explain the impossibility of such 'proper 
representation'. First, and more important, the seleotion of items for the 
test must take account of the results of item analysiS and the balance of 
items must be expected to alter when non-discriminating items are removed. 
Second, the range of available music was inevitably lim! ted: this was 
especially so sinoe the original recordings needed to be technically or quite 
a high standard. This placed quite a real restraint upon the selection of 
items. 
The follOwing criteria provided 'guidelines' during the stage of 
maJd.ng up the test items. 
5/ 
1. Each extract must be typical of the oomposer's style. 
2. Where the two extracts in an item are by the same 
composer, they should be recognisably similar in style. 
,. Where different oomposers' works are used in an item, 
they should not be more similar in style than two different 
extracts by the same oomposer in an item. 
4. Where possible, extracts should be seleoted so that 
subjects would not recognise (be able to name) the 
composer of either extract. 
5. Subjects should be able to listen to just sufficient 
of the musio to be able to assess its characteristics 
and st,yle to allow the comparison of the musical 
extracts to be as valid as possible. 
6. Each extract should be about balf a llinute in duration. 
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It is recognised that these are not objective and it would be a matter of 
opinion as to whether a criterion had been met. Nonetheless, they expressed 
our intentions. The worth of the items would eventually be assessed b.1 item 
analJais, not b.1 reference to these criteria. 
A realistic decision had to be made regarding the number ot test items 
that could be uaed. Since the test would be used in schools, it had to be 
designed so that it could be administered in a typical school period: in 
a&Z17 schools this is onq 35 or 40 minutes. To allow for such necessary 
practical, but time consWlling, activities as getting the class settled, 
issuing answer sheets to pupils and getting them to put their names on them, 
the test itself could not last more than about 30 to 35 minutes. As each 
item consisted of two musical e%tracts and time had to be allowed for 
instructions about the test, this meant the limit had to be about 30 items. 
This restriction necessarily applied both to the try-out versions ot 
the test and to the final form that would be derived from the try-out 
Teraions. This practical restriction is unfortunate aince the test would be 
.ore reliable it it were longer. 
Secondary school pupils at 3rd year and higher levels are the target 
population for which the test ia designed. It was tel t tbat 1 t should be 
capable of discriminating amongst those who came from 'non-lllU8ical' backgrounds 
aDd who had little interest or ability in music and also amongst pupils who 
had a greater inTolvement with music, such as those preparing to take S.C.E. 
examinations in Mueic. It would not be used with pupils of very low ability. 
Procedure tor developing the test aateriala: It was decided to 
produce a teat to try- out in an initial pilot study. This would provide 
resul ts taat would indicate whether it was practical and worth while to 
prooeed further with this teat development. The criteria for deoiding it it 
waa worth while would be that -
1/ 
1. The test, a8 a whole, did successfully 
discriminate among the pupils. 
2. 'lbe items were of a fair standard when the 
results of item analysis were considered. 
3. Comparison with other tests showed it wu 
not mere~ measuring a skill for which a 
test already existed. 
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It was felt that if this first version of the test proved to be 
promising, it would provide a basis for developing a final test. It was, 
however, (realistically) assumed that the first version would be inadequate 
in a variet,y of ways. 'lberefore a second stage to follow on the successful 
completion of the first, vas planned. In it a parallel form of the test 
would be produced and it would attempt to remedy, where possible, any faults 
in the first form of the test. It was hoped that in the total stock of test 
.aterials there might be sufficient 'good' items for a final version of the 
test to be made up. It was, therefore, necessary to plan that both versions 
of the test be tried out on the same pupils so tbat meaningful item analysis 
could be carried out. 
It might be noted that the two parallel forms were not both produced 
at tlut start. The reasons for this were threefold. 
1. The schools being used initially were only willing to allow a 
l1ai ted 1o1me to be used for a oompletely new test whose merit vas not 
established. 
2. The amount of time maki ng up a test of 30 i tams is quite considerable 
aDd so it was felt advisable to tr,r out the first version before spending 
farther time constructing the second. 
3. This prooedwre allowed for the possibility of benefiting from the 
ini tial testing in modifying the nature of the i tams in the .eoond version 
(e .a. ehanB1ng their l..,el of diffioul ty) • 
This plan was follOWed, siDee at each stage the resulta seeaad to be 
auttioient17 encouraging to .1utl£y further development of the test. In 
practice it would have been deaira.le for acre than two veraions of the test 
to bave been con8tructed and tried out before oonstructing the final version, 
for, as we sball s.e, the tina! version does not achieve the high technioal 
staDclaJ:ds nol.'lll&l.ly expected of t.sts. It ia, however, as good as so •• 
published music testa. 
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Aa croas validation of freshly constructed test material is normally 
4 ... ed to be essential (e.g. see Test Serrice Bulletin, fl, 1954) it was 
decided to use the data gathered froll the main study' for this purpose. Such 
a policy is often adopted since it is not proper to adapt a test atter cross-
validation unless a fUrther cross validation study is feasible. However 
further separate evidence of validit,r was also sought. 
In the development of the test II&terial several stages were enviaagac1 
and in reporting on the results obtained, these stages are treated separate17. 
The stages were as followsc 
Stage I The try-out of the first version of the test. 
Stage II The tr.r-out of both versions of the teat. 
Stage III The 8eleotion of items for the final version of 
the test. 
The cro8S validation study va.s a part of the main study. It is 
reported on separately as the next section of this chapter. 
Stage I: The try-out of the first version of the test: The te8t 
waa constructed to the speoification provided above. There were 30 items and 
the length ot each llUSica1 extDct vas about 20". This length V&8 
determined atter a 'pre-pilot' version showed that extract8 of }O" were 
longer than necessar,y. The 60 musical extracts in the 30 items repre8ent 
works dating trom the time of Bandel and Bach up to Ilid-20th century. (A 
full list of the extracts and their composers, together with the instructions 
tor adJlinistering the test can be found in Appendix 4). 'lb.e test was 
organised into three sections, the first dealing with orchestral .usic, but 
inolud1.nc concerti where the solo instrument is prominent, the second with 
choral/operatic music, and the third with chamber music and solo instrwaental 
.uaic. These sections had respectivelY 15, 8, and 1 items. 
The test was tried out on 134 third year pupils at two schools and the 
item analYSis Is based on their results. Most, though not all, of these 
pupils did other musio tests thus allowing some preliminary measure of 
validation to be attempted. The pupils tended to be a 11 ttle above average in 
intelligenoe for they came troll a predominantly suburbazl area. The nature ot 
the oatchment area was fairl7 mixed but has the higher sooial classes over-
represented to 80me extent. The difference between the two schools is 
i8/ 
is marked and it is valid to consider the schools as beiJl8 streamed and as 
being complementary. Taking their populations together, the pupils are 
ta1rl7 representative ot those who live in their catchJIent area. 
From the frequency distribution of the test scores on the first 
version of the test, in Table 6-1 below, it can be seen that the spread of 
scores covers quite a wide range. This suggests that the test may well be 
Score f 
-
26 · ..................... 1 
25 · ..................... 3 
24- ...................... 5 
23 • ••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
22 • ••••••••••••••••••••• 8 
21 ...................... 15 
20 · ..................... 20 
19 · ..................... 20 
18 · ..................... 20 
11 · ..................... 18 
16 •••••••••••••••••••••• 9 
15 · ..................... 1 
14 · ..................... 4 
13 • ••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
12 • ••••••••••••••••••••• 
11 • ••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
TABLE 6-1 !'REQ.UmCY DISTRIBUTION OF SCOlim OF THE FIRST VERSION 
OJ' THE TEST OF ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE COMPOSERS BY 
'mEIR SftLB 
discriminating. However, although the range of soores is wide, the standard 
deviation ot 2.81 shows rather poorer disorimination thaD one might have hoped 
tor. 
One cause ot the disappointing discrimination could be that the test 
was rather too dif'ficul t. The mean chanoe score i8 15 and the mean score 
obtained was 18.16. A mean score of just over 20 would haTe been more 
appropriate. The diffioul't7 of the test i8 al80 reflected in the fact that 
on17 one person achieved a Bcore greater than 25 on thi8 30 item test. If 
tha test, as a whole, fails to discr1a1Date adequately, and if this 111 cauaed 
b.r 80me of the items being too difficult, then the situation is remediable 
aDd the test should not neceBsarily be deemed to lack promise. Ot far 
gnater importance are the resul t8 ot the item analysis as these could reveal 
whether there is an acceptable nuaber of I C004 I items to provide the basis 
tor future test development. 
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The i tam analysis was carried out using the D-techn!que first suggested 
'b7 Johnson (1951) and popularised by Findlay (1956). In practioe we used the 
procedures outlined in Mackintosh and Morrison (1969) and Ebel (1965). High 
scoring and lov scoring groups were selected on the basis of the total score 
tor the 30 items of the test. The answers given to each of the items b,y the 
members of the high scoring group vere compared with the ansvers given by the 
low scoring group. This enabled two indices to be oalculated, the facility 
index and the discrimination index. 
Two separate analyses were carried out. In the first there vere 36 in 
eachafjrehigh scoring and the low scoring groups. This is 27% of the number 
taking the test, the proportion that Kelley (1939) has shown gives the best 
reliable discrimination. In the second analysis the group size was 50. This 
it viII be noted is considerably higher than the 3Y~ advocated by 
Henrys son (1911). It is, however, in accord with the suggestions made by 
Anstey (1966) who has shown that the exact percentage in the high and lov 
scoring groups matters little so long as it is between the tairly broad 
lim! ts of 20 % and 40 'fo. The benefit of taking this size of group is that 
Phi can also be determined as an index of discrimination using the tables in 
Anstey's book. The use of Phi was considered desirable because it does not 
underestimate the discriminating power of very easy (or very diffioult) items 
in the way that'D' does. 
It should be noted that an underlying assumption is made, when 
selecting the high and low scoring groups, that there is only one basic 
ability to discriminate composers by their style. This is true despite the 
tact that the test is divided into three sections. If we had assumed that 
there vere different abilities according to the nature ot the music, we could 
have carried out three separate item analyses for the three parts of the test 
as it there were, .in effect, three separate tests - each of vhich was 
extremely short. 
Nonetheless it is recognised that critical appreciative listening to 
music must involve many skills and that different items may therefore 
require different skills. Even if there is a basic ability underlying the 
ability to recognise composer style, there may well be other, possibly 
specific, abilities that influence pupil~performance on the test items. How 
important these are is revealed in item analysis since the discrimination 
index measures the 'homogeneit,y' of the test. 
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The results of the item ana17ses are presented in Appendix 6 
!beY' reveal a considerable Tariation in the difficultT of the it .... 
However the II&jor1 tY' of them fall wi thin a more-or-less acceptable range. 
!his raises the question of what are reasonable oriteria for judg1ag item 
anal7Bis statistics. Mackintosh and Morrison suggest that the criteria which 
ahould be applied in evaluating the worth of an item fro. it. faoil1 tT TBlue 
('F' value) is that this should lie within the range .3 to .7. The 
situation is somewhat complicated b;r the fact that the items are 
2-alternative it8J18 and consequent17 there1B:a 50% chance of getting 8117 item. 
correct b;r pure guessing. MaD7 of the standard texts on objective testing 
.ake no reference to changing the criteria in this situation although low 
'F' values are unlikelY', and guessing must push up the 'F' values to some 
utent. Presumabl7 the criteria should be somewhat higher. If a guessing 
oorreotion were applied the optimal facili t;r value would be .75 and the 
acceptable range would oentre on this Talue. However as the assumptions made 
in app1;ring guessing corrections are questionable, the acoeptable range that 
would follow its applioation (i.e. from .65 to .85) must be considered as 
n8l'oorreot1ng. Possib!;r the most realistic criteria in this s1 tuation would 
be to accept items whose facilitY' values lay within the range .5 to .8. 
lIoweYer it is recognised that the ohoioe ot these figures i8 as arbi tr&r1' as 
the ohoioe made b;r &Q7 writer on the subjeot. 
Table 6-2 gives the distribution of facility values and shows that 
there are items whose facility Talue is below .5. While these items are of 
questionable Talue, the distribution is more-or-less as would be wished. 
.90 
-
1.00 · ................ 
.80 
- .89 · ................ 6 
• 70 
-
.79 · ................ 1 
• 60 
- .69 · ................ 3 
.50 - .59 · ................ 8 
.40 
-
.49 · ................ 2 
• 30 
- .39 • •••••••••••••••• 4 
TABLE 6-2 DISTRIBUTION OF J'ACILI'fI VALtJ:ES OF I'fH ON FIRST 
VERSIOlf OF THE 'f.&5T OF ABILI'l'Y TO DISCRIMINATE 
COMPOSERS BY THEIR S'i'YLE 
In item ana1;rs1s the more important index is the discrimination index. 
The TalueB for D and for Phi that were obtained were rather lower than might 
might/ 
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II1ght have been hoped for. Again it is rather diffioul t to know b7 which 
oriteria to judge these statistics. Garrett (1958) sa1's that, "as a general 
rule, items with validity indices of .20 or more are regarded as satisfactorr; 
bat items with lower indices will often serre if the test is 10ngM. OUr test 
i. not long, so D - .20 would have to be the cut-off point between acceptable 
and unacceptable items. However Morrison and Macintosh advocate much harsher 
standards and suggest that values of 'D' should be at least .4 for an item to 
be oonsidered satisfactor,r. Ebel (1965) takes an intermediate position but 
one which is rather closer to Garrett's. His "rules of thumb" are -
D Item EYaluation 
.40 and higher 
• 30 - .39 
.20 - .29 
Below .19 
Verr good item 
Reasonab17 good it • 
Marginal item 
Poor item, to be rejected. 
We have decided to adopt fairly lenient standards and consider items whoa. 
value of D is .20 or higher as indicating that the1' could be fair items in a 
test of oomposer -vIe. While our criterion of D~ .2 for acceptabili t:r ma.y 
.e. generous, at this stage where a oonsiderable nuber of items are 
\1D&Ccept&ble, values of D will be depressed since we have chosen the high/low 
groups for the i t_ anal.7sis using the OTerall marks which are determined b7 
performanoe on the 'poor' as well as the 'good' items. It is reasonable to 
be11 .... e that had a further anal1'sis been oarried out using only those items 
that reached our criteria for F and D, the values obtained for D would be a 
Ii ttle higher. 
About half' the items reach our criterion. Of the i tas which do not 
Naoh tbis fairly generous cr! terion, a high proportion are relativelT 
difficult (1'(, .5) or relative1:r eas:r (I'> .8). 
The Choral/Operatic group of items tends to be easy (though one is 
Terr dif'ficul t) and onl1' two of these i tams f'all clearl1' wi thin our acceptable 
r&Dge for Faci11 ty. Moreover when they reach an acceptable level of' 
&1scrimiDation the1' onl;r just do so. Of the three sections of the test this 
i8 lIDdoubtedl,.. the weakest. 
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If we ignore the Choral/Operatic section and also ignore items of 
extreme facility values we find that, by-and-Iarge, our items do 
discriminate well enough to justify continuing in the construction of this 
test of composer style. Indeed about two thirds of the items left 
discriminated satisfactorily. 
Because about half of the items in the test, as a whole, did not 
reach our item analysis criteria, and because there was a lack of 
discrimination, it was inevitable that the reliability of the test would be 
low. The reliability coefficient calculated using the Kuder-Richardson 
formula 21 was a mere .113. A consequence of this was that high 
correlations with other music tests were certainly not to be expected. 
The correlation coefficients that were computed were found to be very 
low. However all but one of them were positive - a not unsatisfactory 
finding. The evidence here certainly does not suggest that the test is 
measuring some totally inappropriate ability. But there is no positive 
evidence to indicate any real merit in the test. 
We decided to continue in developing this test despite the slightly 
discouraging results of Stage 1. 
This decision seemed appropriate since: 
1. the test apparently did discriminate amongst pupils of different 
ability: the results would not have been obtained by chance, 
2. the item analyses evidence was that, if choral/operatic music 
was excluded, about half the items were acceptable, 
3. such correlation evidence as was available did not suggest that 
material was inappropriate, 
4. the poor reliability was probably a consequence of faults that 
are remediable in later stages of the test development. 
Stage II: The try-out of the second version (with the first): There 
were two tests employed at this stage. The first was the original 30 item 
test already discussed. The 2nd test, also a 30 item test, was made to the 
same criteria but differed in two respects. First, no choral or operatic 
music was included. Second, an attempt was made to have items that would be 
a little easier. 
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The tests were used with 3m year and 5th year pupils f'rom two Glasgow 
8chcols. One is a large Comprehensive. The other was until recently a 
.elective 'direct grant' school but it has now abandoned it. aelection 
procedures and takes its pupils f'rom a clearly derined catcl:uaent area: 
nonetheleas it is not the typioal Comprehensive. It is generally considered 
to have maintained. it. hip standards. The two schools are geographicall1' 
close, and together their pupils must be f'airly representative of' those vb.c 
live in their catchment area. Overall there is a slight bias f'avouring 
higher social classes and higher levels of ability. 
120 pupils oompleted both versions of' the test and provided result. 
that were used in item ual7ses. Slightly mere pupils were orig1nal17 
involved but the results of' pupils who did not oomplete both versions of' the 
test were dellberatelT excluded. 
The analyses are baaed on the reNts of' all 60 items. They are 
treated as a single test thoush in practice administration was as two tests. 
score/60 f' 
50 ...•...... ~ ...•...•...• 1 
49 · ...................... 2 
48 · ...................... 2 
47 · ...................... 2 
46 • •••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
45 • •••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
44' •••••••••••••••••••••• • 10 
43 • •••••••••••••••••••••• 12 
42 · ........... ' ........... 12 
41 · ...................... 9 
40 · ...................... 12 
39 · ...................... 13 
38 · ...................... 12 
'7 · ...................... 5 
,6 · ...................... 3 
35 · ...................... 3 
'4 • •••••••••••••••••••••• 7 
'3 · ...................... 1 32 · ...................... 3 
31 · ...................... 1 
30 · ...................... 
29 · ...................... 2 
TABLE 6-3 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCORES FOR ALL 
60 ITEMS OF THE TWO VERSIONS OF THE TEST 
OF ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE CO}WOSERS BY THEIR 
STYLE 
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The frequency distribution (see Table 6-3) summarising the scores 
obtained reYealca: that, overall, the test seemed to be slightly easier thaD 
the original. 30 item version: the mean score was 40.23. On17 2 ot the 120 
Abjects aohi8Yed less than the mean chance score, and the range ot scores 
trom 29 to 50 must be considered satisfactory. Nonetheless the scores still 
blmch rather too tightly around the centre of the distribution. While the 
S.D. of 4.19 shows better discrimination thaD the original test, it is still 
Dot as good as one would ideally seek. 
We note in passing that the reliabili1;J coeffiCient, determined b.r the 
Kuder-Richardson formula 21, is .25. This is still very low. However a low 
tigure was to be expected at this stage since none of the poor items (even 
from the first version of the test) had been exoluded. It is more important 
to note that the reliabili1;J is better than with just the first version. Thie 
is true even when the increased length of the test is taken into account. 
It_ analysis was carried out using the results of the 60 i teas. Again two 
separate analyses were oarried out. !his vas because of difficulty in 
deciding the sccres for cutting off the extreme groups. In the first 
8Zl&l.yaia the groups were of a reasonable si.e (the number being 37 which is 
31%). For the aeoond anal.7sia groups ot 25 were used (21%). This i8 rather 
lov and the results of this analysiS must be treated as less reliable. 
'l'b.e ana17ses revealed that the second set of 30 items was in DI8lI7 
ways similar to the first. It had a similar range of facili1;J values and 
about the same number ot items discr1m1Dated at an acceptable level. Over 
20 of the 60 i tams reached an acceptable level (as defined by our criteria). 
It vas felt that this provided an adequate basis for attempting to produce a 
tinal version of the test. 
stage III: Seleotion of items for the final version of the test: To 
produce a worth while test from the 60 items used in the try-out stage it va. 
necessar,r to exclude the poorest it.... As the resulting test was composed of 
only a selection ot the original i tams it was also necess&r1 to check, b.r 
tree item analyses, how the items were now perfo1'JDing. It should be noted 
that this would be on17 a 'paper and pencil' statistioal exercis.. There 
vas not the pbysioal production of a fresh test followed b.r a fresh testing 
schedule. Instead the old test papers were resoored taking account of onlJ 
the selected items. As this changed the order of merits of the subjects who 
who/ 
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who bad taken the test, it changed the composition of the bigh-scoring aDd 
the loy-scoring groups for the item analyses. It vas impossible to predict 
precise17 the effects of this. The .fac11i ty Talus should not ohange 
aign1tican:tly but the discriJB:l.nation values would change. It was expected 
that the discrimination values ot the selected items wculd be raised. This 
approach enabled us to obtain the item analysis statistics on all the (60) 
it.... (The crt teria tor the item analysis had changed but the data 
available was unchanged.) For the unselected items it was expected ibat 
80Dle of them would appear more discr1m1nating and "that some ot them would 
appear less discriminating than in item analyses based on a 8eleotion ot the 
original items. Because it was uncertain whether any of the unseleoted it ... 
would now reach an acceptable level of 'goodness', it was recognised that 
more than one step misht be involved in the final selection of items. It vas 
therefore deoided to work towards the final test in (at least) two .teps. 
From the item analysis of Stage II the worst 21 items vere rejected 
leaving 39. Ot these quite a number were a little below the criteria of 
'goodness' we bad. deoided upon. Atter rescoring the test paper8 using the 
performanoe on just these 39 items, a tresh item analysis was oarried out. 
The results ot this are presented in Appendix 7. They do in tact show the 
expected illlprovament in the discrimination value of the seleoted items. 
'!'here are no oase8 of unaeleoted i tams reaching our criteria. From this 1 tam 
analysis a .further selection ot items vas made and this time all but the most 
marginal items were exclucled. Thi8 gave 24 i tem8 as the basis .for resooring. 
In this final anal,.sis the item analysis statistios (see Appendix 7 ) were 
similar to those obta1n8d in the pr8'l'ious analysis. These DlUSt therefore be 
regarded as the 'true' ones to describe the qualit,r of the items selected tor 
the fiDal version of the test, as it is improbable that further steps would 
ohange the figures signifioantly. 
Table 6-4 below summarises the item analysis statistics from the 24 
items used in the .final step ot the analysis. 
r, fD 
.9 - 1.0 
.8 - .9 5 
.7 - .8 3 
.6 - .7 6 
.5 - .6 7 1 
.4 - .5 2 9 
., -
.4 1 5 
.2 - .3 5 
.1 - .2 4 
0.0 - .1 
TABLE 6-4 DISTRI:BUTION OF DISCRIMINATION AND FACILITY V!lmS J'OR 
THE 24 '~T' ITDm 
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Both for level of difficulty and for power of discrimination these 
figures must be considered fair. Of the items rejected none had 
discrimination Ta1ues of .2 or higher. However 5 items did baTe 
discrimination values between .1 and .2 and were therefore no worse than the 
4 items selected that discriminated at that level. 
To meet the criteria we originally laid down would give a shorter test 
than desired. or was needed. on grounds of practicality. It was unfortunate 
that there had not been an even larger pool of items from which to select. 
Before the stage of constructing a new tape recording with the final 
version of the test, it was decided to checkaa the reliability of the 
proposed test using the item analysis data. At each stage in the analysis 
frequency distributions were constructed based on only those items selected 
for the analysis. These are presented in Appendix 8. From the distribution 
for the final 24 items the reliability coefficient was determined using, first 
of all, the Kuder-Richardson formula 21. This gave a value of .52. This is 
Significantly higher than the values obtained at the early stages of the test 
oonstruction. 
The use of the Kuder-Riohardson formula 21 for the determination of 
reliability coefficients in the early stages of the test development was 
oonsidered to be justified. because it gives a fairly accurate estimate of 
reliability with a minimum of work. HOwever the Kuder-Riohardson formula 20 
was now used to detexmine the reliability coefficient. This is the method 
most frequentl,. used as it makes far fewer (unjustifiable) asslDIptions about 
the data being used. This ,.ielded a reliability coefficient of .56. As this 
formula does not take acoount of variability ot item difficulty, although it 
doe. talce account of Tariability of the discriminatory power of it9lllll, it 
vaa decided to ap~ Borst's correction for variability of item difficulty 
(Horst, 1953). ~s raised the reliability coefficient to .58. The 
reliabili ty coefficient we have obtained, of just under .6 does not reach the 
oriterion of .9 that i. normal 1,. considered a requirement for test •• 
Untortuna tely it i8 (sadly) rare for music tests to reach the high 
technical standaJ:ds of other psychological tests: from the evidence 
presented in an Appendix to Shuter's book (Shuter, 1968) the typical range 
tor reliability coefficients for music tests is of the order of .5 to .8. 
Despi te the shortcomings of our work, it doe8 not oompare too badly with 
other .usic tests. 
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Our final 24 item~ that provided the basis for the item analysis and 
detexmination of the reliabilit.1 coefficien~were drawn from the original 60. 
They were not a test as such. The decision remained whether to make a test 
baaed on these items. It was decided to do this, deepi te the disappointing 
reliability coefficient, since the resulting test would not be seriously 
inferior to other music tests and because it did fill a gap in the batter,v 
of tests. The decision would have been simpler had it been possible to 
administer other tests to provide some means of external validation. 
However the schools used were unwilling to give up further time for testing. 
(It might be noted that the schools used in Stage II were the same schools 
tbat the semantic differential was developed in. They were already co-
operating ver,v fully.) 
To prepare the final test a fresh tape recording had to be made. At 
this stage some very minor alterations vera made in the instructions for the 
test to make them more intelligible to all who might be tested. More 
important, there was the opportunity to take into account oonsideration. 
other than item analysis ones in the selection of items to be used. 
Twenty items selected themselves as having 'dt values greater than .2. 
hom the reDlA1ning pool of 40 items, 9 had discrimination values of between 
.1 and .2. Four of these bad been used in the final i tam analyses - but they 
were not all better than the remaining 5. Y1hich, if any, of these 9 merited 
inclusion in the final version of the test? 
In the end 6 of them were included. Of the 4 used in the i tam 
analysis, one was dropped, and :3 of the other items inoluded because they 
had fractionally higher values of • d I than the dropped i tam. The final 
choice allOWed an equal number of it .. where the answer was • same I as 
'different'. It also allowed the composers Tippett &IJd Sibeliua 
to be represented. These .!nor improvements were considered worth while 
even though the introduction of a slightly higher number of dubious items 
(b,r item analysis criteria) is not noxmally acceptable. It was also 
considerea advisable to bave a test ot 26 items rather than one of 20 items, 
the increase in length minimally offsetting the disadvantage of the addition 
of relatively poor items. (The final test is desoribed in Appendix ~) 
Cross validation from the main study: In the main study pupils were 
tested who had not received our test before. They therefore provide a 
reasonable sample for the cross validation. They ranged from the musically 
illiterate and uninterested to those studying for certificate exams who were 
... berB of their Bchool orchestra or choir. 
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Product-moment correlation coefficients between our final test and the 
other standardised tests were calculated. 
Test(s) the Martin test 
scores were correlated with 
Total soore from the Ying Batter.y (Tests 1 - 7) 
Total score from WIng's AbI1It,y Tests (1 - 3) 
Total soore from Wing's Appreoiation Tests (4 - 1) 
Total score from the Indiana-Oreson Test 
Soore for discrimination of the better version in 
the Indiana-oregon Test 
Score for reoognition of the changed eleaent in 
the Indiua-Oregon Test 
Score for Boffran's Test of Expressive phrasing 
r 
.51 
.51 
.'7 
.49 
.51 
.43 
.39 
TABLE 6-5 CORRELATION COEl'J'ICIElfTS BFJI"iEEN '!'BE FINAL TmT OF 
RliVOGNITIOlf OF COMPOSERS' STYL&S AND OTBEll MUSIC 
TESTS 
These correlation ooefficients (Table 6-5) provide strong evidenoe that the 
test has validi t,y, especially when the poor reliability of the test is taken 
into account. They are all significant at the .001 level yet they are not so 
h1.sh as to suggest overlap to suoh an extent that the Dew test is redundant. 
It is interesting to note that the oorrelation with Wing's Appreciation Test. 
i8 lover than the correlation with Wing's Abilit,y Tests. With the Test 7 
(Appreciation of Phrasing) and Test 6 (Appreciation of Intensity) the 
correlation coefficients are .09 aDd .18 respectively: these are non-
Significant. Howerer, these tests deal with judgements of performanoe: as 
this is irrelevant in this test, the low correlations are a good sign. With 
Test 4 (Appreciation of Rhythm) the correlation coefficient is .24. This 
ap.in ...,. not be surprising. Appreoiation of BamoD1' (Test 5) and M_or.y for 
Melody (Test 3) were the tests with highest values of 'r' (.53 and .49 
respectively) • 
The IndiaDa-oregon Test can 11_14 two part scores for ability to 
discriminate the better two versions and for the abilit,y to tell which 
el_ent (~, Bamo~ or Melody) bas been altered. The correlatio. 
coefficient with the latter, the more consoiously analytic ability, is lower 
which suggests tbat ability on this test 1s baaed more on an intuitive, 
rather thazl a consoious, recognition of' the melodies and hamonies uaed b.r a 
coapoaer. 
JUrther evidence ot the test's validiV is the positive 
correlation with a taste for classical music (r - .41) and. the negative 
correlation with taste for 'pop' music (r - -.25). Abilit,r on the test a180 
correlates positively with membership of a school choir (r - .,8) or school 
orchestra (r - .,,), with attendance at concerts of classical ~sic (r - .,6), 
and with high selt-assessments on instrumental skills (r - .'1), 
llU8icali V (r - .'2) and singing (r •• 28). 
In the factor anal7ses carried out on the data obtained in schools, 
one factor emerges which reflects an ability to do the test. Other music 
tests tend not to load onto this factor to any great extent. In the same 
analyses the test has low factor loading on the factors of music abilit,r aDd 
.usic appreciation. For these factors Wing's test and the Indiana-Oregon 
test are important. This suggests that our test of abiliv to distinguish 
oomposers b.1 their avle is not overlapping other music tests to eDT great 
extent - an important finding. 
Discussion of the merit and futam. of the test: In the development or 
the test to its present stage we bave, we believe, carried out a worth while 
pieoe of work. On a number or occasions when it vas being used in schools, 
JlUsic teachers remarked that the test lIeasured an ability which is important 
both for their 'certificate' pupils and also for their other pupils for whom 
IlUsic is a purely' recreational subject. If this opinion is widely held, and 
we have been in too few schools to know, then the test has two real virtues, 
objectivity and high face validity. Against this there 1s the undoubted 
disadvantage or the present poor reliability of the test: it would be quite 
t.proper to believe that the test, in its present fO%m, could. be more 
generally used. 
We reel there is sufficient merit in this test to justify further 
study and development in the future. 
The simplest approach for developing the test would be to produce a 
third basic version, to try this out together with the material available 
at present*, and to it .. analyse the results so that the new BOod items 
could be added into the final version or the test. If necessary, more than 
than/ 
*Administratively it would be most cOllTenient to use our 'final version' of 
26 (good) items together with the new test. It would be more appropriate, 
but lIore work, to use both the original ,0 item testa together with the new 
one. 
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than one fresh 30 item test might have to be tried out to get a stock of good 
items sufficiently large that the test derived from them would be reliable. 
It will be recognised that this is merely to adopt the Bame prooedure we have 
already used. The only differenoe i8 that we are now suggesting oontinuing 
with the prooedure until the test is satisfactory. This is no more than a 
teohnologioal exercise, but one that might lead to a test meeting the 
normally acoepted oriteria of teohnical goodness. 
There is an alternative approach for developing the test whioh might 
be of greater value sinoe it would indicate more accuxately what we are 
aeasuring, as well as aiding the development of the final efficient teat. In 
this the first task would again be to produoe further items in another version 
of the test. This new material would then be tried out on suitable school 
pupils. In the analTsis of the results, all the items would be inter-
oorrelated and the resulting correlation matrix would be factor analysed. 
The pattern of factors would reveal how many different abilities are 
Ulportant tor reoognising musical styles. It would also help in olui~ 
the nature of these abilities and in explaining what is involved in the 
recognition of musioal styles. The number of signifioant factors would 
deteDRine whether or not it would be profitable to continue with the test 
development: the greater the number of factors, the less likely the 
development would oome to a satisfactor,r conolusion. 
The latter approach has not been adopted. exoept in one study, the 
report of whioh (Gardner, 1971) is not readily acoessible. However, in 
that study it was reputedly quite effective (see Child, 1972). This is 
the approach we hope to adopt in due oourse. 
Development of a Semantic Differential Technique for Evaluating 
Musical ktracts 
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liationale for the 'test': In DIUsic appreciation we are concerned 
(inter alia) with the evaluation of music, with the kinds of arfective 
responses (e.g. liking) and with the discovery of its 'meaning' (though not 
a literal denotatiTe meaning). The semantic differential technique COTers a 
number of these points. Its origins lie in Osgood's attempts to diSCOTer the 
connotative, rather than denotative, dimensions of 'meaning'. And as Osgood's 
original work demonstrated the appropriateness of his technique in a Terr 
wide range of Situations, the atteapt to oonsider the '.emdng' of music by' 
.ellDS of his semantic differential technique is more than justified. Of the 
diaensions he discoTered, the most important is 'Evaluation'. !hi. 18 
recognised as one aspect of music appreciation. However, from the 'scales' 
whioh load onto thia eTaluation factor most hi~ we a.e that thia include. 
'liking'.* Again this i. one of the areas which m&Q7 consider important in 
the atudy of llU8io appreciation. 
One special adTantage of the 8emantic differential is that it use8 a 
fair17 large JlVIIber of 'soale.' for each 'oonoept' (in this cue, piece ot 
JIl11Sio) to be rated.. It is therefore an adTanoe on the kind of approach where 
few '8cales' are used. There i8 little sophistication in mere17 asking to 
wbat extent a piece of llUSic is liked/disliked. The use of DI&1lY' scales JD&7 
proTide a more reliable technique and possibly one with a more general 
applicabi11 ty (for fewer people will have idiosyncratic interpretations of 
the vOrds of the III&D7 soales than for the words of one, or just a fev, 
soales). However the use of JII&D1' soales poses interesting questions whioh 
only arise with a technique such as the semantic differential. For example, 
is the factor structure of the meaning of DIUsic the same tor lIIIl8icians and 
those who have a keen appreciation of music as for the auaically 
1U1sophisticated? Or, as a more partioular example, do 'liking' and 
'evaluation' correlate high17 regardless of one's musical ability and 
experience? It 'l'ucker's work with modern paintings (Tucker,1955) can 
provide a parallel, we can expect different factorial struotures tor the 
IlUsically oompetent. Studies that baTe applied this technique have not 
considered such a possibility, although they have shown that the factors ot 
meaning in music for students are the Balle general factors that Osgood found. 
This, however, merely validated the technique as a. research tool for musically' 
less able subjects. 
* 'Pleasant' , 'Nice', 'Beautiful' are all scales that load highly onto the 
evaluation factor, and the)" must sure17 reflect 'liking'. 
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Edmonston (1966) makes the 800d point that where the semantic 
differential is used as a tool in research it allows more precision through 
allowing a greater range of statistical analyses to be oarried. out. The 
study of musioal abilities and appreciation is not an area which has been so 
thoroughly researched already that we can dispense with the added refinement 
offered us in this technique. 
The versatility of the method also allows it to be used in other areas 
of study, such as 'personality'. Consequently in this study, which is 
concerned with the relationship between personality and musio appreoiation, 
the teohnique provides a tool which neatly links the two aspects together. 
Technique of adain1stering the semantic differential: The workers 
(Edmonston, 1966, 1969; White and Butler, 1968; Nordenstreng, 1968; 
Svanw1ck, 1973) who have used the semantio differential with music do not 
describe the procedures whioh they employed in its administration. However, 
as they used university students, the problems of administration would have 
been different from those when giving the semantic differential to school 
pupils. Even the choioe of scales used. is only reported in Whit. and 
Butler (1968) and this choioe is to some extent idiosyncratic! 
It was decided to develop a set of instructions and an administration 
by trying out different possibilities. The particular soales used did not 
matter to aQy great extent for this purpose, since the choioe of scales 
provided. a separate problem. 
The partioular problems which were envisaged were that the rating 
prooed.ure would not be understood, that the music would not remain fresh in 
IIind while rating vas carried. out on sOlIe 15 Beales or that some subjects 
would be very slow in carrying out the rating. 
Three different forms of administration (Form X, Form Y, and Form Z) 
were devised and tape recordings were prepared. There was much in oommon 
between these versions. In each there were spoken instruotions (fUll oopies 
of whioh are oontained in A.ppendix 10) to the subjects indioating how to 
oarry out the ratings. To acoompany this there was a sheet on whioh there 
vere axaaples of ratings to indioate the position on the soale for the 
differing degrees of aptness of the adjeotives. The spoken instructions than 
described the form of administration by indicating such things a8 whether the 
lRL8ic to be rated would be repeated, how long was available for the rating, 
rating,/ 
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rating, etc. Then there followed the first musioal extract to be rated. 
In each form the saae extracts of musio were employed and the soales on whioh 
the ratings were to be oarried out were the same. At this try-out stage, 
the final task was to oomplete a questionnaire so that the subjects oould 
indicate how they felt they bad coped with the teohnique. 
The format used. for the administration of each of the three forms of 
the test is presented below. 
Form X. 
1. Description of the nature of the test and instructions for 
carrying out the ratings. 
2. Music extract played. (20 - 30 seos.) 
3. Silence, to allow the ratings to be oompleted. (2 mins.) 
4. Wa.rning that the available time was almost up. 
5. Silence to oomplete the ratings. (10 seos.) 
6. Instruotion to turn to the next sheet. 
After this, points 2 1;0 6 were repeated in sequence for each musio 
extract. 
Form Y. 
1 • Desoription of the nature of the test and instructions for 
oarr,ying out the ratings. 
2. MUsio extract pl.,ed for the first time. 
3. Silence, to allow the musio to be rated. 
4. Repetition of the musio extract. 
5. Silenoe, to allow the musio to be rated. 
6. Warning that the aT&1lable time vas almost up. 
1. Silence to complete the ratings. 
8. Instruction to turn to the next sheet. 
(20 - 30 seos.) 
(SO seos.) 
(20 - 30 sees.) 
(40 aeoa.) 
(10 seos.) 
After this, point a 2 to 8 were repeated in sequence for each music 
extract. 
Form Z. 
1. Description of the nature of the test and instructions for 
carrying out the ra t1Dg8. 
2. Music extract pl8.fed. 
3./ 
(20 - ~O seos.) 
Form Z - cont'd 
3. Instruction to rate the music on the first scale, 
'Pleasant/Unpleasant'. 
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4. Silence, for this rating to be done. (5 secs.) 
5. Instruction to rate on the next scale, 'Heavy/Light'. 
6. Silence, for this rating to be done. (5 secs.) 
and similarly for all the scales, but with the music 
extract repeated after rating on the fifth scale and 
again after rating on the tenth scale. 
7. Instruction to tur.n to the next sheet. 
After this, the full sequence implied in points 2 to 7 was repeated 
for each musi. extract. 
The three forms were not considered equally valid initially. Form Z 
was devised for fear that a substantial number of the subjects would be too 
slow in doing their ratings. It was recognised that the sepa.ra.te instruction 
to rate for each scale together with the naming of the scale might well prove 
too distracting to be worth retaining. 
Choice of rating scales: The scales that were chosen for the try-out 
version need not have been those intended for the final version since it was 
the admini stration that was the main consideration of the try-out. However, 
even though no validation of the scales was originally intended, it was hoped 
that the scales used at this stage would be suitable for the final stage. 
Scales were chosen for the try-out version from scales of high validity in at 
least one of the following three studies; Analysis I, Analysis III, i.e. the 
Thesaurus analYSis, and Tucker'S analysis of paintings, all from Osgood's 
book (Osgood, 1957). Another criterion was that the scales should not apply 
literally to music: hence scales such as 'Fast/Slow' had to be excluded. 
Furthermore, the chosen scales had to appear to have some relevance with 
music. 
'Scales of high validity' were those which had high factor loadings 
onto the factors that Osgood had identified. The choice of scales was thus 
not random, and it was to be hoped that the same factors that Osgood found 
might be extracted from the ratings of music because this had been 'built in' 
to the test. Fifteen separate scales were used. These covered the three 
main factors, 'Evaluation', 'Potency' and '.Activity'. Another factor was 
oovered. This was 'Receptivity'. Although it was, statistically, quite a 
a/ 
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a minor factor, (the seventh of the eight significant factors that Osgood 
extracted) it seemed to have relevance for this study. It deals with 
'hedonistic goodness' and, according to Osgood, its scales, "constitute a 
'mode' of evaluating" and they load positively on to the 'Evaluation' factor, 
though the loadings are small. The 'Receptivity' scales employed had an 
obvious 'face validity' for music: they were 'Colourful-Colourless', 
'Boring-Interesting' and 'Insensitive-Sensitive'. Table 6-6 below lists all 
the scales, together with the loadings obtained from the original studies. 
Scale Factor Loading on Specified Factor 
Analysis I Analysis III Tucker Martin 
.. _--------
Pleasant-Unpleasant E .82 .59 .81 
Heavy-Light P .62 .47 .69 
Passive-Active A .59 1.00 .79 
Awful-Nice E .87 .88 
Colourful-Colourless* It .27 .64(E) 
Hot-Cold A .46 .26 .64 
Beautiful-Ugly E .86 .52 .51 .83 
Weak-Strong p .62 .40 .67 
Good-Bad E .88 1.00 .77 .86 
Boring-Interesting* R .20 .80(E) 
Calm-Excited A .26 .15 
Worthless-Valuable E .19 
Insensitive-Sensitive* R .23 .63(E) 
~~sculine-Feminine P .41 .76 .64 
Negative-Positive E .48 .64 
._-_._--_._-
*These scales all had positive loadings on the Evaluation factor of 
between 02 and .4. With Nartin their principal loading was an 
Evaluation. 
TABLE 6-6 RATING SCALES FOR THE SENANTIC DIFFERENTIAL AND THEIR 
FACTOR LOADINGS 
Although the choice of scales had not been influenced by musical 
criteria, as they would if, for example, the scales were based on the 
adjectives used by music critics to describe the music and performance they 
have listened to, it is believed they do provide quite a wide coverage. It 
will be seen that more scales measure the evaluation factor than the other 
factors. This is deliberate. It is common practice, since this factor is 
the most important in that it accounts for the greatest percentage of 
variance in most studies. It is also important since the evaluation scales 
have the highest validity as measuring appreciation of music. The scales 
for different factors were mixed, and in the physical layout, the 
thel 
the significant end was varied from scale to scale. 
The instructions for using the rating scales were developed from 
those in Osgood's original work. They were modified to make them suit 
ratings of music and the language was considerably simplified. 
(See Appendix 10.) 
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Choice of music: At this try-out stage the choice of musical extracts 
was of less consequence than ensuring that the nature of the task was 
understood. However, as some scales might conceivably have seemed 
appropriate with one piece of music but not with another, it was decided 
to employ essentially the same musical extracts as would be used in the 
final version. Moreover, since the technical problems of making the tape 
recorded version of a test are not inconsiderable, it was a practical 
convenience to make the choice of music extracts the same in the try-out 
as in the final version. 
Although classical/serious music of different styles was represented, 
musical extracts were drawn from other areas of music. The list of the 
music extracts can be found below (Table 6-7). 
1 An extract from 'Whistling Rufus', an instrumental 
piece of traditional jazz, played by Chris Barber's 
Jazz Band 
2 An extract from Jacques Loussier's first album 
'Play Bach' 
3 An extract from the violin concerto by Max Bruch 
4 An extract from the 'Romeo and Juliet Suite' by 
Prokofief 
5 An extract from The Four Seasons by Vivaldi 
6 An extract from Brahms Piano concerto No.2 (A fairly 
syncopated piano passage has been selected.) 
7 The second stanza of the (pop) song 'Bridge over 
Troubled Water' by Simon and Garfunkel 
a An extract from Bach's Brandenburg ooncerto No.4 
Abbreviated 
title* 
Trad Jazz 
'Play Bach' 
Bruch 
Prokofief 
Vivaldi 
Brahms 
Pop or 
B.o.T.W. 
Bach 
*These abbreviations are employed in later tables and to a small extent 
where it is helpful in the text. 
TABLE 6-7 THE MUSIQ USED IN THE SEHANTIC DIFFERENTIAL 
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The representat~on of musical styles was made deliberately 
wide, since the results oan be used to measure musical preferenoe. For 
the majority of school pupils this falls outwith the field of serious music. 
However, the number of extracts of musio that oould be ued vaa limited by 
the requirement that the whole test takes no longer than about 30 minutes. 
It was felt that the final number ot extracts to be rated oould be 
best deoided after this try-out stage, when the form of administration had 
finally been determined. 
The try-out in sohools: The different forms of the semantic 
differential were tried out on 120 pupils in tvo Glasgow schools which, 
between them, oovered a very vide range of abilities and home background. 
Only third form pupils were used. 
Different classes were to be used for the different for.ms of the test. 
Since it oould be assumed that any problems vould be most acute vi th the 
dullest/youngest/least verbal pupils, it liaS ensured that suoh pupils would 
be represented in the sample for each fora of the test. 
Form X and Form Y were adBliD1 ..... before Form Z, a deliberate piece 
of timetabling, and as the results were promising, Form Z was not, in fact, 
administered to any class. 
With Form X, the most outstanding observation of the try-out was that 
virtually all the pupils in the olass completed the ratings after only about 
one minute. While this was true for most of the musioal extracts, it was not 
true for the very first one: a number of pupils needed a little assistanoe 
in the rating - they needed reminding of what each position meant, and they 
also needed to be reminded to rate the music using every one of the scales 
provided. However, atter the first extract, the problems did not recur. 
The questionnaire results confirm these points. With For.m X, in response to 
the question, "How well did you understand the instructiona?",a majority of 
66% felt, "They were a little oonfusing, but I didn't take long to understand 
what to do". No one felt confused throughout the testing, and one third of 
the pupils found the instructions perfeotly olear. 
Similarly a good majority (69%) reokoned. it was, "not too diffioult 
to use the given adjectives for rating the music". Less than a quarter 
found the.task, "fairly difficult", and none found it very diffioult. 
Such result. were very satisfactory aa indicating that if the task of rating 
oould be adequately explained in1tially, there Should be no serious problems 
wi th the kind of pupil. I was using. 
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Wi th Form Y, as with Form I, the most outstandin8 observation was that 
more tille was prOTided than was necessary for the majority-of pupils. For 
DI8ll1' pupils in the first olus on which this form was used, the ratin8 bad 
been completed or nearly" completed bT the time of the repeat of the music. 
Because of this, and the evidence of Form X, a fresh version was produced 
which differed from the original version in its timing. It was tried out on 
two (8JI8.ll) classes. The timing for it was as follows: 
1. Description of the nature of the test and 
instructions for carr,ring out the ratings. 
2. MIlsic extract played for the first time. 
3. Silence, to allow the musio to be rated. 
4. Repetition of the music extract. 
5. Silence, to allow the musio to be rated. 
6. Warning that the available time was almost up. 
1. Silence to complete the ra tinge. 
8. Instruction to turn to the next sheet. 
(20 - 30 secs.) 
(35 secs.) 
(20 - 30 sec8.) 
(30 S8OS.) 
(8 sees.) 
Points 2 to 8 were repeated in sequence tor each music extract. 
There sUll seemed to be a 11 ttle more time than was required even wi th 
this modified ver8ion, the gap between the first and the second playing of 
the extracts could have been further reduoed. From the questionnaire results 
it is clear that there was enough time, though not necessarily much to spare. 
When asked, "Did you feel there was enougb. tille to do the ratings?" none ot 
the pupils admitted to being ruahed, half' said there was enough time, and 
half felt that there was more than enough time. Not a single person felt 
that the,r had to, "hurr" at the end of time to complete the ratings". 
The general instructions for doing the ratings was exactly" the same 
in Form Y as in Form I. As with Form I, there were some pupils who 
required some assistance atter the first musioal extract bad been played. 
This too is seen from the questiounaire results. 
Table 6-8/ 
1. How well did you understand tne instructions? 
They were perfectly clear •••••••••••••••••• 
They were a little confusing, but I didn t t 
take long to understand •••••••••••••••••• 
I felt confused throughout ••••••••••••••••• 
2. How difficult did you find it to use the given 
adjectives for rating the music? 
Very difficult ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
Fairly difficult ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Not too difficult •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Very ea.,. •••••••.•..•.•.•.....•..•........• 
3. Did you feel that there was enough time to do 
the ratings? 
There was more than enough time •••••••••••• 
There was enough time, but only just ••••••• 
There was not nearly enough time, I 
was ra.shed ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• 
4. Did the music stay fairly fresh in your memory 
while you did the ratings? 
Yes •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
No ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5. Was the repetition of the music helpful? 
Yea •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
No ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6. Did you need to hurry to finish the ratings 
after the reminder that time was nearlT up? 
Yea •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
No ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1. If TOU did have to hurry at the end of time to 
complete the ratinga, do you think that you 
gaTe the 'true' &nswers? 
Ye. • •••••••.•....••••••••••.•..•....•....•• 
Uncerta.1n •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
No ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Percentage Frequency 
of Responses 
Form X 
34 
66 
22 
69 
9 
14 
26 
84 
16 
2 
98 
35 
51 
14 
l{ • 41 
Form y* 
71 
27 
2 
3 
19 
56 
22 
10 
30 
91 
9 
70 
30 
100 
46 
4B 
6 
l{ • 13 
*Figa.res are based on oombined results for the 'faster' and t slower' 
veraions of From Y 
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Comments on the results or the t17-out: The general procedure for 
the semantic differential was found to be workable with third year pupils. 
The instructions and the use of the scales was not too di.f.ticult. l:Iowever, 
there vas a sizable minority who experiaoed. difficulty initially. It vas 
decided that when the final version came to be oed, au.rficient time DIWIt 
be allowed after the first musical extracts and batore the second to enable 
anT pupils in need of help to receive help. ~ parallel decision was to 
atteapt, &8 far as possible, to limit the size of the group being tested 
unless another adult with adequate knowledge of the semantio differential was 
present and able to assist. 
In the cOll,Parison ot Fom X and :rora Y, it vas evident that Y vas 
auperior. 7CY% found the repetition helpful and, posBib17 as a result, over 
9.0% maintained that the llU8io stqed .fairly fresh in the melllory for all the 
ratings, thoup even with FOD! X this was no real probl .. as 84% said the 
lIll8io stayed fairly fresh. 
The time allowance with the tests was adequate or generous. Only 
one pupil (do Urc~ F012 X) .to'Wld the need to hurry- at the reminder that t1lle 
waa nearly up. EYen with the faster vera ion of :rorm Y, there had been 
sufficient time. 
Because the tinal question was meaningless to our pupils, the response 
we have may be equally meaningless. Yet it may be significant that about 
hal.t the subjects felt uncertainty about their ratings. This we attribute 
to the novelty of the task. Our pupils did not know the 'right' answers and 
their uncertainty about what really constituted appropriate responses is 
evidenced in the results of this questionnaire i tam.: 
Develcpaent of a final version of the test: It was decided to make 
use of the :rom Y administration for a final version of the seuantic 
differentia.l. HolWt'er, further modif'1cations to the timing were incorporated. 
The musio extracts vere repeated aftar a rull 25 secs. instead of after 
35 secs. The total time tor rating was not altered, as 10 secs. were added 
to the second period of time for carrying out the rat1nga. 
The rating soa.les were the same al on the pilot versions. 
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For the final version of this 'test', one music extract was added to 
those used in the try-outs. ThiS ... .&tolD ..lDat~·.·tlfiraculous Mandarin Suite', 
a 20th century' atonal piece of music. This· was ificl1ld.ed as 1 t was felt that 
this type of music had been unreasonably ignored in the earlier versions. 
Furthermore, for the tinal version another 'concept' was added so that it 
could be rated on all the scalea: this was 'myself'. Whilst semantic 
differential ratings are not a standard way of assessing personality, it was 
believed that this approach might prove useful for allowing the semantio 
differential ratings ot music to be directly related to measures of 
personali ty" • 
It might be noted that the development of the tinal version ot this 
test was carried out betore anT full validation ot it. This was beoause ot 
lack ot the computing tacilities necessary for factor analysis at the time. 
The decision to go ahead vi th the semantic diff'erentlal procedure was based 
on two lines of reasoning. First, the questionnaire results reTealed that 
the technique vorked quite satisf'aotorily wen with our 'poorer' third form 
pupils. Second, ve believe that validation is, in a sense, inappropriate. 
Because of the lack ot a.n.y substantial body" of work using the technique vi th 
ausio, this study could be expected to provide results that would be of 
tnterest. This vould be so no matter Whether factors paralleling Osgood's 
factors eyentually .. erged. 
In fact, anaJ.yses paralleling Osgood's were carried out af'ter the 
main studies had been completed. Some ot the data collected at the try-out 
stage was used as well as some data from the main study. These analyses, 
based on the results of over 160 pupils, are the subject ot the next section 
of' this chapter. 
Validationl The analysis that is discussed in this section is baaed 
on 85 pupils trom the try-out, and the 88 pupils tested in one school as 
part ot the main investigation. This does not make use of all of the data 
aTailable. However it was tel t that analysiS baaed on this nWllber would be 
more than adequate and that further scoring and data preparation based on the 
other 'try-out' subjects would be much more time-oonsuming than the benetits 
would juatit;r. 
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To determine whether factor analysis was worth while with our 
'test', it was necessary to ascertain whether the scales were 
discriminating. For each of the musical extracts, 15 separate frequency 
distributions were calculated - one for each rating scale. From the 
figures (summarised in Appendix 11) it can be seen that discrimination is 
always satisfactory and sometimes very good.* 
The differences in scores between different pieces of music were 
sizable. For example, on the scale 'Pleasant-Unpleasant' the mean score 
for the Simon and Garfunkel song "Bridge over Troubled Water" was 6.49, 
indicating that it was considered very pleasant by virtually everyone 
whereas the extract from Bach's Brandenberg Concerto No.4 had a mean of 
3.92, a very non-committal score, which can be taken to imply that as 
many pupils found it unpleasant as pleasant. 
For each rating scale the difference between the mean score for 
the music with the highest scores and the mean score for the music with 
the lowest scores was determined. In all cases the difference was at 
least 2.0 and with 10 of the 15 scales it was at least 205. On our 
seven point scale this is more than satisfactory and helps to confirm 
that the choice of musiJa1 extracts was reasonably wide-ranging. 
A series of factor analyses were carried out. For the first 
analysis the distinction between the different pieces of music was ignored. 
The correlation matrix used as input for the factor analysis contained the 
inter-correlations from the 15 rating scales. (For each correlation 
coefficient there was a vast amount of raw data since there were about** 
110 sets of ratings for all of the 8 musical extracts, plus over 80 sets 
of ratings for the 9th extract.) The procedure is fairly standard, not 
only because it enables a great amount of data to be used, but also because 
the use of different 'concepts' (musical extracts in our case) ensures that 
the range of scores for anyone rating scale is not 80 narrow that 
correlation becomes meaningless. 
*The semantic differential uses a seven point rating scale and for 
statistical convenience this was scored 1 to 7. The scoring was always in 
the same sense, i.e. scales which loaded onto the evaluation factor in the 
studies in Osgood's book were scored 7 at the extreme on the 'good' end no 
matter whether this was physically the right hand side or the left hand side 
on the rating sheets. With a seven point scale, a standard deviation of the 
order of 1 to 1.5 would be quite acceptable, above 1.5 could be considered 
good, but below 1.0 rather disappointing. 
**In theory there should have been 113 sets of ratings. In practice, a ~ 
small number of pupils failed to rate a music extract on one or other of the 
scales. Such sets of ratings were included, as it was not desirable to 
ignore 14 properly done ratings for the sake of the 1 missing rating. 
A principal components analysis with varimax rotation was used 
as the factoring technique. Only three factors had eigenvalues in 
excess of unity and were therefore significant. The factor loadings on 
these scales are tabulated in Appendix 12. Factor I is very clearly an 
'evaluation' factor: Factor II is an 'activity' factor, and Factor III 
is a 'potency' factor. These results very neatly parallel Osgood's. 
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The emergence of the three classic 'semantic differential' factors 
reveals the validity of the technique. With one exception, all the 
scales measure the factors in the way that would be predicted. Only the 
one scale 'Hot-Cold' is exceptional: it does not have particularly high 
loadings on to any of the factors. The loading for evaluation is higher 
than for activity, although in Osgood's work it measures activity. 
Some writers have argued that it is not appropriate to assume 
that findings obtained from analyses based on a number of concepts will 
necessarily apply for anyone of these concepts. Analyses were therefore 
carried out for each of the 9 musical extracts and for the concept 'self'. 
Although the factor pattern is not identical in each instance, it is 
basically similar. There is always an evaluation factor, but sometimes 
evaluation reveals itself in two factors - a point which is interesting 
in view of the fact that in the choice of scales two of Osgood's factors, 
'Evaluation' and 'Receptivity', provided our evaluation scales. There 
is usually also an activity factor and a potency factor. Furthermore, 
!!l the factors produced in the 10 analyses can be equated with an aspect 
of evaluation or with activity or potency: there are no factors 
demanding a different interpretation. (The full results of these 10 
analyses are presented in Appendix 13 together with our interpretation 
of the nature of each of the factors.) 
Develop.ent of a QuestioDll&1re Investigating Musical Background, 
Experience, Activities and Interests 
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The needs to be met: the content of the questionnaire: TtLe battery 
of tests assembled for use with school pupils includes measures of musical 
abilit,r and appreciation. TtLe semantic differential provides one means ot 
investigating response to music. But there is a need for information about 
pupils' general musical background. The questionnaire was devised so as to 
meet this need, since no available questionnaires were totally suitable. 
Several distinct areas required investigation. The first concerned 
our pupils' abilit,r as executant.. There is no straightforward and 
reliable way of discovering level of achievement on an instrument for pupils 
of the type involved in this study. Only a minority of those who can play an 
instrument are entered for examinations (such as those of Associated Board 
of MIlsic). Many are uninterested in examinations, especially those who are 
lIore or less self-taught, and not all bad studied instruments which are 
commonly examined. It was therefore decided to ascertain for how long a time 
our pupils had been playing their instruments and whether they still 
continued to do so. However, ability to plq an instrument is no gu.a.rantee 
that it will be p~ed - motivation or opportunity ~ be lacking. It was 
decided therefore to find out what playing experience our subjects bad. As 
the most obvious playing experience for many would be in a school orchestra, 
this would need to be probed. However, some instruments are not orchestral 
instraments and some are only occasionally p~ed in/with an orchestra 
(e.g. bagpipes, saxaphone, piano). In consequence, it was necessary to 
investigate what other JDUsio maldng aoUvi t1es our pupils engaged in. The 
distinction between activities provided by the sohoo1 (or some well 
structured organisation) and those which are the product of' our pupils' own 
efforts, se_eel apecially iJlportant aince a much greater motivation to 
perform could be aBsWled in the latter case. 
So far we have almost implied that lDIlSio making necessarily .eant 
playing some instrument, but this, of' oourse, is not so. Singing must not 
b. ignored. For the questionna.!re, singing and choir membership provided 
relevant topics to investigate alongside executant abilit" on musical 
instruments. 
A second topic which demanded attention was the amount and nature 
of music making in the hOlle. For this, questions about the performing 
(and singing) skills of' the parents and siblings were required. ?01Bib11 
possibly/ 
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Possibly more important, was to get information about the trequency ot 
tamily music makjng. Essential information about the musical instruments 
available at home was needed to complete the picture here. This was 
especially so since (in the education authorities we were using) JII8llY pupils 
are taught instruments in school even though they do not possess their own 
instruments. LWhlJ.e the schools usually loan instruments to pupils in such 
instances, this is not always the case. 
A~th1m major area requiring study concerned our subjects' listening 
habits. 'Musical taste' theretore had to be considered. Questions about 
taste were included in the questionnaire, since the semantic differential 
would give too little eyidence on this matter, although it is recognised 
that the direct approach is likely to provide the more valid responses than 
the indirect questionnaire approach. There was also a need to enquire into 
the activities our subjects engaged in as listeners, for example, whether 
they attended concerts, and if so what kind of coneerts.* Related to this 
vas the problem ot what our pupils listened to at home. Information gathered 
earlier suggested that all pupils have radio and television at home, but that 
there are differences rega:rding ownership ot reoord players, tape recorders 
and the like. Since pupils coming from homes lacking the 'hardware' for 
reproducing music are at a disadvantage, as tar as listening to music is 
concerned, an investigation of sound reproducing equipment was felt to be 
quite essential. 
A tinal series ot questions were felt desirable, though not 
essential, to investigate our pupils' own selt-assessments of their musical 
talents. While data of this type is notoriously unreliable for measuring 
abilities, it was thought that such data might throw some light on our 
pupils' attitudes to their musicality. The subjectivity of the approacb was 
considered a potential virtue, not an automatic disadvantage. 
1'he development of the questionnaire: The questionnaire was modelled 
on the "Invento1'Y' of Music Experience and Training" used by Long in his 
standardisation of the Indiana-Oregon MUsic Discrimination Test. However, 
it sutfers trom a number of minor drawbacks. 
1. Some ot the items are too difficult, e.g. one of them 
reters to "Leider (Art Songs)". 
2. The format tor the items regarding musical tastes is 
rather awkward. There are five i tams, and in each 4 
4/ 
*Pop concerts, concerts ot Folk muSic, orchestral concert. of serious 
claSSical music, etc. 
4 different types of music are named. Of these the 
two most enjoyed must be ticked. (See example 
on page 63.) 
3. Some of the words and phraseology are transatlantic. 
For example, "How well do you sing? (Check one) 
( ) Can I t carry a tune 
( ) Can just carry a tune.", etc. 
4. file physical layout is cramped and bad. Not only 
does this encourage careless errors, it often allows 
insufficient space for answers to openended 
questions such as what kind of musical group one is 
a me.m~ber of. 
5. There are some omissions due to being American, 
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rather than Scots. For example, among the instruments 
listed, as possible instruments in the home, are 
electronic organ and 'sax', but not bagpipes. 
All of these are quite trivial points and easily righted. 
file items for Long's original 'Inventory' were reshaped and further 
material was added. The whole inventory was made rather more intelligible 
for our Scots 3rd form pupils by simplifying, where possible, and by making 
the physical appearance much cleaner. Care was taken to ensure that the 
questions were highly directive so that responses would be easy to code for 
purposes of analysis. 
No formal try-out of the questionnaire was undertaken, though an 
early version of it was used, on a small scale, in a number of schools,* 
before our fieldwork got under way. The feedback from this rather 
informally organised work led to one or two minor improvements which were 
incorporated in the final version. A copy of this final version is to be 
found in Appendix 14. 
It might be noted that in the use of the questionnaire in the main 
study, any problems experienced were rarely due to any deficiencies in it. 
We are persuaded that the questionnaire is perfeotly satisfaotory. 
*Mainly by our music students from Jordanhill College. 
paT III 
PRACTICAL INVESTIGA!IOBS lITO THE 
lU.TUEE OF MtrSICAL APPRmIATIOJl 
CHAPrIR 7 
AN ATTlDIPT TO DElUVE A LEXICAL 
DEFINITION OF IlUSYCAL .APPRliY;IATI<* 
Purpose,AdministratioD etc. 
The aims or this investigation have alreaqy been discussed -
a search to find if ordinar,y musicians, as distinct from 'authorities', 
are in basic agreement as to what the term musio appreciation means. 
The construction of the questionnaire, too, has been described. 
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Although 33 musicians tackled the 'questionnaire', they did not all 
answer all of the questions. With some or the items, particularly the 
parallel itema concerned with the 'meaning' or 'significance' of musio, quite 
a large number of subjects responded to one or other form of the question, 
but not to both. There were also a number of people who simply missed out 
questions. In some cases, though not all, they wrote in notes explaining 
why they could not respond. Although the questionnaire was generally 
considered difficult and time-consuming, informal discussion with ma~ of 
those who tackled it leads us to believe that the great majority have given 
it their serious consideration. 
are, 
In analysina the results, items are grouped according to topic. These 
Is an emotional response desirable? 
What should be the nature of ~ emotional response? 
Is intelleotual effort and understanding desirable? 
What are the required intellectual skills? 
What is the relationship between understanding and 
emotional response? 
Should appreoiation involve a oonaideration of performance? 
Should appreciation implY an evaluation of music? 
Does musio have 'seaning' or 'signifioance'? 
How/lhere is the meaning or significance of music to be found? 
Has musio a moral or spiritual value? 
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For each topic the relevant statements trom the questionnaire and the 
responses to them are tabulated before this data is discussed. 
Results and Discussion 
Is an emotional response desirable? 
S.A. A. U. D. S.D. 
Some pieces of music CaD be 
appreciated even when the,y evoke 
27 2 3 1 little or no emotion in the 82% 6'-fo ~fo ~ listener. 
It is the effect that music produces 
that is important, not an 2 19 2 8 1 understanding of how that effect is 6t~ 60f0 &fo 25}io Jfo achieved. 
When listenin~ to music no one should 
constantll be in an anall!:ic frame of 1~ ~~% k 1~ ~ ~ (unless he is a professional 
music critic). 
From the responses to the first statement above, it is clearly evident that 
there is substantial agreement that an emotional response to music is not 
essential in appreciation. Yet a ver.y clear majority believe that it is the 
effect that music produces that is important and that an analytic approach to 
music is unnecessary or undesirable. Possibly the best w~ of reconciling 
these apparently divergent viewpoints is to posit that the arousal of an 
emotional effect is highly desirable even if it is not essential in 
appreciation. An alternative explanation is that the effect that music has 
• 
on the listener is important, but that this is nothing to do with appreciation. 
Implied by this latter explanation is a narrow definition of appreciation. 
Although this is a reasonable explanation ifone merely considers the results 
quoted above, we believe that it is less plausible than the former 
former/ 
*All the t abIes in this chapter have the same format. The numbers in the 
boqy of the table indicate the number of people giving the response indicated 
by the heading. In the headings 'SoA.' stands for 'Strong Agreement' with the 
statement, 'A' for 'Agreement', 'U' for 'Uncertain', 'D' for 'Disagreement' 
and 'S.D.' for 'Strong Disagreement'. Both raw frequencies and percentages are 
quoted. Percentages 8l'e based on those who did respond' tor a few i teu the 
bon-respollse' rate is quite high. 
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tormer explanation when viewed in the light ot the questionnaire 8S 8 whole. 
The purpose ot the questionnaire was to inquire into music 
appreciation and this had been clear~ expressed in its instructions. This 
argument also looses some ot its torce from the fact that for 13 of our 33 
respondents enjoyment of music is sufficient for its appreciation. (An added 
complication may arise from the use of the words 'effect' and 'emotion'. It 
is conceivable that some respondents believe that music can have an effect 
that does not involve emotional arousal: this very much depends on what 
'emotion' is.) 
It is interesting to note that of the six people who felt that 
listeners should, "be in a constantly ana~ic frame of mind when listening 
to music" (Curwen, n.d.), three f.lt that understanding how the effects of 
music are achieved is l!!! important than the subjective experience of music. 
This apparent inconsistency possib~ typifies the confusion in this area. 
What should be the nature of an;y emotional respoDSe? 
SeA. A. U. D. S.D. 
Simp~ to enjoy the sounds of musiC, 
6 is to appreCiate it. Enjoyment is 2 11 4- 10 
sufficient. 6% 33% 12$ 3q( 18% 
If the feelings or emotions evoked by 
music are not wholly pleasurable 1 18 14-
ones, then the listener has failed to ~ ;5'l~ 42lb 
appreciate the music. 
"Although 'liking' does not 
constitute 'appreciation', ~ 3 8 1 13 8 
nevertheless necessarY that 9'fo ~ ~ ~" 2JI' a£2reciation should include liki95." 
Appreciation ot music lies in the 
listener experiencing the same 
12 3, 13 1~fo emotion as the composer wished to express, no matter whether it is *fo ~fo 39'fo 
pleasure, awe. diatress, horror etc. 
Although most believe that an emotional response to music is deSirable, some 
even claim this is sufficient (if enjoyment implies an emotional responae). 
However the crucial question here concerns what kind of response is desirable. 
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Certainly pure unalloyed enjoyment is not the essence of the 
appreciative response, for no one agreed that if the effect of music is not 
wholly pleasurable, then the listener has failed to appreciate it. In other 
words, appreciation is possible even where pleasure is not total. Although 
appreciation cannot be equated with achieving pleasure from music, one might 
expect that appreciation should include liking - as one of several aspects. 
Yet only a minority agreed that, "it is necessary that appreciation should 
include liking". 
An alternative line of inquiry suggested that the appropriate emotion 
in the listener would be that which the composer wished to express, be it 
pleasure, awe, horror or what you will. But more people disagreed with this 
than agreed with it. 
In conclusion we are forced to admit that even though some kind of 
emotional response is accepted as desirable, there are no generally held 
opinions as to the nature of this response. Unless different people each have 
specific clear~ held but different ideas as to the appropriate experiences 
brought about by music - and we have no evidence to suppose this - then it 
seems implicit that different kinds of response can have validity. What we 
have failed to identify here is whether it would be agreed that for different 
pieces of mUSic, there are different responses that are appropriate. It is 
conceivable that for aqy given piece of music there is an appropriate 
emotional effect but that for different pieces of music different effects are 
appropriate. 
Is intellectual effort and understanding desirable? 
S.A. A. u. D. S.D. 
"AppreCiation of music is pure 
18 spontaneous pleasure unmixed with 1 3 4 7 
intel1eotual effort." Jfo ,;c; 1~ 5~ 21% 
AppreCiation of music implies both 
8 8 understanding the music and being 14 2 1 
stirred emotionally by it. ~ 42% 6% 2l4' .J' 
That some intellectual effort is essential for appreciation of music was 
almost universally agreed. Only 4 of the 33 agreed that, "appreciation of 
music is pure spontaneous pleasure unmixed with intellectual effort". However 
However/ 
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However it would be possible to disagree with this statement because of the 
implication that appreciation involves 'pure spontaneous pleasure' rather 
than because it involves 'intellectual effort'. Nonetheless a clear 
majority did believe that appreciation of music implies understanding the 
music as well as being stirred emotionally by it. 
It is desirable to assess the importance of the intellectual side of 
appreciation. It could be argued that if ~ understanding music and being 
stirred emotionally by it are constituent parts of appreciation, then it is 
not possible to assess the relative importance of these two aspects. However 
our subjects have willing~ attempted to assess their relative importance and 
we believe that it is quite valid to do so. As we reported (pageIZb) 21 of 
our subjects agreed that the effect produced by musi c, rather than an 
understanding of it, was important. Only 9 disagreed. 
Ident~ing which of the very many possible intellectual skills are 
required for understanding music is of much greater import than recognition 
that appreciation involves some intellectual effort. 
What are the intellectual skills necessa;Y for appreciation? 
S.A. A. u. D. S.D. 
AppreCiation cannot occur without 
6 understanding of the form, and other 1 2 17 7 
technical aspects, of the music. ~ 18t~ 61~ 52% 21% 
An ability to remember the melodies 
4 20 2 6 1 and rhythms in a piece of music is 
not necessar,y for ap~ciating it. 12f~ 61% 6% 18J.' 
"" Memory for melody and rhythm is 
5 23 5 essential for recognition of the form 
of a musical composition. 1;:;& 70'f0 1~ 
&asic musical abilities are needed 
before musioal appreciation is 2 9 4 14 3 
possible. 6~ 2SJ' 1.Jb lt4% 9}k 
Being aware of the different colours 
and textures is more important than 2 11 9 9 1 
recognising the form and structure in ~ ~ 26J' 2S% 3"fo a piece of music. 
Those who are ignorant of the times 
3 19 2 7 and culture in which a composer live~ 2 
cannot fully understand his music. 9fo 58% 6% 21% 6'fo 
Some knowledge of the history of 
music is helpful when listening to a 7 25 1 
piece of musi c. 21% 76jo 3% 
-There is no clear concensus as to what precise~ are the desirable 
intellectual skills for listening. The items in the questionnaire focused 
on the recognition of the structure or form of a piece of music and upon 
awareness of colours and textures in music. Only about a quarter of our 
subjects (7) shared the view that understanding form was a necess~ skill. 
This may not be too surprising since the ability to recognise the structure 
of a piece of music is quite a high level skill. Rather more surprising was 
that the more basic abilities such as remembering melodies and rhythms from 
music were judged by the great majority to be unnecessar.y. 
One slightly bizarre result here is the belief of some that the form 
of a musical composition can be recognised by those lacking memor,y for 
melody or rhythm. 
Almost inevitably, virtually all oonsidered that some knowledge of 
the histor,y of music is helptul when listening to a piece of music. On the 
other hand, fewer believed that ignorance of the times and oulture in which 
a composer lived prevents a full understanding of his music. 
What is the relationship between understanding and emotional response? 
S.A. A.. U. D. S.D. 
Appreciation requires that the 
listener derives satisfaction, 
though not necessarily pleasure, 1 11 2 15 2 
through an understanding of the 
"" 
36% 6J' 5~ 
* rules and conventions used by the composer. 
"Art - and this includes music -
must reach the leeling via the 2 4- 2 18 7 Understanding.1t Before it can reach 6% 12% 6)b 51% 21~ your feelings you must understand it. 
When music heard by school children 
is accompanied by either emotional 
21 2 5 satisfaction or intellectual 4- 1 
understanding of it, it has been 1~ ~ &fo 15"" 3"/0 
appreciated. 
It is more important for children at 
achool to be aroused to strong 6 16 4- 6 1 feelings by music than to haTe an 1~ 4-~" 12% 18)b If' intellectual understanding of it. 
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The evidence presented thus far suggests that appreciation involves 
these two aspects, making some intellectual effort in listening and 
experiencing certain ( emotional?) effects of the musi.. c. Despi te Ii ttle 
evidence of agreement regarding the nature of the necessar,y intellectual 
skills or what the effects of the music should be, it is still of paramount 
importance to ask whether these two aspects of appreciation are related and 
if so how. 
The statement, "Art must reach the Feeling via the Understanding" 
(Buck, 1~3) receives little support. However the closely related statement 
that-Appreciation requires the listener to derive satisfaction through an 
understanding of the rules and conventions used by the composet" was agreed 
with by twice as ~ people. Because of the discrepancy between these 
items it is dangerous to attempt to be too precise. But it is clear that a 
majority of our subjects do not feel that emotional satisfaction ought to 
result from intellectual understanding. 
In the discussion of Payne's writings (Chapter 4) attention was drawn 
to her distinction between 'life emotions' and the 'aesthetic emotion'. It 
was suggested that in the latter an understanding of the music was the cue for 
the emotional response or experience whereas in the former the music directly 
provided the stimulus for the response without mediation from a~ "high-
level" intellectual processes. If this interpretation is justifiable, then 
it would suggest that Buck's phrase could be restructured and amplified to 
become, "The aesthetic emotion is experienced when Art reaches the Feeling 
via the Understanding". Since our subjects reject Buck's statement and 
equivalent statements, they de~ that appreciation is the evocation of the 
aesthetic emotion. 
Thus 'appreciation' is seen as a broad concept implying no rigid 
relationship between its cognitive and affective elemeDts. Whilst this is 
advantageous in the sense that the concept has a broader generality, there 
is the disadvantage that 'appreciation' is a disjunctive concept, in the 
sense that this term is used by Bruner, Goodnow and Austin (1956). As 
Butcher points out (Butcher, 1968), "there is something untiqy, arbitrar,y 
and unaatisfactor,y about disjunctive categories" to ~ people. 
It should be noted that with children, who have not yet reached the 
stage of mature adult appreciation, but who are still in the process of 
learning about music, it was generally agreed that either emotional 
satisfaction ££ intellectual understanding indicated appreciation. For 
children the vital aspect is probab~ the experiential: "to be aroused to 
tol 
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to strong feelings by music" is more important than having "an intellectual 
understanding of it" was a statement generally agreed with. This makes 
psychological sense, even if appreciation in maturity implies the arousal of 
the 'aesthetic emotion', yet our subjects are remarkably naive regarding the 
psychology of the learning processes. 
Should appreciation involve a consideration of performance? 
S.A. A. U. D. S.D. 
The act of appreciation should 
include a consideration of the 5 22 2 4 music's performance as well as of the 1,fo 61" 6'fo 1~" composition itself. 
Understanding the expressive aspeots 
of performance is more important in 5 1 20 5 appreciation than an understanding of 167~ Yfo 65% 16% the oomposition itself. 
It was fairly generally agreed that in music, where performers are 
required to bring to life that which is latent in the maauscript or score, 
"the aot of appreciation should include a consideration of the music·s 
performance as well as of the composition itself". (Laszlo, 1967) However, 
a good majority felt that an understanding of expressive aspects of 
performance is less important than an understanding of the composition itself. 
)lost would be thinking of classical music when making their judgement, for 
they have had a c1usica1 training. One wonders what jan musicians would 
have said. This is not idle speculation for some jazi is wort~ of serious 
consideration. Moreover some 20th oentury music by serious composers haa 
escaped trom the 19th century traditions in allowing some freedom for the 
performers to determine what is played. 
Should appreciation imply an evaluation of music? 
In Appreciation, the essential task 
is to evaluate the quality of the 
music which is listened to. 
S.A. 
2 
6% 
A. U. D. 
11 5 13 
~ 1,,, 41fo 
S.D. 
Most diction~ definitions of the word 'appreciation' and several 
definitions of the word when applied to music appreciation, include as one 
meaning an ability to evaluate that which is to be appreciated. 
Consequently it was interesting that rather less than half our subjects 
considered that, "in appreciation, the essential task is to evaluate the 
quality of music which is being listened to". 
Does music have 'meaning' or 'Significance'? 
S.A. A. u. D. S.D. 
-Music is ~ust as much a lan~a§e as 
English, with a notation, a grammar, 
and a literature of its own. Every 
great melody has got a meaning; the 
great melodies are like the great 13 12 2 6 
lines of Shakespeare, or of Mil ton, .39J' .*; 6J' 18J' 
or of Virgil, as full of meaning and 
significance for those who have ears 
to hear them. tI 
Eve!l ~eat melo~ has ~t a meanin~, 5 6 3 14- 1 if only we could find it. 11% 21% 1 OJ' 4-9J' JI' 
Every great meloQy has significance. 7 13 1 2 1 
2~ ~ ~ 8J' 4% 
Some, though not all, melodies have 4- 14 2 8 
meaning. 1~ ~OJ' 7% 2g;b 
The meaning of music lies in the 
emotions it evokes. To tind the 
meanies we do a kind of translation 1 7 8 11 5 
when we inow which emotions .. 22% 2» ~ 16% corresE2nd with which ~articu1ar 
sound ,eatterna. 
The meaning in a piece of music 1 11 18 ahould be the same tor all 
listeners. J' }~ 6 OJ' 
The meaning in a piece 01' music 
2 1 16 11 should be the same at all times tor 
aI)3T one person. 6% JJ' 5JJ' .31/0 
The question, "Has music meaning7", if taken at its face value with 
the implication 01' same kind of literal meaning tends to produce the 
answer tlNo". Only a minority would accept that every great melody has got a 
a/ 
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a meaning. The fact that four of our subjects would not even consider this 
statement suggests that the word 'meaning' here made the sentence nonsense 
for them. Nonetheless a parallel can be drawn between music and a language 
such as English. It was widely agreed that, "music is just as much a language 
as English, with a notation, a grammar, and a literature of its own". The 
analogy between music and a language like English should not be pushed too 
far because of the lack of unique unambiguous (denotative) meanings in music -
a lack not shared by either spoken or written language. It becomes clear 
that it is the word 'meaning' that is problematic when we discover that very 
few disagreed with the statement, "Ivery great melo4Y has significance". 
But what then does music signify? If some can deny that music has meaning 
but can assert that it has significance, then it seems as if music is 
considered significant because of the effects it can produce on the 
listener or because of its place within the context ot the musioal 
repertoire rather than because it has a literal message for the listener. 
Whilst only a small number can accept that every great melody has 
meaning, a high proportion of those who responded to the item agree that ~, 
though not all, melodies bave meaning. (Unf'ortunate~ the number of subjects 
who have not responded to this item prevents us from feeling confidence that 
the great majority believe that some melodies do have meaning. Overall just 
over half our subjects responded thus.) One explanation of this would be that 
'programme music' has meaning. However, as we did not distinguish 
prosramme music from other music (perhaps an oversight that might be 
remedied in the future) this oan be no more than a tentative speculation. 
Nonetheless we feel disinclined to accept this hypothesis. With programme 
music one might expeot to find its meaning in understanding the moods 
portrayed by the oomposer or the story as it unfolds. ) Suoh an 
interpretation would implY that particular sound patterpa correspond with 
particular moods or emotional states and that the method whereby meaning 
is found is a more-or-less straight translation. Yet only 8 out of 32 
subjeots agreed with our paraphrase of Wober's original (Wober, 1968) 
that, lito find the meaning of music we do a kind of translation when we know 
which emotions correspond with which particular sound patterns". 
There is one other line of evidence that makes U8 believe that whln. 
some melOdies have meaning, this is not merely a reference to programme 
muaic. No-one agreed that the meaning in a piece of music should be the 
same for all listeners. Consequently each listener can take his own 
own! 
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own (different) meaning from what he hears - the meaning is not put 
unambiguously into the music by the composer. Moreover, a listener may 
change his own interpretation of the music. Virtually all of our subjects 
denied that the meaning in a piece of music should be the same at all times 
for ~ one person. It is worth noting in passing that when the word 
'si8D1ficaoce' replaced the word • meaning , in the items we have been 
diSCUSSing, the pattern of responses was essentially the same. The best 
interpretation of our findings is that music ~ have meaning as well as 
significance but that the meaning or significance is subjectively determined. 
However, even if the process of finding the meaning or significance 
is a subjective one, it is legitimate to inquire whether the meaning or 
significance resides in a~ particular elements of the music. 
How/!here is the meaning or Significance of music to be found? 
S.A. A. U. D. S.D. 
The meaning of music is discovered 
when we understand its structure and 7 2 11 8 form. (This is an intellectual 2~ -r;U "9Jb 29% process.) 
The significance of music is 
discovered when we understand its 9 3 5 4 
structure and form. (This is an ~ 1;% ~ 1~ intellectual process.) 
The meaning of music lies in the 5 14 4 5 1 
emotions (feelings) it evokes. 17% 48% 1~ 111' -'Jb 
The significance of music lies in the 1 10 4 3 2 
emotions (feelings) it evokes. ~ 5qb 20J' 15% 1o;b 
It seems evident that our subjects believe that in so far as music has 
meaning it tends to be an emotional one. Even so, the diversity in the 
figures makes it inappropriate to l2\V any emphasis on this. Structure and 
form do not hold the key either to the meaning or the significance of music. 
Possibly the most interesting point comes out of a comparison of the 
results of the last two statements cited above. More people find the 
thel 
the 'meaniDg' of music in the emotions evoked by it than find the 
'significance' of music there. Because it is relatively uncommon to talk ot 
the significance of a piece of music for &qf given individual being achieved 
through an understanding of it or through the evocation of emotional 
responses, it suggests that 'significance' is a much maredbJective concept. 
It may be, as we hinted previous~, that a piece of music has significance, 
not meaning, because ot its place within the context of the whole musical 
repertOire. All our results are congruent with such an interpretation. 
Although those sections regarding the nature ot the meaning 
(significance) ot music may seem to talce us away from an analysis of the 
nature of music appreciation, it ~ be worth digressing further, brie~, 
to follow-up J.anger'a ideas regarding the nature of emtion that is associated 
with listening to music. 
S.A. A. u. D. S.D. 
"Music is not the cause or cure ot 
emotions, but their logioal 7 17 3 4- 2 
expression." 21;Ib 5~ ~ 12% 6iO 
Music does not &rOuse normal emotio~ 
such as joy, fear, anger, sadness, 
etc., but it m~ possibly describe or 
3 10 1 11 4-illuminate these emotions. This is 
because the appreciative liatener can 1~ ,~ » ~. 1~ 
recognise a aWlarity between the 
torma ot music and the emotions. 
Maqy aubjects indicated privately that they found these statements 
ditticul t to underatand, yet there does appear to be oonsiderable agreement 
that music should not merely be conaidered as a stimulus to trigger otf an 
emotional "spoDae. Rather it is aeen as providing an outlet and expression 
tor emotions which are latent within. It may be aooepted that music enables 
the apresaion ot emotions which we normally experience. There is less 
agreement as to the Ileana by wllich music oan provide this expression. 
Langer'a beliet that 'torm' in music is the crucial element here is not 
accepted and there is a ver,y wide diversenoe ot opinion on this matter. 
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Baa music a moral or spiritual value? 
S.A. .A.. u. D. S.D. 
"It is an insult to a man ot 
Beethoven's genius to s~ae that he 
spent his lite stringing tunes 
together and lavishing upon them all 15 10 .3 4-the resources of art with no object 
in view but that of delighting the 4-7% .31% 9fo 1~ 
ears of men with a concourse of 
sweet SOunds." 
"No. the value ot Beethoven's music is 2~ ~ ltro ~ a moral value." 
It is abundantl3' clear that a number of our subjects do not think of 
the meaning or significance of music as being discovered through intellectual 
processes or through the evocation of emotional feelings. Can it be that 
these subjects have a complete~ different conceptual tramework from that of 
the majority ot psychologists? .An interesting sidelight is thrown on this by 
two related statements quoted above trom Trotter (19~). Not surprisingl3' a 
large maJority agreed with the first statement, though why "It is an 
insult" was not made explicit by arvone. The continuation of the original 
quotation. the statement that "the value of Beethoven's music is a moral 
value". produced very mixed results. A third ot our subjects were 
uncertain and roughly the same number agreed with it as disagreed. This 
1nd1oates that there ~ possib~ be a reasoaable number of people who can 
oonceptualise of musio having moral or spiritual values. It m~ even be 
that for these people music baa some tranaoendental meaning or significance 
Which is not amenable to psychologioal investigation. 
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CHAPTER 8 
THE FACTORIAL STRUCTURE OF MUSIC APPBECIATIOB 
Introduotion 
This chapter describes the investigation of the factorial structure 
of music appreciation. It is based purely on the results obtained trom our 
school pupils - 80me 200 pupils of very mixed abilities from a wide range ot 
home backgrounds. 
From the many different tests and the questionnaire, a great amount 
of data was available. To analyse this, the most important technique used 
was factor analysis. Some consideration of the correlation matrix is, 
however, also provided. It might be noted that where separate scores are 
available in a teat or test battery, each score is treated. as a separate 
variable. For example, Wing's test battery' gives seven Bcores tor the seven 
sub-tests. However, use is also made ot totals: thus wi th the Wing tests 
there are three 'totals' used; (i) the total tor the 'ability' tests, i.e. 
Tests 1 - 3; (ii) the total tor the 'appreciation' tests, i.e. 
Tests 4 - 7; (1ii) the total for the whole test, i.e. Tests 1 - 7. With 
the Indiana-Qregon test, a single (total) score is the normal score. 
However, it is quite simple to detexmine 'parte-scores, and this we have 
done. There are two principal tasks to be undertaken when doing the 
test; 1. to determine which of two versions of a piece of music is the 
better; 2. to identify which element differs between the two versions. 
Separate scores were obtained for these. 
The second of these acores was further subdivided into 3 separate 
scores, since the changed element could be ei ther r~thm or harmony or 
melody. This gave separate parts scores tor -
(1) the nWlber of changes 1n rhythm oorrectly identified; 
(ii) the number of ohanges in harmony oorrectly identif1ed; 
(1ii) the number ot changes in melod7 oorreotly identified. 
Altogether 47 variables were used in the analyses. This included 
many from the questionnaire. A copy of the full list of variables is 
included in Appendix 1", and the variables provide complete coverage in 
all the areas dealt with in the school investigation. However, not all 
the data collected was uled. For example, whether one or both parents 
parentl/ 
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parents pl~ed an instrument, was considered a relevant variable for the 
factor analysis. The choice of instrument was not, and data on this is not 
used, at this stage. It should be noted that no composite measures were 
produced from the questionnaire data. To have done so would have been 
premature, for we lacked al\Y proper basis f'or 1'0rming such composites. 
Indeed, this analysis was to provide the information necessary for 
deciding how variables should be combined. 
~sis of the Correlation Matrix 
The correlational techniques used: The Product-moment correlation 
technique was used in ever,y case because this is the standard technique, and 
because this made the task of computing uncomplicated. However, we were 
using both continuous variables (e.g. the test scores) and also dichotomous 
variables (e.g. 'whether the subject (i.e. school pupil) was a member of the 
school orchestra'). Consequently, where a continuous variable and a 
dichotomous variable are correlated, the result is, in e1'fect, a 'point 
biserial' correlation coefficient: where two dichotomous variables are 
correlated, the computin& procedure yields values of 'Phi'. Both' point 
biserial' oorrelations and 'Phi' are totall¥ acceptable. Their use makes no 
assumptions regarding the form of the distribution in the dichotomised 
variable, i.e. whether there is a genuine dichotollij" or merely a oonvenient 
split in a continuously distributed variable. Moreover, the magnitude of 
these oorrelation coefficients is more conservative than that obtained by 
some other methods - a desirable feature. Furthermore, as they are, in 
fact, produot moment oorrelations, all the ooeffioients obtained are strictly 
oomparable and can therefore be faotor analysed. 
The correlation matri!: The fUll oorrelation matrix summarising the 
relationships between the ma~ variables is presented in Appendix". The 
most striking feature of it is that so 1II8l\Y of the correlation co-
effioients are positive. There are only 65 negative oorrelation co-
efficients out of 1081, i.e. about 6%, and maE\Y of these are prediotable, 
for example they result from a comparison of 'taste for • pop' muaio' with 
'taste for orohestral music' or muaio ability. 
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The overwhelming proportion of positive coefficients suggests that 
test ability, ability as revealed in performing on an instrument or in choral 
singing, interest in performine, interest in concert eoine, musical taste etc. 
are intima.tely related. However, the closene~s of the relationship cannot be 
evaluated without considering the magnitude of the correlation coefficients. 
A summary is provided in Table 8-1. In this there is a crude 
division of all the variables into three categories. The 'test data' 
category contains results from all the tests used, no matter what they 
claimed to measure (18 variables). The information gathered in the 
questionnaire has been divided into two categories. The part of the 
questionnaire dealing with pupils' musical tastes has provided 'Taste data' 
based on 10 questions. The rest of the questionnaire provides information on 
19 variables: this is the 'Questionnaire data'. 
Test Data 
Questionnaire 
Data 
Taste Data 
TABLE 8 - 1 
Test Data Questionnaire 
18 Variables Data 19 Variables 
153 values of 'r' 342 values of 'r' 
20 values ) .7 o value '> .6 
36 values '> .6 62 values '> .4 
117 values .(. .6 280 values (. .4 
171 values of ' r' 
28 values > .4 
143 values (. .4 
Taste Data 
10 Variables 
180 values of 'r' 
21 values > .4 
159 values 4 .4 
190 values of 'r' 
11 values> 
.4 
179 values <- .4 
45 values of 'r' 
8 values> .4 
37 values (, .4 
SUMMARY OF THE (.LOW) MAGNITUDE OF THE CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENTS FROM SCHOOL PUPILS TEST AND 
QUESTIONNAIRE DATA 
From Table 8-1 it is obvious that the general level of correlation 
coefficients is low. This does not imply that they are unimportant. With 
a sample size of close on 200, values of the correlation coefficient can be 
less than .2 and still be significant at the .01 level, even if a two-tailed 
test is used. With the data we are considering, a one-tailed test could be 
justified in most cases and this would give statistical significance at the 
.05 level even with correlation coefficients of the order of .1. 
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It is important to distinguish statistical significanoe from 
psychological or musioal significance. l'or example, there are relatively 
low correlations between attendance at concerts of serious music and 
musioal abilities, as measured by tests (oorrelation ooefficients of the 
order of .3 to .4). These.!£.!l statistically significant, yet there !DUst 
be man.Y who attend concerts but have low musioal ability, or who do not 
attend concerts even thou&h they have high musical ability: no useful 
prediction of concert-going can be made from .ICnOwledge of test ability (and 
vioe versa). Indeed the 'overlap' between these variables is so slight that 
one oannot really consider them to have a cOlWllon origin (possibly some kind 
of musicality). Another example, this time a ~pothetioal but not an 
inappropriate one, makes the same point. If all the correlations were 
statistically insignificant, the interpretation of them (i ••• that there is 
no general musical ability) would be quite as meaningful and important as if 
the correlations were all ver.y high (i.e. there is a large general factor of 
musioality). The relationship between statistical and psychological 
significance is a theoretioal issue. Yet this seoond example i8 not too 
unrealistic. The correlation ooefficients we report do tend to be low. We 
believe the implication of this, that there are man.Y separate kinds of music 
appreCiation, is, in &qf senae of the word, of great importance. 
The highest correlation coefficients are found when the resulto of 
the various tests are inter-correlated. In part this is because 'totals' as 
well as the various individual test scores are included. Consequently there 
are a number of instances where we are not correlating independent meaaure •• 
In such cases the correlation coefficients are, inevitably, fairly high. To 
take one example, there are high correlations between the totals for Wing's 
'ability' tests (Tests 1 - 3) and the scores for each of Wine's tests; 
Test 1, Test 2 and Test 3. However, even when this is accounted for, the 
correlation coeffioients in the test data are relatively high. The 
questionnaire and taste data provide lower figures. If the inter-
correlations of the test data are exoluded, over ~ of the correlation co-
effioients are less than .4. 
Recause of the large number of correlation coeffiCients, and because 
of their low values, it is not easy to see aqy clear patterns without the 
use of some formal technique to simplify the situation. The onl3 immediately 
evident conclusion is that the maqy different aspects of musical ability or 
interest or experience are but ~oosely conneoted. 
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TJ::1e Factor Analxs~~ 
The techniques used: The factoring was carried out using the 
"Statistical Package for the Social Sciences" (S.P.S.S.) (Nie, et aI, 1970) 
on the E.R.C.C. I.B.M. 370/158 computer in Edinburgh. It was necessary to 
decide which of the various techniques to use, and there were certain 
constraints because S.P.S.S. does not contain all the methods which have 
traditionally been popular with psychologists, e.g. it does not allow 
'centroid' factoring to be carried out. For most investigations it was 
decided to use two techniques. The first, principal components analysis, 
provides the simplest mathematical solution to account for the variance in 
the data, and it is a very widely used and accepted method. Indeed, 
according to Nie et al it is, "the most universally accepted factoring 
method". The particular form of analysis used in S.P.S.S. is that described 
by lIarman (1967) as the 'principal-factor' method. The second method used is 
Rao's canonical factoring. This is a development from the classical factor 
analysis methods which are based on the faith that the observed correlations 
are the result of an underlying regularity in the data and is not unlike 
'centroid'. The factoring benefits of this method have been described in 
such authoritative works as Harman (1967), Rozeboom (1966) or Rummel (1961). 
After the basic factoring has been carried out, it is usual to 
rotate the factors which are obtained in the hope of obtaining a more 
meaningful factor solution. The most frequently used, and possibly the most 
meaningful method, is Varimax rotations. This method is the standard 
technique we adopted, but 'oblique' (and other) rotational methods were also 
used where it was thought possible that they would throw light on the problem 
being investigated. 
Since all the statistical procedures used are valid, the most 
appropriate one is the one which allows the most meaningful psychological 
interpretation. We have found that no one technique is clearly superior to 
another, since the same pattern of factors emerged no matter which technique 
was used: our factors are surprisingly robust. We therefore make use of, 
and quote, results from all the techniques. It is most important to note 
that when the factor loadings are scrutinised, the different methods give 
results which differ in magnitude. With Rao's canonical factoring 'high' 
factor loadings are of the order of .1, .8 or .9: equivalent loadings with 
prinCipal factoring are about .3 or .4 or .5. 
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Not all the factors produced b1 one technique were strictly 
paralleled by factors produced by another technique. In some instanoes what 
emerged as one factor with one factor analytic method (let us call it 
method 'A') came out as two factors with a different method (call 1 t method 
'B'). This is not a disadvantage where the two 'B' factors deal with the 
same variables, and only the same variables on the 'A' factor. In such cases 
the two methods do not provide conflicting results but complement each other 
and reveal the factorial structure in finer detail. 
An example of this can be seen in the factor 'Appreciation of !DUsic 
as measured by Wing's Teat. 4 - 7'. (Table 8-2) (This factor vas found in 
the full factorisation of the 47 variables referred to above and is 
considered more fully later, p. 148 .) 
Wing 4 ~lUQ-thll) Wing 5 Harmoll1' ) 
Wing 6 IntensiV) 
Wing 7 Phruing) 
Principal Factoring Rao' s Canonical Factoring 
Varimu Rotation 'Oblique' Rotation 
Factor 3 Factor 9 Factor 3 
.84 
-.07 
.37 
.22 
.07 
.86 
.10 
.53 
TABLE 8 - 2 FACTOR LOADINGS ON .A.PPRlOOIATION FACTORS PRODUCED 
BY DIFFEREN'l' ME'l'HODS 
Principal factoring giTes only one appreciation factor (no matter 
which type of rotation is used) and the four variables are of similar 
importance. The canonioal factoring giTes two factors, which are virtually 
independent,* one for Test. 4 and 6, the other for Tests'5 and 7. None of 
the other 43 variables in the analyses have factor loadings whioh approach 
in IIagn1 tude those quoted. It is reasonable to interpret the results as 
showing that music appreciation, as measured by the Wing tests, has two 
distinguishable elements, one relating to appreciation of rhythm and 
intensi V, the other to harmony and phrasing, and that these are nearly 
independent. We do not believe the principal factoring is "wrong" in this 
oase. Rather it giTes a less detailed picture of appreciation. 
*'!he correlation between the facton is .27. 
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In this example the canonical factoring gives a more precise picture 
than the principal factoring. This is not always the case. Sometimes 
principal factoring gives better resolution of the factors. In other 
instances it is the method of rotation, and not the factoring method, that 
is responsible for providing more intelligible factors. 
Thus far we have been discussing the methods of factor analysis used 
and some of the points which affect the interpretation of the results: we 
have not considered the results themselves to ask what is the nature of the 
factors which we have produced. To do this now we will make use of not only 
the results of the factor analyses so far described, but also some further 
factor analyses which were carried out after the earlier ones. Each of 
these later analyses focused on a limited number of variables which had 
been found to be of special relevance and interest. 
The overall pattern of fao~ Four main factor analyses were carried 
out to make use of each of the rotation methods with each of the factoring 
techniques, 
i.e. (i) Principal factoring with Varimax rotation. 
(ii) Principal factoring with 'Oblique' rotation. 
(iii) Rao's factoring with Varimax rotation. 
(iv) Rao's factoring with 'Oblique' rotation. 
In each of the four analyses, twelve factors were extracted as 
significant (because their eigenvalues exceeded unity). A most important 
finding was that essentially the same factors emerged in each case. No real 
problems arose because of different analyses requiring different 
interpretations. Indeed the robustness of the factors in surviving 
different statistical treatments is most impressive. 
The most significant differences resulting from the factoring or 
rotation method is that the factors appear in different orders and account 
for different percentages of the variance. This, of course, is to be 
expected. However it does lead to a problem in determining the importance 
of different factors. We are less conoerned with this than with identifying 
the factors. 
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(Because Factor 1 of the Principal Factoring with Varimax Rotation 
does not describe the same thing as Factor 1 of (say) Rao's Factoring with 
Oblique Rotation, there is a source of possible confusion when reading the 
tables that present the findings. Dashes are added, as follows, 
to the factor numbers in order to distinguish them -
one dash for Principal factoring with Varimax rotation, 
two dashes for Principal factoring with • Oblique , rotation, 
three dashes for Rao's factoring with Varimax rotation, 
four dashes for Rao's factoring with 'Oblique' rotation. 
For example, Factor 2 lit is the 2nd factor extracted in the varimax rotated 
solution of Rao's factoring.) 
The factors we have obtained fall into four clearly defined 
categories. These are -
1. Factors of Test Performance. 
2. Factors of Performance and Performing Ability. 
3. Factors of Musical Interests and Tastes. 
4. Factors relating to Family Background. 
Within each of these categories there are a number of factors, and these are 
described in some detail. (For convenience each aspect of musical 
appreciation that is identified in the factor analyses is identified by a 
Roman nWleral as well as by naming.) 
It might seem desirable to discuss at this stage, relatively 
general matters such as whether the factors obtained are ones that might 
have been expected; and, just as important, whether any factors that 
could have been predicted are missing. However, this is impractical 
until after a detailed consideration of the factors obtained. Further 
comments on the overall pattern of results are therefore postponed. 
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Factors of Test Performance 
Four main factors have been identified in all the analyses. These are _ 
I Performance on Wing's 'Ability' Tests 
II Performance on Wing's 'Appreciation' Tests 
III Performance on the Indiana-Oregon Test 
IV Performance on Martin's Test of Discrimination of 
Composer Styles. 
! Performance on Wing's 'Ability' Tests (i.e. Wing's Tests 1 to-2): Of 
the four factors identified as factors of test performance, this factor is 
possibly the most important. Certainly in analyses using Rao's canonical 
factoring, this was the first factor and therefore the one accounting for the 
greatest proportion of the variance. 
In Table 8-3 we present the faotor loadings that lead us to identify 
the faotor. The four columns give the results for the four separate analyses. 
This table gives only an extract from the fuller tables presented in 
Appendix 17. Variables with high factor loadings are listed and so are other 
variables which are of some interest, even where their factor loadings are 
insignificant. 
Factoring Principal Factoring Rao's Method Canonical Factoring 
Name of Variable Method of Varimax Oblique Varimax Oblique Rotation Factor 4' Faotor 12" Factor 111' Factor 1"" 
Wing 1 ( Chord 
.36 .40 .72 .52 Analysis) 
Wing 2 (Pitch 
.30 .21 .82 .78 Discrimination) 
Wing 3 (Memory for 
.32 .24 .73 .56 Pitch) 
Total for Wing 
Appreciation Tests .08 .01 .39 .09 (4 - 7) 
Total for Indiana-
.04 .01 .35 .10 Oregon 
Roffren 
-.03 -.04 .34 .17 
Martin 
.06 -.03 .27 .14 
Wing 5 (Harmony) .08 .04 .43 .34 
Whether piano is 
.28 .37 .43 .19 played 
Number of 
.12 instruments at home .06 .38 .20 
Possession of record 
-.30 -.51 -.09 
-.17 player 
TABLE 8 - :3 FACTOR LOADINGS FOR PERFORNANCE ON WING'S 'A.J3ILITY;--
TESTS 
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There oan be 11 ttle doubt of the validity' of identifying the' factors 
as we do. However, the factors produced by the different techniques are 
not quite identioal. Wi th all but the varimax solution of Rao' s canonical 
factoring the tests (other than Wing's ability tests) bave negligible 
loadings. But Bao's canonical factoring with Tarimax rotation gives clear 
positive loadings. 
The differences can partly be explained in terms of differences in the 
:factoring method.. With Bac's canonical factoring the first (unrotated) 
factor is a general factor: this is not the case with Principal factoring. 
Since varimax rotation produces orthogonal factors vhereaa the oblique 
factoring need not, the former Ilethod of rotation is less likely to 'destroy' 
the positive factor loadings for the first factor in the original solution. 
As the factor we are discussing is the first factor produced by Bao's 
:factoring, this llay help to explain the differences. It does not 'explain 
away' the differences: they still remain. 
The 'Appreciation of Harmony' Test (Wing Test 5) is not one of the 
'ability' tests, yet it gives interesting resulta Vi:1h Bao's canonical 
factoring there are fairly sizable :factor loadings which suggest that the 
factor is concerned with ability to handle the sounds and combinations of 
sounds of DlUSic since harmOD1', chord analysis and questions of pitch all 
relate to this. Tests 4, 6 and 7 are concerned with ~, intensitr and 
phrasing - rather different aspects of music. 
It is interesting that 'piano-playing' has a significant loading on 
this factor, whereas the loadil18Bfor playing any instrwaent other than the 
piano are less thaD .09 with each of the four analyses. This suggests that 
playing the piano is not quite lilte playing &rrf other inst1'Wllent. Possibly 
those who are recognised as baying fairly high musical apt! tude are fairly 
routinely sent 'for piano lessona'. On the other hand, the decision to study 
8011e other instrument may be influenced by II8DY' other oonsiderations and, 
in conaequence, it is reYeale4 in other factors. There is, however, the 
opposi te UgaJlent that children are often routinely sent to piano lessona as 
it is the socially correct thing to do, whereas an orchestral inst1'Wllent is 
studied oull" bT those vi th real JIIUIIical talent. 
The neptive 10adiDg of the variable 'possession of a record plqer 
is, at first sight, rather surprising. However, as we shall see, possesslon 
of eleotronio equipment tor reproducing IllUsic tends to be most found in 
in! 
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in those who do not actively make music themselves, who are often of no more 
than average musical ability', and whose musical tastes are for non-classical 
styles. This interpretation is supported by' the positive, though fairly low, 
loadings of the variable 'number of instruments at home'. 
Factoring Principal 
Method Factoring 
Method of Vari-
Rotation DI8.J: Oblique 
Rao's Canonical Factoring 
VariDI8.J: Oblique 
Name of 
Variable 
Factor Fachor Fac;tor Faci:/or Facmr Factor 
3' 4 3,lr /' 3"" 9"" 
Wing 4 
(Rhythm) 
Wing 5 
(FIamony) 
Wing 6 
(Intens! ty) 
Wing 7 
(Phrasing) 
Total for Wing 
Ability (1 - 3) 
Total for Indiana-
Oregoa 
Hoffren 
Martin 
Whether piano i. 
pl.qecl 
Whether 8ZJ.'1 other 
iIlstrwnent 
played 
.31 
.31 
.41 
-.02 
.20 
-.03 
-.15 
-.11 
.24 
.35 
.31 
.21 
.13 
-.01 
-.05 
.00 
-.17 
.81 
.29 
.11 
.11 
.08 
.02 
.05 
.12 
.74 
.11 
.51 
.12 
.11 
.01 
.00 
-.01 
.86 
.10 
.53 
.11 
.00 
.06 
TABLE 8 - 4 FACTOR LOADINGS FOR PJBaDIAliCB ON THE WING 
'APPREXJIATION' TESTS 
.84 
.22 
.12 
.04 
.09 
.08 
.02 
The analyses all quite consistently show that Wing's appreciation test8 
measure different skills from the ability tests. The loadings of Wing's 
'Ability' tests are negligibly low. The PrinCipal factoring provides us with 
rather smaller factor loadings than we might have looked for, but virtually 
none of the other variables are of significance. Rae's canonical factoring 
possibly explains the reason. Wing'. 'Appreciation' tests measure not one 
'pure' factor of music appreciation but two related factors. The 'Oblique' 
rotation seems to reveal basically the same picture as the varimax rotation, 
that is a factor of 'appreciation of rhythm and intensity" and a second 
factor of 'appreciationct'ba.rmcm;r and phrasing'. However, with the 'Oblique' 
'Oblique' / 
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'Oblique' factoring, the alignment of the factors with the variables is 
better than with the varimax factoring and it is therefore appropriate 
to consider these as correlated factors. The correlation coefficients 
with the particular analysis quoted, is .27. (It might have been 
interesting, but it was impractical, to carry out many rotations -
using the same basic factoring and rotation technique - though 
allowing the magnitude of the correlations between factors to vary.) 
As with Factor I, Performance on Wing's 'Ability' Tests, the 
other tests have small loadings, with two minor exceptions. Hoffren's 
Test of Expressive Phrasing does have positive loadings on to 
'Appreciation of harmony and phrasing'. 80 too has the Indiana-
Oregon 'part-score' which measures ability to recognise when it is 
variations in the harmonisation that distinguish two similar musical 
extracts. (The value of the factor loading is about .2~ Both of 
these results are in accord with our interpretation of the factor. 
There are only two other noteworthy findings - both rather 
surprising. First, taste for folk music and taste for Scottish country 
dance music have factor loadings of about .3 with the (general) 
appreciation factor, as it is revealed by the obliquely rotated 
principal components analysis. This is not replicated on any of 
the other analysis. Second, attendance at concerts of serious 
music has positive loadings with the factor of appreciation of 
rhythm and'intensity, but not with appreciation of harmony and 
phrasing. No reason for this odd result is obvious. 
III ~on the Indiau.-Ore§On Test: 
Principal 
FactoriDg Baa's Canonical Factoring 
Vari- Oblique 
~ 2" 
Oblique 
Factor No. 2MJ 6'" 1 {'II 
Ability to discriminate 
better version on .31 .32 .58 .66 .03 .09 .91 .00 
Indiana-Dregon 
Correct identification 
of ~ cha:Dges on .36 .36 .67 -.06 .61 .47 -.05 .69 
Ind! regan (R) 
Correct identification 
of Ba:moDl changes 
on Indiana-Oregon (H) 
.30 .30 .78 -.10 -.16 .17 .11 -.11 
Correct identifioation 
of Melo~ c~s OD .39 .39 .77 .08 -.02 .66 .28 .01 
Indiana regon (M) 
Identifioation of 
ohanged element (i.e. .41 .41 .88 .04 .15 .76 .13 .21 
Total of R + H + M) 
Wing 'Ability' Tests -.03 .05 .30 .04 .04 .10 .15 -.01 
(Total of Tests 1 - 3) 
Wing 'Appreciation' 
Tests (Total ot -.01 .00 .28 -.02 .00 .08 .02 -.07 
Tests 4 - 7) 
HotfreD. .18 .17 .39 .06 .06 .22 .14 .03 Maria .06 .08 .26 .10 .01 .08 .19 .03 
TABLE 8 - 5 FACTOR WADINGS FOR PiUlCDlU1(CB'-'iOIl THE INDIANA-
ORl!OON ~T' 
Onc. again ability on one test, in this oase the Indiana-oregon, 
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seems to be relatively independent of abiliVoJ!·.1 other auaio tests. One 
must be oautious about stressing too atrongly" the independence of the tests. 
The factor a.nal.yses, through usins a very large D'QIlber ot variables, and 
through USing the 'part-soores' on test. 11ke the Indiaua-Oregon, enable. U8 
to aee clearly the 'tine atructure' ot our factorial solutions. Our approach 
does not draw attention in the same ~ to 8DJ overlap there ~ be. This 
point we discuss again later. 
Since our approach toouae. on the detail of the factorial structure, 
it is interestiDg to note that the anal1tic aspecta of the test (i.e. 
correctly identifying which elementa ot the music (Bhytbm, Harmoll7 or 
Meloc17) bave changed) are to 80me extent 1nclepeDdent of the ability to 
recognise the better of the two versions of the music. This is most clearly 
clearly/ 
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olearly evident in the oblique rotation of Rao's factoring. In this a third 
related factor also shows itself. Identifioation of r~thm1o ohanges is 
differentiated from identifioation of harmonio or melodio ohanges. This 
parallels the distinotion found in the analysis of Wing's 'appreoiation' 
tests. Yet the Indiana-Oregon rhythmio factor is not the same as the Wing 
appreoiation factor of 'Rhythm and Intensity'. 
The Hoffren Test of Expressive Phrasing does not have a factor ot its 
own in any of the analyses and it aligns to quite an extent with the 
Indiana-Oregon test. 
None of the variables from the questionnaire haTe loadings of 8D7 
magnitude. 
IVPe~O'e GIl Martin's Test of Discrimination of Composer Styles: 
Martin's test 
Wing 5 (Appreoiation 
of Harmony) 
Wing 7 (Appreciation 
of Phrasing) 
Membership ot a 
'llUSical group' 
Wing 'Ability' Tests 
(Total of Tests 
1 - 3) 
Wing 'Appreciation' 
Tests (Total of 
Tests 4 - 7) 
Indiana-Oregon 
(Total) 
Hottren 
Principal Factoring 
Var1max , 
Factor 10 
.61 
.26 
-.20 
.29 
.02 
.06 
-.02 
Oblique " 
Factor 9 
.62 
.23 
-.17 
.29 
.05 
.04 
Rao 's Canonical 
Factoring 
Vari.max '" Oblique 1111 
Factor 5 Factor 4 
.83 
.30 
-.21 
.26 
.10 
.07 
.10 
.11 
.79 
.23 
-.27 
.24 
.07 
TABLE 8 - 6 FACTOR LOADINGS FOR ~ ON MARTIN'S 'fiST 
OF DISCRIMINATION OF COMPOSE S'fiLiS ' 
The validity of this factor seems incontravertible and is most 
encouraging for it does suggest that there is something unique in this test. 
A key element seema to be ability to discriminate harmonic ditferences so as 
to identify the better version. on all the analyses, Wing's Test of 
Appreoiation ot Harmony has factor loadings of between .2 and .3. There 1s 
1s/ 
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is some evidence that there is probably not a conscious awareness of the 
harmony 'cue'. Ability to identify when it is 'harmony' that 
distinguishes two versions on the Indiana-Oregon test has a 
negligible loading on to this factor. Yet ability to recognise 
the better version on the Indiana-Oregon test does tend to have 
significant loadings, though they are always just under .2 - not 
high by any standards. 
Although this ~~ is concerned with ability on our test, 
the test itself is not necessarily unidimensional. When the 
results of Rao's canonical factoring with varimax rotation 
are considered, the variable scores on the Martin test 
has a factor loading of .21 on Wing's 'Ability' factor (Factor 
1'") and a factor loading of .26 on Wing's 'Appreciation' 
factor (Factor 2"') and a factor loading of .22 on the 
factor of 'Taste for serious music' (Factor 9"'). 
Membership of a 'musical group' has a clear positive 
loading on to this factor. This is an interesting finding 
since about half the groups are not concerned with 
classical music - they are 'pop' or 'rock' groups, groups 
of folk singers, pipe bands and brass bands. 
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Factors of Performanoe and Performing Abili5r 
Three main factors were identified that fall into this oategor,y. 
However, these factors tend to overlap a little with factors of musical 
interests and tastes and of home background. This is unimportant as all the 
factors can be identified, and our classification of them is essentially a 
oonvenience rather than a neoessit,y. 
V Activity and Ability on an orchestral instrument: 
Whether an instrument, 
other thaD piano, 
is play-ed 
Membership of school 
orchestra 
Membership of tm'3' 
other orchestra 
Self-assessment of 
playing an 
instrument 
Whether a piano player 
Total for whole Wing 
Test (1 - 1) 
PrinCipal Factoring Baa's Canonical Factoring 
Varimax I 
Factor 9 
.48 
.51 
.45 
.26 
.02 
-.02 
Obliqued, Varimax /II Oblique '''' Factor 1 Factor 8 Factor 8 
.41 .42 
.52 .86 
.45 .57 .61 
.27 
.03 .06 .03 
-.02 .18 .10 
TABLE 8 - 7 FACTOR WADINGS FOR t ACTIVITY AND ABILITY 
ON AN ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT' 
There is little difficulty in identifying this as a factor of playing 
an orchestral instrument. Membership of an orchestra has the highest 
loadings, and the next most important variable is whether an instrument, 
other than piano, is studied. This latter variable has rather smaller 
loadings, but possibly this is not surprising sinoe instruments such as 
gut tars or bagpipes or saxophones are inoluded yet these are not normally 
orchestral instruments. Piano playing is unrelated to this factor and has 
negligible factor loadings. 
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As was noted in the disoussion of Wing's 'Abilit,y' Tests, orchestral 
playing and measured ability are quite distinot entities. The loadings of 
all the tests, not just Wing's, are oonsistently low. 
Oae implioation of the separation of the factors for tested abilitr 
and the factors of performanoe, is that some of our orchestral players have 
relatively low 'test ability'. Bo doubt this is true and suoh persons ~ 
be likely to give up being orchestral members. A more important implication 
is that there is muoh untapped musical talent. This is not a new finding. 
Our figures merely substantiate it and provide further evidence of the 
importance of the fact. 
VI Singing Activity and AbiliSr: 
Membership of Bchool 
choir 
Meabenhip of church 
choir 
Self-assessment of 
singing 
Self-aasessment of 
llUSicaliV 
Whether piano is 
studied 
Possession of a tape 
reoorder* 
Attendanoe at 
concerta ot 
serioWl lIUIIic 
Taste for chamber 
musio (and 
classical music~) 
ktent of tamily 
llUaio maleS ng 
Prinoipal Factoring Baa's Canonioal Factoring 
Varimu I Oblique VariJDax lit Obl1quedlll Factor 7 Factor a" Factor 9 Factor 1 
.45 
.59 
.30 
.05 
.21 
-.31 
.oa 
.00 
.39 
.59 
.06 
.02 
-.02 
-.01 
.34 
.28 
.45 
.49 
.26 
.66 
.59 
.29 
.22 
.20 
.60 
.49 
.18 
TABLE 8 - 8 J'ACTOR LOADDlGS )'OR 'SIBGUC .lO!m!'r .lBD .lBILI!'r' 
'!he reaul. ts from the two methods cf tactoring lead to rather different 
results. Both techniques reveal the t.portanoe of ohoir membership and 
and/ 
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and singing ability (as measured by aelf-assessment ot singing). However, 
while 'singing' is undoubtedl,. the II&.in element ot the Prinoipal Coaponents 
factor, it is oertainq not the main element ot the tactor raTealed by 
!lao' 8 canonioal tactorisation. .11 though singing ia the main el_ent with the 
prinoipal faotorinBf 'possession ot a tape recorder' is as important a 
variable and its negative loading suggests that we may be dealing vi th an 
'active v. passive music-making tactor~ This is a thelle we return to later 
with some ot the other evidence. 
The tactor revealed b,y Hao's factori8ation i8 most clearly aeen in the 
varimax rotation. It 8eell8 to reflect catholic interests in serious music. 
The most important variables are 'taste tor orchestral music', 'taste tor 
opera' and 'taste tor chamber musio' *. All have similar high loadings ot 
about .6. This factor could be thought ot as a 'taste' factor, but it reall,. 
is noh broader. It has two aspeots apart froll singing, and a taste for 
serious or olassical ~io. These are 'attending ooncerts ot serious musio' 
and an interest in musio .aking (apart trom singing). Evidence for these 
latter is found in the positive factor loadings tor the Tariables 'extent of 
tamiq IlUsio making' and, also, to a lesser extent, 'studying an instrument 
by oneselt' and 'being a member ot a musical group'. 
The generali V of' this factor 18 neatly revealed in the factor 
loading on 'self-assesament ot ausioality', which 18 high, whereas with the 
oanonioal factoring it is virtuall,. zero. The factor includes both active 
and passive musical activities, though not orchestral playing. 
'l'vo further analyses help to rfWeal the 'lliorostruoture' of this 
tactor. Both ue more restrioted ranges of variable. For the fint, playing 
an instrument, s1Dg1ng and test ability provide the main variables. The 
tall results are tabulated in Table 8 - 9. 
Wi th this supplementary anal.ysis**, the first factor is a 'test 
factor' with analytio tests being more important. The seoond factor 18 &Il 
'orchestral instrument' factor similar to our Factor V described in p.153 
Factors 3 and 4 are 'singing' factors. We believe the,. reflect and 
acoentuate some of the differenoes already ob.erTed, and thus help to 
olarify the situation. The essence of Pactor 3 is singing in a sohool ohoir 
ohoir/ 
*These three variable. usually haTe .imilar oorrelat •• and are the key 
variable. in Factor IX '.1 Taste for Serious Musio'. Beoause of the 
.1DI1lari tr, we only quoted the factor loadings tor on. of ihe. 
**.1 prinCipal factoring with Tarimaz rotation. 
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choir and/or pl~ing the piano. One almost suspects (possibly a little 
oynicall7) that these are activities that a musically able person with soae 
minimal interest or 1IIaginatioll might engage in or be persuaded to engage in 
by parents or teachers. They are the IR1sical activitie8 which school 
Wing I Abili tyl Te8ts (Total of 
Test8 1 - 3) 
Wing 'Appreciation' Tests (Total of 
'fest8 4 - 7) 
Abilit,y to discriminate better ver8ion 
on Indiaua-oregon Te8t 
Identification of changed element on 
Indiana-oregon Te8t 
Whether piano i8 sWied 
wa.ether another instruaent i8 8tudied 
Membership of 8chool orche8tra 
Membership of any other orchestra 
Membership of school ohoir 
Membership of church choir 
Posse8sion of tape recorder 
Whether 8iblings pl~ an instrument 
or 8ing 
Self-assessment of .inging 
Factor Factor Factor Factor 
1 234 
.69 
.57 
.80 
.33 
.09 
.25 
.17 
.17 
.11 
.03 
.10 
.15 
.17 
.11 
.45 
.80 
.74 
.22 
.07 
-.01 
.28 
.05 
.20 
.17 
.55 
.15 
.13 
.09 
.63 
.28 
.04 
.40 
.29 
-.12 
.17 
-.07 
.03 
.05 
.05 
.28 
.42 
-.35 
.21 
.56 
TABLE 8 - 9 1UilS11lJ.l'S OF FAOTOR ABALYSIS OF !liS'f ABILITIES, 
Pu'YI1lG AN. INSTBUMENT AIm SINGING 
children are m08t likel7 to engage in. 
Factor 4 foouses on ... bership of a ohurch choir, though the highest 
loading i8 not on that variable lnlt on .elf-a8ses8Dlent of 8inging abil1 ty. 
Thi8 is a little ironic since the factor loadings for the music tests are 
lower than for Factor 3. This factor, but not Factor 3, is characterised b;y 
a sizable negative loading of p08session of a tape recorder. One might 
oaricature the interpretation of this by' suggesting that our church 
ohoristers, nurtured in a good Soottish pre8byterian tradition*, bave a nice 
.elt-conoeit concerning their 8inging ability (regardless of their real 
abilit,y) and also somewhat Calvini8tic attitudes towards modern sound 
reproducing equipment such as tape recorders. 
* Despite a high incidenoe ot Roman Catholicism, we did not use any ROJII8D 
Catholic achoola. 
Thia i8 not intended to be 'tongue-in-cheek'. McClelland's work suggesta 
that the 'Protestant ethic' can lead to such etfects (McClelland, 1961). 
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If this interpretation has &ny' validity, then the musical value of 
being church choristers might possibly' be questioned. This runs counter to 
the arguments used in Chapter 2, where the adva.ntages of choir membership 
188 discussed. It is probably more important that the interpretation 
suggests a relationship between a musio activity, on the one hand, and 
personality and attitude variables on the other hand. 
The two aspects of singing we have revealed in this analysis are 
very roughly those characterised in the full analyses b.Y the Principal 
component f'actor and the Rao canonical factor. The pattems of factor 
loadings match vell enough between Factor ~ of' the supplementary" analy'sis 
and Factor 7 of' the varimax rotation of the Principal components 
factorisation and between Factor 4 of' the supplementary" analysis and 
Factor 9 of' the variJla'z rotation of' Baals canonical factoring. The only 
apparent discrepancy is f'ound in the comparisons of' the loadings f'or selt-
assessment of' singing. This can be explained (at least in part) by the 
f'act that in Raols canonioal f'actoring the loadings have to be between one 
and two times &8 large as in Principal f'actoring to be of the .... 
relevanc •• * 
A second supplementary- analysis vas carried out using test results, 
singing variables, taste variables, 'possession of' a tape recorder' and 
Iwhether piano is studied'. Four factors vere extracted and two of these 
bad the same patterns of factor loadings for the singing Tariables as in the 
f'irst supplementary" analysis. For this reason the results are not quoted 
here but are relegated to Appendix 19. 
VII Selt-initiated Interest and Abilitz: This f'actor reveals itself 
qui te clearly in the Principal factoring, but does not 8lIerge in &.n7 olear-
cut way in the factoring by Baols canonical method, although it is reflected 
in the Factor coneemed vi th Ilamily Background of music~ 
Table 8 - 10/ 
*Thi. is baaed OD the observed loadings with our analyses, not OD 
&OJ statistical teat. 
Self-taught instrument 
Maberahip ot a "group" 
Selt-a&sesaaent ot instrwaental abilit7 
Attendance at Jolk/'Pop' concerts 
Whether piano is studied 
Possession ot a record p~er 
Principal Pactortng 
Varimax 
Pactor r1 
.58 
.36 
.32 
.25 
-.12 
-.25 
Oblique 
J.i'aotor 11" 
.58 
.35 
.30 
.32 
-.17 
-.17 
TABLE 8 - 10 PAOTOR LOADINGS FOR 'SELi'-mTIA.TED IBTERliST 
J.5]) ABILITY • 
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!he name provided for the factor derives from the iIlportance of the 
variable 'Self-taught 1natraaent'. Hovever, ma..ny of our subjects took up an 
inatrwaent onlJ to abaDdon it after a Short time - several months or possibl7 
a year later. 'KeDaberah1p of a group' is also, therefore, of major 
importance because it suggests a deep involvement with -sking ausic. Thia ia 
confirmed by our subjeota' beliefs about their own. inst1'Wlental abilities. 
Since the .oat popular weI of llU8ic are 'pop' aDd 'folk' music, the clear 
positive loadings on 'Attendance at Polk/'Pop' ooncerts' again Shows that 
there are active musical interests revealed in this factor. It might b. 
noted in pus1ng that there 18 another factor of 'Attendance at J.i'olk/'Pop' 
concerta' vi th real17 high loadings in this factor. This is discussed in 
page 160. 
A suppleaentar, factor 8Z18l7sia* was carried out using a more 
restricted range of variables than in the main analyses, but including most 
of those variables releyant for considering selt-initiated interest and 
ability. Although the resulta are not quite consonant vith thoae from the 
-.in a.naly'ses, they are atill quite illuminating. 
Five significant factors vere extracted. The first factor is an 
analytic ability factor. Factors 2 and 3 concern activitiea and abilities of 
the type presently' being discussed. The variables vi th high loadinga on 
Factor 2 are "Membership of a 'group'" (.40) and 'Self-assessment cf 
instrumental abill tT' (.37). Having taught oneself an instrwaent is a 
variable vi th a loading that seems lov (.16): nonetheless 1 t is fairly' high 
high/' 
*Princ1pal factoring with varillax rotation. Full documentation is in 
Appendh 20. 
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high compared to the loadiDgs of the other variables. This factor is quite 
similar to the one extracted in the larger analyses. Factor 3 of the 
supplementary' analysis has a high loading on the variable 'Self-taught 
instrument', but its highest loading is on 'Attendance at Folk/'Pop' 
concert.' (.38). This factor is probably closest in character to the main 
analyses factor of 'Attendance at Folk/'Pop' concert.' referred to. We 
believe it is less concerned with musical performance than with an active 
interest in liatan1ng. 
The existence of this factor is, we believe, of some importance. Too 
often thoae concerned with proaoting musical activities and interests 
concentrate on what is more socially acceptable or with what they, themselves, 
can organise. The fact that there can be sufficient IBOtivation to become 
musically involTed in learning an instrument by' oneself or in joining sOlie 
ld.nd of loose11' organised group can too easily be oyerlooked especially where 
the music is wi thin a modern popular idiom. Wi thin our society there is 
11 ttle sustained encouragement for those with a 'Sell-ini Uated interest/ 
ability' except possibly from those seeking commercial benefits from it. 
Too often the interests fade because of lack of real support. 
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Factors of Mnsical Interests and Tastes 
The group of factors to be discussed in this section relate to 
musical interests and tastes. In contrast to the last group of factors, 
which reflected various performing skills, these factors describe various 
listening habits and/or preferences. 
VIII Attendance at folk/'pop' concerts and interest in 'pop' music: 
Attendance at Folk/ 
'Pop' concerts 
Taste for 'Pop' 
IlUsic 
Taste for Folk 
Music 
Taste for Jazz 
Possession of a 
record player 
Possession of a tape 
recorder 
Self-taught instrument 
Principal Factoring Baa's Canonical Factoring 
Var1ma.x, Oblique" Varimax Oblique 
Factor 2 Factor 5 Factor 6'" Factor 1'"1 
.04 
.18 
.27 
.56 
.15 
.52 
.37 
.06 
.31 
.31 
.09 
.15 
.24 
.08 
.14 
.25 
.97 
.39 
.10 
.20 
-.09 
.05 
.21 
TABLE 8 - 11 FACTOR LOADINGS FOR ATTENDANCE AT FOLK/'POP' 
CONCERTS AND INTEREST IN 'POP' MOSIC 
This factor has already been referred to in the previous section 
(p.158) because of the oTerlap between our factor 'Self-initiated interest 
and abili V' and this factor. Both factors reflect an actiTe interest in 
popular music of the type that moat appeala to the young. '!'his factcr 
centres at attendance ot Folkj'Pop' ooncerts, and not unnatu.ra.lly 
parelleling this a taste tor 'pop' and folk or ja •• aaaio. Performing such 
music is obviously relatively unimportant and the Tariable 'Selt-taught 
inatrument' has but low factor loadings. The loadings relating to being 
taugnt an instrument are even lower. 
• 
161. 
It is difficult to be certain about the importance of appropriate 
'hardware' for listening to pre-recorded music. The varimax rotation of the 
principal factoring has fairly high loadings for possession of a tape 
recorder or of a record player. However, in the purest 'pop-concert factor' f 
the oblique rotation of Hao's factoring,the loadinga do not vary 
Significantly from zero. An explanation that is in accord with the results 
quoted, and also is plausible in other respects, is that sound reproducing 
equipment becomes necessary (and is owned) when physical attendance at 
concert. is impossible or infrequent. 
It is interesting that these kindsof results that are being discussed 
here do not obtain with classical music - a pOint which reminds one of the 
sociolOgical determinants and taste for folk/'pop' and of the pressures on 
teenagers to keep abreast of what is going on in the 'pop scene'. 
IX Taste for serious (olassical) music, and concert BOiDi= 
Principal Rae's Canonical Factoring Factoring 
Vari- Oblique 
max 
Varimax Oblique 
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor 
l' 6" 1'" 9'" 1"" 10'" 
Taste for orchestral 
.43 .45 .35 .53 .24 .41 music 
Taste for opera .40 .39 .22 .64 .08 .55 
Taste for chamber 
.45 .46 .28 .59 .17 .49 Music 
Attendance at 
concerts of .36 .34 .13 .66 .01 .60 
serious muaic 
Taste for 'pop' music 
-.33 -.25 .03 -.49 .04 -.53 
Total for Wing 
'Abili ty' .02 .04 .81 .22 .n .05 
Tests (1 - 3) 
TABLE 8 - 12 FACTOR IDADIlfGS FOR 'TASTE FOR SERIOUS ( CLASSICAL) 
MUSIC, .AND CONCERT GOING' 
This 1s a 'robust' factor which has shown up in quite a large number 
of factor analyses which is chiefly characterised by a liking for classical 
music. It could be described as a bipolar factor since taste for 'pop' 
music conSistently emerges with sizable negative factor loadings. Although a 
taste for 'pop' music reveals itself in our Factor VIII Attendance at folk/ 
folk/ 
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folk/'pop' concerts and interest in 'pop' music, it is just as important as 
the negative component in this factor of 'Taste for serious music'. 
It is important to stress that liking classical styles of music does 
not necessarilT imply a dislike for 'pop'. Preference for classical music 
implies a relatively weak taste for 'poP'. However, our evidence (both from 
this questionnaire and the semantic differential) shows that 'pop' music is 
very popular. To like it less than the average person may still be to like 
it quite well. 
Just as the 'pop' factor coupled taste for 'pop' music and 
attendance at 'pop' concerts, so the factor being discussed couples 'Taste 
for seriouB music' and 'Attendance at concerts of serious music'. 
Although we believe it is proper to identify only one factor of 
interest in 'serious' music, we have provided statistics for two factors 
produced by the Rae's Canonical factoring. Factor 1 (with both rotation 
techniques) is essentially a factor measuring ability on Wing's 'Ability' 
tests. However, this ability tends to be accompanied b.r taste for serious, 
instrumental music. In accounting for tastes, the Wing 'Ability' factor is 
much less significant than the factor of 'Interest in serious music' 
(Factor 9 and 10 of the analyses). In both cases this latter factor is 
interesting because of its relation with vocal music. Taste for opera has 
fractionally larger factor loadings than taste for orchestral or chamber 
music, whereas in the principal factoring it has smaller loadings. The 
pattern is consistently completed b.r the high loadings for choral singing -
a feature previously discussed (p .155) when it was pointed out that this vas 
both a singing and a taste factor. 
X Taste for folk music: The groupings of the variables which lead u.s 
to believe that there may be a factor of taste for folk musio occur quite 
regularly. The variables are 'Taste for folk music' and t Taste for Scottish 
country music'. In three of the four main factor analyses such groupings 
do occur (Principal factoring; varimax, factor 11: Principal factor, 
oblique, factor 4: Rae' I factoring, oblique, factor 11). In these three 
factors the loadings are relativelY' low, and this is primarily because we do 
not have pure t Taste tor tolk music' factors. Only wi th the first named 
analysis are the factor loadings on the other (45) variables low, suggesting 
a 'pure' factor. Factor 4 of the oblique solution of the principal 
factoring provides overlap with "Ability on the Wing 'A.ppreciation' Tests" 
and the factor on the oblique solution of Rac's factoring links taste for 
forI 
for folk music with the '~hm' part-score from the Indiana-Oregon test. 
Taste for Scottish 
Country- music 
Taste tor Folk music 
Taste for music from 
'shows' 
Taste for Latin-
American DlU8ic 
Taste for jazz 
Principal Factoring 
Varimax 
Factor 
11 
.47 
.64 
.03 
.18 
.17 
Oblique 
.28 
.04 
.12 
.05 
Factor 
7/1 
.24 
.35 
.03 
.33 
.01 
Rao 's CanoDioa.1 
Factoring 
Vari-
max 
Factor 
11 '" 
.31 
.11 
.30 
.42 
.18 
Oblique 
Factor 
11 ''', 
.30 
.11 
-.14 
.05 
.10 
TABLE 8 - 13 FACTOR U>ADINGS FOR TASTE FOR FOLK MUSIC 
This overlapping of factors can only mean that 'Taste for folk music' 
is relatively unimportant in the overall pattern of factors. However, even 
though there i8 overlap with more important* variables, the consistency with 
which these two variables are linked and their regular, though not 
iDTariable, s&para tion from other 'taste' variable a is, we believe, significant. 
In the tem 'Taste for tolk music', we are using 'folk' in a generic 
sense. Otten the te:t'm 'tolk music' has fairly limited. connotations, bringing 
to mind the work of such artistes as :Burl Ives, Alan Lomax, Joan Ba.ez, 
Peet Seeger or the Corries. However, the songs they sing (such as the 
'Child'** ballads and more recent equivalents) have the same kind of origina. 
aa Seottish Country dance musio: it ia music of the people whieh 1s 
'popular' and 'functional' rather than an 'intelleotual' 
and which also derives trom a historioally old tradition. It is interesting 
that 'pop' musio with its eontemporary and ephemoral nature is not highly 
rated where the tolk and Scots music are. 
However, the position of Latin-Amerioan musie and other forms of 
'popular' music i8 not clear. Thus the Factor 1 of the oblique rotation ot 
off 
*They are more important in that they have higher factor loadings or aceount 
tor a greater proportion ot the eommon varianee. 
**These are ballads eolleeted b7 Franeis James Child (1825 - 96). 
of the Principal factoring couples our two 'folk' variables with 'Taste for 
Latin-American music'. In the other factor so far unmentioned, Factor 7 of 
the varimax solution of Rao' s Canonical factoring, our folk variables are 
linked wi th several other 'taste' variables all of which are componenta of 
'Taste for light music'. 
XI Taste for light music: 
Taste for Scottish 
Country music 
Taste for Folk musio 
Taste for music from 
'shows' 
Taste for Latin-
American music 
Taste for jazs 
Principal Factoring Bao's Canonical Factoring 
Varimax Oblique Varimax Oblique 
, II "' '"' Factor 6 Factor 3 Factor 7 Factor 12 
.12 
-.06 
.31 
.50 
.60 
.03 
-.19 
.34 
.31 
.17 
.30 
.42 
.18 
.18 
.09 
.32 
.41 
.13 
TABLE 8 - 14 FACTOR LOADIIGS FOR FACTOR XI 'TASTE FOR LIGHT 
MUSIC • 
With the exception of the one factor which overlaps with 'folk' music 
which we have discussed, the factors here are 'pure' and do not overlap with 
factors already discussed. Although the three relevant variables, taste for 
jazz, for Latin-American music and for music from shows, vary in importance 
from one factor to another, th81 do tend to cluster together. We have called 
this by the general name 'light' music, yet it may be that one element of the 
factor is for strong or rhy'thmic music. The bland 'music from shows' has 
relatively lower factor loadings. 
A supplementary factor analysis* vas carried out using only the 10 
'taste-data' variables. The results from this are tabulated in Table 8 - 15. 
Theae Confirm our interpretation of the results of' the larger analyses. The 
three factors here are undoubtedly 1) the bipolar "Taste for serious music 
and Taste for 'pop'", 2) "Taste for light music" and 3) "Taste for tolk 
music". The variables relating to attendance at concerts of serious music 
IIlUsic/ 
*Principal components t varimaX rotation. 
musio and oonoerts of folk/' pop' musio were not inoluded in tlU analysis. 
This, we believe, explains the lower loading for 'pop' musio than for the 
several types of serious or olassioal musio. In the main analyses 'Attendanoe 
at .folk/'pop' conoerts' and 'Taste for 'pop' musio' made a fourth .factor of 
Taste for orchestral musio 
Taste for opera 
Taste .for chamber music 
Taste for 'pop' 
Taste for brass band music 
Taste for Latin-American music 
Taste for jazz 
Taste for music from shows 
Taste for 'folk' music 
Taste .for Soottish country music 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 
.73 
.12 
.16 
-.48 
.29 
.07 
-.01 
.13 
.05 
.2; 
.11 
.11 
.11 
.10 
.25 
.60 
.42 
.51 
.06 
.21 
.17 
.16 
.13 
.23 
.04 
.H 
.02 
.07 
.88 
.36 
TABLE 8 - 15 RESULTS OF A FACTOR ANALYSIS OF TASTES FOR 
DIFFERERT KINDS OJ MUSIC 
musical interests or tastes. From the main analyses one might expect 
'Attendance at concerts of serious music' to have quite a high loading onto 
Factor 1 of this supplementary analysis. 
One T&riable is not properly accounted for. This is 'Taste for 
brass band music'. Both in this analysis and the main analyses it loads 
more highly onto the 'Taste for serious music' factor than onto ~ other 
factor. Nonetheless the factor loadings are never very high. 
Discussion of taste factors: Although there is some slight ambigu1~ 
as to tlle nature of the two factors which are oonoerned with 'light' musio 
and 'folk' music, this is of but little signifioanoe. More important is the 
~iDding that musioaltaste is primarily for one of four (essentially) 
separate styles of music. This, we believe, is an original finding. In the 
past studies ooncerning musical tastes have normally been based on intuitively 
determined dimensions of taste and not on the dimensions ot taste revealed 
b.r empirioal research. 
Our findings may haTe soae relevance in musio teaching. They may help 
the music teacher to understand or prediot his pupils' musioal tastes better _ 
a point ot soae importanoe sinoe musio teachers have limited time and 
opportunit,y to asoertain such information. 
166. 
The lack of a general taste factor suggests that the distinotion 
between those people with very oatholic tastes who really enjoy many 
different kinds of music and those who can only obtain enjoyment from a 
11ai ted :range of musical styles i8 relatively unimportant, and that most 
people fall into the latter oategoX'1'. 
Nov, among skilled musicians, there are examples of very wide ranging 
tastes. To take two examples, Yehudi Menuhin has expressed an admiration for 
Stephan Grapelli, the jazz violinist, and also an interest in Indian music. 
Andre PreTin is not only the conductor of one of the country's leading 
symphony orchestras and a Holl;ywood film score writer, he is also a jazz 
pianist of very considerable abilit,y. 
It is noteworthy' that eminent musicians with oatholio tastes belieTe 
that the term 'musio' does not only apply to mu.sio wi thin the classical 
european heritage. They believe that there is much that is musioally 
valuable in jazz, in brass band BlUsic, in folk music, even in 'pop' and musio 
from other oultures. Nonetheless, musicians who indulge in music of a t,ype 
vi th which they are not normally associated (so oasual and anecdotal 
observation reveals) often evoke surprise or even hostilit,y. We believe 
that the reaction of surprise or hostility is produoed by musicians as well 
as by the lay person and that it is caused by the categorisation of music 
into different forms or st.yles which are not seen as being equally valid 
musical17. 
Iti. preoisely stereotyping of this sort that is revealed in the 
analysis of our pupils' responses. This a180 must have considerable 
educational influences. What these are depend, upon the JI\18!cal 8tandPOint 
adopted by the individual teacher. 
Factor Relating to Active MUsic Mak1n§ in the Boae 
N'WDber of 
instruments in home 
PoeBeaBion of a 
record player 
Possession of a tape 
recorder 
Piano is studied 
Some other 
instrument ia 
studied 
Parenta pl&7 an 
instrument or alDg 
Siblings play an 
instrument or sing 
Frequency of familT 
JlUsic JDaldng 
Self-assessment of 
aingJDg 
Self-aB8eaament of 
inatrumental 
abilit,. 
SeU-assessment of 
&aicality 
Meaber of a 
musical group 
Principal Factoring Rao' 8 Canonical Factoring 
Varimax Oblique Varimax Oblique 
I II III nil 
Factor 5 Factor 1 Factor 4 Factor 5 
.43 
.30 
.05 
.12 
.10 
.41 
.45 
.37 
.11 
.01 
.22 
.43 
.29 
.01 
.14 
.10 
.16 
.16 
.22 
.83 
.30 
.02 
.25 
.30 
.57 
.65 
.46 
.22 
.40 
.81 
.26 
.04 
.21 
.21 
.55 
.62 
.15 
.25 
.15 
.41 
TABLE 8 - 16 FACTOR J.OADIlfGS :roB AO!IVE MOSIC J!AIllIG II 
Tm: BOMB 
There is but one broad based factor here which is to be found. in all 
the analyses. There ia no doubt that it is of oonsiderable importanoe. In 
each malTais twelve factors were extracted, but this factor vas neyer 
lower than fifth in order of extraction*. 
*Possib~ this is more a refleotion of the number of relevant Tariablea 
than of the importanoe ot the factor - yet theBe are not independent. 
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Music making by all members of the family, whether individually or as 
a group, is an important aspect of this factor. Not unnaturally, self'-
assessment of various musical skills loads positively onto this factor. The 
active nature of the home music making also seems evident from the lower 
factor loadings for possession of a record player or tape recomer. On the 
other hand, having a good number of musical instruments in the home seems 'to 
be an aspect of this factor. 
It is temptin&' to argue that there are JJI8JlY' instruments in the home 
because members of the family do enjoy making music. However to do so would 
not be proper, first of all because 'Humber of instruments r in the home is 
the more important variable a-mill .econd, and more important, because the 
statistics we are using are purely descriptive: they do not provide 
explanations. 
It is worth noting that measured music abilitT seems to have little 
bearing on this factor. The test variables all have remarkably low factor 
loadings on this factor. 
More noteworthy" is the very existence of this factor. If home 
background variables are of considerable importance in deter.mining musical 
abilities and skills, one might have expected the variables listed in 
Table 8 - 16 to have significant. though possibly low. loadin8& on the 
factors already' discussed and not to cluster together in this factor. It 
does suggest that home background variables are less important than ma.tlY' 
music educator. would have us believe. Consequently, the importance of 
heredity and school environment and sociological variables may have been 
undervalued by some people. 
Critique of the Statistical Procedures Employed 
The choice of variables used as input for the analysi.: The 
analysis might be criticised because of the inclusion of 5 variables which 
were composites derived from other variables already incorporated in the 
analysis*. Their intended function was to simplify the interpretation and 
the reporting of the results. For example, in Table 8 - , 
which relates to the factor 'Perf'ormanoe'cm WitP 'Ability' Tests' (p.146) 
factor loadings are separately quoted for Test 1, 2 and 3 since they are high. 
The loadings on the 'Appreciation' tests are low, and differ from each other. 
It was, therefore, convenient to consider the loading for the total of the 
four appreciation tests and to quote this. 
The validity of this procedure might be considered questionable, but 
at the time the analTses were carried out it seemed, for two reasons, that 
the advantages outweighed the disadvantages. 
First, the effeot of the 5 'derived' variables when there were over 
40 basic variables was expeoted to be minimal. 
Seoond, a more theoretical argument, the variables which are fed into 
any factor analysis are not independent and the values in the oorrelation 
matrix are not zero: indeed if they were, factor analysis would be pointless. 
Where two variable. have a signifioant correlation, they refleot, to a 
greater or lesser extent, a common origin or source of measurement. In suoh 
oa8es there is redundancy of information. The very purpose of factor 
analysis oan be seen as the attempt to provide some relatively simple scheme 
for describing the data through revealing where the redundancy occurs. 
Consequently, the additional redundancy, or overlap, of variables introduced 
by including the 5 'Total' variables with the 42 'Basio' variables was not 
thought inappropriate. It was (and only oould be) after the sorutiny' 01' the 
oorrelation ooef1'ioients and the factor analyses that the extent of the 
separation of the test data and the questionnaire data became fully evident. 
OnlT then was there recognition that the 5 variables may have had a muoh 
much/ 
*The 1'ive variables are 1) Total for the Wing Ability Tests, ii) Total for 
the Wing Appreoiation Tests, iii) Total for all the Wing Tests, iv) Total of 
the three parts scores on the Indiana-Oregon Test whioh relate to ability to 
identi1'y the ohanged elament,and v) Total for the Indiano-Oregon Test. 
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much greater influence than anticipated, particularly on the factors of 
test performance. Since factor analysis reveals the redundancy in the basic 
data through the alignment of the factor axes with the 'areas' of maximum 
redundancy, it is possibly not surprising that a number of the 'factors of 
test performance' represent abilities for which composite scores were 
provided. How severe the distortion is cannot be gauged. However, we 
present in Appendix 21 a crude, and possibly inconclusive, analysis of 
the correlation coefficients relating to the test data. 
In this discussion we have considered, in some detail, the less 
valid aspects of our procedure. In so far as there was a problem, it became 
serious because the effects were concentrated on one group of variables and 
factors. By the same token the effects on the other variables and factors 
must be minimal. As the factors of test performance are possibly of 
slightly less interest than the other factors extracted (because more study 
has been made of them by other workers) the most valid findings are the most 
important and interesting ones. 
Ideally after the initial factor analyses revealed the difficulties, 
they should have been repeated using the 42 'legitimate' variables. Tasks 
of higher priority and purely practical limitations have, so far, prevented 
this. 
The reasons for employing rotated solutions for our analyses: In our 
analyses, the factors that were extracted were more or less independent. 
Where varimax rotation was employed, the factors were necessarily orthogonal. 
Even with the oblique rotations, the correlation coefficients between 
factors rarely exceeded .2 or .3 and often were lower. As a consequence, it 
seems as though there are at least a dozen aspects of musicality which are 
totally separate. It is quite pertinent to ask how valid this conclusion 
is and to seek clarification on this issue. 
It is necessary to stress that the factors are genuinely 
independent (or at least nearly so with the oblique solutions) but to add 
that many of the key variables which were used to identify these factors are 
intercorrelated. This is illustrated by the comparisons made in 
Appendix 22. 
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The aim of this investigation bas been to discover what are the 
different aspects of musical abilities, interests, attitudes, tastes etc. 
To achieTe this with maximum efficiency, it is desirable to give each fac tor 
as much psychological meaning as possible and to keep it as separate from the 
other. as possible. Where unrotated factor solutions are used, the first 
factor usually i8 a general factor. This has two disadvantages. First of 
all it !!! general and so, by its nature, it does not help in distinguishing 
different aspects of musicality. Secondly, because it accounts for more of 
the oommon variance than any other factor, what remains is less easy to 
interpret. With rotated solutions, the variance of the general factor is, in 
effect, distributed among the many' other factors and this makes their results 
more reliable and simpler to interpret. 
With Rao's canonical factoring, where the comparison between rotated 
and unrotated solutions is clearest, we have the full statistical data for 
the unrotated factors. The first factor is a geDeral factor and the tests 
have the highest 10adiDgs OD it. These are of the order of .7 or .8. Most 
other variables of special note, such as the home background Tariables, the 
'Taste for serious IlUsic' variables, the variables cODcerned with masical 
perfomance of IIZI1' kiDd, etc. haTe loadings of only about .4 or .5. The 
other factors are bipolar*. These factors are Dot easy to interpret and they 
make much less psyohological or musical seDse than the factors obtained 
using rotation. This we believe is more than sufficient Justification for 
the teohnique. va adopted. 
*With a number of these factors there are a few variables with significant 
loadings at ODe pole and ma.a.y variables, all of 11 ttle significance, at the 
other pole. The factor loadings tor tAiB unrotated solution are to be found 
in Appendix 18. 
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Comparisons with Earlier Studies 
It is worth oonsidering briefly the extent to whioh our findings 
parallel those of earlier workers. If they are similar, this helps to 
establish their validity'. At the same time it is appropriate to evaluate 
what is original in our work that may help in the task of deciding what is 
covered b.r the te~ musio appreciation. 
The number of variables and the types of analyses, inevitably 
produced a good number of well separated factors. This and the fact that 
our variables cover a wide range of topios bas, however, lead to results 
which are not really comparable with earlier work. Idm1 ted coaparisons are 
possible - in partioular with analyses of test results - but even these are 
not necessarily atraightforward. Where oomparisons are not feasible it is 
only possible to consider whether our results are 'intuitively correct', and 
in accord with the general (and subjective) beliefs of musicians and/or 
psychologists. 
With the test data our distinction between the Wing 'Ability" factor 
and the Wing 'Appreciation' factor is one which parallels Wing's own work and 
the reanalysis ot his data by Faulds. The link between Wing's 'Appreoiation 
of :lla.mo!l1" test and his 'Ability' tests which we note, has been found before. 
(For example, with the musioal group of Whittington, and in some of Shuter'a 
results.) In Holmstrom's reanalysis of Franklin's date, Wing's Bhythm 
emerged as a largely specific factor. We found a 'Rby'thm and Intensity' 
factor in which the loading on 'Bhy'tbm' vas much higher than on 'Intensity' 
and which, therefore, seems similar to Holmstrom's. On the Indiana-Oregon 
test, our observation of a distinction between the 'analytic' ("nature of 
change") factor and the more 'intuitive' (preference for the better version) 
factor probably' parallels findings with other tests. McLeish's results with 
the Oregon test do not reveal this, possibly because he extracts a large 
general factor. 
On the other hand, the tailure of the ~bm, Harmony and Melody 
variables in the Indiana-Oregon and the Wing tests to link is somewhat 
unexpected. Our finding of separate factors for each of the different tests 
again is not typioal, though there are some (minor) factors in the 
literature ot this nature (e.g. in Vernon, 1950; Franklin, 1956). Our split 
of the Wing Appreoiation tactor into{a) ~thm and Intensity and (b) Harmony 
and Phrasing probably cannot be explained in terms of our factoring 
factoring/ 
factoring procedures. Yet it is unique, especially since the latter 
combination is not one found in earlier work. 
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One of the problems in attempting to decide whether our results 
genuinely parallel older results, stems from the lack of agreement between 
different studies - the point emphasised by Whellams (1973). We believe that 
our findings parallel those in older works tolerably well and that the test 
factors should not automatically be deemed invalid, although there are 80lle 
limitations due to the input chosen for the factor analyses. Sorutiny of 
the factors arising from the questionnaire data suggest they are not 
contaminated by dubious test data and that they can be evaluated separately. 
There is no work which provides a nice parallel for our analysis or 
the questionnaire data. In pre'l'ious studies, available infomation has not 
been factor analysed as ours has been. The main reason is that these studies 
have tended to focus on one topic which is dealt with in depth. Indeed it 
may be that topics such as musical taste or performing skills are seen as 
essentially separate aspects of musical interests or behaviour. If this is 
so, then this would suggest that our findings of separate factors is 
congruent with generally held beliefs about music. 
Conclusioll8 
A satisfactory structure of musical abilities, interests, experience 
etc. has been outlined. The number or identifiable factors and their 
robustness is of some importance in view of the fact that the coefficients 
obtained when the variables are interoorrelated are relatively low. These 
factors indicate the existence of a good number of different aspects of 
mueicalitT, none of which automatically identifies itself as an 'appreciation' 
factor. In the factor analytic results we have presented, the topics 
discussed in the theoretical writ1nga are educed, but not in a;n,y clear way. 
It could be argued that factors of music appreciation were not identified 
because the search was not properly carried out. HOwever, if the variables 
employed (i.e. the variables drawn trom the tests and the questionnaire) 
were irrelevant to music appreciation, then music appreciation, like the 
hexohippus, would be too rare to be worth bothering about. 
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There remains the task of deciding which of our factors we shall 
call appreciation factors - whether none, some, or all. Factor analysis can 
never remove this task, but it can and does simplify it. However, 
the decisions made concerning the subjective but, we hope, informed 
decisions about what constitutes 'music appreciation' are the subject 
matter of the next chapter. 
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CBAPlE 9 
CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE NATURE OF MUSIC APPRECIATION 
The Content of Music Appreciation 
In attempting to consider how music appreciation may beat be 
described, we take into account our tvo separate practical investigations 
and the theories and ideas propounded in the literature. We recognise 
that any- definition or discipline is, by its very nature, subjeotive. 
However our 8tipulations will, we believe, be based on dependable evidenoe. 
As a consequence we hope to discuss musio appreciation in 'real' rather than 
merely'lexical'terms. 
Performing as music appreoiation: One point that characterises much 
of the writings on the subject is the emphasis laid upon the needs of the 
listener. When church music became too complex, it was simplified. As 
secular musio became more complex, more attention was devoted to assisting 
the listener to benetit tro. it, to suoh an extent that within music 
education t Dn1sic appreciation' movements developed. Our own questionnaire 
to musicians based upon the review material accepted this standpoint and 
none ot the respondants ausgested that music appreciation went beyond the 
'listening' aspects ot music. However, it is proper to consider, as a 
tundUlental question, whether 'appreoiation' ollght to be limited to what is 
iDTolved in listening. 
When discussing Scholes disagreement with the American viewpOint 
regarding the nature of musio appreoiation, we pointed out that the 
performer needs to monitor hill own performance and that this requires 
listening skills. .&.1 though this may be true, it is not adequate grounds 
tor denying that performanoe ~ be a valid aspect of appreoiation. We 
believe, quite positively, that performing should be included under 
appreciation. 
In the previous ohapter we emphasised that the performing factors 
vere relatively independent ot test factors,and supported this b.r 
referenoe to low correlation ooefficients. The implication of this is 
that performers are very variable in the listening skills for moDi toring their 
their/ 
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their own perfoxmances, although for some a high level of technical skill 
may possibly compensate for this to some extent. Should such persons be 
described as having little appreciation because their listening skills are 
weak? Do they have less appreciation for ausio than those who have no 
interest at all in performing but who have 'a musical ear'? We do not 
necessarily think so. Performing, by itself, may be sufficient for 
appreoiation though, of oourse, if performing skills are accompanied by 
listening skills, so much the better. 
Of special interest in relation to this is our factor, 'selt-
ini tiated interest and activities'. This involves an active approach to 
music in learning an instrument and/or in participating in a musical group. 
We have no doubt that many (though not all) of those with this 'self-
initiated interest' have but medioore abilities, whether judged by level of 
performing skills or by test score. Equally, they may not have classical 
tastes or have any positive response to what would otten be described as 
'good' musio; their judgement of quality in musio may often be at 
varianoe with that of 'experts' and the musioal ~lite. However, despite 
possible failure to meet many of the traditional oriteria of being 
musically appreciative, the positive and active involvement makes us feel 
that this should not be excluded from music appreciation. In support of 
this we might look at the controversy as to the relative importance of the 
intellectual skills brought to the processes of listening and the emotional 
experience or satisfaction produced as a result of listening. Our 
questionnaire study with musicians confirmed the evidence of the literature 
that a sizable proportion of musicians see the arousal of an emotional 
response, such as liking or pleasure, as being sufficient to characterise 
appreciation. If this can be true with listening, then a liking for 
perfOrming must also merit the name appreciation. This will apply no matter 
what the technical standard the performance of the music is, and will 
include our factor of 'self-initiated interest and aotiTitie8'. 
It will be recognised that we are allowing the concept of music 
appreciation to be very broad here. One might ask, "Does any 'do-it-
yourself' performanoe of musio merit inclusion?". However, there is one 
restriction implicit in the wording of this question that must be made 
explicit. It is that we are concerned with performance of music. Although 
there is still the problem of knowing what may or ~ not be described as 
as/ 
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as 'music I, this does remove from the category of music appreciation some 
of the aore contentious possibilities (such as a flippant rendering of the 
national anthem on 'comb and toilet paper'). Nonetheless, the stance we 
are taking is designed to ensure that nothing that might reasonably be 
considered as music appreciation is excluded, even though there is a risk of 
including some dubious activities. 
Our argument that perfOrming be considered a valid aspect of 
appreciation applie8 generalq to all performing. It is appropriate, 
therefore, that all three factors of perfo1'DliDg that we identified be 
oonsidered as different forms of music appreciation. 
Listening skills and musio appreciation: Whatever the importance of 
performing, listening must not be overlooked. Two aspects of the prooesses 
of listening are of special interest in highlighting some of the issues here, 
i) an intellectual understanding of musio and 11) an evaluation of llUSic. 
The need for an intellectual understanding of music appears, in IDIUlY' gui.es, 
in the literature. In our own factor analyses two factors are ooncerned with 
the fundamental, though seemingly low level skills required for understanding 
of music to occur. These are the factor of 'Perlol:'.1l1anae<;'tm Wirail Ability 
Tests' and the factor of 9i tfh"-.:eon the Indiana-Oregon Test' which has 
high loadings on the analytic elements of the test. ~actors of abilities of 
this nature are commonplace in reported analyses, though there are differences 
as to the precise skills they deal with. 
Just as we have factors which relate to an intellectual 
understanding of music, so we have factors relating to its evaluation. The 
factor 'Perto:.anoe on W1Jl'B"Appreciation" Tests' and the factor of 
'Discrimination on the Indiana-Oregon Test' (p35O) both describe the 
ability to recognise the 'better' of two versions of a piece of music and 
80 are concerned with 'evaluation'. It could again be said that these 
factors are concerned with only a low, though p08sibly fUndamental, level of 
evaluation. 
We have drawn a distinotion between two aspects of the listening 
processes. However, we believe this is possibly the same distinction as 
the one, most clearly evident in the music test technology, between 
"analytio abiH ty" and "appreciation". Whether it is right to equate these 
distinotions, depends upon whether it is proper to classify what the 
thel 
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the tests and factors measure as being either 'intellectual understanding' or 
'evaluation'. If it is not, then it is difficult to understand how the 
technolo&~ can be dealing with the real essence of music rather than with 
trivia. If it is, then we believe that Analytic Ability/Intellectual 
Understanding is a more important aspect of music appreciation than 
'Appreciation/Evaluation'. 
Most writers argue that some intellectual understanding is essential 
in appreciation, and this is confirmed in our musicians responses to the 
questionnaire. This is also the essence of what the 'music appreciation 
movement' was concerned with. That ability and aptitude tests do not 
specifically claim to measure appreciation and deal with fundamental, rather 
than high level, skills is, we believe, immaterial. It is ironical that the 
appreciation tests and our 'appreciation' factors could be seen as being of 
less importance to music appreciation. But certainly, evaluation of music 
is mentioned as being of relevance as an integral part of music appreciation 
by a smaller proportion of writers than discuss the intellectual skills of 
listening: from the relative lack of discussion of 'evaluation' in the 
literature, and from our own questionnaire results, evaluation is not 
generally considered a necessary aspect of music appreciation. One possible 
reason is that evaluation is less valued because of the lack of absolute 
standards - a lack which is regularly remarked on in critiques of tests. It 
might be noted, in this context, that tests of basic Analytic Abilities are 
more widely used than 'appreciation' tests. 
The inescapable conclusion must be that both these aspects or 
listening should be allowed under the umbrella of music appreciation. 
Whilst there may be little doubt of the desirability of including the 
skills of understanding music under the heading music appreciation, there 
is considerable doubt as to which, if any, particular skills are necessary. 
Different writers have totally different emphasis. Factor analytic studies, 
including our own, tend not to provide consistent results as to what these 
abilities may be. In our questionnaire study with musicians, we remarked 
upon the lack of consensus as to which skills are necessary for music 
appreciation (pj30). There appears to be proeressively less agreement as 
progressively more detail is sought. 
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Emotional response and musio appreoiation: From the findings with 
our group of musioians, making of some emotional response to musio 
characterises music appreciation and emotional response is more important 
than intelleotual understanding. Much of the literature supports this, 
often quite explicitly. In the historical context, music, when it was not 
functional as in the oase of church music, was intended to lead. to 
enjoyment, e.g. dance music, singing, the development of brass bands and 
choral traditions. More recently we have the point made by' Wallach that 
works of art, and this includes music, are recognisable by their effect 
which is an (emotionally) satisfying one. L. B. MeTer's theory rest. upon 
the observation that in music there are parts at which inner tensions are 
aroused in the listener. Where no tension (emotion) is aroused, there can 
be no resolution of these tensions: the musician's art bas failed and there 
is no possibility that music appreciation can exist. Studies of the 
character of musio (as Zino,1960, baa pointed out) investigate what 
affective quality is projected onto the lIWIic bT the listener. 
All these different lines lead. us to the conclusion that emotional 
responses to music are important, that there are not usually specified 
stimuli to which the responses are to be made, and that this all is 
regularly considered under the heading of music appreciation. But if the 
place of emotional responses in music appreciation is accepted, there follows 
the problem as to what these emotions should be. The distinction made b;y 
Payne between the aesthetio emotion and noDmally experienced emotions may 
be valid, but in the instances referred to in the previous paragraph ~ 
in most listening) normal. lite emotions are envisaged. We would not restrict 
music appreciation to situations where the aesthetic emotion is experienced. 
That pleasuxe, liking, satisfaction (3 closely related concepts) are of J;Br8mOUJE 
importance is evident from the literature. We are therefore willing to 
include as music appreciation taste for serious music. Indeed, since there 
are few who would specify the stimulus situation for the response (other 
than stating it must be musio) ve believe it would be proper to include 
~/all musica1* tastes. 
*How broad the conoept of music should be is another matter. We have not 
been at all restrictive in our usage of the term. Thus the "music" made in 
some 'groups' by" those with a 'self-initiated interest and ability (Factor VII) 
or the "music' heard at 'pop' concerts (Factor VIII) would not be considered 
as music b.r many serious musicians. We do not accept this narrow viewpoint 
and we bave Dot been nor shall we be restriotive in oux usage of the term 
IlUsic. 
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A Conceptual Framework for MUsic Appreciation 
It is disappointing that the confusion evident in the literature is 
paralleled in the findings of both of our practical investigations, even 
although this was not an entirely unexpeoted outoome. However as a 
consequence, there has been much we have felt obliged to include under the 
general heading of 'musio appreciation'. Yet all that has been achieved so 
far is little better than a cataloguing providing a list of possibly 
legitimate aspects of music appreciation. What is required is some 
conoeptual framework for music appreciation which can accept all we wish to 
include within it. 
At the outset, one must beware of believing that there is any such 
thing as 'music appreciation': there is not; to believe there is, is to 
indulge in reification. In the theoretioal disoussion of this point, let us 
draw an analogy with intelligence*. Wl.!!!1 people do, or ~ they act may (or 
may not) be described as intelligent. The adjeotive 'intelligent' merely 
provides a desoription of partioular behaviours. It is only when such 
behaviours regularly ooour that one talks of the person as having 
'intelligenoe'. From the behavioural evidence we make, for our own 
convenienoe, the construot (oonoept) 'intelligence'. What is included in 
this oonstruot depends upon what kinds of behaviours may be desoribed as 
intelligent behaviours. In the broadest sense, this is culturally determined, 
but to some extent it must also be subjectively determined. Similarly, 
what people do and how they behave, in a musioal context, may, or may not 
be, described as 'appreoiative'. Once more the description of specific 
behaviours is a central feature and, as with intelligence, the partioular 
ohoice of behaviours that are labelled 'appreciative' is to some extent 
subjeotively determined. Furthermore, just as there is a virtually unlimited 
number of ways of being intelligent, so there are a great many ways of 
being musically appreoiative. That there are many different ways of being 
intelligent is no soandal. Consequently we believe that it is quite valid 
for us to desoribe many different kinds of behaviour as appreoiative - and 
therefore of showing appreciation. 
Implioit in the reasoning above is an acoeptanoe that the conoepts 
'intelligenoe' and 'music appreciation' are disjunctive concepts; that there 
there/ 
*Here m:r ideas are large17 shaped by Mil •• ' ( 1951). 
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there are ID8.1lY alternative ways of being intelligent or musically 
appreciative. This we firmly believe provides the most useful 
conceptualisation for music appreoiation. However, it is here that a 
distinotion should be made between musio appreoiation and intelligence. With 
the latter, if a person engages in one form of behaviour whioh is generally 
described a8 intelligent, then in other situations he is fairly likely to 
engage in other 'intelligent behaviours'. There are reasonably high 
correlations between different intelligent behaviours. With musio 
appreoiation, tbe oorrelations tend, we believe, to be rather lower. It is 
impossible to have ~ rigorous test of this belief in view of the number 
of ways of being either intelligent or musically appreoiative. At best, one 
can support one's views by reference to very limited and possibly biased 
information. For example, in factor anaJ.yaes of school pupils' work, the 
oorrelations and factor loadings which justify the general factor, 'g', 
that is often equated to intelligence, are frequently higher than those we 
have on our general factor of Jla.Bical appreciation. (See pap171 and 
Appendix 1 8.) 
This is, however, a minor point which is raised to suggest that in 
music appreciation we are dealing with a ooncept that is genuinely ~ 
disjunctive than intelligence is. Sinoe this is a quantitative differenoe, 
and no matter of prinoiple is involved, this does not invalidate our 
argument or the analogy we drew with intelligence. 
Our Views on what Music Appreciation is 
Our position, then, with regard to 'music appreciation' can be 
summarised as follows. MQsio appreciation is a disjunctive concept. There 
are a great variety of different ki nds of behaviour any one or allY 
combination of whioh oan oharacterise music appreciation. It is of 
absolutely no consequenoe that the different kinds of behaviour are 
seemingly or genuinely independent: indeed, this is no more than a 
refleotion of the disjunotive nature of the concept. The choice of 
behavioUlBwhich constitute musical appreciation is inevitably somewhat 
subjective. 
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Our choice (which is the subject matter of the first section in 
this chapter and which need not be further elaborated upon) has we believe 
three characteristics which may commend themselves. 
1. It is in accord with established usages of the tem 
music appreciation. 
2. It is broadly based. 
3. It is supported by factor a.nalytic evidence that we 
are dealing with 'real' musical phenomena. 
We have not provided a definition of music appreciation since, to 
do so, implies a conjunctive concept. Our approach JDa¥ seem lesa tidy. Yet, 
we believe that the statement that music appreciation must be treated as a 
disjunctive concept, together vith the outline of the main aspects of it, 
provides an honest and elegant solution to a difficult question. Such a 
solution has not previously been made explicit, though it may have been 
implici t in some vork. However, making it explicit does have clear 
implications for making investiaations into music appreciation more 
systematic. 
Implications for the Remaining Planned Investigations 
Our factorial study of the many aspects of music appreciation was 
but one half of the school based study. For the second half, the 
investigation of the relationships between personality and music appreciation, 
some measures of the latter are required. Since ve accept that music 
appreciation is a disjunctive concept, ve require a measure (or measures) 
for each separate identifiable aspect. Our factor analysis produced twelve 
major 'factors' vith sub-divisions in each. All but one of these (the 
family background factor) falls into one of three main categories of 
appreciation: 
1. test abilities; 
2. performing abilities and interests; 
3. taste. 
Fori 
For each 'factor' the results of the factor analyses are used to 
select the key variables. These then provide the measures of music 
appreciation that are used in the analysis of the relationships 
batween personality and music appreciation. 
The semantic differential results were not included in the 
factor analysis. Yet in the light of our discussion of the nature 
of music appreciation, these obviously must be of relevance. The 
next chapters which oonsider the personality oorrelates of music 
appreciation make use of them as well as of the variable derived 
from the factor analyses. 
Our factor analysis which has provided one focus for our work 
is based on the results of school pupils only. But, in studying 
the relationship between personality and music appreciation, we 
are investigating the personalities of musicians and music students. 
This is appropriate since we have argued that performing abilities 
and musical interests merit inclusion as behaviours or attitudes 
indicative of music appreciation. 
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PAllT IV 
PERSONALITY IN RELATION TO 
MUSIC APPRECIATION 
ClIAPI'lm 10 
THE PERSONALITY CORRELATES OF MUSICALLY 
APPRECIATIVE SCHOOL PUPILS 
I THE BASIC FINDINGS 
The Home Background and Musical Interest. of the School Pupils who were 
the Subjects 
184. 
A brief description of the background and musical interests of our 
subjects seems appropriate before a consideration of the personality 
correlates of various indices of their music appreciation. This will allow 
some basic descriptive data to be presented. Although much of it may not be 
essential, it is useful for setting the scene and some of it is of real 
interest. Its most important function is to describe the population on 
which the findings are based so that the proper limitations on their 
usefulness may be recognised. This is especially important since our 
subjects are not a representative sample of the school population in the 
education authority used. It is believed that there may be a slight bias 
favouring the more intelligent and those from higher (rather than lower) 
social classes. Such a bias could be expected to give families that are 
more musical than the average an advantage. Apart from thiS, the number 
of musical children selected in each school is greater than would have been 
obtained by taking a representative sample. 
The home background of the subjects: In only a quarter (24%) of the 
families represented in this study does either (or both) of the parents play 
an instrument or sing. The great majority of those who are musical (almost 
80%) play the piano. Stringed instruments are favoured by about 1(}f~. The 
number of parents who sing is not clear. Few of our subjects seem to have 
considered their parents to be singers. The reason for this may be that 
no explicit criteria were provided for our subjects. It is possible that 
to rate as a Singer, a parent must currently be (s~) an active member of 
a choir and those parents who merely sing (to themselves) as they go about 
their work at home are rated as non-singers. On the other hand, those who 
si t and play the piano - even for just a few minutes in the week - are 
rated as 'playing the piano'. However, if our subjects do not consider 
consider/ 
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consider their parents to be musical even when they do Sing, it is ,.nibl. 
that these parents have minimal influence musically on their children. 
Parents' music ma.k1ng seems very conservative (and this may be a 
function of their age and/or of the times in which they grew up). The 
siblings of our subjects seem a little less conservative. Just under ,0% 
of them play an instrument - a proportion not very different from their 
parents. However, of those who do play an instrument only about 40'~ play 
the piano. About 20% play guitars, and a similar proportion woodwind 
instruments (mainly recorders and/or clarinets). There is little doubt 
that the relatively high proportion of woodwind players reflects traditions 
in the wuoation authority used. We believe this is the caso hero, even 
although the recorder is a much more widely used instrument than formerly. 
One (l1LI\lA .. , in the questionnaire ,lBIi concerned W!i~h1flbe,$ao1lnt of 
family music making. In 50% of families there is never any communal family 
music making and in 25% it is very rare. But in about one family in four it 
occurs fairly regularly', if not frequently. This seems to indicate that in 
qui te a high proportion of families where more than just one member is 
muSical, the several musical persons do enjoy playing together from time 
to time. 
In considering home background, we have focused on what parents/ 
siblings do. It is just as relevant to ask what instruments there are in 
the home. Most surprising is the total number of musioal instruments shared 
by our subjeots - on average nearly two instruments for all the families 
represented, and only about one family in 5 has no instrument. Table 10 - 1 
shows the distribution. 
Humber of Instrument. at Home 
8 
1 
6 
5 
4 
:3 
2 
1 
o 
% of Homes 
1 
1 
3 
5 
6 
13 
25 
23 
22 
TABLE 10 - 1 PERCENTAGE F.RiX(UENCY DISmIBUTION 
OF NUMBER OF MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS IN THE HOME 
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What the instruments are presents a few surprises. In 4~~ of homes 
there is a piano (89 pianos). There is a not dissimilar number (85) of 
'popular' stringed instruments, such as guitars and mandolins.* However, 
they are found in rather fewer families since there are some families with 
two such instruments (say a guitar 2 a mandolin) whereas there are no 
families with more than one keyboard instrument. In order of popularity-, 
there follows woodwind instruments{64 - mainly recorders and clarinets) 
the classical stringed instruments (45 - mainly violins), and brass 
instruments (16). Over and above this there is a very considerable number 
of other instruments. Some are quite standard, e.g. there are 8 drums, or 
set of drums (more a reflection of an interest in pipe bands than dance or 
jazz bands). But there is also a good number of rare or bizarre 
instruments. such as zither and ocarina. 
Just as there seems to have been adequate opportunity for most of our 
school pupils to indulge in performing on some instrument if they so 
deSired, so there has been the opportunity to hear music in their homes. In 
only 10'/0 of homes was there no record player and there were as many homes 
with stereo as with mono equipment. Furthermore over ~~ of the homes had 
tape recorders.** 
The subjects of this invest1ption: The subjects of this 
investigation are not very different from their siblings. However, it is 
possible to provide .fU:l:ler documentation about them. Table 10 - 2 indicates 
how many are (or have been) members of an orchestra, of some other musical 
group, or of a choir, and for how long. 
The most common form of musical activity is singing. More than half 
of the subjeots sang in a choir, 94 in a school choir, 34 in a church choir 
and 13 in some other ohoir. It might be noted that not all the church 
ohoristers were also in their sohool ohoirs. In view of their age, our 
subjects' length of servioe as ohoir members (nearly 3 years on average) is 
quite impressive. About a quarter of the subjeots were orchestra members 
members/ 
*A distinotion is made between stringed instruments such as the guitar or --
mandolin and those whioh are orchestral instruments, such as violin or 'oello. 
The musical distinotion between pluoked and bowed instrument here is 
relatively unimportant. The real distinotion is between 'popular' and 
'orchestral' instruments. 
**As this data was oolleoted several years ago, it is likely that at the 
present time even more homes have good sound reproduoing equipment. 
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members and many had quite considerable experience. Over half of these 
School School Church Other Years a Member Orchestra Choir Choir Musical Group 
7 or more 8 years 1 1 
6 6 3 6 
5 6 10 2 
4 6 17 7 2 
3 13 15 2 6 
2 10 24 8 5 1 1 13 10 9 
Less than 7 4 1 6 1 year 
Number of 
subjects who 49 94 35 31 
are members 
TABLE 10 - 2 NUMBER OF Ml!l1BERS AND LENGTH OF MEMBERSHIP 
FOR SCHOOL ORCHESTRA, CHOIRS AND OTHER 
MUSICAL GROUPS 
orchestra members (21) also had played at some stage in a county youth 
orchestra. The third form of musical activity listed in the questionnaire, 
playing with some musical group organised from outwi th school, claimed 31 
persons. The type ot groups is ot interest, and this is tabulated below. 
Type of Groups 
String Quartet or Chaaber Group 
Recorder Group 
Brass Ensemble 
Brass Band 
Rock or 'Pop' Group 
Folk Group 
Jazz Band 
(Scottish Country) Dance Band 
Pipe Band 
Frequency ot Membership* 
4 
8 
2 
2 
6 
4 
3 
1 
7 
*The total is more than 31 since 6 persons were members of two 
groups and for each ot them there are two entries 
TABLE 10 - 3 ~UENCY OF MEMBERSHIP OF MUSICAL GROUPS 
ORGANISED OUTWITB SCHOOL 
The range of musical activities engaged in by our subjects is wide 
and the numbers involved is great. This, not surprisingly, is reflected in 
the instruments studied. 
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Sixty have studied the piano and many for quite a long time (see 
Table 10 - 5). However, at the time of the study, only 19 of this 60 still 
were studying the instrument. Similarly only about one third (39) of the 
108 who had studied another instrument were still studying it. Of the 
19 who had taught themselves an instrUment, 42 Btill actively played it. 
The pattern of preference for instruments is tabulated in Table 10 - 4. 
Type of Instrument 1st Stud;y·· 2nd Study' Self Taught Instrument 
String 31 2 
Woodwind 49 7 21 
Brass 9 3 2 
Guitar etc. 9 2 21 
Percussion 3 5 
Other (e.g. 
Bagpipes) 6 1 1 
TABLE 10 - 4 NUMBER OF PUPIU3 PLAYING VARIOUS TYPE5 OF 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 
Some explanation of the Table 10 - 4 is necessary. The table does not include 
study of the piano, although quite a number of the school pupils studied the 
piano and an orchestral instrument. Since a number of subjects studied two, 
often related, instruments, there are separate columns for their 1st and 
2nd studies. The predominance of woodwind, including recorders, and 
stringed instruments (strictly bowed instruments, sinoe the plucked ones are 
all inoluded under the heading ItGuitar etc. lt ) is not surprising, though 
strings might have been expected to outnumber woodwind. 
Among the self taught, the popularity of guitars is entirely 
predictable, but the equal popularity of woodwind, most certainly is not. 
Overall the number ot pupils with skills on woodwind instruments greatly 
exceeds the number with skills on other groups of instruments - including 
piano. 
The seriousness of the study of musical instruments, and possibly 
some indirect and rather unreliable estimate of performing ability, can be 
gauged by the number of years spent learning the instrument. 
In Table 10 - 5 there have been excluded those who studied (or 
possibly tried out) an instrument for leBs than one year. Pianists (or 
possibly their parents) 8eem to have the greatest stamina. It is possible 
that the figures may distort the true picture for many children start 
start/ 
start "piano lessons" before they might start on another instrument. 
7 or more yrs. 
5 or 6 yrs. 
3 or 4 yrs. 
1 or 2 yrs. 
Piano 
8 (1&~l 
11 (21% 
16 (31~ 
17 (32% 
Other 
Instrument 
Taught 
bya 
Tutor 
(1st or 
2nd Study) 
14113"foj 17 16% 
21 20% 54 51% 
Self 
Taught 
Instrument 
51 gfol 6 10% 
20 33% 
30 48%) 
TABLE 10 -, LENGTH OF TIME STUDYING A MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENT 
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Certainly the drop-out rate is almost the same for piano (6~;) as for other 
formally taught instruments (65%). The best explanation may be that our 
school pupils have stopped their musical studies because the imminence of 
leaving certificate examinations is in their mind, rather than because of a 
lack of interest or stamina, and this would affect all instruments equally. 
To complete this brief picture of the school pupils who are the 
subjects of this part of the investigation, reference must be made to one 
further kind of musical activity, concert going. Our subject~ responses 
concerning how often they attended concerts, either of serious/classical 
music or of pop or folk music are presented in Table 10 - 6. 
Frequency 
As often as possible 
Fairly often 
Occasionally 
]JeTer 
Concert. of 
Serious/Classical 
Music 
Concerts of 
Pop/Folk Music 
6 
8 
46 
40 
TABLE 10 -, FBEQUENCY OF CONCERT GOING (J'IGUIm3 .ABE 
PERCENTAGm) 
It is evident that only a minority of those who engage in other musical 
activities go to concerts. Possible reasons are the difficulties &ad cost of 
travelling - which were not inconsiderable for the majority of our subjects _ 
or parental pressures to spend time on "more worth while" matters. 
Whatever the reasons, conoert going had not become, and was unlikely to 
to/ 
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to become, a habit. It is interesting to note the similarity of the results 
for attendance at pop concerts and serious concerts. The popularity of pop/ 
folk music (~224) might lead one to expect a considerably higher proportion 
of people attending this kind of concert. 
The Nature of the Analyses and the ReEorting of Them 
Theoretical backs6ound: The problem of correlating ~ersonality 
variables with music appreciation has already been discussed because there 
is no one thing, music appreciation. There are a number of separate 
'factors' that can be described as being related to, or components of, 
music appreciation and the personality correlates with these factors, or the 
variables associated with them, are required. 
In practice, it was not possible to correlate measures of 
personality with the music factors. 'Factor Scores' (i.e. scores which are 
aggregates of the scores for each variable in which differential weighting 
produces as pure a measure of the factor as possible) could not be 
determined for all the factors and so were not used for any of them. This 
is no major drawback. Some psycholoeists disapprove in principle of using 
the results of factor analysis as the criterion measures for further 
correlational study. They argue that one should either make use of larger 
factor analyses so as to include all variables under investigation or carry 
out the further correlational studies by making use of variables which have 
a clear theoretical importance. 
Since the factors that emerged from the factor analysis can be 
interpreted in a straightforward manner, and since they parallel the different 
aspects of musical abilities and experience (that were discussed in Chapters 8 
and 9) and since for each of these faotors there are one or two 'key' 
variables, that is variables with high factor loadings, it is right in theory, 
as well as oonvenient in practice, to select the key variables that have 
enabled the factors to be identified as the oriterion variables for 
determining personality correlates. 
Eleven of the 12 factors identified in Chapter 8 are of direct 
relevance. The factor concerned with 'Family background' is not relevant in 
the same way. The theoretical position adopted on this matter can be 
diagrammatically illustrated. On the right hand side are the 
thel 
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the independent variables: on the left hand side the dependent variables. 
Individual's 
Perso;li ty ~ 
I ~ Musioal I? ~_. Appreoiation 
u.. _ ... 
"" ~ ... 
Musical Background 
of Family/Home 
i.e. 
(Abilities 
Interests 
Tastes 
Aotivities) 
The main topic under investigation is the relationship between personality 
and the musical oharacteristios of the individual. Yet also of very real 
concern is how IIIIlSioal background may influence musioali ty: mo:re generally 
what one must oonside:r is the relationship between 'background' and 
'musical characteristics', since there ~ be an interaction - as, for 
example, when music making in the home is one of a number of influences 
which determines a person's performing abilities and this increasing skill 
leads to an increasing amount of music making in the home." ,The 
relationship between the individual's personality and the extent to which 
his home background is musical is of minimal direot relevanoe in this study. 
Presentation of the results: Two parallel types of information have 
been used in the analyses. First is the matrix of oorrelation coeffioients 
between the music and the personality variables. For the second, the scores 
on each personality variable are broken down acoording to the musioal 
criteria (and one-way analyses of variance are used to test for statistical 
significance) • 
The latter method was not appropriate for all the musical variables 
but the former method was. As it is, therefore, the more comp:rehensive, it 
has been used as the basis for analysis and reporting. However, where the 
breakdown of results is instruotive, the appropriate figures are cited. 
The complete correlation matrix used is to be found in Appendix 16. 
In the interpretation of the matrix to find the personality 
oorrelates of music appreoiation, it is neoessary to oonsider if there is 
a oonsistent pattern of results for each personality factor. To do this, 
the precise magnitude of the oorrelation coeffioients is of less importanoe 
than any similarity in the magnitudes of equivalent coeffi~ients. To make 
the presentation simple yet intelligible - so that the patterns will stand 
out - the tabulation of the results merely provides the sign of each 
each/ 
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each correlation coefficient (i.e. positive or negative) and the level of 
statistical significance of the coefficients. A simple inspection of the 
tables (making use of no o~e criterion* in isolation) enables the 
personalit.y of the musically appreciative to be discerned. Although 
"eyeballing" the results in this way is not a rigorous technique, this does 
not matter too much at this stage since only what is basic is being 
described. Where the deviations from the basic pattern of personality are 
discussed, greater rigour is desirable, and it is fairly easily achieved. 
One problem that seemed initially to be important was determining the 
number of key variables to use for any one factor. The importance of this 
diminished on finding that with the test factors (the first considered in 
detail) it mattered little which of the pertinent variables were selected: 
the pattern of results was essentially the same with them all. This was 
also found to be more or less true when variables for many of the 
different factors were investigated. In consequence the choice was 
determined as much by' the importance of a variable as by its factor loading, 
in the original factor analysis, and normally only one or two variables were 
selected for each factor. Even so, over 20 musical variables are considered 
and correlated with 19 personalit.y factors. 
Because of the extent of the ~t as to the personality profiles 
associated with the different factors (or variables) of music appreciation, 
this chapter presents the basic profile and the significant and interesting 
variations on this basic theme and the influences of the home background are 
described and discussed in Chapter 11. 
In Appendix 33, there is a brief summary of what is measured on the 
various dimensions of the H.S.P.Q., the personality test that provided most 
results. The J.E.P.I. was also used and this measures extraversion 
and neuroticism (emotional lability). 
*e.g. the statistical significance of the correlation coefficientso 
J.B.P.I. H.S.P.Q. 
Variable Factor 
E N A B- C D E F G H I J 0 Q2 Q3 Q4 QI QIII QIV 
·Performance on Wing's 
+" .... +- ... ... ... + 
'Ability' Tests I 05 001 05 05 01 01 (1 - 3) 
·Having studied + + + - +- +" ... + + piano I 01 05 01 
·Performance on Wing's 
.. +- ... .-
*' 
... ... 
'Appreciation' Tests II 05 001 05 05 001 (4 - 7) 
·Performance on Wing's ... ... 
*' • 
.. 
Tests 4 and 6 II 001 01 01 01 01 
·Performance on Wing's + .. ... .- .- + 
Tests 5 and 7 II 001 05 001 
·Performance on the .... + .... ... + .... + .... .- + 
Indiana-OregonTest III 01 001 05 05 
·Discrimination of 
better version on + .- *' *' ... ... ... .. ... 
Indiana-Qregon III 001 001 05 05 
·Performance on + .... .- .- .- + ... ... 
*' ~artin's Test IV 001 05 01 05 05 05 05 05 
.-Test Factors· (see .- + + +- .- .- ... 
page ) I .... II + III 001 05 05 05 05 05 01 
TABLE 10 - 7 ~IGNIFICANCE OF THE CO~TION COEFFICIENTS BBrWEEN THE PEaSONALITY FACTORS AND niB 100' 
MU~ICAL VARIABLES ~'OB. THE FACTORS OF T&'T PJaFOB.lIANCB 
~ 
'D 
VI 
• 
J .E.P.I. H.i).P.Q. 
Variable Factor 
E N 4 B C D E F G H I J 0 
"'Membership of school ... .. .. .... ..- ... .. 
orcheatra V 05 05 
·Number of yeara in .. ... .. .. .. ... ... 
achool orchestra V 05 01 05 
*Stud.y"ing an instrument ... .. ... .. ... ... ... 
. other than piano V 05 05 
"'lleIIIber8hip ot school .. .. .... ..- ... 
-
.. ... ... ... 
choir VI 05 
"'Membership ot church ... ... ... .. ... ... .. 
choir VI 05 
Having taught oneselt ... + ... .. .... +- .. ... 
an instrument VII 05 05 
Kember of a non-school + +- ... ... - ... .... .... ... 
JDU8ic group VII 05 05 
TABLE 10 - 8 SIGNIFICANCE OF TIIB CaBBEI.~ION COEFFICIENTS BErWEEN THE PlIiSONALITY 
VAlUABLES FOB. THE FACTOllB OF PiRFOUANCE MiD PEBFOIUaNG ABILITY 
Q2 QJ Q4 
.... 
.. 
05 
.... 
... 
... 
... .... 
J'ACTOBS ~D 
QI QIII 
..-
..-
... 
.. 
.. +-
THE KAY 
QIV 
01 
001 
05 
... 
-" 
'-0 
~ 
• 
J.E.P.I. H.S.P.Q. 
Variable Factor 
E N A B C J) E F G H I J 0 Q2 ~3 Q4 QI QUI QIV 
Attendance at Folk! ..... ... .. .... .. .. • ... - • .... .. ... .. Pop concerts VIII 001 01 01 01 001 
Taste for Pop .. • ..... .. - ... .. ... ... • lIlU8ic VIII and IX 001 05 001 05 05 
Taste for Jau VIII'l .. ... ... .. 
-
.. ... ... 
-
.. ... 
JDUsic XI 001 01 01 01 01 05 
-Taste for Orchestral .. ... .... .. .. ..... .... .... .. 
music IX 05 001 05 01 001 001 
~a8te for Chamber ... .. .. ... + .. .... + • .. IllUsic IX 01 05 01 01 01 05 
-Attendance at 
..... ... .. .. concerts of classical + .. .. .. .. 
lIlllsic IX 05 01 05 
Taste for Folk .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... 
- +-
IIlUsic X 05 
Taste for Scottish .. ... ... +- ... +-
-
+ 
III1sic X 
Taste for music from ... + .. ... +-
-
.... ... .. + 
-
.. .. 
shows Xl 05 
Taste for Latin- .. ... ... 
-
.. .. ... .. ... + .. 
American lIlllBic XI 01 05 05 
TABLi 10 - 9 SIGNIFIWWCE OF THE COB BEI.AT ION COEFFICIilflS BlilrYl.iliN THB Pu.smw.ITY FAC'tOBB AND THE III 
VAlUABLES FOli THE FACTOBS OF MUSICAL TASTE 
.... 
\D 
VI 
• 
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The Results 
In Tables 10 - 7 to 10 - 9 there are 17 musical variables (all of 
which are asterisked) which have some kind of bearing on classical or 
serious music, i.e. the variables associated with Factors I to VI and 
Factor IX. It is quite evident from these tables that there is a small 
number of personality factors (all from the B.S.P.Q.) which consistently 
tend to give significant correlations with these variables. These are 
listed below in an approximate order of importance (though as there is no 
single appropriate criterion of importance, this listing is, to some 
extent, subjective). Since the factors are described by reference to 
their polar extremes, the extremes of the musically appreciative are 
underlined. 
Factor 
B 
Q.IV 
I 
A 
Q III 
Description of What it Measures 
Low intelligence v High 
rnte'lligence 
Field Dependence v Field 
Toughminded 
Reserved 
, Pathem!a , 
(feeling, not 
thinking) 
Independence 
v Tenderminded 
( 'Presmia' .. 
Emotional 
Sensitivity) 
v Warmhearted, 
Outgoing 
v ' Cortertia' 
(Tough Poise) 
Number of 
Significant 
Results 
13 
10 
9 
9 
6 
TABLE 10 - 10 THE PERSONALITY FACTORS 'WHICH MOST 
OFTEN CORRELATE SIGNIFICANTLY WITH 
MUS 10 VAllIABL1!S 
Of possibly less importance are the factors for which there are few 
significant correlations, but where there is consistency in the sign 
of the correlations. Such factors are listed in Table 10 - 11 and must be 
considered to have some possible relationship with musical appreciation. 
However, they are of less importance than the factors listed in Table 10 - 10, 
and those low on the table are less important than those high on it. 
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Number of 
Number of lilzceptions 
Factor Description of What it Measures Significant where the 
Results Sien· 
-- .'-
is Reversed 
G Disregards rules v Conscientious 4 4 (Superego Strength) 
J Zestful v Circumspect 
( Likes Group Individua.lism 4 3 
Action) 
E Obedient v Assertive 3 1 
~ Socially v Self sufficient 
Group- 3 3 
DeEendent 
C Affected !?l v Emotionally Stable 2 2 Feelings (Ego Strength) 
0 Self assured v Apprehensive 2 2 
D Undemonstrative v Excitable 2 3 
H S~, Timid v AdTenturollS 1 2 
TABLE 10 - 11 PERSONALITY FACTORS WICH CORRELATE CONSISTENTLY, IF 
NOT SIGNIFICANTLY, WITH MUSIC VARIABLE5 
An interesting (and relevant) theoretical problem arises with factors 
like 'H'. One significant correlation coefficient out of 16 seems no better 
than chance. Yet 14 positive correlation coefficients indicates a 
consistency that could imply some real relationship, even if the strength of 
the relationship is slight. Application of the 'sign test' (see, e.g. 
Siegel, 1956) suggests that the same kind of relationship (in this case, 'a 
positive correlation') being found in 14 out of 16 independent comparisons is 
so rare as to be statistically significant. However, it could be ~ed 
that because the music variables are correlated, the correlations with ~ 
one personality factor are not 1ndependent*, and so the sign test is 
inappropriate as it would exaggerate statistical significance. Nonetheless, 
the reasoning behind the sign test, that consistency over many results (none 
of which, by itself, is statistically significant) can imply Significance 
over the whole set of results, may have a limited validity in interpreting 
the results of Table 10 - 11. There is no more reason to believe that the 
consistency results purely from the overlap in the music variables than to 
believe it purely reflects the relationship with the personality factor. 
*Indeed in this case, it could be argued, no more than 7 independent 
aspects (factors) of musical appreciation are represented. 
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Of the 6 factors not so far listed in the Tables 10 - 10 and 
10 - 11 only one, Neuroticism from the J.E.P.I~ has correlation coefficients 
which consistently have the same sign. However, none of these reach 
significance and they are inconsistent with the results of factor C of the 
H.S.P.Q,. The correlations of the other 5 variables seem to be distributed 
more or less randomly around zero. 
The listings in Tables 10 - 10 and 10 - 11 provide the raw material 
required for describing the personality of the school pupil who appreciates 
classical serious music. 
The Musically Appreciative Personality 
Several aspects of the musical individual's personality are evident 
from the tables. However the overall picture contains no unexpected 
paradoxes; there is a nice consistency in the findings. 
The most important single factor to correlate with musical 
appreciation is intelligence. The correlation coefficients obtained are 
statistically highly significant and with the test variables they are of 
the order of .3 or .4. (For example, the correlation coefficient between 
the II.S.P .Q.. factor :a and the variable "Test factors", which provides 
a composite of scores from the Wing 'Ability' Tests, the Wing 'Appreciation' 
Tests and the Indiana-Oregan Test*, is .43.) The other musical variables 
lead to slightly lower coefficients, but as they are of the order of .2 to 
.3, they are still as high as many of the results in the literature. That 
intelligence correlates with music appreciation is not surprising: that it 
should correlate so highly is a little surprising. However, the·figures 
are probably quite trustworthy, and the population tested is possibly more 
representative than many that have been used in other studies. Our finding 
supports the argument of Sergeant and Thatchers article (Sergeant and 
Thatcher, 1914) that the role of intelligence has been undervalued in many 
researchea. 
A lack of independence also characterises the musically appreciative 
in a number of ways. The most significant aspect of this is provided in 
the low soores on factor Q, IV. (Subduedness v Independence.) Cattell 
Cattell/ 
*The three elements have equal weight. 
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Cattell suggests that this is revealed in a failing to have perceptual 
independence, so that the low soores indicate 'field dependenoe' in the 
sense that Witkin (1954) uses the term. However Cattell further suggests 
that "general temperamental independenoe in the broadest sense" is an 
expression of this factor. The subdued or conforming nature is revealed 
in the 1st order factors E and G. Factor E indicates being submissive, 
obedient, accommodating and accepting authority, and factor G ('superego 
strength') indicates a control imposed from within that will also lead 
to the same kind of behaviours. The distinction between 'G' and 'E' should 
be made quite explicit since the link with the former suggests that the 
musical person is conscientious, pOSitive and possibly perSistent in the 
activities he undertakes. 
Being socially group dependent (Q2) and temperamentally preferring 
to sink ones individuality into group action (J) reveals fresh aspects of 
the conformity of those who appreciate music. But they are also indicative 
of sociability, which is further attested by being warmhearted, outgoing, 
co-operative and participating (A +). "When persons of A+ score come 
together, they more readily form active groups." (Cattell and Cattell, 
1969) However "the A+ individual is generally willing to 'go along' with 
expediency". (Cattell et aI, 1910) The liking and involvement in social 
activities does not amount to extraversion. No matter whether extraversion 
is measured using the Junior Eysenck PersonaE ty Inventory or the 2nd order 
factor, 'HEvia' (QI) from the H.S.P.Q., it seems to be unrelated to musical 
appreoiation. This may be because of lack of dynamism or thrust which has 
been discussed above: conformity implies being led rather than taking the 
lead. On factors F ('Surgent', enthusiastio, happy-go-lucky) and 
H (Adventurous, thick-skinned, socially bold), the musically appreciative 
seem little different from any others yet these factors are quite as 
important for 'arvia' as factor A. On factor D, for which our results are 
undoubted~ fairly inconclusive, any slight tendency is for the musical 
to be phlegmatic and undemonstrative rather than excitable and over-
active, a tendency more indicative of introversion than of extraversion. 
One further characteristic which correlates with musical appreciation 
is of real importance. This is a tendency to make affective, emotional 
responses. Factor I ('Presmia') is the most important single factor here 
and it reveals an emotional sensitivity. The emotionality possibly 
possibly/ 
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possibly revealed in factor C is also quite consistent with our 
interpretation. Related to these 1st order factors, but based on several 
other factors as well, is the 2nd order factor ~ III (Pathemia v Cortertia). 
At the appropriate pole, (musical) "individuals show a tendency to !!!l 
rather than ~". 
Discussion 
Of greatest interest in the results obtained is the remarkable 
similarity of the personality correlates for m&n7 or the music appreciation 
variables being studied. It would be disingenuous to expect the 
personality correlates (and the implied personality profiles) to show 
considerable variations according to the aspect of music appreciation being 
studied. While the factors that emerged from the factor analysis may be 
orthogonal, the variables employed in the search for personality correlates 
are not independent. Furthermore, it seems unlikely, on any kind of grounds, 
that different aspects of musicality would not derive from some common 
personality traits. Nonetheless, the level of consistency over the 
variables associated in some way or another, with serious music is 
unexpected but of real significance. The variations which do exist (such as 
the variations in the magnitude and significance of the correlations with 
factor B) are less important than the similarities. 
The relative uniformity of the personality correlates of different 
aspects of musioal appreoiation is most weloome because it helps to provide 
an elegant oonceptual framework for an area which lacked any integrated 
framework. In Chapters 8 and 9 it was necessary to recognise the 
multiplicity of different musical behaviours or attitudes which go under the 
name 'musio appreciation'. To rationalise the situation we proposed that 
music appreoiation be oonsidered as a disjunotive concept so that senuinelJ 
dilterent actiTitie8 could still be described, in a general way, as 
revealing music appreciation. In effect this was to suggest that the various 
musical activities that are covered by the blanket term 'music appreciation' 
should be considered as the evidence for musical appreciation but not the 
same as it. While this conceptualisation was possibly an advanoe on 
on/ 
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on previous thinking on the subjeot, there remained the question as to what 
it was that lay behind musically appreciative activities. 
The present findings suggest that there is a musically appreciative 
personality and that those who have this may reveal it by engaging in any 
one of a considerable number of activities or by showing any one of a number 
of musical skills. That the attitudes, activities, or skills of the 
appreciative are uncorrelated is immaterial because the integrating aspect 
is the common personality structure of these musically appreciative people. 
It is recognised that the present suggestion has no more than the status of 
a hypothesis. To substantiate it one would ideally select people with the 
personality oharacteristios that have been shown to typify the musically 
appreciative and assess whether, in any sense, they are more musical than 
those who lack the crucial characteristics. However, before this is feasible 
it is important to discover what personality variations exist among those who 
could be labelled musically appreciative. 
One attack on this problem is to discover what are the differences 
between the personality correlates of the different musical variables and 
this is the next topic discussed. Of especial importance for this is a 
consideration of the variables so far deliberately ignored, i.e. those that 
are not necessarily associated with serious music. These further analyses 
are the subject of the next chapter. 
CHAPl'l:Jl 11 
THE P~TY CO~AS OF WSICALLY 
APPllliCIATIVE SC1l)0L PUPILS 
II VARIATIONS ON THl!. .BASIC TlOOtE 
The Scope of the Chapter 
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In Chapter 10 the basic personality correlates of music appreciation 
were outlined. The function of this chapter is to bring into sharper focus 
these correlates and this is done in several ways. First is by a closer 
consideration of the results presented in the last chapter since the 
personality factors of significance are found to be of greater or lesser 
importance depending on the aspect of music appreciation being studied. 
Second is by making use of the full results, whereas in Chapter 10 music 
appreCiation variables not associated with classical or serious music were 
ignored. Third is by fin'ding the extent to which family background is an 
influence on music appreciation and relating this to what has been 
discovered about the role of personality factors on music appreciation. 
Intelligence and Different Aspects of Music AppreCiation 
Table 10 - 7 (page 193) revealed the very considerable importance of 
intelligence (Factor B) in relation to ability on music tests. The music 
variables can be grouped together into those dealing with test ability, 
with performing uills or interests, and with musical tastes. When the 
correlation coefficients with Factor B of the sev~ral variables in each 
group are averaged, and when these averages are compared, it can be seen 
that intelligence does not share the same relationship with the different 
differentl 
different groups of variablea. (The appropriate figures are tabulated 
in Table 11 - 1.) 
V~iables whose correlation coefficients with 
Factor a are averaged 
Total scores on the 4 music tests 
Ratings on taste for orchestral, operatic 
and chamber music 
4 Variables associated with playing an 
instrument and with choir and orchestra 
membership (see text) 
The 6 Utaste" variables not associated 
with claasical music 
Mean r 
with lo'actor B 
.19 
.os 
TABLE 11 - 1 CQtiBl::LATIOL'i COEl'FICIENTS BhTi~ INTl!iLLIGl:oNCE 
AND VAaIOUS ASPlf.CT.;i OF WSlC APPitlliCIAXION 
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The first conclusion that must be drawn is that intelligence is not 
equally related to all aspects of music appreciation. The negligible 
correlation coefficients with (say) taste for brass band music or taste 
for latin-american music cannot be i6DQred if these are legitimate as 
aspects of music appreciation, and we have ~_ ~ are. Intelligence 
seems to be considerab~ more close~ related to classical styles of 
music than to other s~les. Even within the olassical range there may 
well be a valid distinction between listening and performing. Ability to 
do music tests and taste for classical music are concerned with listening 
and have higher correlation coefficients with intelligence than the 
variables concerned with performance. The 4 variables used for the 
average in the table are: 
These/ 
(i) being a member of a school choir (.1J) 
( ii) number of years tuition on an 1n.strument (.21) 
(ill) number of years as a member of an orchestra (.19) 
(iv) selfasseBsment ot instrumental ability and 
memberahip of a non-school musical grou~.22). 
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These were chosen to be wide ranging in dealing with performing and to 
give high correlations (e.g. the correlation coefficient for studying an 
instrument is .09 - and for piano alone .10. The correlation coefficient 
for the number of years spent studying an instrument, .21, is much higher.) 
It is rather ironic that Wing's test, which claims to predict 
performing ability has the highest correlations with intelligence whereas 
the tests more concerned with listening, for its own sake, have lower 
correlations. In so far as Wing's test is used as an aptitude test, it 
may reflect analytical thinking and intelligence more than it should and 
the (relatively) close link with intelligence may be something of a 
disadvantage. However, where Wing's test is used as an attainment test 
to measure pupils' present musical abilities, the close relationship with 
intelligence is immaterial. 
Personality in Relation to Musical Tastes 
In considering the importance of 'intelligence' as a personality 
correlate the distinction has already been made between taste for 
classical/serious music and taste for other kinds of music. A particular 
comparison that has a special bearing on this topic is between the 
personalities of those with a taste for 'pop' music and those whose taste 
is for classical music. This is of interest since it has been shown in 
Factor IX that the former taste is, to some extent, the polar opposite of 
the latter. Nonetheless, there is a separate factor (Factor VIII) in 
which taste for 'pop' music is important, and it would be wrong to consider 
'pop' simply as the antithesis of classical music. Another reason for 
denying that 'pop' is the antithesis of classical music is the complication 
that arises when interpreting the negative correlation between taste for 
'pop' music and taste for classical music because 'pop' music is more 
popular than classical music. A consequence is that those who like 
classical music more than the average person and like 'pop' music less than 
the average person (which is what would be required for a negative 
correlation) may still like 'pop' just as much as classical music. 
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Possib~ the most significant difference between the 'pop' addict and 
the classical music lover is in their levels of extraversion. There is a 
significant negative correlation between extraversion (measured on the 
J.E.P.I.) and taste for orohestral music (r =-.15). There are significant 
positive correlations between extraversion and taste for 'pop' music 
(r = +.27) and attendance at fo~'pop' concerts (r = ~.26). (~ee also 
Table 11 - 2.) 
N Orchestral Music N 'Pop' Muaic Mean Score Mean Score 
Like very much 48 15.19 126 17.49 
Like a bit 6°l 4-0 15.65 Unaure 22 16.96 j} Dialike a bit 22 1,}.89 Dislike strong~ ,}1 18.07 
TABLE 11 - 2 MlSAN ElT,RAVtJiSIO.N SCORES (J.E.,p.I.) FOR 
DIF~'ERENT DEGREES OF LIiUNG FOB. 'FOP' 
MUSIC AND LIKING l!'O,R ORCHEST.RA.L lIDSre 
The H.S.P.Q. personality factors alao show the aame resulta. The 2nd 
order factor. ~t&, correlates positivelY with taste for 'pop' and with 
attendance at 'pop'/folk concerts, it correlates negativelY with taate for 
orchestral music •. Thia shows the influence of Factors ~ and J where those 
who like 'pop' are 'dominant, zestful, l~ing group action' but thoae with 
classical tastes are submissive and reflective o It ia pertinent to note 
that it is only with the attitudes concerning listening, which are a part 01' 
taste for classical musiC, that lead to higher scores on Factor J 
("circumspect individualism" and "being reflective"). With the music tests, 
high ability is correlated with low scores. ~till related in the moat 
general way to extraversion is the positive oorrelation between taste for 
orchestral music and 'self sufficiency' (Q2). Again thia aeems to 
characterise the listener. There is no such correlation with measures of 
musical ability or with variables associated with musical performance. The 
person with a taste for • pop' music tends to be gt'oup dependent and a "aound 
follower" who yields to social pressures: the negative correlations are 
significant. 
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This last finding should presumably not seem unusual since the 
popular music industry relies very heavily upon the social conformity of 
its (mainly teenage) market to survive and profit. The lower super ego 
strength (G) of those liking 'pop', as compared to those liking orchestral 
music parallels this and suggests that those favouring 'pop' may lack their 
own 'inbuilt' personal musical standards. Possibly similar to this are the 
results concerning Field Dependence (QIII). 
One further distinction between the classical music lover and the 
'pop' lover is in their emotionality or emotional sensitivity. On both 
Factor C and Factor I, the emotionally less stable and more sensitive, are 
those preferring classical (orchestral) music. 
The personality correlates of liking for orchestral music and liking 
for 'pop' music reveal quite neatly the fact that these are in some respects 
polar opposites. There remains the question of the extent to which taste 
for folk (and Scottish) music and taste for light music have the same 
personality correlates as have been described for the basic 'appreciative' 
personality - which approximates to the correlates for 'liking for 
orchestral music' - or to what extent they have their own unique personality 
correlates. 
To deal with this question, the four characteristics which distinguish 
those with tastes for classical music from those with taste for 'pop' can 
be considered first. These are: 
1. Level of intelligence 
2. Degree of extraversion 
3. Extent to which one is socially pliable 
4. Degree of emotional sensitivity. 
In Table 11-3, the 'correlation coefficients' quoted are, with the 
exception of those for 'pop' music, the average of the several coefficients 
for the relevant variables. Taste for classical music is based on 'taste 
for orchestral music', 'taste for opera', and 'taste for chamber music'. 
Taste for folk and Scottish music is based on the two variables indicated 
in the title. Taste for light music is based on 'taste for music from 
shows', 'taste for batin-American music' and 'taste for jazz'. The 
Thel 
The groupings used here are those that emerged in the factor analysis 
of the taate variables. 
Intelligence Extraversion 
o':>elf-
suff-
1c1ency ~otional 
(v ~ocial Sensitivity 
Pliab-
ility) 
Jactor B .... ~- ~-. ..IlUI.~ .......... G- Q2-
version {.qx} 
(JliPI) (ISPQ) 
Taste for 
..-.25 -.14- -.0,3 +.18 .... 02 .... 26 classical music 
Taste for folk 
and scottish •• 11 +.02 .00 +.11 -.07 •• 10 
music 
Taste for light 
•• 02 .... 20 +.16 .... 06 -.13 .... 07 music 
Taste for 'pop' 
-.04 •• 27 ..-.10 -.03 -.29 -.1lt-
TABLE 11 - , CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF MUSICAL TASTE) WITH 
SOME PERSO.ALITY VAlUABLE 
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It is evident that taste for folk music and taste for light music are 
associated with personality types intermediate between those that 
characterise a taste for classical music and a taste for 'pop' music. 
Because 'folk' and 'light' music are intermediate tastes it is only to be 
expected that the correlation coefficients tend not to be so significant. 
a~ with the figures for 'BXvia' is the pattern distorted, and all the taste 
variables provide similar correlation coefficients. However the regularity 
with which the average correlations increase or decrease· provides sound 
evidence that the personality variables of interest are the same for all 
al1/ 
*This regularity is also seen if the individual taste variables are listed 
in the sequence: taste for orchestral, operatiC, chamber, Soote, folk, 
show, latin-american, jail, or 'pop' music. There are,however, minor 
fluctuatiOns. 
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all musical tastes and that the relationships between personality and music 
tastes are surprisingly simple and regul~. 
Let us exemplify what is meant by this last statement. The person 
with a taste for 'pop' music tends to be (on average) extravert, social~ 
pliable, emotionally insensitive and not necessarily intelligent. If 
factors of taste are independent (and we are certain ours are) then, in 
theory, there seems to be no reason why some other taste might not be 
associated with being (say) extravert, socially pliable, but emotiona~ 
sensitive and intelligent. In fact, the kind of independence in the 
personality factors that would be required for this seewa not to be typical 
of the personality correlates of musical taste. 
It was suggested, in Chapter 10, that although music appreciation ma.y 
be revealed in a~ of a great number of different musical activities, there 
is a more-or-less unique personality structure which typifies the musical~ 
appreciative. From the closer consideration of the personality correlates 
of taste for various styles of music, it has been shown that the structure 
of personality appropriate to each factor of musical taste diff~s. 
However, we believe this does not invalidate the suggestion since for the 
separate factors of musical taste there are not totally different personality 
profiles~ but essentially the same profile shown with greater or lesser 
int ens i ty or clarity. 
The Personality of Performers 
Whether an Whether a Whether a delf taught Orchestral Choir Member Instru-Player 
mentalist 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 
Factor C 5.21 5.62 5 • .39 5.70 6.17 5.J6 
I 6.71 5 • .55 5.94- .5.52 .5.,36 5.88 
QUI 5.08 .5.65 5.18 .5.79 .5.69 5.51 
H 6.04- .5.42 5 • .59 5.43 6.23 5.26 
Q3 4-.54- 5.30 5.19 5.20 5 • .53 5.(6 
N = 28 N = 91 N = 47 
TABLE 11 - 4- lr1EAN SCOIU;S R)R PW'O~ AND NON .. PW'O~ 
ON. TO 1I.S.P.q .. ~'ACTORS THAT DISTINGUISH 
THElt 
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The typical personality profile of those who perform is essentially 
the same as the basic personality profile alread,y described. This can be 
seen in the pattern of results displayed in Table 10 - 8 (p .194). 30me 
aspects of personality demand further attention since they reflect 
differences between different groups of performers. 
Compared to the majority, thoae who have taught themselves an 
instrument tend to be emotionally more stable and possibly fairJ.y 
persistent in their stU(\ying. Their relatively high scores on Factor Q,} 
(controlled, self disciplined) tends to confirm this interpretation. 
Qrchestral players and singers tend to be less stable and less 
emotionally controlled than normal. In previous anaJ.yses, Factors C and 1 
have been considered jointly since both are related to emotional 
sensitivity. On both factors orchestral players and. singers tend to be 
more emotionalJ.y sensitive than others (C-, r+) whereas self taught 
instrumentalists are lesa so. The marked difference on ' I' further 
suggests that the self taught player is less sensitive and may have a skill 
or interest that outstrips his musicianship: he may have more delight in 
playing than aspiratiOns to pl~ with aensitive musicality. 
On one further factor, Factor H (SocialJ.y bold, If thick skinned"), 
self taught musicians differ quite si¢ficantJ.y f rom others and thb may 
reflect a courage to "go it alone" in stuqying an instrument. With other 
instrumentalists there is a similar trend, but it is much less marked. 
A more detailed analysis of the relationship between performing on 
a musical instrument and personality could be made by taking account of 
which instrument a person pl~s, whether piano or a stringed instrument 
or a wood wind instrument, etc. The resul ts for such comparisons are to 
be found in Appendix 24. UnfortunateJ.y, no significant findings emerge. 
The prinCipal reason for this is that the number, of people falling into 
an.y one group is ve'r3 small (e.g. there is personality data on only 
10 brass players). AI though there are no significant distinctions evident 
between pianists, wood w1Dd players and brass players (say), this is not 
to demr that real differences ma.y exist. However, to be useful, data on 
much greater numbers would be required. 
Home Background and Music Appreciation 
Home background. and test ability: 
Number of instruments 
at home 
Whether parents play 
an instrument 
Whether siblings play 
an instrument 
Amount of family 
music making 
Total f'or 
Wing Tests 
.59 
.50 
.38 
.4-0 
Total f'or 
Indiana-Oregon 
.39 
.34-
.27 
.37 
Total for 
Martin Test 
.,32 
.29 
.14-
.22 
TAJU.E 11 - 5 OORQEUTIQN COEFFICI»f.rS ~ HOlm BACKGROUND 
VAlUABLES AND MUSICAL .wILITY AS MEASIJRED BY 
THE MUSIC TESrS 
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From Table 11 - 5 it is ver.y evident that the home background is of very 
considerable importance. With the exception of the two lowest correlation 
coefficients quoted all are statistical13 significant at the .01 or .001 
level. The magnitude of these figures is much higher than the magnitude 
of the correlation coefficients between personality variables and test scores, 
which suggests that ones basic personality is less important than how 
musical an environment one grows up in. It is interesting to note that the 
highest correlations are with the number of instruments in the home, i.e. 
the equipment available, and not with the other variables which are 
concerned with active music making. 
One would expect that the use that is made of instruments would be a 
more valuable index since a causal relationship could be ~pothesiBed 
between music making in the home and the musical ability of the subjects 
tested, but there is no (simple) causal relationship between possession of' 
musical instruments and musical abili~. 
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'Ability' tests which demand ana~ic skills yield higher correlation 
coefficients than 'appreciation' tests which require jUdgements about the 
artistic merit of different bits of music. This is true no matter whether 
a comparison of whole tests is made (e.g. Wing v Martin) or a comparison is 
made within a single test instrument (e.g. Wing's 'Ability' tests (1 - 3) v 
Wing's 'Appreciation' tests (4 - 7». Possibly parental concern for 
technical accuracy is greater than an interest i n how musical a performance 
is. 
Home background and performing skills: 
Whether Whether Years as Membership Whether al\Y an a m~~ber Membership of piano other instru-
non-school is instru- ment is o.bool of school music 
studied ment is self- :rch- choir group 
studied taught estra 
Number of 
instruments .43 .J9 .27 .49 .34 .38 
at home 
Whether 
parents play 
• .34- .23 .2Jt. .42 .36 .)6 an 
instrument 
Whether 
siblin8s 
• .34- .38 .23 .42 .40 .24-play an 
instrument 
Amount of 
:family music .26 .12 .2.5 .27 .30 .26 
making 
TARLE 11 - 6 COiLtiELATION COm'ICIllmS BETWEEN HOME BACKGROUND 
VAIU.ABLES AND VARIABT·Tt:s .RlU.ATING '1'0 PERFOIUIING 
MUSICALLY 
In various aspects of performing, home influences are again quite 
considerable (see Table 11 - 6). The fact that there 1" a weaker 
relationship with family music making than with number of instruments at 
home is, in thia context, particularly surprising. Even so, the 
thel 
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the correlation coefficients are quite high. The lowest values 
(possibly not surprisin&ly) are for having taught oneself an instrument, 
but even here all are statistically significant at better than the .01 
level. 
Home background and musical taste; In Table 11 - 7 to consider 
home influences on the subjectsmuaical tastes, onl1 the two 'home' 
variables, 'number of instruments at home' and 'whether either or both 
parents play an instrument' are reported. But the correlation coefficients 
for the other two 'home' variables do not differ from the latter to 8.I\Y 
mBol'ked extent. 
Number of Whether parents 
instruments play an 
at home* instrument 
Attendance at concerts of 
.}8 ••• 
.W·· serious music 
Taste for orchestral 
.,36 ••• 037·" 
music 
chamber music • }8 ••• .J7 ••• 
scottish music • 21·· .17,N·S • 
fol1c music • 16· .#.8 • 
music from shows .21·· .19· 
latin-american music .17· .1~ 
jazz music • 1cN·S • .17N·S • 
'pop' music -.1~ .S. -.23·· 
Attendance at 'pop' O1N•S• .~N.S. 
concerts -. 
TABLE 11 - 7 CO.RiELATION COEFPICIBN'l'S BJi;TWEiN ROAIE BACK-
GROUND V.ARIABLES .AND THE VAlUA.BLES CONCDNING 
TASrE FOB. DIFilWiN.r KINDS OF MUSIC 
ODCe again home influence reveals itselt, but only with a~ great 
significance tor those variables associated with an interest in classical 
music. 'Pop' is once mre seen as the opposite at classical musio and is 
the o~ s~le of music for which there are negative correlations with the 
musicalness of the home back8round. 
*The statistical significance of the correlation coefficients is indicated by 
the asterisks: 
** 
* 
significant at the .001 level 
significant at the .01 level 
significant at the .05 level 
One might note the progressive~ smaller correlation coeffiCients 
for 'number of inatruments at home' as one follows the progression from 
classical music, throush 'folk' music and light music to • pop' since 
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this parallels the findings concerning the personality variables (see 
p.ar(). More interesting are the non-significant correlation coefficients. 
between parents playing an instrument and liking for Scottish and folk 
music. The most likely explanation of this is that when parents do play, 
they are probably not playing Scottish music or folk music. These styles 
are less associated with piano playing than arv of the other styles, yet 
the piano is the favoured instrument of parents. 
~he Relative Importance of Home and Personality Variables 
Thus far, in Chapters 10 and 11, we have considered correlational 
data to help identit,y the basic personality structure of the musically 
appreciative and we have noted those characteristics which distinguish one 
group from another, e.,;. performers from non-performers or those liking 
'pop' from those liking classical styles. These approaches, valuable 88 
they are for identit,ying the more important personality variables, do not 
enable one to assess the true level of importance of these variables. 
In an attempt to assesa the importance in music appreciation of 
personality variables, and also of home background variables, a number of 
stepwise multiple regression analyses were carried out. These provide two 
closely related statistics. The first is the multiple correlation 
coefficient between the personality/home background variables and the music 
appreciation variable under scruti~. In the an~ses it is possible to 
see to what extent the multiple correlation coefficient increases as 
further variables are included. The second statistic is the proportion of 
the variance accounted for by (each of) the personality/hOM back&roUDd 
variables. 
*T he non-significanoe of r = .1 7 and the significance of r = .1 6 (in the 
• folk' and 'scottish' variables in Table 11 - 7) is due to rounding errors 
and to the correlations being based On slightly different numbers of 
responaes, due to faulty form filling by a handful of our subjects' 
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i.egression analysis of performance on W1ng's 'Ability' Tests: Let us 
consider musical ability as measured by the Wing t~bilityt tests (i.e. 
Tests 1 - .3 of the Wing battery) aa the independent variable. Of the Jn8Z\Y 
personality variables, the one correlating highest with musical ability 
was Factor B on the H.S.P.Q., i.e. intelligence : r = .44. Where the 16 most 
useful personality variables were used in a multiple regression, it was found 
that the multiple correlation coefficient rose to .54. While the 
improvelll8nt from .4-4- to .54- is a real one, it is not very large. The 
multiple correlation coe~ficient of .54 indicates that o~ 29.% of the 
variance is accounted for. .Each of the first 5 personality variables used 
in this regression accounted for more than 1% of the variance. None of the 
other variables accounted for as much as 1". (Full details are tabulated in 
Appendix 2~ The 5 variables yield a multiple correlation coefficient of 
.50. Obvious~ the 12 remaining factors add very little. 
If the home background variables are considered, the single variable, 
the number of instruments at home, correlates .58 with music ability. 
Consequent~, if one is trying to predict who will have musical ability, it 
is IIIOre effiCient, as well as much simpler, to note the number of 
instruments at home than to ma.ke use of the w.bole of the individual's 
personality profile. This reveals very forcib~ the relative ~ortance of 
the personality correlates of music ability. It is most disappointing that 
personality correlates are not more important. More particuler13, it is 
disappOinting that as personality variables are added into the regression, 
none of them, after the f'irst, account for as much as a further ~ of the 
variance. 
By including the personality variables !!!9. the home b acqround 
variabl .. in the regression, the multiple correlation can be raised to .71 
wi th 5q(. of the variance being accounted for. 
That home baclcground and the kind of peraonalities found in it are DOt 
independent is more clearly evident in our regression analyses than in the 
more basic correlational data. Where the influence of the personality 
variables is considered first and the home bacJc&roUDd variables are added in 
later, the former variables account for 2~ of the variance and the latter 
the remaining 21%. However, 3!7" of the variance is accounted for by home 
bacqround variables, and o~ the further 1 ~ by personality if' the 
regression analysis does not £orce the personality variables to be treated 
£irst. ObViOUSly, no more than 15fo of the varianoe is attributable to 
to/ 
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to personality alone, and 21~ to llome baalcground alone. i'lle remaininc 1~ 
can be attributed to either, as it is common to both and represents the 
overlap, or correlation, that exists between personality and home variables. 
There are two conclusions to be drawn t'roIll this. l!'irst, personality 
variables may be thought of as less important than was origin&l~ indicated. 
Second, those brought up in t'awilies where tne background is a musical one, 
may tend to have a 'musical personality'. However, we should note that the 
strength of' this relationship is relatively weak; it is no greater than the 
strength of' the relationship between personality and music ability. 
For the most informative approach, the sequence in which the 
variables are entered in the analysis is not predetermined or constrained in 
aD3 way at any stage in the analysis. This allows .!Il8JCimWil levels of 
multiple correlation with a minimum number of variables, i.e. the most 
efficient entry of variables. Such analysis reveals the most important 
variables associated with musical ability and now to combine them in the 
most useful. way for predicting lDUsical. ability. In i'able 11 - 8 the first 
5 of the 22 steps of the regression analysis are presented. 
Number of instruments at home 
Factor B (Intelligence) 
Factor I (Prestla.ia, Tendermindedness) 
Extent of family music malcing 
Factor ~IV (Field Dependence) 
The remaining variables-
Multiple l' 
.582 
.653 
.660 
.666 
.672 
.707 
*The full table is presented in Appendix 2 5. 
5b of variance 
accounted for 
33.83% 
8.7~ 
O.~ 
0.86";0 
0.81% 
4.72/0 
4S.~ 
Dependent variable • Performance on Wing's Ability Tests 
TABLE 11 - 8 MULTIPLE REG~SION ANALYSIS ON 'PEBFOBMANCE ON 
WING'S ABILITY TESTS 
It is clear that intelligence is the personality variable of greatest 
importance. Of the non-cognitive variables, preaumia is most important but 
its contribution is still quite small. This agrees with the findings trom 
the stu~ of the correlation coefficients. But there the importance (or 
laCK of importance) of the personality factors was not olear. {It should be 
noted that because the personality factors are correlated, a variable such 
such/ 
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such as Pre •• \i&~ Factor Ij will not necessarily be of iJDportance in the 
regression analysis. This can be seen in a comparison of the two anal,yses 
reported in full in Appendis825. " We return to this point later.) 
In commenting upon Table 11 - 8, we have noted the slight 
contribution of the personality variables. However~ it should be noted that 
a correlation coefficient of .71 is noraal~ considered to be quite 
reasonable. Certain~ there are few music studies which report such a 
figure for the correlation between a musical variable and non-musical 
variables. Even the multiple correlation of .~ between musical ability and 
the personality factors cannot be ignored or treated as unimportant. 
In view of the distinctions made in earlier chapters between 
different aspects of JlIUsical. appreCiation, further regression anal,yses were 
carried out. 
aepression AnalYsis of Membership of School Orchestras 
Since performing in an orchestra has been shown in the correlation 
data to attract a different type of person from those who lIlerely listen to 
music, the sequence in which the variables entered the analysis was not the 
salIle as with the analysis for music ability. However, if the details are 
ignored (for the time beins) and only the basic pattern is considered, the 
findings are not dissimilar. 
By allowing only the 19 personality variables to be used in the 
regression, a multiple correlation coefficient with membership of a school 
orchestra is .~. (The highest simple correlation coefficient between 
orchestra membership and a~ of the personality variables is.~ (~ee 
Appendix 26. ) 
The home background variable, 'whether siblings pl~ an instrument', 
correlates .46 with orchestra membership, and the variable 'nUmber of 
instruments at home' correlates .40. The data in Table 11 - 6, wnieh deals 
with the length of time spent as an orchestra member, shows the number of 
instruments in the home to be the more significant of these two variables 
with a correlation coefficient of .4~. It is quite clear that a single 
home background variable can be a more effective predictor than a complete 
personality profile. This is true even though that variable does not appear 
to reveal the c auae of ~ muaical skill. ,or explain their extent. 
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The correlation coefficient between orchestra membership and the 
Wingls lAbility I Tests is .47. When both personality and home background 
variables are used in an analysis, the multiple correlation coefficient is 
.57. The later addition of the Wing's Test only pushes this figure up to .61. 
That the addition of the lUng Test aoes not push the correlation 
coefficient up further is entirely predictable, since the multiple 
correlation between the test and the home and personality variable has been 
shown to be .71. 
It is interesting that membership of a school orchestra can be less 
well predicted from the kind of evidence we have available than music ability 
as tested. This suggests that social factors, possibly such as the 
encouragement provided by parents or teaohers or the attitudes of ones peers, 
may have a ~ore marked effect on pl~ing in an orchestra than on being good 
at music tests. In so far as this is true, it vindicates the policy we have 
adopted of considering more than just test variables in the attempt to 
understand or predict what m&.lCes one musical (and in this particular 
instance a member of a school orchestra). However, since the multiple 
correlation coefficient is no more than .61, this does suggest that there is 
a need to broaden the investigation further. The stuqy of personality and 
home baClCground should be supplemented by a studiY' of further broad areas, 
such as the attitudes and aspirations of musicians or non-musicians. 
Table 11 - 9 reveals the joint influence of the 5 most important 
variables when no constraints are placed upon the sequence for the 
acceptance of variables into the regression. 
Performance on Wing's Ability Tests 
Whether siblings play an instrument 
Factor Q3 (Uncontrolled, Careless) 
Neuroticism (v Stability) (J.E.P.I.) 
Factor QIlI (Cortical Alertness) 
The remaining variables-
Multiple r 
*The full table is presented in Appendix 2 6. 
Dependent Variable'. Membership of School Orchestra 
% of variance 
accounted i'or 
21.90'jO 
5.8~tb 
j.o&" 
0.82% 
1.55% 
4.2;;0 
37.~o 
TABLE 11 - 9 MULTIPLE REX}RESSION ANALYSIS ON 'MEMBERSHIP OF 
A SCHOOL ORCHESTRA' 
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It is most interesting to note that Wing's Tests do correlate with 
orchestra membership, since they are tests o~ aptitude for per£orming ~lls, 
but that prediction of orchestra membership is conaiderab~ better it 
information about personality and home background are also taKen into account. 
A variety of f'urther ana~ses were carried out. Table 11 - 10 presents 
the figures relating to 'teaching oneself an instrument'. 
Number of inatrWDents at home 
Factor H (SociallY bold) 
Extent of family muaic m&1ciD8 
Neuroticism (v stability) (J.~.P.I.) 
Factor C (Emotional Stability) 
The remaining variables. 
Multiple r 
.274.-
.324-
.34.1 
.359 
.378 
.405 
*The full table is presented in Appendix 27. 
Dependent Variable = Teaching onesel~ an instrument. 
% o£ variance 
accounted £or 
TABLE 11 - 10 MULTIPLE REGREESION ANA.LYSIS ON HAVING TAUGHT 
Olm)EI3 AN INSTRUMENT 
Again, ver,y ~ew variables have a~ real importance and again the home 
variables are the more important. Of greatest interest here i. the difficulty 
that there is in predicting who JDipt stut\Y an instrument without formal 
tuition. The multiple correlation, based on 22 variables, is ver.Y low 
(.41). This again auggesta that an understandin& of what mak •• a person 
stuI\Y an instrument by hiJuelt is not to be found in an analysis ot home 
background or personality. 
The high position ot Factor H, being 8ocial~ bold, and able to 
disregard the demands of others, is of real interest as revealing a 
personality trait desirable for those willing to 'go it alone' in learni.n6 
an instrument. 
Further regression anaJ..ysea were carried out, and in thea all, the 
same Kind of reaults were found, i.e. a small number of variables led to the 
most efficient prediction (the highest multiple correlation coefficient) and 
home bac.lcgroUDd variables were more important than personality variables. 
Often, though not always, the 'beat' home variable gave a correlation 
coefficient higher than the multiple correlation coefficient :from the 
personality data. 
Dependent Variable 
Perforlll&llCe on 
Win&'s 
Ability Tests 
Whether piano is 
studied 
Membership of 
school 
orchestra 
Whether an 
instrument is 
self-tausht 
Membership of 
school choir 
.Membership ot 
muaical group 
outwith school 
Attendance at 
concerts ot 
serioua music 
Attendance at 
concerts ot 
pop/tolk music 
Taste tor 
orchestral 
music 
Jiultiple r 
(uilll all 
personali ty 
and home 
variables) 
.71 
.57* 
.54 
Number of 
variables 
accountin& 
for 1,b of 
variance 
2 
3 
5 
5 
6 
6 
5 
7 
Correlation 
coeft'icient from best 
single predictor 
Home Personality 
Variables Variables 
.58 .44-
.21 
.4-6 .24. 
.28 .17 
.40 .16 
.38 .18 
.29 
.15 .29 
.JIt. 
TABLE 11 - 11 A. SUJt1MAllY OF THE STATISTICS FROM SEVERAL 
MULTIPLE RmllESSION ANALYSE 
Some limited data trom these further analyses is presented in 
Table 11 - 11. 
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One further po1nt ought to be made. It is that the multiple 
correlation coefficients are quite conaiderably hisber than the simple 
correlation coefficients quoted in mDst studies, and in this one. The 
median multiple r in Table 11 - 11 is about .54. This demonstrates that 
perso118lity and home baoJcground variables are relevant for understandin& 
various aspects of music appreciation. While this is an achievement, what is 
most needed i8 knowledse of !!!!S!l personality or home variable is of 
greatest value. 
*This is obtained when score on the music tests is ~ added in to the 
regression. 
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There is a difficulty in attempting to specif.y which personality 
variables are of greatest value because they are not independent and 
uncorrelated. Let us consider the two regressions for Performance on Wine's 
Ability Tests (A.ppeJ:J.d.b:·25. t:· See al80 p.214). Where the 
personality variable must be entered into the regression before the home 
background variables Factor QIII (Cortertia) i.e. Tough Poise v Tender-
minded emotionality is the second personality variable after intelligence. 
Factor I (Pres·--.ia) is the 13th variable used. On the other hand, in the 
regression analysis in which personality variables are ~ given precedence 
over home variables, Factor I (Fr .. mia) is the second personality variable 
after intelligence (though 'number of instruments at home' precedes both) 
and Factor QIII is the 16th variable entered into the regression. 
Since both resressions (necessarily) produce the same multiple 
correlation coefficient. they are equally valicl .. · Indeed, as with factor 
analysis, there is no correct solution. 
The problem (in so far as there is one) arises from the use of too 
large a number of variables which are not independent. However, evidence 
from the correlation data and consideration of the nsture ot the personality 
factors enables the areas of overlap to be recognised. Thus in Chapter 10, 
the relationships between the factors was used in the attempt to provide a 
relatively succinct account of the basic personslity profile of the 
musically appreciative. Jor example (pp.199 aDd200) it was su&&ested 
one characteristic ot real importance was the "tendency to make affective 
emotional responses""and to support this, the correla.tions of Factor I, 
Factor QIII and Factor C were considered together. 
In view of this, it is not really necessary to identify which 
particular personality or home variables are of greatest importance. The 
real task is to identity which kinda of variables azoe important. In the 
example used (Performance on Win,'s Ability :resta) of the personality 
variablea Intelligence, imotional Sensitivity, Field Dependence and Extra-
version are all relatively high in importance. However, the particular 
variables representing these characteristics are not the same in the 
different analyses. 
In this chapter, variations from the basic personality profile 
of the musically appreciative have been described and discussed, the 
importance of the home background has been revealed and the relative 
importance, or lack of importance, of these evaluated. One point 
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that is very clear is that the understanding and explanation of musical 
appreciation needs to take into account factors not considered in this 
study. As a corollary of this, one must recognise the complexities of 
the determinants of music appreciation: there is no simple way of 
knowing who will be musical and who will not, just as there is no 
simple way of knowing in what way musical abilities or interests 
will reveal themselves. Confirmation of this is to be found in 
Chapters 13 and 14. In these are considered a narrower range of 
musical interests and abilities since the personalities of musicians 
and music students is the subject of analysis and discussion. 
CHAPlD. 12 
THE SElW'f.rIC DIlfFEaF.NrUL jpPL!.ED TO MUSIC JND TBI 
Pli.'RSONAIelTY COi.RiL.ATES OF THE SbAN!IC DIFFmUi:tflIAL UfDlGS 
F1DdiD§s from the Semantic .D11'terential .AJ.one 
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The two previous chapters have been concerned with the persowi ty 
correlates ot the school pupils test data and questionnaire data. However, 
their semantic differential rat1D&a ot dit'terent piecea ot music have DOt 
yet been tully e.nalysed. Yet these JIlU8t be considered important: the 
semantic differential technique wu developed because ot the need for a 
convEWient method ot obtaining obJective meaaurea ot 'evaluation' of V&l"iOU8 
musical extracts. ~he validation of the developed teohDique. by means ot 
tactor ~Si8 ot the musio rat1n&a. ,ave evidence that this aim was 
realistic since the three clusio semantio ditferential factors, i.e. 
'evaluation'. 'actiYity' and 'potency', emerged. On the ba.ais ot the factor 
anal¥tio results separate measures ot 'evaluation', 'aotivity' and 'potency' 
were produoed by combining the ratings on the several ratiDe scales which 
had high tactor 10e.d1nis on eaoh of the tactors. (Full details are in 
Appendix 28. ) Conaequently, tor each ot the achool pupils there were the 
three measures tor each lIJUaical extract, and alao tor the ooncept 'JIlVselt'. 
In this chapter we ahall consider both how the yarioua piecea of 
music were rated by our scbool pupils &l'Jd how the personality of theae 
pupils affected t.be8e rat:1l1ga. 
Composition iYaluatiOA .ActiYity Potenoy 
Mean S.D. Mean 8.1). Mean S.D. 
trad .,jass 28.1 8.28 20.1 2.00 13.0 3.03 
Pl~ 2Jt..6 8.27 1~.0 3.56 10.7 2.90 
Bruoh 29.2 7.93 6.~ 2.95 10.1 '.38 Prokot1 ... 30.1 6.86 1;.8 4.39 16.6 3.4.9 
VivalcU 27.6 8.63 1~.6 4..24- 8.2 2.90 
Brahma 27.9 7.46 16.1 4..61 9.6 2.66 
-Bridee oyer 
~rouOled 37.9 5.96 6.8 3.68 10., 3.39 
Water·' 
Baoh 23.9 9.66 12.; 4..80 10.4- 3.67 
Bartok 19.6 8.99 10.3 4..4-9 16.7 2.~7 
Selt 28.4- 7.32- 15.; 4..69 11.; 5.22 
~DLi 12 - 1 MIAN BeOUS OB fBi , SilWiTIC DIFFEIUIflUL 
DIJOi:NSIONS 0' THJ PDCIS 01 IUSIC WI!) 
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Table 12 - 1 presents a summary of the results. The ratings for 
'evaluation' do vary quite considerably even although the majority of 
the music extracts are from serious, or classical, works. The order of 
the works suggests that 'evaluation' is essentially the same as 
'popularity', and the song 'Bridge over Troubled Water' received very 
high ratings. The atonal piece of music by Bartok was quite positively 
disliked. (Scores of less than 28 indicate being disliked and are 
considered 'bad' rather than 'g'ood'.) The other music received less 
markedly varying ratings and for several the mean evaluation is rather 
non-commital, suggesting that some give positive, and others negative, 
evaluations. 
The sequence suggests that with serious music the more romantic 
styles (e.g., Bruch violin concerto) are preferred by school pupils to 
the classical styles (e.g. Bach) - a fact which seems intuitively 
right. This is also in accord with Payne's views, since the pleasure 
from an intellectual understanding of the music (the aesthetic emotion) 
tends to be associated with classical, rather than romantic, styles of 
music and this kind of pleasure must be less frequently found than a 
pleasure derived directly from the music itself. 
The scores for 'activity' provide no great surprises. Despite 
this, it is worth considering what are the aspects of music that make 
it seem active. Whilst 'tempo' is obviously one, it is not alone: 
the most active music, the 'traditional jazz' version of 'Whistling 
Rufus' by Chris Barber's jazz band has a relatively slow tempo. 
Rhythmic complexities, such as syncopation (a feature of the part of 
the Brahm's piano concerto used) and the use of relatively large 
intervals in the melodic line may possibly also be interpreted as 
'actlvi ty' • 
The ranking on 'potency' is fairly predictable and there is a 
fairly good consensus: the standard deviations are fairly low. The 
comparison of the 'activity' and 'potency' results is instructive. 
On both, the possible range is the same (from 3 to 21 with a score of 
12 being a neutral, or undecided, score). The differences between 
musical extracts is much greater on 'activity', which su~gests one of 
two hypotheses. Either the selection of items is biased so that all 
the music is of similar potency, or variations in activity are more 
readily perceived. 
SeD1&ntic Differential 'Evaluations' ot Kuaic aDd Ta.te tor 
Ditferent Styl .. 
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There is no other data which re.embles the data on 'activity' and 
'potency'. However, the 'taste data' does parallel the intormation about 
'evaluation' based on ratill8s, and it is right to digress brietly to cOllpare 
these tindings. 
Mean rating on 
5 pOint scal~ 
~aate tor pop music ••••••••••••••••••• ~.5 
Taste tor tolk music •••••••••••••••••• 4.2 
Taste tor music from sbows •••••••••••• '.9 
Taste tor orchestral muaic •••••••••••• '.7 
Taste for jaa& •••••••••••••••••••••••• 3.2 
Taste tor bras. band muaic •••••••••••• 3.2 
Taste tor Scottish mu.ic •••••••••••••• 2.9 
Taste tor Lati~ican auaio •••••••• 2.9 
Taste tor chamber auaio ••••••••••••••• 2.8 
Ta.te tor opera ••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.6 
-Numerical value. 1 to 5 were used, with 5 inclicatins 
the highe8t degree ot liking 
TABLE 12 - 2 AaWl SCOJiES FOR POPULARITY OF 
DIFFERENT STYLES OF MUSIC 
.l preterence tor 'pop' music over other style. is seen in Table 12 - 2. 
This nicely parallels the .emantic ditterential tindin&. SimilarJ"y the 
position ot Jazz below orchestral music is DOt inappropriate. The 8emantic 
differential ahows 'Whistling Rufus' to be less liked than two orcheatral 
extracts, and this piece ot 'trad Jan' is reasonably 'pop'. 
It is intereatin& that the various style. which bave been ahom to be 
related in the tactor &D&ly8i. do .92l.reoeive similar ratiuca. For example, 
orchestral JllU8ic i8 JlUch .ore popular thaD opera or ohambex- lI\I8ic ana. tolk 
llU8ic ia much lION popular thaD Scottish 1lU810. There i., ot oourse, DO 
inconsistency in this. However, it doe. hi&hli&ht the need to recogni.e that 
different worD, or kinds 01' worb, trom the aaae broad oategory oan di:ffer 
very sreatly in po,pu.lari1;J". This point baa already been made evidellt in the 
semantic di:f:ferential re.ult. (Table 12 - 1). It ia alao clear when lAeasures 
of eYaluation tor the 9 music extracts are interoorrelated. The correlation 
coefficient. are surprisingly low, only 5 of the 36 exceed .30 and none 
exceed .5. 
In view of this the correlation matrix was subjected to a factor 
anaJ..ysis* • Because of the limited input, a factor structure lilte that 
obtained trom the taste variables could not be expected. 
Two separate analyses were carried out. The first simply made 
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use of the 'evaluation' scores for each of the nine music extracts: this 
for convenienoe we shall oall the "evaluation analysis". The second \18" 
this same information, but also includes the questionnaire ratings re&ardins 
preference for different stylea ot .usio (the 'taste data'). 
Results ot the first apal.ysia (the 'evaluation' analysis): 
Factor I Factor II Factor III 
Trad jan 
-.02 .07 .J9 
'.Play Bach t 
.05 .15 .61 
Bruch 
.55 .25 -.24-
Prokofl" .13 .26 .08 
Vivaldi .72 .29 -.()4. 
Bra.bma .60 .01 .22 
"Bridie over Troubled Water" -.14- -.42 -.20 
Bach 
.29 .6, -039 
Bartok 
-.01 .J~ .21 
TABLE 12 - 3 l!'.ACTOit LOADINGS ON THl!: "EV.ALUATION ~YSIS" OJ' 
THE SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL BVJLUATION UfINGS 
It' there were a lar&e ranse ot ditt'erent musical styles, then the 
tactors would provide a description of the dimensions of musical preference 
or taste in much the same way as the queationnaire data haa. However, in 
the present instance where there is not a wide ranee of styles, the 1'actors 
are more likely to reveal what characteristics are taken into account in the 
evaluation of music. 
Factor I illdicates hi&b evaluation for JIlU8ic that is not considered to 
be potent. The three pieces of music with the higheat load.i.Jl&s are thoae 
with the lowest rat1qs on potency. The .spearman rank order correlation 
coefficient between the aa&nitude ot the factor loadings and the 'potency' 
ot the varioua musical extracts is - 0.80. Since the positive loadings of 
aqy aiae are all associated with pieces of muaic in the classical 
repertoire, and since it is the other pieces of lDU8ic which prevent the 
correlation coetficient from being even closer to unity, one must conclude 
conclude! 
-Principle Components with Var1max rotation 
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conclude that the relationship between lack of potenqy &Dd hi&h evaluation is 
specific to music within the classical tradition. It is interesting to 
conjecture that the music which is most • potent , is the muaic which the 
listaner rims BIOst .IIOviJl6. and whioh at ira him emotionally the most. It' 
this is so, then the tactor Just described reflects the fact that emotional 
music is not ao highly evaluated as possibly more cerebral musio. This aeems 
to run ccunter to what _a su.sgested. earlier, "that, with aerious musio, the 
more l"OJD8Iltic stylea are preferred to the clasaical stylea" (p.223). This 
was baaed OD a consideratioD of the mean scores for the aiDe piece. 01' music, 
s relatively unsophisticated approach. We believe the findings are not 
contradictory, but that there is here contrast between evaluation as a 
measure 01' quality (or loodnesa or merit) aDd evaluation as a measure of 
popularity. If this is the cas., this diatiDction should be evident in the 
tactor analysis, and indeed it ,.. '" 
The second fac,or contrasts, OD the one hand,the Bach and the 
and on the other hand the pop aoD6 "Briqe over Troubled Water". There is &A 
obvioua link with the eYaluation or popularity ratincs of Table 12 - 1. None 
the less, the rank order correlation between the evaluation ratiD6s &Dd the 
tactor 10adiD8s is leaa than .7. Inapection of the tactor 10adiDCs sUileBta 
tbU tactor refleots "how eaq the music is to listen to": e.g. the 'Play 
BIwh' oould uke &Oocl Musak although its evaluation ratiDl, and probably, 
theretore, its popularity is low. 
The third taotor, which asaill ia a bipolar tactor, contrasts the Baoh, 
the Bruch and the pop 80Jl6 with the Brahms, the 'trad Jasz' aDd particularly 
the 'Pla, Baoh'. The distinotion is e .. entially between smooth tlowinB IIlUsic 
and ~opated or Ja.~ musio. Possibly the siapleat description of this 
distinction is as a melo~ v rh1thm tactor of pretereDCe. 
Betore aqy turther discussion of the nature 01' the faotors, the results 
of the second factor analysis should be prosented. 
The second factor aaal,vaia with the aeJll&Jltio difierential evaluationsl 
This a.nal¥sis extends the £irat throU6h the add! tion 01' the 'taste 
v&l'iable.' • 
Table 12 - V 
Evaluation of -
~rad Jan 
Pl. Bach 
Bruch 
Prokofiev 
Vivaldi 
Brahms 
Factor 
"Bridge over Troubled Water' 
Bach 
Bartok 
Taste 1:01' -
Orchestral musio 
Opera 
Chamber lllUaic 
Brase JIlUBic 
Kusic from shows 
Latin-American muaic 
Scottish ./DWIic 
Folk muaic 
Pop 
Jass music 
I 
-.20 
-.07 
.58 
.45 
.49 
.25 
-.20 
.65 
.10 
.62 
.64 
.68 
.22 
.20 
.18 
.07 
.0,5 
-.2.3 
-.01 
II 
.35 
.00 
.08 
.16 
.~ 
.02 
-.12 
-.05 
-.02 
.15 
.22 
.,,0 
.10 
.60 
.59 
.28 
.05 
.16 
.60 
III 
.16 
-.09 
.25 
-.29 
.47 
.46 
.00 
.14 
-.02 
.01 
.24-
-.02 
.22 
.19 
.19 
.56 
.61 
.04-
-.04-
IV 
.05 
-.06 
-.0,5 
.12 
-.2.3 
-.09 
.60 
-.10 
-.0.3 
-.27 
-.28 
-.,,1 
-.18 
01.3 
.04-
-.0.3 
.15 
.79 
-.09 
v 
023 
.85 
-.07 
.25 
.16 
.25 
-.16 
-.09 
.08 
.24-
-.06 
-.08 
.24-
-.01 
-.02 
-.14 
-.10 
.05 
.05 
VI 
.29 
.10 
.11 
·09 
-.01 
.01,. 
-.22 
.14 
.71 
-.,31 
-.17 
-.16 
-.24-
- • .38 
-.10 
-.12 
-.01 
.15 
.12 
TABLE 12 - 4 J'ACTOlt IDADINGS ON THE SECOND FACTOlt 4lULYSIS, 
(iVAI.tW:ION OF DIFl!'EiUM' MUSICAL mUCTS AND 
~CE JOlt DIFFERENT STYLES OF MUSIC) 
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Identification of the factor. I Factor I of this larser factor 
ana.l-Ysis is the 'Taste for .erious music' factor which emerged in the 
oriainal analysis of the questiozmaire clata (C.b&pter 8). However. there are 
high loadings for four • evaluation variable,,' derived I:rom the s8lII&ntic 
ditl:erential. and these are the variables which defined the second factor of 
the '0 evaluation &D&lysis' - a factor which reflected the complexity or 
richness in music that made it r.lative~ difficult to listen to. 
Factor n is the light music factor 4-om the orisinal analysis 
(Chapter 8) and the loaclins of evaluation of the piece of trad jass is quite 
conaiatent with this. Unlike .Pactor I which oYerlaps with a tactor from the 
'evaluation ana.l¥sis', there is no overlap between FactorII and &l\Y of the 
'evaluation ~si'" tactors. 
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Factor III is the 'Folk music' factor from the original analysis. It 
can be seen to overlap with Factor I of the 'evaluation analysis', an 
interesting finding because it reveals that those liking Scottish music or 
Folk music enjoy a style of music l.,hich 1s peaceful rather than potent. This 
may also indicate a parallel between the 'political' attitudes of folk 
singers (and the attitudes embodied in folk songs) and the style of folk 
music. This is the case since such music is 'non-potent' and the political 
attitudes of folk singers are often pacifist, and the songs are concerned 
with the plight, and the rights, of the oppressed. 
Factor IV is a 'pop' music factor. In the original analysis it was 
pointed out that a taste for 'pop' was not merely the polar opposite of a 
taste for serious music, although this was one aspect of their relationship. 
In this analysis 'taste for serious music' and 'taste for pop' are revealed 
in separate factors (Factor I and this factor, i.e. Factor IV, respectively). 
Even so, the factor loadings on both factors confirm an element of 
oppositeness. 
Factor V does not parallel any of the taste factors from the original 
study. (They are all already accounted for in Factors I to IV~ However, it 
does overlap with Factor III of the 'evaluation analysis'. In the earlier 
discussion it was suggested the critical distinctions were between smooth 
flowing melodic music and syncopated, jazzy rhythmic music and the relevance 
of activity was not mentioned. In the present analysis 'activity' is 
undoubtedly a real relevance and the factor loadings parallel the degrees of 
activity of the music (see Table 12 - 1) as well as paralleling the loadings 
for Factor III of the 'evaluation analysis'. This is a factor indicating 
evaluation of active and rhythmic music. 
Factor VI is a quite specific factor reflecting the unique criteria 
that are involved in evaluation of atonal twentieth century music. It is 
interesting to note that all but two of the taste variables have negative 
loadings on the music of Bartok. Obviously the atonal music of which Bartok's 
is an example, is of little interest to those who have a taste for more 
common styles. 
Discussion of the factor analyses: The 'evaluation analysis' provides 
results which reflect, to a limited extent only, the divisions frequently made 
by musicians concerning different kinds of music. Thus the distinction 
between classical or serious music and non-classical styles does reveal itself 
and so too does the claSSical/romantic dimension. However, the factors 
go beyond this level of descri)tion in providinc an alternative, and 
and/ 
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and psycholoGical, framework for conceptualisation about musical evaluation 
and taste. That the factors also reflect to quite a substantial extent the 
three semantic differential dimensions is, we believe, no weakness. The 
input for the analysis did not particul~rly lead to such results and they 
must therefore result from the very considerable importance of these 
factors. Here it is important to stress that they reveal this importance in 
two ways. First quite directly: different ratings of music can be 
classified as falling into one of the three categories - evaluation, 
potency or activity. However at present a second manifestation of 
importance is to be seen in the evaluation of differ~t pieces of mu~l£: 
the criteria used in evaluation are not independent of the activity of the 
music, or its potency or also of its popularity, a feature closely related 
to but not identical with its evaluation. In the larger analysis the data 
is collected by making use of two quite independent techniques, one of 
which is general and uses statements of attitudes or opinions (which could 
be unreliable), the other of which is quite specific and uses ratings of 
different pieces of music. Despite this, the factors obtained show a real 
link and are not specific to one or other kind of data. This helps to 
confirm the validity of the results and this is further attested by the 
meaningfulness of the results and the way they parallel the results in the 
more limited analysis. 
The major benefit of the larger analysis results from the way that 
the two separate parts complement each other to provide a fuller explanation 
of musical taste and to reveal the nature of the complexities of taste and 
evaluation. 
Personality Correlates of the Semantic Differential Results 
Since the first four factors to be extracted in the larger analysis 
coinoide with the taste factors already discussed, the personality 
correlates of the pieces of music whose evaluations load highly on these 
factors can be expeoted to parallel the findings concerning the personality 
correlates of the taste factors. To check whether this is the case, the 
same kind of policy is adopted as in the previous chapters. The measures of 
'evaluation' for particular pieces of music are correlated with the 
personality faotors and on the musical side, the variables are chosen to 
represent the factors well. 
J.E.P.I. 
Variable 
E N A B C D E }O' 
Semantic differential 
.. evaluation" of 
Rach ... ... ... -05 001 01 
Vivaldi ... 05 05 
&-&bma ... .. 
Bruch ..- .... 05 
Trad.Jaza .... ... ... ... ... ... + 
50116, "Bridge over .... ... +- ... +- ... 
Troubled Water" 05 
·Play Bach- (Lonssier) ... ... ... - ... +-05 
Prokofief ... ... +- - ... 
Bartok +- +- ... .... - ... .... 05 
TABLE 12 - 5 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE COBBEI.ATION COEFFICIENTS 
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In Table 12 - 5 the results are presented uain& the aaae 
conventi01l8 to maintain readability that were used in Tabla 10 - 7 to 
10 - 9. There are difference. in the penonalitl oorrelates of differ at 
piece. of music - a finding which i. only to be expected. Table 12 - 6 
therefore sWlllD&ri.e. 80 •• of the.e results so that they can be compared with 
the data of Table 11 - " and £or this purpose reliance i. placed on the 
factor anaJ.yses reported in t his chapter. The four most important factors 
from the 18l"8e analysis are uaed to determiDe the groupin& of the variabl.s, 
but only eValuation measures (aDd not the 'taste variables') are .. ployed. 
Factor I 
Bach 
Vivaldi 
(Taste for 
classical 
music) 
Factor III 
Bruch 
Brabu 
(Taste for 
folk lllU8ic 
preference 
for non-
potent 
music) 
Factor II 
Trad Jan 
(Taste for 
light 
1llU8ic) 
Factor IV 
-Brid&e 
over 
Troubled 
Water-
(Tast, for 
'pop') 
Extraversion 
Intelligence Extra- Extra-
Factor B+ version version 
.31 
( .25) 
.16 
( .11) 
-.~ (-.0It) 
(J.E.P.I.) (H.S.P.Q.) 
-.17 
(-.1~) 
-.09 
( .02). 
•• 09 
( •• 20) 
..... 1~ 
( •• 27) 
-.06 
( .00) 
... 15 
(+.16) 
Self 
Sufficiency 
(v Social. 
Pliability) 
G- Q-2 
.23 .09 
( .18) ( .02) 
..... 10 •• 01 
( ..... 11) (-.07) 
-.01 -.1, 
( •• 06) (-.13) 
-.o} -.03 (-.03) (-.29) 
Emotional 
Sensitivity 
1+ 
.33 
( .26) 
•• 11 
( •• 10) 
-.11 
( •• 07) 
-.10 
(-.1~l 
The figures in brackets are the equivalent correlation coe££icienta reported 
in Table 11 - ,. 
There are no correlations between the factor. and the personality aeasures: 
the evaluation measure of particular pieces of music were selected to represent 
the hctor. The pieces of music are indicated in the table: where there are 
two the average of their oorrelation coefficients is quoted. 
TABLE 12 - 6 COR1(EIATION CODI'ICI~S mWlmi SOd ifiSONALITY FACTORS 
AND VARUBLiS .uPlf.iSOO'ING THE FACTORS FOUND IN F.ACTOR 
£N.ALYSIS OF THE ~IC DD'FilUNl'UL 'EVALUATIQN I 
UTINGa 
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The personality correlates of the factors which reaulted from the 
analysis of the semantio differential evaluation measures are remarkab~ 
similar to those for the taste faotors. 
The correlates of Factor III were tabulated above those for Factor II 
because Factor III most nearly equates in character to the factor of 'Taste 
for Folk ~U8ic'. However, the statistics for Factor III are based only on 
the evaluationa of the JDusic by Bruch and by Brabma. This is of interest 
since it implies that the distinction between orchestral and folk music is 
not a crucial feature of the 8i tuation. What is important is that both 
folk music and the music of Bruch and Brahu (as used in this stueV) 
considered to lack in potency. Thus it is DOt the style of well 11.lced (or 
highly evaluated) music which is related to personality factors so much as 
the perceived characteristics of the music (such as whether it is 'potent'). 
COngruence between Semantic Differential RatingS of 'Self' and of ~uaic 
The nature and measurement of c0ne-uence: The concept 'self' was 
rated on the semantic differential in the hope that congruence between ones 
self-ratill8 and ratill8 on music might be related to perlSonality variables. 
Congruence oCcurs when the ratings on the two concepta, in thia stuq, 
'selt' and a specific pieoe of llU8ic, are similar. To measure it ia t'irat 
necessar,y to consider the three tactors, Evaluation, Activity and Potency as 
being represented by the three axes of a j-diaenaioD&l space. For any one 
concept, a person's scores for each of the three factors are used to plot 
the point that represents the conoept. The greater the diatance between the 
points repreaenting al\Y two 'concepts', the le"s cOn&rUent these are. 
Thi" can be illustrated by usin8 the figures in Table 12 - 1. Q,verall, 
the cOJ1Sruence bet.een (aay) 'selt' and the Brahms muaio is greater than the 
congruence between (say) 'aelt t and the I pop I song 'Bridge over Troubled 
Water'l this is :LntuitiTeq graaped from inspeotion of the 8 cores tor 
Evaluation, Activity and Potency. However, the use of a little elementary 
geometr,y and algebra enables a precise measure to be made ot the distance 
between the concepts in the semantic apace. The greater this distance is, 
the less the congruence between the ooncepta: the semantic distance can be 
thoU&ht of as the COnverse of congruence. The illustration is unre&listli.o in 
one respect. For each person there are scores for each of the three tactors 
for each piece of music and tor t selt', whereas in Table 12 - 1 the figures 
figuresl 
figures are averages for all subjects. Thus, the semantic distance may var,y 
considerably trom person to person. It is these individual difference., it 
is ~pothesised, that m~ be related to personality differenoes. 
One (essentially technical) problem arose from the considerable 
variations in the ratings of the pieces of music. This may be illustrated 
by taking a ~pothetical example. Let us consider a person whose ratings of 
himself and of the two pieces of music indicated were &8 tabulated below, 
'Selt· •...•....•.......•.••• 
'Bridge over Troubled Water' 
PlqBach 
Evaluation Activity 
9 
9 
9 
Potency 
11 
11 
11 
Here, because of the identity of the measures of Evaluation, Activity and 
Potency tor 'Self' and 'Bridge over Troubled. Water', these two 'concepts' 
are at the 88JDe point in semantic space, the semantic distance between thu 
is aero and there is perfect congruence between the ratings of oneself and 
of the piece 01' music. A comparison of the ratings for 'Play Bach' and 'Self' 
reveals 80me semantio distance between these coneepta and therefore a lack 
of complete c0DBruence. 
It ahould be noted, however, that a hypothetical individual'. self-
evaluation is clearly high - as can be .een by comparing it to the average 
score for eelt-evaluation, 28.4. His evaluation ot the song 'Bridge over 
Troubled Water' is relatively poor when compared to the evaluations of it 
made by others. Furthermore, the rating of the activity of the song is much 
higher than average whereas rating ot the activity of 'selt' is much lower. 
One must aak theretore it there really is such a similarity between the 
ratiDis 01' • selt' and of the song 'Bridge over Troubled Water' that there is 
complete congruence between these concepts. We think not. 
We believe it i8 appropriate to ta.lce the normative data in Table 12 - 1 
and use it to provide meaning to each of the figure8 being compared. It 
this is aone, the ratings for our ~pothetical example could be rewritten 
thus, 
Selt ••••..•••.••.••.•......• 
'Bridge over Troubled. Water' 
PlerBach 
Evaluation 
Above Average 
Below Average 
Above Average 
Activity 
Below Average 
Above Average 
Below Average 
Potene,. 
Average 
Average 
Average 
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This reanalysis of the tigures indicates a much greater measure 01' 
congruence between the concepts 'Self' and. 'Pl~ Ba.cl1 than between 'Selt' 
and 'Bridge over Troubled later'. We believe the interpretation of the 
results is more lll8aningful in the table ilDlllediatel3 above than when the 'raw' 
figures are used. The mathematical formula for calculating the semantic 
difference between two concepts was therefore adjusted so &8 to take into 
account the 'DOrms' for the v&l"ious pieces of iDUSic and~ 'self'. These 
'corrected semantic distances' were used in all the analyses reported in 
this chapter. 
COngruence and personality: To find out if the individual difference. 
in the degree of congruence between 'self' and different piece. of music i. 
related to personality differences, correlation coefficients were computed 
between the various personality measures used and the nine variable. which 
describe the 'corrected' semantic distances between 'selt' and each of the 
9 pieces of music. 
Of the ,lap correlation coefficients (which are pre.ented in 
Appendix 30) 80 are negative, o~ 11.eoefficients exceed ~.2 and of these 
onl3 2 exoeed ~.,. Overall, there is little to sussest that there is &n3thina 
of significance or importance in these results. Scruti~ of the correlation 
matrix failed to reveal a~ pattern in the few statistical~ significant 
results. For example, they were not consistent~ found with the same 
personality characteristic - or the same piece of music. Factor analyses 
(the details of which are not reported here) sUSgest a weak general factor 
which all of the 'semantio distance' variables load on. The pieces of music 
with the higheat loadings are the 'Play Bach', The Prokofiev, and the Brahlla. 
The factor seems quite unrelated to ~ that have bean found in aqy other 
uain& semantic differential data and, turtherlllOre, the pieces of music which 
best represent the factor seem to bear no observable relationship with the 
personality measures. In abort, the stud\Y of the congruence between 
personality characteristics and the characteristics of pieces of musiC, 
8eems not to have proved fruitful. 
Only one isolated finding is notewortb,y. In the correlation matru, 
the largest correlation ooefficient (-O.}6, p - .ocrt) is between 
extraversion, as measured by the J.E.P.I., and the semantic distance 
between • Self , and ''!'rad jau'. The negative correlation reveals tbat it is 
with extraverts that cODgrUence is highest between oneselt and trad Jaaz 
music. This i8 of interest "ecause trad ja.u is the lBOBt active of the 
the; 
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the 9 pieces of music (see Table 12 - 1). It is consistent with our 
findings regarding links between extraversion, rating music as 'active' and 
rating oneself as active. However, this finding is not paralleled in any 
of the other correlates of extraversion and it is not in the data regarding 
congruence (semantic distance) but in the simpler data about ratings of 
activity these links are clearly seen. This is what we deal with next. 
Activit~ and extraversion: 
Corr- Corr-
elation elation Coeff-
Nean Coeff- icient icient 
'Act- Ranking between between ivity' of the 
extra- act-Scores "Act-
version Ranking ivity Ranking for ivity' 
and of self the Scores 
act- and 
music ivity act-ivity 
of the of the 
music 
music 
----
Trad jazz 20.1 1 .15 2 .30 1 
Brahms 16.1 2 .14 3 .26 3* 
Prokofiev 15.8 3 .20 1 .15 5 
Vivaldi 14.6 4 .01 4* .26 2* 
Play Bach 14.0 5 .07 5* .25 4 
Bach 12.5 6 -.01 7 -.04 6 
Bartok 10.3 7 +.01 6 -.11 7 
"Bridge 
over 6.8 8 -.11 8 -.15 8 Troubled 
Water" 
Bruch 6.4 9 -.28 9 -.20 9 
Rank order correlation between (i) activity of the music and (ii) the 
correlation between extraversion and activity of the music, is .93. 
'fhe rank order correlation between (i) activity of the music and (ii) the correlations between activity of onself and activity of the 
music, is .92. These rankings are correct. The ranks only look as 
if they should be shared because the figures have been rounded for 
purposes of reporting. 
~ese rankings are accurate and are based on correlation coefficients 
correct to 3 decimal places. 
TAl3LE 12 - 7 RANDNGS Oli' 'rEE MUSICAL EXTRAC'fS ACCorOING TO 
THEIR ' ACTIVITY' AND HOW RATINGS OF THEIR 
ACTIVITY CORRELATE WITH RATINGS OF 'SELF ' 
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iTom Table 12 - 7 we oan see that when musio !!. active (as popularl.,y 
asreed) then the more extravert one is, the more active the musio is rated. 
However, when lIlusio is not aotive the JDOre extravert one is, the lesa 
aotive the musio is seen to be. Thua the extravel"t aeama to be more 
sensitive to dif~er1ng degrees of aotivity in the music. ExactlY the same 
argument oan be uaed if one considers the ratings of the 'activity' of ona-
'selt': this is not unexpected siDce there is a high correlation between 
extraversion and rating oneself as active (r = .53). These findings are of 
interest beoause they suggest that onea perception of one element of lIlusio 
(how active it is) is deterlllined to some extent by a personality 
oharacteristio. 
A,ain, the quality in the musio that is differentially peroeived ia 
not one that has waditionalJ..y been atudied by musioiana. The psychol08ioal 
approach leads to tindinss the lDusician or 1IlU8ioologist might not stumble on. 
Aotivi 
to reoollSi e oOngruenoe 
links bet.een an 1ndividual's level of extraversion and how aotive he 
peroei ves different kinds of lDusio to be. Jarliel".e noted a a1i&htly 
different finding relatin8 extraversion to interest in ·pop· aDd introversion 
to interest in olassical JDUlSic. These two C8.D be seen actirlg jOintly in the 
'congruenoe' data. To do 80 aome of the data related to the -isolated 
interestin& fizldin&" in the concruence data (see pase 234) IIILl8t be used 
along with it and. this is presented in Table 12 - B. 
Trad jan 
Brahma 
Proko'!1" 
Vivaldi 
Play :Bach 
:Bach 
Bartok 
"Brid&e over 
Troubled 
Water" 
Bruch 
Correlation Coeffioient 
between Extraversion 
(J.E.P.I.) and the 
'semantic distance' 
bet.een rating. of 
.elf aDd music 
-.36 
-.08 
-.14-
-.15 
-.13 
+.16 
... Oft, 
-.01 
-.01 
Correlation Coefficient 
between IxtraversioD 
(H.S.P.Q.) and the 
'semantio distance' 
between ratinsa of 
.elt and music 
-.17 
•• 06 
-.()4. 
•• 11 
+.07 
•• 29 
-.01 
... 1, 
... 15 
(Ne,ative correlation ooeffioients denote high levels of oongruenoe) 
TABLE 12 - B CORRELATION COEFj'ICUNTS _~ BXTiAV~ON AND 
~IC DISTANCE :amWEEN SILJ' £HD MUSIC 
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The two colWllll8 in this table should parallel each oth8l' since the 
only diff8l'ence is in the measures 01' • xtravereion used. III view of the 
relationship between extraversion, ratings of oneself and the perceived 
activity of music that baa been discussed, one would expect (other things 
being equal) the correlation coefficients to be lowest at the top of the 
columns and highest at the bottom, since the various pieces of music are 
listed in order of activity. This gen8l'al pattern is evident, but the 
correlation coefficients relating to iJJaoh's lIWJic are exceptional for, 
althoU&h the Bach is not considered the least active muaic. they are the 
highest coefficients (and there is the lowest level of congruence). This 
ano_l¥ suggests that other thilJ6s are not equal, and .:that 80 .. further 
principle is necess&r,1 for understanding the results. 
Now, with classical music (e.g. Bach and Vivaldi) high evaluation ot 
the music is &asociated with low evaluation ot oneself (tor these two 
pieces of music there are negative correlations aignificant at the .0.5 
level). Conaequently aemantic Qistance tends to be increased. FurtherllOre, 
high evaluation ot Bach's music ia negative~ correlated with extraversion: 
this too is significant at the .05 level (see Table 12 - 5). Conaequent~, 
those who evaluate .Baoh's JIlUBic hiahly tend to be introvert, and there ia 
relatiye~ poor congruence between the ratings of theaaelves and of the 
music ot :Bach. This, we believe, explains the apparently &DOmalous position 
in Table 12 - 8. 
Thia 'digression' aervea one useful function. That ia to highlight 
the difficulties in interpreting complex data such aa obtained in the 
correlation matrix where a8ll8Atic distaACe (aa an indu of cOn&rU8nce) is 
correlated with personality variables. The extract from that matrix which 
conati tute. Table 12 - 9 could o~ b. understood by reference to two 
separate principle. concerni.n& the rela tionshipa between extraversion am 
the semantio differential data, and these principles could only be 
recognised by consideration ot simpler data - where each of the semantic 
ditferential dimenaiona i8 considered .eparately. 
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A Few Concluding C~~~9E_~!l~ Semantic DiffeEential 
The use of the semantic differential with music has proved useful. 
Possibly its greatest value is in providin~ information about musical 
preferences and evaluation which is directly based on listening to music. 
The questionnaire items concerning taste for different styles suffer from 
the drawback of being measures of musical tastes that are rather too indirect. 
It is, of course, gratifying that there is some agreement between the 
findings from the questionnaire and the findings from the semantic 
differential. However, the fact that different extracts of music of 
essentially the same type could get different evaluation ratings does suggest 
that the semantic differential is providing a more accurate and detailed 
picture as a consequence of its greater validity. This can only be of value 
in the search for correlates of evaluation of music of different kinds. 
The rating of music for activity and potency goes beyond what is 
possible with a simple questionnaire. Yet it has been shown that these are 
two qualities that are perceived in music an~ further, they have been shown 
to be of some importance. Ofespeoial importance here is the dimension of 
potency, for it is not only a quality that distinguishes folk music from 
serious music. The distinction between potent and non-potent music is, we 
contend, also revealed in ratings of different pieces of classical music. 
This suggests that this dimension ought to be treated as an important one in 
music and that the traditional, possibly more musicological, categories might 
well be supplemented by such psychological ones. We are arguing that the use 
of semantic differential ratings of music is valuable where the three 
semantic dimensions are separately considered. However, the use of the 
semantic differential as a versatile technique which allows the congruence 
between ratings of music and other ratings, such as ratings of personal 
characteristics, to be studied has not proved helpful. This approach seems 
to fail because it does not simplify what is being studied in such a way that 
relationships in the data can be recognised. In consequence, one is forced 
to accept that what appeared to be a great strength of the semantic 
differential technique - its versatility which enables quite different 
'concepts' to be compared through a study of congruence - is in fact possibly 
something of a liability. Our study of congruence was an interesting 
technical exercise - but any findings of ~eal significance came from the 
Simpler analysis of the semantic differential technique. 
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CHAPl'ER 13 
THE PERSONALITY OF THE MUSICIAN - THE BASIO PROFILE 
Results Based on the E.P.I. 
Extraversion: According to E,ysenck, extraversion is revealed in 
behaviour in at least two main ways; first in the individual's liking for 
the social contacts he so typically makes, and second in his impulsiveness 
or lack of control. One might hypothesise that the musician would be an 
introvert, rather than an extravert, for the (self-)discipline and the 
lonely practice that are required to master an instrument and the principles 
of music would not appeal to the extravert. On the other hand, one could 
well argue that most musicians are performers of some instrument or other, 
and that as performers they seek enjoyment not only from their music but 
also from the response from their audiences to their performance. One would 
not expect the performer to be the typical introvert, "a quiet retiring sort 
of person ••• reserved and distant, except to intimate friends." (Eysenck 
and E,ysenck, 1964) However, many of those being studied have deliberately 
decided against trying to make careers as performers in favour of teaching: 
thus we have no special reason for arguing they might be relatively 
extraverted. In consequence our hypothesis would be that our subjects would 
be of no more than average extraversion. 
To investigate just how extravert musicians are, the results of our 
subjects on the E.P.I. were used. Since the subjects were drawn from two 
insti tutions, a Music Academy and a College of Education (which for 
convenience shall be called the 'Academy' and the 'College') and since both 
men and women were tested, it was felt appropriate to check lest there be 
significant differences between the institutions or the sexes that would need 
to be taken into account in a consideration of the results. 
The first check carried out was for sex differences. Although no 
statistical differences were found between the men's and the women's scores 
for extraversion, the women were a little more extravert than the men at 
both the College and the Academy. As Table 13 - 1 shows, this sex difference 
appears to be especially sizable with the College students, and it is 
conceivable that teaching music does not attract quite the same kind of 
men and women. 
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Men Women 
Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N t Sig 
Academy 10.00 4.30 23 10.91 5.08 55 .15 N.S. 
College 11.30 4.62 61 12.50 5.02 16 1.48 N.S. 
Both 10.81 4.50 84 11.90 4.99 126 1.52 N.S. 
TABLE 13 - 1 EXTRAVERSION RESULTS (E.P.I.) 
SEX (AND INSTITUTION) 
BROKEN DOWN BY 
However it is inappropriate to speculate too much about this 
difference since it is not established b.1 statistical tests. Nonetheless, 
it may be more important than is apparent: in the manual for the E.P.I. 
it states, "women tend to score ~ on E." 
There is a greater difference between the Academy students and 
the College students than between the sexes. The latter are much more 
extravert. Again, the differences are not statistically signifioant, 
although they are very nearly so. (Table 13 - 2) 
'Aoademy' 'College' 
Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N t Sig 
Men 10.00 4.30 23 11.30 4.62 61 1.23 N.S. 
Women 10.91 5.08 55 12.50 5.02 16 1.18 N.S. 
Both sexes 10.64 4.85 18 11.94 4.86 143 1.90 N.S. 
TABLE 13 - 2 EXTRAVERSION RESULTS (E.P~I.) 
INSTITUTION (AND SEX) 
BROKEN DOWN BY 
In comment on Table 13 - 2, it is interesting that the life style 
imposed on students at the Academy is necessarily quite different from that 
enjoyed by students at the College. At the Academy almost all tuition is 
individual and there are few occasions when stUdents meet together. At the 
College the music students rarely have opportunities to be alone. It is 
possible that the Academy students had learned to accommodate to the 
Academy life style b7 being marginally more introverted. This hypothesis 
is supported by the fact that students at the College who had trained at 
at/ 
at the Acade~ were typical of the College music students and were more 
extravert than the students currently in training at the Acade~. 
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It is legitimate to combine the results of all the groups to produce 
overall statistics (Mean = 11.49, S.D. = 4.82). However the distinction 
between the College and the Acad~ students, as well as between the sexes, 
is maintained for much of the following work. 
To judge the extraversion of our students, their results are 
compared with both the general population norms and with student norms. 
The two sets of student norms in the E.P.I. manual are of doubtful validity. 
The It student" norma are almost certainly based largely on university 
stUdents and it is quite reasonable to suppose that our musicians could 
differ from typical university students: certainly only a minority 
(28 students, all of whom were in the College sample) had a university 
background. The If student teacher" norlllS, at best, have a face validity 
for the College musiCians, but hysenck's sample is quite unrepresentative 
of the student teachers at the College. l!;ysenclC has over 98;~ women and no 
doubt his students were virtually all non-specialist, non-graduate students 
following a 2 or 3 year Diploma or Certifioate course. 
Because of the inappropriate nature of the available norms, use was 
made of 'local norms' for graduate and specialist students at the College.· 
These are certainlY high~ appropriate for the College music students. In 
using these norms, there is the benefit that there are separate figures for 
each sex. 
'Ccr11eira~-) . ;,CIOdaep 1. 1IOJ:!E 
M.lsicians 
Mean S.D. N Mean ~.D. N t Sig 
lien 11.,30 4.62 67 12.16 4.05 110 1.25 N.S. 
Women 12.50 ,.02 76 12.24- 4.33 240 • 40 H.I:i • 
TABLE 1,3 - ,3 A COlilPiUU';)ON OF THE COLLEGE I4USICIANS' EXTRAVl!:R.SION 
SCOlllioS Al'JD NO.iU4S BASlID ON A liEPJi.bSJ:.NTATIV:r; SA.MPLE 
OF THE COLLEGE STUDENTS 
·These were first published in Carr (1972). In collecting the data for these 
norms Dr. Carr was assisted by ~self and other members of the psychology 
depart~ent at the College. 
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Table 13 - 3 reveals no significant difference between the results 
of the musicians and the student norms for the College. With the less 
appropriate 'student teacher' norms of ~senck, the lean is 12.37 and the 
~.D. 4.4£>. Our College music atudents do not have results which are 
significant~ different from these. When the results of the College 
musicians and the Acade~ music students are compared with ~senck's 
'student' norms or his 'general population' norms, we find no significant 
differences (aee Appendix 31). 
Overall there is no real evidence that our two groups are 
signiticant~ more or less extravert than other students or student 
teachers, or members ot the population as a whole. We find it surpriSing 
and disapPOinting that the most interesting results, the comparison ot the 
atudents at the College and the Acade~ is a non-significant one which may 
possibly be best explained by reference to the very different kinds of 
environments in which the students are educated. 
In our initial ~pothe8i8ing, ~8enck'8 ideas about extraversion were 
described and this was entire~ appropriate in view of the tact that the 
test used to measure extraversion ia Eysenck's. However, EysenciC's ideas 
about extraversion are different from, and possibly more limited than, 
earlier writers' and they do not necessarily provide the most trui tful 
foundations for this particular stud3'. The difference that has been noted 
between the students in the two institutions has been attributed to the 
life-styles at these institutions. However, while this may affect the overt 
behaviour ot our 8ubjects, one may question whether each individual, as a 
person, has really changed. This line of thinking which draws a distinction 
between an individual's personality and his behaviour patterns (which, 
inevitably, are greatly influenced by his social enVironment) bears some 
similarity to Jung's thinking. He, in a way that was typical of one deeply 
involved in ana~tic approaches to psychology, stressed the difference 
between the conscious and the unconscious. Of special importance in this 
connection is the fact that. in ever,y individual extraversion or introversion 
will predominate. Yet, 
believed! 
"this only applies to the consciou.s mind 
because the unconscious mind is believed 
believed by Jung to be, like the reflection 
of a mountain in a lake, the mirror-image, 
the reverse, of the conscioua. ThU.9 the 
individual with a predominant~ extravert 
and thinking temperament is unconsciously 
introvert and emotional, and the individual 
with an introvert and intuitive temperament 
unconscious~ extravert and sensual." 
(Brown, 1 961 ) 
Because the approach adopted by the scientifically rigorous 
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such as ~senck, cannot accommodate the Jungian paradox of tbe individual 
having constituents in his personality which are opposite, the initial 
qypotheses may have been too simplistic. We believe that the musician with 
an introvert and thinking temperament may be revealed in public as an 
extravert and emotional performer. It' this belief is widely shared, tben it 
does caa\ some doubt on the validity of J!\ysenck t s approach: even if it is 
not wrong, it may be so limited that some important aspects of Personality 
are overlooked. The distinction that has been made bere is, we shall see, 
one that has relevance later. 
Neuroticism: This is the factor which reflecta the individual t s 
emotionality or emotional lability. Since an important element in muaic 
appreCiation involves making emotional responses to mUSic, the person whose 
emotions are too well controlled m~ not be able to appreciate musio fully, 
both emotionally and intellectually. Low scores on 'N' may imply some lack 
of sensitivity and place limits on ones potential for musicianship. A 
fairly rigid control, or even over-control, of emotions could affect both 
performers and listeners, althoU&h the effects of the control may be much 
more evident with the performers. Higher emotionality is unlikely to place 
constraints on musicianship in the way that low emotionality might. In 
consequence one would ~pothesise that neuroticism will be higher for the 
musicians bei~ studied than for others. 
Again the distinction between the 'persona' and the person may be 
pertinent. It is widely reco¢sed that virtuosi differ quite substantially 
in the kind of performances they give. It seems probable that maI\Y 
performances which are deeply moviOi emotional experiences result from the 
close study of the work performed. It ~y be that the soloist who in his 
practise or rehearsal as well as in the performance so controls his own 
emotions that he can explore, as an intellectual exerCise, the aubtl.tiea 
subtletiesj 
subtleties and nuances of a composition, does in the long run provide a more 
satisfYing musical experience. However, if the paradoxical relation.ships 
between thinking and feeling, between emotionality and stability, are a 
feature of personality, it is difficult to predict what kind of person the 
mUSician will be. 
The investigation of our subjects' level of emotionality or 
neuroticism parallela that of their extraversion and before the crucial 
comparison of the muaicians ' scores with the norms, the importance of their 
sex and of the institution they are studying in, is conaidered. 
lien Women 
ltean S.D. 1'1 Jiean ~.D. N t Sig 
AcadeUlY 12.22 5.29 2.3 12.78 4.54 55 .45 N.S. 
College 10.79 4.85 67 14 • .36 4.66 76 4.46 .001 
TABLE 13 - 4 NJi.'UROT I CIS:M RESULTS (E.P.I.) BROlOlN OOD 
BY SEX AND INSTITt1l'ION 
The most notable feature of Table 13 - 4, which considers the sex 
difference in neuroticism, is the very great difference between the women 
at the College studying to be music teachers and the men there. This 
difference is not only found when the figures for all years are combined; 
it is found quite consistent~ eaoh year, though in some years the 
difference is non-signifioant due to the relative~ small numbers involved. 
No real aez difference is found with the students at the Acade~o 
The results of the College Ulen and the Acadell\Y men do not differ 
signifioantly. However, the College women's results are just about high 
enough to be significantly different from the Acadell\Y women IS results 
(t ; 1.957). The concluaion to be drawn from all these figures is that the 
sex difference among the College students results from a 'Sex x Institution' 
interaction since the difference between the average scores for all stUdents 
in the two institutions is quite negligible (~ean for Acade~ students is 
12.62, for College students 12.69). 
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Of most importance for understanding the situation are the results of 
the women. From them it is evident that the women who enter a course of 
training to be music teachers are probab~ not typical of (all) women 
musiCians, but are more emotionally unstable. This pattern of results is not 
unlike that of ·student teachers'. The norms for College students sho~ tne 
women to be considerab~ more 'neurotic' than the men (see Table 13 - 5). 
However this can only be a partial explanation, as the difference between 
the sexes is considerab~ greater with the musicians than with the other 
stUdents at the College. 
The reasons for the considerable sex difference with the musicians 
at the College is hard to discerno One Qypothesis could be that in the 
College there is a much more authoritarian regime and that the women's 
reactions are greater to this. The College r~giae is indeed authoritarian. 
However, even though the demands made of the students at the Acad~ are 
quite different from those made at the College, it too is hig~ 
authoritarian in structure. (Indeed is this a feature of all music schools 
or places that train musiCians? If so, this could throw light on the 
nature of the musiCians personality.) 
It is worth commenting on the effects of the hi~ neuroticism scores 
shown by the women music teachers. They could indicate that these women 
would be less consistent in their teaching an~or classroom control 
techniques than their more stable colleagues. This is not to imply that a 
slightly higher than average score for neuroticism is a handicap - it way 
even be an advantage. What is important is the relative~ large proportion 
of WOmen music teachers with really high scores. A score of 19 for 'N' is 
almost exact~ 2 S.D.'s above the population mean, but it is just about 
1 ~.D. above the mean ibr our women training to be music teachers. It is to 
be expected that with the high sc~(s~ N> 20) that these are the 
greatest risks, riSKS of bad teaching anq/or of neurotic breakdown, and a 
surprising~ high proportion of women music teachers have such high scores. 
Having focused on the high scores of the women who plan to enter music 
teaching, it is proper to balance the picture by noting that the men are also 
untypical in being more stable than other musicians. However, they are not 
more stable than teachers or students or student teachers. Indeed, they 
tend to be fractional~ less stable than such groups. This we show in the 
thel 
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the comparison ot our musicians results with the normative data available. 
Again. the norms developed in the College rather than Eysenck's norms are 
used first. 
College College Norms Music ~tudents 
Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N t Sig 
Men 10.79 4..85 67 9012 4.16 110 2-35 .01 
Women 14.36 4.66 76 11.52 4.40 240 4-.69 .001 
TABLE 13 - 5 A COlllPARISON O~' THE COLLISGE MUSICIANS • 
m.lJao.TICISM SCOJ.tit18 AND NOR.~ BASl!J) QN A 
REP.rl.1SENTATIVE SAMPLE OF THE COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Table 13 - 5 makes use of the College musicians and not of the music 
students at the Acade~ for whom the College norms are not particular~ 
relevant. Table 1} - 6 provides comparisons of the results of both College 
and Acad~ subjects with the normative data provided by E&senck in the 
manual of the E.P.I. 
Students li.ysenc.k Norms 
14ean S.D. N :Mean S.D. N t Sig 
College women v 
'student' 14 • .,}6 4..66 76 10.(;1 5.01 189 6.72 .001 
norms 
College women v 
population 14.36 4.66 76 9.07 4..78 2000 8.29 .001 
norms 
College men v 
• student' 10.73 4.85 67 10.01 5.01 189 1.13 N.S. 
norms 
College men v 
popula.tion 10.79 4.85 67 ~.O7 4..78 2000 2.87 .01 
norms 
Acadauor women v 
'student' 12.78 4.54 55 10.01 5.01 189 3.89 .01 
norms 
Acade~ women v 
population 12.78 4.54- 55 9.07 4..78 2000 5.97 .01 
norms 
AcadeIl\Y men v 
• student , 12.22 5.29 23 10.01 5.01 189 1.90 N.tS. 
norms 
Acade~ men v 
population 12.22 5.29 23 9.07 4.78 2000 3.15 .001 
norma 
TABLE 13 - 6 COMPARISON OF THE MUSICIANS RESULTS .b'OR 
NEUROTICISi.Il WITH li.-YSENCK'S NORMS 
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It is very evident from the comparisons (Tables 13 - 5 and 13 - 6) 
that musicians make higher scores than typical students and typical 
members of the general population. In all cases, the musicians have higher 
scores and in all but two cases the di£ferences are statistically signiricant. 
Overall we have built up a picture of musicians having higher than 
a~.~aB,e emotionality, which confirms our initial hypotheses with a sex 
difference betDs marked for those training to enter the teaching profession • 
.tlesults Based on the 16 P.F. 
Sex differences and the lilce: Although there are some statistically 
signi£icant sex differences., it was not considered inappropriate to make 
use of the results from both sexes in the comparison of the students of the 
two institutions, the College and the AcadeIllY'. aince the proportion of men 
to WOmen does not differ greatly and no I sex x institution I interactions are 
notewort~. 
.iI'actor 
College 
Mean S.D • 
.5.62 
7.~0 
4-.87 
.5.81 
5.76 
.5.19 
5.23 
6.72 
5.96 
6.31 
4-.90 
5.,52 
5.22 
5.97 
4-.37 
6.09 
1.83 
1.52 
1.89 
1.77 
2.01 
1.94-
1.91 
1.70 
1.85 
2.03 
1.96 
1.~ 
2.10 
1.73 
1.90 
2.00 
Acad~ 
Mean S.D. 
4.71 
7.91 
5.19 
6.21 
.5.81 
5.21 
5.27 
7.28 
5.9, 
6.4-5 
4-.56 
5.4~ 
~.42 
6.19 
5.06 
6.18 
2.10 
1.63 
2.07 
1.62 
1.~ 
1.85 
2.19 
1.64-
1.79 
1·91 
1.86 
2.19 
2.09 
1.86 
1.77 
2.19 
N = 140 N = 78 
t 
3.23 
• 04 
1.1,} 
1.69 
.18 
.Q4. 
• 14 
2.39 
.03 
• 4-9 
1.26 
• 11 
.69 
.86 
2.70 
.29 
.:iig 
.01 
N.S • 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S • 
.05 
N.S. 
N.S • 
N.S. 
N.S • 
N.S. 
N.S. 
.01 
N.S. 
TABLE 13 - 7 16 P.F. SCORES FOR T.HE MUSIC IANS AT THE 
COLLEGE AND THl!; £CADENY 
-These would not normally be expected in view of the scoring methods 
available. The form of the test, the choice of norlll8 and such like are 
discussed in Appendix 32. 
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Most striKing is the close similarity in the results (Table 1; - 7). 
On only .3 of the 16 factors, i.e. A. I and Q..}, are there significant 
differences and only one of these is surpriaing. With two factors (I, Q3) 
the deviations from the population mean are in the same direction. The 
AcadeII\Y students are wore 'Presmic' (1 .... ), i.e. more emotionally sensitive 
and tenderminded, than the College students - a not unreasonable findin,. 
Both groups, however, are well above average. Both groups show low '8elf-
sentiment integration' {Q; ) but the College students are the lower - an 
unexpected result. On ~'actor A, the College students are about average, 
whereas the Acade~ students tend to be rather reserved and detached: this 
parallels the extraversion findings with the E.P.I. 
Because of the great similarity in the two sets of results, they have 
been combined so as to give a personality profile for musicians (Table 13 - 8). 
The numbers of results used and the consistenoy s~gest that these results 
may provide as good a description of musicians as is presently available. 
The personality profile of musicians: 
.. _----- --------- -----------
~ean 5.3 7.9 5.0 6.0 5.8 5.2 5.3 6.9 5.9 6.44.8 ,.5 5.} 6.0 4.6 6.1 
a.D. 2.01.62.01.72.01.92.01.7 1.82.01.92.12.11.81.82.1 
TABLE 1 3 - 8 16 P.F. PEB.SONALITY PltOFlLE i'QR. IiUSICIANS BASlSD 
ON T.HE USULTS OF ALL MUSICUNS* 
6.5 
*These results, correot to 2 decimal places are to be found in Table 13-9. 
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The first point to stress is that our musicians are intelligent. 
Their score on Cattell's l!'actor 'B' puts them, on average, nearly 1~ 
standard deviations above the mean. This is equivalent to an I.Q. in the 
120'8. It is, of course, to be expecteo. that the musicians will have above 
average intelli~ence, for most of them have trained at College or University 
and had therefore reached required minimum standards. Thia su~gests 
intelligence may be as much a prerequisite for .IIlUsical altills as for a~ 
other academic skills. 
The non-intellective aspects of the musicians personality may be 
thought of as resulting from release of a high level of inner psychic energy. 
Thua we have high scores for 'lSrgic Tension ' (Q4+)' which Cattell suggests 
typifies a surplus of mental energy welling up from the lid'. The :idea of a 
surplus of energy is evident, too, in different guise, in the above average 
score on 'Surgant • (~). 'Low ego-atrength' (C-), which is often related 
to high ergic tension, also typifies the musicians. The (relatively) un-
controlled general emotionality which is characteristic of low ego-strength 
accords, quite satisfactorily, with the suggestion being put forward. So 
too does the slightly low score for Isuper ego-streDBthl (G-). Implicit in 
the interpretation of the profile is a psycho~namic description of the 
musician as a person whose energies are not tight~ controlled by ego or 
super ego. 
Consistent with the points just discussed is a finding that musicians 
tend to be emotional. This is clearly evident in the scores for 'Naivete' 
(N-), (forthright, unpretentious, warmly emotionally involved); Low ego-
strength (C-), (affected by feelings, emotional); and P.resmia (1+), 
(emotional sensitivity). The most outstanding of these characteristics is 
p resmi~ Cattell's acronym for "projected emotional sensi ti vi ty". This 
implies a fastidious aesthetic personality rather than a tough, no-nonsense, 
masculine one. 
It is interesting to'~pothesise that the emotionality, by itselr, 
may be relatively unimportant: it is how and where it is directed that 
distinguishes the musician from others. Presmia is projected emotional 
sensitivity. Protension (LT) on which our musicians also score highly is 
"prOjection and inner tension". PrOjection, in a Freudian senae, Cattell 
suggests, is an essential aspect of both of these important characteristics. 
The development of musical interests may take place when a person of psychic 
psychic/ 
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psychic energy and emotionality has his energy and emotionality directed 
outwards into musical activities, possib~ as a result o~ the kind o~ home 
background he has enjoyed. 
A further aspect of the musicians personality is an independence o~ 
thinking and behaving. His Autism (M+-) suggests imagination rather than 
concern ~or practical 'down-to-earth' matters, and paralleling this is Low 
O;)el~-sentiment Integration (Q,3-) which indicates a lack of concern with 
social image or character. Dominance (Ji.+) - a 1'actor for which musicians 
scores are a little above average - also reveals this characteristic, sioce 
the dO.minant tend to be less conventional or conforming. 
Another identi1'iable trait is a lack 01' sociability. High Sel~­
s~ficiency 'Q2.) which our musicians have, is a major 1'actor in 
introversion. The musicians studied seem E2i to be predisposed to group 
activities and rather prefer to work by themaelves. This quality is also 
evident in Autism (~), "High M individuals in groups tend to feel un-
accepted, but unconcerned". Similarly the slightly lower than average score 
on Factor a confirms sqyness, but also s~gests emotional caution and 
restricted interests. The stenscore for this factor is much less extreme 
than ~or Q2. This my be because high scoring for oF'actor H can indicate 
emotional and artistic interests and the musicians share these traits. 
The only inconsistency is to be found with the below average score 
on b'actor Q1. This indicates Conservatism of Temperament and is surprising 
in view of the scores on lr" and Q3- which indicate bein& imaginative, un-
conventional and independent. Cattell makes a distinction between 
conservatism of temperament and conservatism in overt behaviOur. That 
Cattell feels forced to make this distinction, and that he adopts psycho-
dynamic terms, suggests that his disagreement with Eysenck, aa to the lUDlber 
and level of personality factors that are of importance, parallel our 
criticisms of the oversimplified picture provided by ~senck's model o~ 
Personality. U~ortunately, the findings suggest a lack of conservatism ~ 
temperament •. However, maqy would argue that mUsicians, in their behaviour, 
present an image o~ conservatism. Far 1'rom clari1'ying the situation, the 
distinction mere~ aggravates the problem. 
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A comparison with student norms: The question arises, To what extent 
is the personality description that has been given, one of students rather 
than of musicians? To answer this, normative data on the 16 P.F. is 
considered. 
Results for College Norms Musicians at 
College and for Student 
AcadeJllY Teacher 
Jiiean S.D. !l4ean S.D. t .::ii& 
A 5.33 1.99 5.59 1.65 1.57 N.;). 
B 7.89 1.57 7.08 1.82 '.4.} .01 
c 4.96 1.95 5.50 1.66 3.29 .01 
E ~.95 1.73 5.51 1.71 2.37 .01 
10' 5.84 1.~6 5.75 1.95 .52 N.S. 
G 5.21 1.93 6.08 1.58 ,.4-3 .01 
H 5.26 2.00 5.28 1.93 .11 N.S. 
I 6.93 1.71 6.08 1.96 5.27 .01 
L 5.~1 1.82 5 •. 99 1.;n .48 N.S. 
M 6.j8 1.97 5.54 1.6.9 .5.06 .01 
N 4-.7'; 1.93 5.00 2.18 1.16 N.S. 
a 5.51 2.05 5.64- 1 .,6 .78 N.;). 
Q1 5.27 2.07 5.85 2.0; 3.17 .01 
Q2 6.00 1.77 5.23 1.72 4-.94- .01 
Q3 4-.58 1.81 5.86 1.91 7.77 .01 
Q 4- 6.10 2.06 6.24- 1.66 • 82 N.S • 
TABLE 13 - 9 A COJIIPAlUSON OF THE MUSICIANS' 16 F.b'. 
.l.<.EdULT .::i WITH T.H1!: 'COLLEGE' NOlUrfS 
an about half the factors the dif:ferences between the musicians and the 
College norms are significant and this su~gests that the profile for the 
musicians is no mere reflection of their student status. 
It is as valuable and instructive to note the similarities in the 
musician and student teacher profiles as the differences. Both groups are 
intelligent, though not equally so. Both groups make silllilar scores on 
Factor Q4' sU66esting a surplus of mental energy: it is how this energy is 
controlled and where it is channelled that distinguishes the groups. The 
teachers, with their higher ego-strength (C+) and super ego-strength (G·), 
appear more controlled, whereas the musicians are more emotional and 
sensitive and aesthetic (rt", ~). The similarity in l!'a.ctors A, :rl and H, 
tV 
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H, the three main factors determini~ the 2nd order factor '1k'tiJ.' 
(Extraversion) parallels the findings based on the E.P.I. However, the 
musicians are less concerned with being sociable and with social approval 
(Q2+' Q3-)· 
The differences between student teachers and the musicians are, by 
and large, greatest for those traits which most characterise the musicians 
profile. This tends to confirm that the personality profile described is 
not that of the student or student teacher, but that of the musician. 
J. comparison with Shatin's results: Of greater importance is a 
comparison with the personality profile Shatin has provided for musicians. 
The liusicians Shatin's t Sig 
results results 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
A 5.33 1.99 5.0 1.8 1.17 N.S. 
B 7.8~ 1.57 6.7 1.4- ,.42 ... 01, 
C 4.~6 1.95 5.3 2.0 1.12 • ..$. 
E 5.~5 1.73 5.9 1.7 • 19 N.S • 
F 5.84 1.96 5.9 109 • 21 N.S • 
G 5.21 1.S3 6.1 2.0 2.93 .01 
H 5.26 2.00 6.6 1.8 4.76 .01 
I 6.93 1.71 7.1 1.9 .60 N.S. 
L ,.91 1.82 4.8 2.9 2.68 .01 
II 6.38 1.~7 602 1.8 .64 N.S. 
N 4.79 1·93 4.8 2.1 .03 N.S. 
0 5 • .51 2.05 4.3 1.9 4.10 .01 
Q 1 5.27 2.07 6.1 2.2 2.48 .01 
Q2 6.00 1077 6.7 107 2.67 .01 
Q3 4.58 1.81 601 1.9 502~ .01 Q4 6.10 2.06 ,5.0 2.3 3.20 .01 
UBLI 13 - '0 A COMPARISON OF THE MUSICIANS' 16 P.F. 
RESULTS WITH JrQUIVALEN'l RBSULTS OBTAINED 
BY SHATIN 
The musicians of this study were no more like o)hatin's musicians than they 
are like student teachers. This is revealed in a crude way by the number of 
significant differences, and in a more sophisticated way by means of pattern 
similarity coefficients. The musicians in Shatin's small group are more 
secure (0-), less tense (Q4)' better integrated (Q; ), more se1f-
se1f-/ 
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self-sufficient (Q; ) ana. less suspicious and Jealous (L). They are, in 
other words better balanced, less anxious people. The,y are also less timid 
and shy and are more radical. 
Two reasons for the differences suggest themselves. First, Shatin's 
subjects were older and 'better established' in their profession, points 
which could be of relevance. However, the fact that some were music 
therapists is probably much more important. 
The distinctions between Shatin's results and our own are quite 
crucial since we h.Ypothesise that the psychic ener&y and emotionality and 
independence displayed by our subjects lead to their becomins musicians 
through being diverted to Artistic ends and these characteristics are not 
typical of: Shatin's subjects. The elllOtional stability and conf'ormity of 
Shatin's subjects are what would be sought in therapists. It looks as if 
the contribution the music therapists make to the results is not 
inconsiderable and that their 'therapeutic', as distinct from their 
'musical', characteristics are predominant. 
We are inclined to disregard Shatin's results in favour of our own. 
The reasons for this are partly the differences discussed above coupled 
with Cattell's own comment that there are apparent 'paradoxes' in the 
musicians profile described by Shatin. Far more important is the fact that 
Shatin's results are based on such small numbers that they must suffer from 
a considerable element of unreliabilityo Our own results are based on much 
more substantial numbers. 
It is interesting that the results of the present stu~ provide 
profiles similar to the Artist profile that Cattell reports. The 
differences are slight, but possibly not unimportant. For example, the 
mUsicians are more conservative of temperament (Q1) and have gr:oeater super-
ego strength (G)o These points are of intereat in Tin of the assertions 
that artists are not generally like musicians and that artists are more 
radical, lohe.ad.aD aud antisocial. They suggest there is some truth in them, 
and this is borne out by llcLeish' s observatiOns about the differences 
between artists and msiciana (see p. 7' ). 
This chapter has described the basic personality profile of the 
musician. However, there are variations in this with musicians just as 
there were Variations in the personality correlates of music appreciation 
in school pupils. The next chapter therefore looks more close~ at the 
results outlined here. 
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Results for Academy Students based on the Bell Adjustment Inventory 
The Bell Adjustment Inventory was done only by students at the 
Academy and not by those musicians at the College preparing to be teachers. 
Since this is an adjustment inventory as much as a personality test, and 
since we have already remarked that there are differences between r~gimes 
at the College and the Academy, the generality of the following findings 
must be in some doubt. 
Six more or less separate aspects of adjustment are measured and the 
students' results for these are presented, along with the most appropriate 
norms, in Table 13 - 11. 
A. Home Adjustment 
B. Health Adjustment 
C. Social Adjustment 
(v. Submissiveness) 
D. Emotionality 
E. Hostility 
F. Masculini ty v. 
Femininity 
Men 
Women 
Academy 
Students 
Results 
Mean S.D. 
9.1 1.6 
9.2 4.4 
11.0 1.1 
14.2 7.8 
11.2 5.5 
16.1 4.7 
12.0 3.5 
American 
College 
Nonns 
Mean S.D. 
8.0 5.8 
1.1 4.2 
11.6 1.1 
9.9 5.3 
8.5 4.9 
20.4 3.8 
10.8 3.8 
TABLE 13 - 11 l''IEANS AND S.D.' s FOR ACADEl'TY STUDENTS ON THE 
BELL ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY 
For all but 'masculinity-femininity', high scores indicate poorer adjustment 
than low scores. The results indicate that the music students are less well 
adjusted than might be expected. 
The most important finding may be the very high scores made by our 
musicians on submissiveness (social adjustment). This scale, which the 
author claims has a "very high degree of reliability and validity", may well 
parallel to a considerable extent Cattell's 'Factor It (Presmia). This is 
described using such terms as "sensitive, dependent, overprotected, 
insecure, expecting affection and attention, seekinG' help and sympathy". All 
All/ 
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All these terms reveal characteristics that could as easily be classified as 
social maladjustments as much as tendermindedness. Indeed Cattell states 
that, "incre~sing evidence pOints to it LPresm1a,I~ being the matrix of 
attitudes out of which neurotic maladjustments can arise". 
If it is reasonable to consider Bell's sumnissiveness as analogous to 
Cattell's Presmia, then the results of the two tests are in a&reement, and 
the 'submissiveness' is an integral part of the musicians personality. Bell 
also indicates that high scores reflect 'less confidence in a social setting'. 
This seems consonant with the argument (which is introduced in this chapter 
and developed further in later chapters) that musicians' extraversion does 
not necessarily reveal itself in normal social activities because musicians 
can 'hide in their music or behind their instruments'. 
Bells dimension of emotionality again gives results which parallel 
those already obtained. On the E.P.I. Academy men and women both had hign 
'neuroticism' scores and the 16 F.F. results also led us to conclude that 
musicians have higher than average emotionality. The higher score on health 
adjustment may also parallel neuroticism (as measured by the E.P.I. since 
many of the neuroticism questions are concerned with questions of health). 
It is worth pointing out at this stage that one of the difficulties of 
interpreting the results from the Bell Adjustment Inventory is the fact that 
the scales correlate positively with moderate correlation coefficients of the 
order of .2 to .5. 
The higher than average hostility of the music students was not 
anticipated though it is partially in accord with the 16 P.F. results. On 
the 16 P.F., factor L is a dimension ranging from 'trusting' at the low 
scoring extreme to 'suspicious' at the high scoring extreme. Our musicians 
make slightly higher than average scores on this factor. 
With the masculinity-femininity scale, it was essential to consider 
the women's figures separately from the men's for they were, quite 
prediotably, found to be significantly different. High scores indicate 
masculinity and our men's scores are more than one standard deviation below 
the norm for men (almost at a 'neutral' point between the norms for the two 
sexes). The women are a little less feminine than is typical for women in 
American Colleges. The men's results are the more noteworthy since male 
musicians are seen to fit their stereotype. 
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It is interesting to note Bellis comments about low maaculini~ scores: 
"From a counseling point of view, the usefulness 
of a low Mf score more often lies in directing 
the bo71S vocational planning into fields which 
do not place a premium on "masculine" aggressiveness, 
or reassuring him or his parents that it is 
acceptable for a boy to study art or music or 
dramatics etc." 
Here the stereotype of the musician as more effeminate is evident and there 
is, at the very least, acceptance of this. However, Bell seems to go further 
in positively suggesting that those who are less aggressively masculine ma7 
contemplate music as a vocation whereas those who are more masculine do not -
a policy which, in the long run, would make JllU.sicians £i t their stereotype. 
Two hypotheses seem in accord with the evidence presented. First, 
social pressures and social constraints lead to individuals with particular 
personality characteristics becoming musicians. The evidence of the 
manual for Bell's test supports this. Second, by the very nature of muSic, 
certain personality types are drawn to the subject. It might be argued 
that the (relative) similarity of the men and womenls scores on masculinity/ 
femininity supports this. No doubt there is some element of tmth in both 
these possibilities. However, the second hypothesiS loses some of its 
strength when the variety of personality types that can be accommodated 
wi thin the musical profession is recognised. The next chapter is concerned 
with such variations. 
There is little that comes out of the use of the Bell Adjustment 
Inventory that contradicts the findings presented earlier. However, one 
fact is clear: music students are not just like any other students. What 
emerges most forcibly from the results is the need to consider ~musicians 
are the ~ they are and one cannot help but be very conscious of the fact 
that personality studies of musioians (including this one) tend to provide 
desoriptions rather than explanations of musicians' personalities. 
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THE PERSONALITY OF THE MUSICIAN - SOME VARIATIONS 
Sex Dif'ferences and the Personality of Kuaiciana 
A closer look at musicians' personality is necessar,y now that the 
basic personality prof'ile has been described. The primar.y aim here is to 
discover whether there are regu1ar~ occurring differences between dif'f'erent 
groups where these groups have been selected by the application of' pure~ 
musical criteria. However, there are also interesting results concerned 
with the sex of the musicians and these merit discussion. 
Sex, as one factor which helps to determine the subjects personality 
profile, has alre~ been discussed to some extent in Chapter 13. There 
the influence of 'sex' on the 16 P.F. scores was largely ignored, though 
its eff'ect on the E.P.I. scores was given more detailed consideration. 
Sex dif't'erences on the 16 P.l'.: t'or analysis of the sex differences 
on the 16 P.i., the reaul ts of all the musicians I both at the College and 
at the Acade~, are used. On most of' the factors the diff'erences in the 
scores of the men and the women were not statistically significant. 
However, significant differences were found for the factors listed in 
Table 14- - 1. 
Jt'actor Men Women lIean S.D. Mean S.D. t Sig 
i 5.28 1.97 6.15 1.89 3.17 .01 
H 4.86 1.98 5.50 1.99 2.28 .05 
I 7.54- 1.60 6.57 1.67 4.19 .01 
N 5.56 1.92 4.37 1.82 4 • .51 .01 
~h 4-.63 2.25 5.63 1.88 3.44- .01 
TABLE 14 - 1 BIGND'ICANT DIFFERENCES IN 16 P .1!'. SCO~ 
BErWElIN l4.EN AND ViOlAt,;N MUSICIANS 
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l'he difference on I reveals that of thoBe who became musicians 
men are lllOre emotionally sensitive and tender minded than women. This one , 
suspects, reflects indirect~ the social pressures to conform to the 
stereotype for ones own sex. If being a musician is not a "masculine" 
occupation, then those men who might become musicians may be pushed into 
other 'more acceptable' occupations. Only those who really are musical will 
enter the profession. On the other hand, with women the net may be spread 
wider. As we have seen in the previous chapter, Pr88~ i8 the trait that 
lllOst characterises the musical personality. Our finding of men's greater 
presmi.a therefore accords well with our hypothesis. 
rtelated to this, the men's higher score on Factor N denotes they are 
more socially aware, more astute and insightful regarding their position, 
more ambitious and disciplined and (Cattell suggests) wore "aesthetically 
fastidious" than women. The image of the male musician seems to be of a 
person with a musical temperament who has quite shrewdly determined that 
he desires the musician's life and work and who will not be deflected from 
his goal by external social pressures. 
Possib13 related to this are the differences on the three other 
factors, F, H, Q1 all of which reflect different aspects of being 
relatively shy, serious, restrained, conservative. 
The difference which is sometimes remarked upon (e.g. McLeish, 1970) 
between artists and musicians of the former being bohemian whereas the 
latter are conservative, may well be true (as a sweeping generalisation) 
for the men. But it is not necessarily so true for women, and the 
evidence of this research is that more women seem to stuqy music than men.· 
One comment on the findings seems quite pertinent. Just as there is 
evidence of ma~ school children who are potentially musically very able, 
but who never receive a~ real encouragement or tuition, so there are 
presumably men who misht well be able to become musicians but who do not do 
so because of the lack of personality traits required if they are to commit 
themselves to the stuqy of music. 
·See Appendix 2 ror proportions of men and women who are musicians. 
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There is a danger of pushing this argument too far (a danger with 
all psychological statements). Nen entering the musical profession are not 
all alike. One of the reaSons for this is that different musical instruments 
tend to be studied by people with different personalities. A corollary of 
this is that the study of different instruments can provide musical 
opportunities for quite different kinds of people. 
Choice of Musical Study and Personality 
Type of instrument played and extraversion: Among orchestral 
players it seems to be a commonplace belief that different sections of the 
orchestra have quite different characteristics. To investigate what 
distinguishing features there may be, one-way analyses of variance were 
carried out in which the results for each Personality trait were broken 
down by the principal subject of study (i.e. principal instrument studied -
and this includes singing). 
More interesting than anyone single set of results was the 
consistent pattern of results that was obtained. Brass players, string 
players and wood wind players all have some clearly distinctive 
characteristics. 
1st StudY' B.P.I. 16 P.F. B": H A F Q2* 
Brass 14.77 6.00 5.90 6.50 5.20 
Singing 12.11 6.14 6.09 6.30 5.77 
Piano 10.94 5.00 5.21 5.67 6.17 
Wood wind 12.12 5.06 4.56 6.19 6.00 
Strings 9.91 4.66 4.91 5.24 6.00 
Significance • 05 .01 .05 N.S. N.S • 
---
TABLE 14 - 2 MEAN SCOIill3 ON 'EXTRAVERSION' TRAITS BROKEN 
DOWN BY INSTRUMENT STUDIED (1st STUDY ONLY) 
*A low score is the more extraverted score on Q2. 
Results are provided for 4 of the factors on the 16 P.P. which 
have the highest factor loading on to the 2nd order variable 'lIi:tla'. 
Undoubtedly the Brass players are clear~ more extravert than others. 
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They are more outgoing, sooiable, aurgent, oheerful, talkative, social13 
impulsive and group dependent. The pattern of results is essentiallY the 
same even for those factors for which the differences are not significant. 
String players seem to provide the polar opposite: they are less 
sociable and outgoing than other groups of instrumentalists. 
The results quoted in Table 14 - 2 suffer from the small numbers 
who study brass, wood wind and stringed instruments. Por these three 
groups there are les8 than 60 persons as compared to over 100 pianists 
aM nearly .50 singers. To minimise the effect of this it was decided to 
reconsider our data and to disregard whether an instrument was a 
muaician' s 1 st study or 2nd stud.v. A' brass' player is thus defined as 
a person who studies a brass instrument as either his 1st or 2nd study -
and similarlY for sin&ers, pianists etc. This increases the numbers in 
each group since one person can be classed under two headings and have 
his results :incorporated in both. In Table 14 - 3, which presents these 
results, the pianists have been excluded since o~ a small minoritJ do 
not stud.Y piano as a first or second chOice study and their results 
therefore add no uaeful information. The pattern of results is the same 
as that in Table 14 - 2, although the numbers on which the results are 
based are greater in 14 - 3. 
1st !?£ 2nd 16 P.'. Number of E.P.l. persons whose stu~ E H A- I' Q2 resul ts are used 
Brass 14.11 6.00 5.8} 6.50 ,.08 20 
Wood wind 10.42 4.50 4.~2 ,.77 6.O/t. 27 
Strings 9.96 4.71 4.90 5.2} 5.9lt- 34-
Singing 11.79 1.96 5.52 6.04- 6.01 154-
TABLE 14. - 3 MEAN SCOru:3 ON 'EXTRAVERSION' TBAITS BROXEB 
DOWN :BY INSTRUMENT STUDIED (1st or 2nd STUDY) 
The resulta are more significant than the.y appear since all but one 
of the brass players was a man, and men, as was shown in Table 140 - 1, tend 
to be more introvert than women. Of the , sets of score used, it is only on 
:E'actor A that the men are more outgoing than women. For this factor the 
difference is negligible and non-significant. For the others, the women 
are the more sociable or extravert, though, again, some of the results are 
not Significant. 
Next to brass players, singers are the most extraverted group and 
their results will be considered in more detail later in the chapter. 
However, it is worth notins in passing that (over both sexes) singers and 
brass players have relatively high scores for N (shrewd, calculating) and 
string players relatively low scores. Since it is easier for the string 
player to thide in the crowd' and since the abilities of singers or brass 
players are often more exposed, it i8 not surprising that singers and brass 
players tend to be the more deliberate and calculating. 
~he findings here again serve to draw attention to the conceptual 
complexities associated with deciding what to expect a musician to be like. 
The sine>er is the only performer who cannot t hide behind' an instrument. 
Instrumentalists can usually 'hide behind' their instrument and the written 
score 0 It is inappropriate to ~pothesise about the personality of 
musicians without taking into account the nature of their roles or tasks, and 
this varies according to instrument. 
Superego strength and instrument: Two factors on the 16 P.F., both 
of which have a bearing on the 2nd order factor superego strength, provide 
results which may distingubh wood wind players from others. FrOil lfa'bl.:.iJ~"4 
it is clear that the main contribution to the significance of the results comes 
ft'aIl wood wind players. '\ Their low G and Q 3 scores indicate a disregard for 
rules, bein& uncontrolled and lu, disregarding obligations to others and 
follOwing their own urges. However, the evidence here is rather sh~ 
because the low superego strength which, it is suggested, may characterise 
the wood wind players is revealed only in those (10 people) for whom & 
wood wind instrument is the first choice. Results from those for whom & 
wood wind instrument i8 & second stud¥ but not the first study are no 
no/ 
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no different from results of other musicians. Evidence based on greater 
numbers is therefore needed before definite conclusions could be drawn on 
this. It might be noted in passing that the school data is not 
inconsistent with the studenta' results (.Appendix 2 4) but differences in 
the school data are too small to be Significant. 
Instrument is Instrument is 
1st study 1st or 2nd 
study Mean score for Mean score for 
G Q3 G Q3 
Brass 5.30 5.20 5.58 5.00 
Singing 5.33 5.16 5.~ 4.740 
Piano 5.37 4.50 .5.26 4.60 
Strings 5.17 40.28 5.13 40.13 
Wood wind 3.75 3.75 4.58 4.35 
ISlII:lo :: 2.6140 2.095 Not calculated 
Sig. .0.,5 Nearly .05 
TABLE 14 - 40 MEAN SCORES ON 'SUPEREX:;O STRENGTH' TRAITS 
BROKEN DOWN BY INSTRUMENT STUDIED 
Differences between Pianists and Singers 
The most commonly chosen studies are piano and singing. Because of 
this popularity, pianists and singers have a large influence in 
determining the average scores on the various tr&.l.;t.s under investigation. 
In considerill8 choices of stuc:l3 J the frequency of piano and singing 
as a combination was strildng. All who had studied Singing as 1st or 2nd 
subject had piano as their other subject. There were, however, a small 
number who had studied piano and an instrument from another group. 
From the data gathered from the College students, the most 
extravert women were singers and the least were pianists. However, 
men who were singers were below (the male) average for extraversion. This 
suggested the hypothesis that extravert women become singers rather than 
pianists, whereas extravert men become pianists rather than singers. 
Using the full results, a comparison was therefore carried out of 
those whose first stu~ was piano and second stuqy Singing, and those whose 
first stu<\y was singing and second study piano. In thia comparison 
results of the two "exes were treated separatel3 so that the influence of 
sex could be observed. 
'Pianists' 'Singers' t Sig 
J'Aen Women Both lien Women Both Sexes Sexes 
Extraversion 10.05 12.10 11.61 10.~ 12.77 12.10 .58 N.S. (E.P.I.) 
l"actor A 5.47 5.1,5 5.22 6.80 5.88 6.09 2.53 .01 
H 4-.79 5.39 5.25 5.50 6.33 6.14- 2.46 .01 
Q2 6.00 6.19 6.15 5.70 ~.7~ 5.76 1.09 N.S. 
TABLE 14 - 5 l>lEAN SCORES ON EXTRAVERSION TRAITS FOR 'PIANISTS' 
AND 'SINGERS' : BROKEN DOWN BY SEX 
With both men and women, those who were primarily singer" were more 
extravert than those who were primarily pianists. With extraversion 
measured in the i.PoI. the magnitude of the differences was negligibly small. 
However, the relevant 16 P.F. factors, possibly because they provide a more 
detailed picture, are more informative. Factors A, H and Q2 all deal with 
different aspects at sociability which in turn is but one aspect of li\YaencJc' a 
extraversion. On allot these, 'Singers'·, no matter which sex, were more 
sociable (extravert). On J'actora .A and H thia was statiatic&lly signifioant 
at the .01 level. 
·For convenience, the following convention is being used tor labelling the 
two groups: tSingers' are those for whom singing is their first study and 
piano their second. study; • pianists , are those with piano their first stud3 
and Singing their second atu<\y. 
Factor F (surgency) contributes to BEtla, Cattell's 2nd order factor 
which is equivalent to ~senck's extraversion. It is, however, more akin 
to "impulsiveness", an aspect of extraversion, than to the "sociabilit,ya 
aspect. Here the pattern differs. 
Men Women 
'Pianists' 'Singers' 'Pianists' • Singers , 
Factor F 7.80 
TAaLE 14- - 6 MEAN SCOR..ES FO.R • PIANISTS , AND 'SINGERS' ON 
FACTOR F: B.RO~ DOWN BY SEX 
The women 'singers' are clearly more surgent than women 'pianists·. With 
the men the difference is quite negligible, although the tendency is for 
'pianists' to be the more surgent. 
Recause with Factor F the differences are small, it is unreaaonable to 
believe that the data supports the ~pothesis made earlier (that extravert 
men become pianists and extravert women singers), though it does reveal that 
it was not too implausible. 
·Pianists' 'Singers' t Sig 
lien .omen Both Men Women Both Sexes Sexes 
Neuroticism 10·9~ 14-.08 1.3 • .3.3 10.77 1.3·74- 12.92 .43 N.S. (B.P.I.) 
Faotor 0 6.16 5.~8 5.72 5.80 4-.67 4-·93 2.0,3 .O~ 
Factor Q} 4-.26 4.60 4-.52 5.20 5.15 ,.16 1.78 N.S. 
Factor C 5.21 5.26 4.60 5.27 
Factor L 6.21 .5.92 5.80 60.30 
On Neuroticism and Factors L and 0, high scores are less stable. 
On Factors C and Q}, low scores are less stable. 
TABLE 1 Jt. - 7 MEAlf SCORE2 FOR 'PIANISTS' AND t SINGERS' ON 
A V ABIE1!Y OF TRAITS: BROKEN DOWN BY SEX 
Qf some interest too are the various factors associated with anxiety 
and neuroticism. On the neuroticism scale of the E.P.I. and on Factors 0 
(guilt proneness) and Q3 (self-sentiment integration) of the 16 P.~' •• 
'pianists' are the more anxious or neurotic and the 'singers' seem to have 
more self-control. persistence and foresight. Statistical significance 
(at the .05 level) is reached with Factor 0 and is approached with Q3. 
Although the evidence here is slight. it does seem possible that 
stu~ of the pial)O ma.y provide a "safety net" for some of the less well 
adjusted students. whereas the more stable deliberate~ make their choices. 
The results of Factor N tend to support this ~pothesis, and this all 
amplifies the suggestion (made on p.258) that men more deliberate~ must 
choose to be musicians. 
'Pianists' 'Singers' 
Ken Women Men Women 
Factor N, 
(naive v shrewd) 6.,,50 
TABLE 14 - 8 MEAN SCORES OF 'PIANISTS' AND • SINGERS' ON 
FACTOR N - BROKiN DOWN BY SEX 
'Singers' are less naive and natural than 'pianists': they are 
more aware and more insightful (statistica~ the difference does not 
reach significance - t = 1.73). With men the difference between pianists 
and singers is much greater. 
A parallel finding is made with Factor ~ (practical. down-to-earth v 
bohemian). Pianists are considerably more bohemian, autistic and 
impractical than singers and the difference is significant at the .01 
level (Table 14 - 9). 
Table 14 - 9/ 
Iden 
Factor M 6.26 
'Pianists' 
Both Women S exes 
6.,56 
Men 
'Singers' 
Women Both Sexes 
t 
TABLE 14- - 9 M~AN .scO~ OF ·PIANI.:)'rS' AND • SINGERS' ON 
F.CTOR M - BROKEN DOwN BY SEX 
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The situation is possibly rather more confused than indioated so ~ar. 
On some ~actors - neuroticism on the E.P.I., egostrengtb on tn. 16 P.F. -
men are the more stable and better balanced. Yet on Factor 0, the women 
have the 'better' scores and it is the men who are more 'guilt prone'. 
Further, among 'pianists' men are less suspicious, jealous (Factor L) 
but among women 'singers' women ~are better. The problem with the data 
being considered is that in maqy instances non-significant trends are 
being studied. Nonetheless, the evidence does make one alert to the 
danger of assuming that the pattern of findings with related ~actors must 
be similar. 
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CHAPTER 15 
PULLIlfG THE THREADS TOGmBER 
A Theoretical Discussion 
A great deal of information about a great variety ot topics has been 
presented - and much ot it seems to be highly specific. It i8 therefore 
Becessary to attapt some ld.nd ot integration. This baa been started in 
Chapter 9, where an initial attempt was made to sTstematise our concept-
ualisation of musio appreciation, but these ideas need further development. 
Just as important is the task of coping with the evidence relating 
persoDali ty to musio appreciation sinoe this is at present disorganised ami 
requires to be placed in aD appropriate context. !'aroughout, it has been 
stressed taat the relationship between personality and musio appreoiation 
oould only be meaninsfully studied if our ideas ooncerning the nature ot 
musio appreciation were first olarified. It is, therefore, quite appropriate 
that in this ohapter a reoonBidexation of the concept ot musio appreciation 
provides a starting point tor disoussion of personality in relation to musio 
appreoiation. 
Beoause ot the lack ot agreement as to wllat oonst! wtes DlI18ic 
appreciation, 1 t was pos! ted that musio appreciation should be treated as a 
hypothetioal oonstruct of a disjunctive nature and that ~ different 
behaviours could provide evidenoe tor musio appreoiation. This, we bave 
argued, 1s a perfectly valid line to adopt, but it 1a not partioularly 
helptul unless there is some independent evidenoe to justify the hypothetioal 
disjunotive oonoept - lD\18ic appreoiation. J'urther eddence ~ forthcoming. 
From tbe sobool pupil.' results it was found that the musically appreoiative 
tended to share oertain personalit,r characteristics and it seemed to matter 
but little what aspeot of susioal interest or ab1lit,y justitied the1r being 
considered 'llU.sical17 appreoiative'. This eu.bled us to discuss the 
'lI\18ioal personalitY" or the 'musioally appreoiative peraonalit,r'* &8 being 
*For oonvenienoe, ve shall tend to use on17 the tomer ot these synonymous 
terse. 
being that whioh reveals i tsel! in III8ZJ1' ditferent fODlS ot llUSieal17 
appreciative behaviours. 
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However, there are two findings that must now be taken into acoount 
whioh foroe us to modify our views. First, the regression analyses from t.e 
school pupils' results provided olear out evidenoe that 'personality' as 
measured b7 the personality questionnaires acoounted for (oorrelated with) 
.usioal appreoiation to a relatively small extent. Seoond, variations 
(other than random ones) trom the basio musioal personalit.y are to be found 
between different group. of the musioal: this is true with both sohool 
pupils and thoae training or trained as DlUsioima. Let us take these points 
in more detail. 
Fro. the regression aaalTsis it is olear that personalit.y struoture, 
although related to JlUsioai appreoiativeness, fails to acoount to 8Zrf great 
extent for musicality. (Nonetheless, it is important to do justice to our 
data: our multiple correlation coefficients!£! relatively high compared to 
those in other studies and the personality variables we have shown to be of 
relevanoe cazmot be dismissed too light17. J'urthel:llore, 'personality' in 
this discus8ion, i8 what i8 measured by irsenck'a and Cattell's tests. It 
i8 oonceivable that the relationabip between personality to .usio 
appreciation oould be olo8er if a broader definition of 'personality' vere 
adopted.) However, the seeming failure of the personality variabl. to 
acoount for musicality doe8 not neces8ari17 make tae ooncept of tae '.usioal 
personality', as expressed above, aD1' less valid. All that is nece8s8.r7 i8 
to recognise that the appropriate personality struoture helps to determtae 
musioality but that there 'IDI&'T be other illdependent influenoe8 (auch as hOlle 
background) of considerable magnitude. A oOll8equence of tais is that there 
M.7 be soae people who lack the 'lIUsical personality' but who do appreCiate 
.usio (iR the sense we Dave described earlier using a broad oonoeptualisation 
of the tera) aad equallT others who have the 'lmsioal personaliv' but who 
are not lIIlSio~ appreoia1;iTe. 
It is disappointing to have to acoept the oonolu8ion that the 
'musioal personality' 1B&7 be but one of several potent influences whic" 
deter.aine how musioal an individual is. However this is preoisely the kind 
ot finding that bas been obtained in other fields of the Psychology of 
Personality. Yet we baTe been able to provide 80me documentation of those 
personality characteristic8 which are possibly of greatest importance in the 
study of the DlU8ical. 
It should be noted. that we bave modi!1ed. our concept of the musical 
personalit7 through relegating it to a lower level of importance than f1rat 
ascribed to it - a change which inoidental17 weakens our oonceptualisation 
of music appreciation. FUrther modifications whioh maT strengthen our 
conceptualisation are necessar,r when one recognises the tact of 87stem-
atically and regularly ocourring personalitT difterences between different 
groups. Tbus (for example) men and women music students and musicians 
differ; there are differences between those in different sections of the 
orchestra; and even musically appreoiative sohool pupils differ from adult 
llUBicians. To account for 811ch variations, it is not SU£ficient to argue 
that the basic 'Jm8ically appreciative personal! t,yl DI&y' be less ilrportaat 
than b.a8 hitherto been B11IPlted. and to suggest that exteruJ. social 
influenc • ., including aome backgroud, are more important. 
We suggest therefore a reformulation of the concept of the musical 
personality. We suggest that personalit,y traits can be seen as falling 
into one of two categories or serring one of two functions. 
There are, firstly, those traits which are c_tal to auioaliiT 
in ~ forms wbich will be fouad in any group of musical individuals, 
such as intelligence and emotional sensitiTitr'. Such traits, we suggest, 
are essential for musical appreciation and lack of thea is relatively 
difficult, if not impossible, to compensate for: they are the necessar,y, 
but not sufficient, conditions for musical appreoiation. These traits 
(the lowest common denollenator ot the lists provided in earlier chapters) 
can now, quite properly, be considered as taose that constitute the 
musical personalit,y. Their tunction is to provide or be the fundamental 
souroe of musicality. But the wa;y in which this latent potential manifests 
itselt in some for.. of .usical activit,y or interest - the surtace trait. -
depeDds also upon a Ta1'iet,y of social factors (home background, opportunity, 
etc.) and upon other personalit,y characteristics. These other characteristios 
constitute the second cateiOr.1 of personalit,y traits and although they are 
not the essenoe of JlUBicali ty, they are important in detemining in what 
direction ones musicality will be directed. We can exemplify this point, 
point/ 
*We shall discuss tile •• traits later on in this Chapter. 
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point, by referenoe to a trait that olearly' falls into the second 
oategor,r, extraversion. Extraversion is certainly not aD essential or 
integral part of the musioally appreciative personality, yet extraverts are 
1I0re likely to be performers whereas introverts are more likely to enJoY' 
listening to .. io. TIle JlU8ioal activities one 8J1g8CeB in and the musioal 
interests one develops are, we oontend, determ1n.ed by" the joint effect of 
the many secondary personality traits and of the sooial pressures and 
opportunities interacting with the basic mnsioally' appreoiative personality 
traits. It will be notioed that our fo~ation of a 'model' of the 
musioal personality acoords with some of the views of psychodyna1l1c writers 
as well as with those workers suoh as Cattell. We distinguish the latent 
from the manifest (source traits from surface traits) and we stress that the 
interactions between the different aspeots of personality and the inter-
aotions with the external sooial 8DYironment are of paramount importanoe. 
Two brief oomments on our model seem pertinent, 
First; the interactions of the JISJ:l1' variables. i.e. the basio 
.aBioal personality traits, the seoondar,y personalIty traits and the sooial 
factors, -Y' be Jrl.ghl.y' oomplex and it is arguable that the nomothetio 
approaoh which we have adopted could be 1.8S appropriate than an ideographic 
approach. It would certainlY' not be simple and, in all but a few situations, 
it might not be profitable, to uaravel the complexities of the interactions. 
On the other hand, it maY' be useful to oonsider why a given person is, or 
is Dot, llUSical aDd if this helped that individual to understand his own 
u.ture better, it might alBO help hill to plan tor biB future better. 
However, no two ind1 viduals would share the SUle background of experience 
-and the same personality oharacteristios. 
Second; it seems probable that factors outwith the individual, 
in other words social factors including those assooiated with the home, 
-7 be very important in the second function of determining the way in whicb. 
the musioal personality finds expression, Since this research baa not been 
about the social psyohology of IlUsic, we have hard17 touohed llPon 800ial 
factors and it would Dot be proper to suggest which ones might be most 
important. However, we do feel it important to stress that Booia1 tactors 
ought not to be studied in isolation. Sinoe the interaction between 
sooial influenoes and personality characteriatios is important in 
determining how one appreoiates music, we suggest that the iDvest!cation 
of sooial .factors oqt.at to take into account personal! ty factors especially' 
especially/ 
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especially the seemingly unimportant ones that fell into our seoond category. 
It might be noted that this point is exemplified in our findings concerning 
taste for pop music for it waa suggested that the social pressures for 
young people to adopt a taste for such music is most powerful on those who •• 
personality is characterised by lower super-ego strength. 
Earlier in this chapter we reasserted the point that we have in 
practice adopted an operational definition of personality as that which is 
measured by ~senck or Cattell's tests. It is possible to broaden our 
conceptualisation of personality to make it accord better with the common 
usages of the word vi tbout any damage to the two-level structure of 
personali ty variables wlrlch we have developed as part of our 'model' of 
music appreciation and the 'musically appreciative personality'. 
We bave refraim.ed fre. sucse8t1Dg that 'engagiDg in musical 
behaviours' is a personality trait in its own right. If the evidence for 
being musically appreciative is having some musical skill or engaging in 
some musical activity or having some musical interest and if 'engaging in 
such musical behaviours' is only explicable in terms of a hypothetioal 
personality trait, "musical appreciativeness", then nothing is explained: 
the whole thing is tautologous. It was indeed just this that provided the 
justification for looking at independent personality variables by usiDg 
published standardised tests. However, ample evidence has been presented to 
sllow that the 'musical behaviours' .e have studied are explicable in terms 
of independently selected personality traits and of sooial factors. It is 
therefore not improper to consider the various musical behaviours as 
exemplars of being musically appreciative (the argument of Chapter 9) and 
further to consider 'being musioal' or 'musioal appreciativeness' al a 
personali ty trait in its own right, though one which is not independent of 
other tra:l. ts* • I t might be noted tba t this broader view of personality does, 
in no vay, affect our earlier discussion - indeed it is implicit in it. 
Similarly, the inclusion of any other personality traits would be perfectly 
aoceptable and would not invalidate the earlier line of reasoning at all. 
*There is no inoonsistency in this. Cattell, and many others, acoept 
oorrelated personality factors beoause this sakes them psychologioal17 aore 
llea.n1ns1'ul. 
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So far in this chapter we have reviewed our ideas about the 
relationship between music appreciation and personalit.f and to account for 
our findings we have revised our ideas about the nature or the 'musical17 
appreciative personality'. One fUrther modification to our earlier thinking, 
this time specifical~ concerning the concept of musio appreoiatio~m87 
further help to 'tighten up' our oonceptual framework. This is to restrict 
the concept of music appreciation b.1 limiting 'music' to 'serious or 
classical music'. The reason this is suggested derives from the finding 
that with both the "taste data" and the data from the semantio differential 
ratings, the correlation ooefficients measuring the strength of the 
relationship between Ijking for, or evaluation of, music and the personality 
variables became progressively closer to zero as one moved from serious or 
classical music, through folk and light music, to pop music. 
(This is, of course, in accord with what one might intuitively 
suspect, that the more popular styles of music appeal to a greater range of 
personalit.y types because they are speoifically designed to. While this 
seems virtually a tru.1sm, what appears to be intuitively obvious is not 
aecessarlly always found ill practice.) It will be noted that our lim! tation 
here has the virtue of making music appreciation into a concept for which 
there must be a Ilore clearly recognisable 'lIU8ioal personality' whereas if 
each one of the whole range of styles from 'pop' to 'classical music' is 
considered to be a valid form of music, then one cannot argue so strongly 
that all musically appreciative behaviours reflect to any considerable extent 
a recognisable 'musical personality'. Our argument may be convenient for 
helping to organise a conceptual framework for musio appreciation, but it 
could be a dangerous one since it i8 made without reference to the many and 
various criteria that trained musicians might advocate. 
There is a problem here. On the one hand (in Parts I and II) we have 
urged that in defining music and music appreciation it is inappropriate to 
be too restrictive and this was backed up by reference to musicians of 
undeniable talent and professionalism who enjoy catholic tastes in music. 
On the other hand, we are suggesting that a narrow definition of music makes 
the concept of a 'musical personali t.fl much more tenable and that this is of 
value in helping to provide a reasonable conceptualisation of 'music 
apprecia tioD ' • 
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Though it may seem ironic, we strongly believe now that the concept 
of the 'musical personality', a.e the foundation for musical activities or 
interests, is only really appropriate w.a.a music is limited to serious/ 
classical music. We accept the psychological reasoning which is implicit 
in the argument that a taste for pop music or attendance at pop concerts 
is determined in large measure by external social forces and onl1 to a slight 
extent by the nature of an individual's personality. However, acceptance of 
this line of reasoning may not be too inappropriate in view of the fact that 
man;r musiCians would restrict the meaning of the word music in just the W8:1' 
we are doing. Yet the narrow views of some musicians might (uncharitably?) 
be construed as narrow-mindedness. 
We strong1,. believe in the desirability of limitations on the meaning 
of music - yet we reach this position with some reluotaaoe. The wheel has 
come full circle: the definition of music was broadened out from a 
traditional and relatively narrow one, only to be restricted at this stage. 
The lost advantages of the intermediate position must be offset against 
the gained advantages in our final position and it is difficult to assess 
objective17 the relative merits and demerits of the two positions. 
A final comment on this issue seems necessar,r to put it into a proper 
perspective. It is that we have been discussing a purely semantic problem. 
It does not invalidate the model of music appreciation or of the musical 
persona1i ty we have developed. Instead of one broad category 'music', we 
may have two, a narrow category 'music' (i.e. serious/classical music) and a 
broader category which, for want of a better te:rm*, we may call 'quasi-
music' (i.e. all music other than serious/classical music). To parallel 
'music appreciation' there coul4 be 'quasi-music appreciation' and the 
notion of many fomB of appreciative behaviour is equally appropriate to both. 
The critical d1ffereace lies in the level of importance of the musical 
personality for determining appreciative behaviours. We believe on the baSis 
of the evidence we bave produoed. that only for 'music appreciation' and not 
for 'quasi-music appreciation', 1s this importance sufficiently great to be 
justified. Furthermore, we doubt the existenoe of a 'quasi-musical 
personality'. In our data there 8eem to be no common personalit.1 correlates 
of different 'quasi-ausioal' behaviours. This is not to deny the 
the/ 
*The distinction is meanineful: the neologism we have ooined deserves to b. 
forgotten as soon as its immediate purpose has been served. 
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the importance of personality factors in relation to appreciation of 'quaai-
music'. But we are stressing the social influences and their interactions 
with a great variety of personality factors - and these personality factors 
are not especially those that oonst! tute the 'musioal personali Vi. 
Personality &8 it _lat •• to Musio AppreoiatioJ1 
The 'musical personal1tz': In the previous seotion the concept of the 
musical personality was redefined and 11m! ted to include only those 
personality traits which are to be found in any group of individuals who 
have skills or abilities or interests oonnected with serious/classioal 
musio; trai ts which are assumed to haYe importance in being the source 
power that mani£ests itself in some form of musical behaviour. 
To discover what these traits are, the findings concerning both the 
school pupils and the music students and musicians have been scrutinised to 
find out the extent of &ny' agreement concerning the personality profile of 
musioians and musioal pupils. 
Intelligence stands out olearly as a factor of major importance - a 
finding upon which we have already laid some stress. Emotional sensitivity, 
too, is undoubtedly' a prerequisite for musioality: the findings are 
UIlaIlbiga.ous that musioians and musioal school pupils tend to acore high on 
Cattell's Factor I (, PreSIDia ,) and the resul ta from other factors oonfi:rm 
this. There are, however, no further personal! ty tra! ts where there is 
agreement between the two groups so that the traits which constitute the 
'musical personality' 8eem quite simply to be intelligence and emotional 
sensitivity. That these are the basio personality oharacteristics of the 
musical oan be no surprise. The reviews of the literature about music 
appreoiation revealed that both the oognitive analysis of music and emotional 
response to musio typified the person who appreoiates DIUsio. Furthe:rmore, 
previous research has pinpointed these tra,i ts. What is surprising is that 
no other personal! ty yariable emerges from our analyses as part of the basic 
'musioal personality'. However one further variable does seem to be basic, 
and that is coming from a musioal home. The very great importanoe of this 
this/ 
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this for our school pupils has already been discussed. And although we have 
not documented equivalent evidenoe for those training or trained .. 
musicians, such evidence as we have (and it is somewhat fragmentar,y) 
together with the evidence of other workers indicates that a musical back-
ground is a powerful influence. 
It is the differences, rather than the similarities, between our two 
groups of subjects that are most noteworthy. Thus musical school pupils teDd 
to be field-dependent, submissive, obedient, accommodating, sociable and 
group dependent whereas the musicians tended to be the opposite, independent, 
assertive, free-thinking and 'lonera'. It i8 conceivable that a number of 
the more independent-minded school pupils direct their energies into Art or 
other aesthetic pursuits. Yet, with music students, especially men, there is 
an independence of thought and action not found with the school pupils which 
may possibly be a positive asset considering the nature of their training aDd 
the public image of musicians. 
Explanations for the various differences between the two groups could 
be sought in terms of the different social climates of sohool and music 
academy, or in terms of the difference between a pupil's interest and a 
student commitment to music or in terms of the different musical experiences 
the two groups will wish or will have to enjoy, etc. etc. 
No matter what the explanations may be, it is of paramount 
importance to recognise that although factors such as independenoe or 
sooiability oannot be included as traits typifying the 'musioal personality', 
they are still of very oonsiderable importance as 'second-oategory' 
personali ty factors. Indeed their role as such factors is impl10i t in the 
kind of explanations about which we have hypothesised. In these the 
'personality - sooial' interaction is clearly a central feature. B.r any 
standard the importanoe or signifioanoe of the seoond oategory of personality 
traits matohes that of the more basio musical personality traits. 
One possibility whioh we have not so far discussed and to which we 
have only referred obliquely is that the basio personality traits of the 
musioally appreciative person are not simply the source from whioh 
speoifioally musioal behaviours develop. The published findings oonoerning 
artists oould be interpreted to provide a similar or identioal 'art 
appreoiative personalit,y'. It i. possible that what we have identified is a 
al 
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a more general 'aesthetio personality' and that the different expressions of 
this, in interest in varying Art fo1'll1s, result from the influenoe ot the home 
and other sooial agencies, such as the school, interacting with the secondar,y 
personality traits. It might be thought that what dist1ngu1shes the persoD 
whose interests develop in Art rather than in Musio is lack of musical 
abilit,r. For such an argument, we would bJpothesise that musioal ability 
be seen as a characteristic of the 'musioal personali tyf along with 
intelligence and emotional sensitivity. However, throughout this study we 
have oonsidered the many forms of musioal appreoiation to be the dependent 
variables in this study and the personality factors to be the independent 
variables. To make musio ability (s~ - as tested on the Wing Tests) into 
an aspect of the 'musical personality' is to change its status from 
dependent to independent variable b.1 a quite arbitrary deoision. Our factor 
analytic results suggest that test ability is but one of many aspects of 
appreciation 8Zld so to single it out in this way would be quit. improper. 
Nonetheless in the regression analysis of orchestral playing, test 
ability was introduoed along with personality variables and this was 
found to be a profitable decision. In the light of such a result, 
BDd in view of the strength of the test factors, it ~ not be 
unreasonable (thOUB:~ it does rather go beyond our results) to 
think of the basio 'musioal personality' as being assooiated with 
i) intelligence ii) emotional sensitivit,r iii) musical 
ability and iv) a musioal home background. 
The 'secondary personali ty trai ta ' and musio appreoia tiOD: These 
traits funotion to direot musioality into &n7 one of many possible 
direotions - but they do this interacting with sex, home background and, in 
the broadest sense, sooial factors. ~e form of musio appreoiation revealed 
in ~ one individual's behaviour is determined b.1 the nature of his 
personality traits and b,y the various interactions. ~. main point to b. 
kept in mind here is that the relationship. of the several personality andl 
or social variables with different aspects of music appreciation tend to be 
specifio: what i8 general is acoounted tor in the "musioal personalit,r" 
(Providing a musioa1 home background can be included with the personal! ty 
traits). However, this does not make these relationships unimportant and 
they JIlUSt c.~ aot be igaored. Chapters 11 and 14 desoribe and 
ami 
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and discuss the variations from the basic relationships between music 
appreoiation and personality and thus deal with the seoondar,r peraonali~ 
traits. 
Two types of relationship between music appreciation and personalit.y/ 
social variables have been described. 
1. The personality correlates of each of a number of aspects 
of music appreciation for different groups of people, 
where the grouping is according to 'social' criteria sue. 
as 
(i) sex 
(ii) whether at school or at Academr or College. 
2. Comparisons between the personalities of related groups at 
the musically appreciative. Criteria used bave been (inter 
alia) 
(i) performer T listener 
(ii) instrument studied 
(iii) preferred style of musio. 
With regard to the first, it will be reoognised that sinoe what is being 
considered is primarily about social factors, our ooverage has inevitab17 
been rather limited and lacking in sophistication. Further investigations 
could take into account a greater number of (non-musioal) criteria such as age 
or sooial ClaS8 though theT might benefit, as we have suggested &boTe, tram 
oareful planning to talce into acoount the structural relationships between 
musioal appreoiation, personality and sooial factors. However, more, or 
different, aspeots of music appreciation oould be taken into account. 
The second type of relationship i8 characterised by focus I.'&, priJDa.ri17 
on musioal criteria and is narrower in soope. Here we have been rather more 
thorough and have produced 80me interesting results, including what we 
believe ~ be our moat significant - those relating to musioal taste. 
Some Implioations of the Findings for Education 
We have just indicated our belief that we have in our analysis of the 
taste data, findings of aome originalit.y and merit. The factorial struoture 
o! taste 1s cle~ cut, it does not disagree with everydaf (possibly 
possibly'! 
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(possibly unsystematio) observation and it makes musioal sense. Furthermore 
the personality oorrelates have a patterning of such signifioanoe that much 
of our theoretical discus.iaa, in the first part of this chapter, rests on 
it. The validity of the findings seems to be oonfirmed by the f'act that the 
'taste data' from the questionnaire and the data from the semantio 
differential ratings of musio provide essentially the same patterns. 
There oan be little doubt that the fiDdiDg8 are as revealing about the 
nature of musio (as it is experienoed) as it is about diff'erenoes in musioal 
taste (per se). There seems to be a real distinction between musio waiGh is 
oomposed with the deliberate aim of appealing to the listening publio and 
'pure music' which is free from commercial constraints. Unless our 
hypothesisill8 about the nature of 'the musical personality' is totally 
lacking in valid1 ty, one must draw the conclusion that the purer the music, 
the fewer will be the number of people who are equipped, by virtue of the 
personali ties, to appreciate it. This is not to deny that oommercial IlUsio 
can have artistic merit: it is merely to suggest that the likelihood of high 
artistic merit drops with increasi118 concern over the popular appeal of a work. 
Let it be noted that in disoussi118 'the musioal personality' it was Dot 
suggested that there are thresholds in intelligence, or in emotional 
sensitivity, or even in the muaioalness of ones home, which are necessary for 
musical appreciation. Indeed, we are not dealing with an "all-or-nothing" 
concept. Consequently, since the personality/sooial environment interaction 
seems important for musioal appreciation, one might hope that a deliberate 
policy of interventioD throuik a properly controlled educational ..,stam could 
lead to a greater number of people being able to appreciate music. 
The sequence in the types or styles of music (pP. 207, 231) reveals an 
order of difficult,r and ~ provide one sequenoe for weaning a person from an 
uncritioal liking for 'pop' to a keener appreoiation of purer olassical music. 
Implicit above is the belief that a rich musical environment in 
school, providing it is not 'above the head' of the naiTe listener, can to 
some extent compensate for a poor musical environment in the home. But what 
oompensates for lack of intelligence or of' musical ability or of emotional 
sensitivity? Are not these personality traits largely determined by 
heredity? While it is easy to reply that the heredity contribution is not 
total and that good teaching can help one to discern the structure of music 
and make one more sensitive, one must recognise that education of the young 
is/ 
is concerned with many subjects other than music and that the priority given 
to music may be so slight that compensation for a non-musical personality 
may, in practice, be negligible. 
Not only from the analysis of musical taste and its personalit,r 
correlates, but also from the results of the full factor analysis 
(Chapter 8) came the implication that in teaching there is great need for a 
broad based curriculum. We have agreed that MUsic appreciat10a !!l reveal 
itself in any one of many ways depending on social circumstances and 
secondary personality traits. Whether i t ~ reveal i teel! in the school 
situation will depend upon how flexible music teaching in schools can be. 
One could mount an attack against private music tuition at this point, for too 
often it is concerned with narrow aims, e.g. the development of the 
technical skills of performing on a given instrument. Yet to do so would be 
misguided. If private tuition is seen to complement rather thaa be a 
substitute for school music tuition, it provides a further outlet for the 
potentially musical. Of considezably greater importance is for all music 
teachers, for the children they teach, and for their parents, to recognise 
the limitations in any one aspect of the music education. 
Rela ted to the need for broadening the scope of music teaching is an 
increasing need to assess in what ways an individual may be musical. Formal 
tests can provide one method of making such assessments. While the 
correlation between the results of different tests is often quite high, the 
variability cannot be ignored. If unreliability is not to blame, then there 
are a variety of specific skills being tested which may, or ~ not, be .t 
some significance. Although the development of tests is currently 
unfashionable in educational psychology we believe that more test 
development in music, if it is coupled with thorough investigations of what 
the tests do in fact measure, may prove beneficial. The development of our 
test of ability to recognise composers by their style and the suggestions 
tor its turtaer development and investigation are in accord with our views here. 
There seems however to be a curious paradox here. Tests tend to focus 
on the intellectual skills required for listening to musio, whereas much 
teaching focus •• on how the individual experiences the music he is hearing. 
Two developments are necessary to deal with this situation. First, the 
cognitive aspects should receive more attention from those teachers who under-
value it. The questionnaires to those training to be music teachers 
teachers/ 
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teachers provided disturbing evidence that for manr this aspect of teaching 
may be relatively unimportant. Second, assessment techniques should be 
developed in the affective domain with the same enthusiasm as they- have been 
in the cognitive domain. Only if this takes place will there be 
assessment procedures valid for a great variety of purposes. It could be 
seen as a failure of those concerned with the music test technology that the 
tests are valid for such a limited num~er of purposes - a point which was 
evident in the factor analysis of the school pupils' data. 
There are implications in our findings for some limited use of 
personali ty testing in selection for muaic courses, both at school level and 
in higher education. We see two uses. The obYious one is in selection of 
those fitted for a music course and here the personality test results would 
have to supplement other pieces of information. The use ot personality test 
results here would be difficult since, ideally one would Dot only look for 
the basic musical personality t but one would also consider 'secondary' 
personal! ty variables. The second use would be to provide some way of 
cheCking on those who, in training, are considered to be temperamentally 
unsuited to being a musician. Here the range of tolerable personalities 
becomes more important than the personalit,y of the 'typical musician'. Both 
these are valid uses - but not ones that would neceBBari~ produce pertinent 
information on a large proportion of those tested. However, this is true 
with all testing: the number of people for whom the test results have 
special signifioance may be quite low, and this should not be seen as a 
failure of the test to serve the purpose for which it was designed. 
A Final ConCluding Comment 
The relationships between personality traits and expressions of 
musicality have not been widely researched and the range of possible methods 
of doing so is extremely wide. We believe that the methodology we have 
adopted has been fruitful in that positive results have emerged and in that 
some estimate of the importance of personality could be made. 
It is a clich~ to say that further research is necessary and 
we believe that further research using the same simple design that 
we have used. would not prove valuable. 
If we have achieved. anything 1 t is that we have cleat' ed the 
ground. We bave provided one 'model' of musical appreciation and 
have related. musical appreciation to personality traits and to 
social factors; we have indicated where musicality is one thing 
and where there are a great number of specific problems. If further 
research into the psychology of music is to take account of 
personality traits using Cattellw,or even E,rsenck's, personality 
model then we have indicated the kind of factors and interactions 
that may be si¢ficant. 
We are reminded of some of those musical works left 
uncompleted at the death of their composers. The original 
composer starting from minimal IDa terial, produced a framework or 
structure, filled in some of the detail and indicated how further 
development might take place. But only a later oomposer 
transformed the balf-formed work so as to make a fully satisfying 
whole. At the present stage we feel we have presented a work 
that i8 not wholly satisfying. It is not that there is something 
seriously wrong with it but that it i8 incomplete, that the 
useful findings and implications are few. Perhaps if the basic 
structure is sound it ~ in a later stage receive the further 
attention that will make it more generally acceptable and 
useful. But, unlike music, in research there is never a point 
where one can stop and feel satisfied the work is finally oomplete. 
281. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Personality Profile of Mu810 Performers and Therapists 
The following profiles are all based on the work of Shatin et al but 
because of the way the results have been published, the figures in the 
3rd column have been calculated from those in the first two columns. 
Performers and Therapists* 
(N == 54) Therapists** Peri'ormers 
-------------_._--------_._._---_._--_.-
A 5.0 5.1 5.0 
B 6.7 8.0 6.0 
C 5.3 5.5 5.2 
E 5.9 5.7 6.0 
F 5.9 5.4 6.1 
G 6.1 6.5 5.9 
H 6.6 6.3 6.8 
I 7.1 1.2 7.1 
L 4.8 4.4 5.0 
1>1 6.2 6.3 6.2 
N 4.8 5.0 4.7 
0 4.3 4.2 4.3 
Q.1 6.1 6.1 6.1 
~ 6.7 6.7 6.7 
Q.3 6.1 6.4 6.0 
Q.4 5.0 4.9 5.1 
Q.I 5.7 
Q.II 4.7 
Q.III 5.5 
Q.IV 6.1 
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*Source of data: Cattell et al (1910) 
**Source of data: Shatin et al (1968) 
APPENDIX 2 
The Sample or the Mu.sic ACadenty Students - broken down by lear or stugz 
and Oourse 
Year or Number or Students Number or Students Percentage enrolled. in Study AoadeJDT tested tested 
Year II 57 35 61 
III 67 39 58 
1II+ 15 8 53 
Total 139 82 59 
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Course of Number or Students Number or Students Percentage 
Study enrolled. tested tested 
Dip.Mus.Ed. 41 27 66 
D.R.S.A.M. 83 44 53 
D.R.S.A.M. 15 11 7} (Wind Teacher) 
39% of the Aoademy students were men. This is representative of the 
proportions in the Acade~: in session 1973 - 74,36% of the students 
were men. However, it should be noted that the balance of the sexes 
varies according to the oourse or study. This is true both or our 
sample and of the students at the Academy. 
At Jordanhill College, the other souroe of musicians, 44% or the music 
students we used were men. 
Tbe QuestioDD&:1re even to Mueici&DII &!!g,uiriD§ into thea COMept ot 
Music Appreciation 
In this appelldix 18 presented the full questiozmaire, to,etber with 
it. pre&llble and 1n8tl"Uotiona. Tbia appeDdix alao provide. a 
complete record of the re.pozaae. liven .inoe. The t'regueDOZ ot the 
varioU8 reaponse. to eaob ite. are entered in the appropriate oolumaa. 
It aiaht be noted that not every it .. baa been ADa.ared by every 
paraon and. oonaequentlJ the total. for e aoh it .. titter. 
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• JiusicaJ. Appreciation' 18 a general ~eI'II th&~ haa been used when deacribi", 
the skills abown in listening to music. UD1~rtUD&tely auaiciana aeem not to 
agree completely upon the me&DiDg of thia term - and when sociologiats and 
psychologists alao beoome involved in attempting to define it, confuaion 18 
worse coDfouMed. Bormal~ this does DOt matter greatly, tor there 8l"e tew 
occasioDS when the musician needs a precise definition aDd few sociologists 
aDd p~chologista are interested in music, except tor recreationl Besides, 
~hose who use the term do usually JcDOw wbat they mean by it and will explain 
it if the need N'iaes. 
However, I &Ill interested in what different musicians really lIeaD by 'muaic 
appreciation', i.e. in seeinc to what extent there is a consensus of 
opinion and in seeiDi where any differences of opinion do lie. This lIust 
DOt be ~aken to iap~ criticisli if there is DO agreement: it would be 
surpriainl it' there was. llather it would oonfir. what i., I believe, a 
COJDlDOnaense Viewpoint, that is that 'lIU8io appreciation' 1a auch a general 
and vague tera that it is DOt meaningful to use it where preCision and 
clarity of expression are required. 
Below you will t'iD4 a DUllber of state.enta, lIOat 01' which have been drawn 
trom books wr1tten by auaiciana and .usic teachers. They all deal, direotll' 
or iDdirectly, with the problem ot .et'iD1ng t llU8ic appreciation' &Dei focus 
on the intellectual taalc8 of listeniDi with appreoiation aDd on the 
(ellOtioaal?) response. made which indioate appreoiation. 
Please JlBl"k the extent to whioh you asree, or disagree, with eaoh of the 
stateaenta by puttiDg a tick 1D the appropriate box on the ripthandaide ot 
the page. There is a five po1Dt scale, 1 _ana 'atrone agreement', 
2 means • asr.ement " .3 _aDa 'uncerta1D', .... meana ' diaa&ree.ent·, and 
5 meana eatrone 4iaasreement·. Where a state.ent is 100& and. one phr .. e in 
it llaa been UDderl1ned, :i.n.dioate the extent ot your agreement with the 
underlined POint 0*' the rest of the atat.ent aerely puts the oruoial 
underliDed part in context. T17 to decide on each statement exactly .. it 
i. written. If after doiUC thia, you wish to add coments on any ot the 
atat __ nts, or .ore "nerally on the topic of defining iIlusicaJ. appreoiation, 
I should b. .ost gratetul tor them. 
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StroDB Dia- StroDB 
~e- Air·e- Uncer- Dia-mant ta1n &&ree- &&r,e-
ment ment IIl8nt 
1 2 3 4- 5 
1. ~ic ia Just as much 
a language as English 
with a notation, a 
iZ"&iIIIIILl" • and a 
li teratur, ot ita 
own. Every great 
mel.~ bas lOt a 
Jll8&n:ln,& the ,"at 12 6 
melodiea are like the 13 2 
iZ"eat li.s ot 
Shakespeare, or ot 
Milton, or ot Virgil, 
as tull of aean:lna 
8Ild sip1ficanoe tor 
those who have ears 
1;0 he8l" the •• 
2. ITvy great _10& 
has au & .In:l H, 6 14- 1 it only we could 
f1D4 it. 
2S. Every great meloclv 
has lot a sie- 7 13 1 2 1 WOW" it oDl7 WI 
oould tind it. 
3. So.,, tho\llh not all, 
.. lo41es bave 4 14- 2 8 
JI8&u:lDl· 
,}S. ao .. , 'though not all, 
.. lodies have sip- 3 13 5 8 1 
itio&DOe. 
It-. The .,aDiDg iD a 
pieo! of JlU8io 
should b. the ...... 1 11 
18 
tor all liateuera. 
48. The significance in a 
pieoe ot auaic should 1 8 8 be the same tor all 
listen81'S. 
;. The aeaniDi 1n a 
Rieoe of muaio should 
b, the ... at all 2 1 16 11 
times tor aqy ODe 
person 
ss. Th! a1p1ficaDoe in a 
piece of JllU8ic should 
be the same at all 2 1 8 , 
times tor ~ ODe 
6/ 
perSOD. 
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StrODe A&ree- Di ... 
StrODe 
Asree- UDCer- D:i. ... aent tain &&ree- agree-Il8J1t mGt met 
1 2 } 4- 5 
6. The .eard.D& of auaio 
:i.a diacovered wheD 
•• underataDcl ita 7 2 11 8 struoture aDd fora. 
(Thi. i. u atell-
ectual process.) 
6s. The signifiQ8l)Ce of 
auaio i. di.covered 
.h.D .e UDder.taad 
it. structure and 9 5 
fora. (T.bi. 18 an 
utellectuJ. 
proc •••• ) 
7. Th. ae&D1.ng of auaic 
liea in the emotions 5 14- 1 (feeliDp). it 
evok ••• 
7S. The .ip1fio&llCe of 
muaic lie. a the 1 10 , 2 
uot:i.ou (teeling.) 
it evolt ... 
8. The aean] zag 01' .usic 
lie. :i.n the emotion. 
it evoke •• To tiDd 
the .eani D.I: we do & 
kiD4 01' $£&u;J!tiOD 1 8 8 11 5 
whu II kDO! wh.12i 
8IDOtiou oorru,e-
wi til .hich particular 
.owul 2&ttenus. 
9. Siaply to !!W9Z the 
.0UDda 01' auaic, i. 6 to appreciate it. 2 11 10 
&lJc.1lD8Dt is .u£t-
ioi_t. 
10. • A1 thoUlh 'l1ld.DI' 
doe. DOt coutitute 
·appreoiatioD-. !1 
il I!Xerthe;Lell 8 1 1} 8 
DHe •• &r..Y that 
appreciatioD should 
iDclude l:ik:iD£.· 
11. WheD &D appreciative 
listener der:i.ve. 
aaU.taotioD tra. 
UDder.t&D4iDl the 
tora of a oompo.it- 5 17 2 } 1 iOD aDq/or the tech-
Dique. uaed by it. 
oompoav, he upar-
:i.ence. an at .. e 
feeling of pleaaure 
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StroD& Dis- StroDg Agr •• - UDOer- Di.-£&r •• - lIl.nt tain agr .... agr.e-MIlt •• nt 
•• .,t 
1 2 3 It- , 
12. It the eftect ot 
lIlUaic is not 
whol~ plea.urable, 
then th. 1 18 14-
listener baa failed 
to appreciate the 
mu.ic. 
13. When music heard by 
.chool children is 
accompani.d. by 
.ither .motional 4- 21 2 5 1 
aatisfaction i£ 
int.llectual UDder-
at&DdiD8 of it, it 
has b •• n appreciated. 
14. Some piec.s of music 
can b. appreciated 
even when they evoke 27 2 3 1 little or no 
emotion in the 
liaten.r. 
1;. ~pr.ciatio" ot 
auaio lies in the 
listener exper-
i8DOins the aam. 
emotion a. the 12 13 ; 
compoa.r wished to 
8Z9r •••• DO matter 
wh.ther it i. 
pl.asure. awe, 
distress, horror .tc. 
16. It i. the eft.ct that 
-.aio produo .. that 
is important. DOt a.J1 2 19 2 8 1 UDd.erstaDd;lD8 ot how 
that &ttect ia 
achiev.d. 
17. -Wu.sio is not the 
caua. or cur. ot 7 17 3 2 
emotiona, but their 
lo6io&1 ezpr.ssio.,.· 
18/ 
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StroDl Dis- StrODa 
.Acree- Uncar- l)i8-~ee- Mat taiD agree- agr .... JI8llt act MAt 
1 2 3 ~ 5 
18. )Naic 4oe. not arouse 
• 
DOrmal emotioDa, 
auch as JoY', tear, 
anger, sadnes. etc., 
but it ~ po •• ib~ 
d.scribe or 
illuaiaate these 
8alOtiona. Thi. i. 3 10 1 11 
b8C&WIe the 
appreciative 
listener cu 
r.co&D1ae a .imil-
arity bet.een the 
torma ot music and 
the 8IIIOtiODa. 
19 • "AppreciatioD ot 
.... 1c 1_ pure 
spoDtaneoua pleasure 1 18 7 
UDIIixed with intell-
ectual eftort.· 
20. It i. IIIOre important 
tor chilcil"en at 
school to be 8I"Ouaed 
to atroll& t •• liDp by 6 16 6 1 
lllUBic thaD to have an 
intellectual UDd.r-
_t&DdiD& ot it. 
21. Appreciation a&DDOt 
occur without w:r.der-
stand1D4J ot the torl1, 1 6 2 17 7 
aud 0 ther tecb.D1oal 
... pect., of the 
lU8io. 
22. jppreoiat10n ot mua1c 
1IIp11_ both UB4er-
.t&ll4iDc the 81810 8 1Jt. 2 8 1 
I.Dd. bein8 stirred 
uotioA&ll.y by it. 
23. When list_1M to 
!lal~2 • 2i1 Ihoul.4 
oonatant~ be in an 
!.DIJ.ytio !rUle ot 
~ (unle •• he i. a 6 20 1 ; 1 
prote.aional .usia 
critio), it he i. to 
appreoiate it tull1. 
2Jt/ 
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StrollC Dia- Stroac £cr .... Unoer- Dia-~ .... 
"Dt tain 
agr .... 
agr .... MDt MIlt 
_Dt 
1 2 
.3 .. 5 
2Jt,. The .Xpert muaieiaza 
is lIOn oapabl. 0'£ 
&11 at8Da. 8.UIOt10nal 
feeling when 2 2 18 7 
listening to aga1e 
because of hia deeper 
UDderatandi nc of it. 
25. -Expert muaiei&D8 by 
~onfiJLin 8 th.ir 
attention to teo.b-
Dique, teDd to allow 6 22 2 2 1 
their critioal acumen 
to deaden their 
emotional reactiona.-
26. • Art - and. this 
inoludea muaic - must 
rea.ch the FeeliDC 
via the UDd .... 2 2 18 7 
ataD c)1ne.- Betore 
you O&D be properq 
IIOveci bT 1I.l810 you 
!lUSt \lDd.erstau.d it. 
27. Grea.t auaiciana, when 
compo.inc, do &elbere 
to eertaiD sets 0'£ 
'rulea' aDd thq do 
have certain 
noolA!aabl. atylistio 15 10 3 
device., al thoucb the 
coDv.ntioDa adopted 
by different 
compo. era are DOt 
neo.ssarily the same. 
28. Appreciation r.quire. 
tbat the liat8D8r 
derives hi. satis-
taction, thro\i&A an 1 11 2 15 2 
understandiDC of the 
rules aad con-
ventiona ""eel by the 
ooapesv. 
29./ 
StroDe Die- StroD6 
Acre ... A&l" ..... UDOer- . .... ])i.-Jll8Dt taiD a8l" .... 
.ll8nt Jlent lIlent 
1 2 3 Je. ,5 
29. "It i. an illsult to a 
man of Beethovent • 
genius to suppose 
that he apent hi. 
life in stringing 
tune. together &ad 
laYiahin& upon thea 1,5 10 
all the reaourc.. ot 
art wi'th DO obJeoll iD 
vi.. but that of 
delightinc the ear. 
ot I18D with a OOD-
oour.. of •• e.t 
aowada.-
JO. -No, the value ot 
1 Beethoyen's muaio i. S 11 9 
a moral. value.-
31. The act ot appreoiat-
ion abould iDOlude a 
Qona14~oa of the 5 22 2 
musio's performano. 
u .811 U ot the 
oo~aition itselt. 
.32. UDderatand1uc the 
~re •• iY. upeot. ot 
pertor.no. i. lION 
20 S important iD 1 
appreciation thaD an 
UDd.erataDd.1ua of the 
compositioD it •• lt. 
33. In appreciation, the 
..untial tUk i. to 
evaluate the quality 2 11 ,5 1, 1 
of the suaio whioh 
1. 11.tened to. 
,34.. Thoae who are 
i8DOrant of the timea 
and oulture in whioh , 20 2 7 2 a composer lived, 
Q8DDDt tul17 under-
st8.l\Cl his muaio. 
3S/ 
StrODg Dia- StroDa £&r .... UDCer- l)i8-£&r.e- ment taiA aar-- agr .... 
ment MDt Ilent 
1 2 3 ~ 5 
35. Some kDowled&e of the 
history ot auaic 18 
helpful wheA 7 25 1 
li_teuina to a piece 
ot muaic • 
.36. BeiDi aware ot the 
tit'ferent colour_ 
and textures i_ Mre 
important thu 2 11 9 1 
reco&Di-in& the tora 
and structure in a 
pieoe of mu.ic. 
37. Memory for aelod¥ &Dd 
r~ is essential 
for reco&Dition of 5 23 5 
the form ot a 
muaical compo_itioA. 
38. AD ability to 
reMllb .. the _lodie. 
aDd riV'thu iD a 4- 20 2 6 1 pieoe of auaio i. DOt 
neoe.a817 tor 
appreoiat1J:lc it. 
39. Basic musical 
abili tie. are needed 
betOl"e _sioal 2 9 14-
appreciation i. 
po.sible. 
295. 
Test of aecoption of C0!poaer Style - The first 30 it ...... 108 
lDstructiona for the test and list of musioal extracta uaed. 
-Thia ia a teat of llU8ical appreciation. :ror eaoh • queatioa
' 
you will hear 
two ahGrt lII1aical extract.. Liaten to thg carefully and compare the avle 
&Dei aound. of each, then decide whether the two extract. were by the aa.-
ooapoaer or by different oOJlpoa.ra. It you thiD.k they are by the aame 
composer, put an'S t on your answer sheet. It you thinlc they are by 
different coapoa .. a, put a 'D' on your anaw.r aheet. 
Here ia an example:· 
Extract traa BAiTOX CODCertO for Oroheatra 
"Theae two extracts were, ot courae, by ditterent eoaposera: they were in 
cl1ttereDt aVl .. &Del had different .0UDda. 
~H B~. CODe. lio. 2 
~ Br&Dd.eDlnll', Cone. lio. .3 
"Th ••• two extracts w.re by the aam. eo.poser: they wer. 1A the ..... at71e 
&D4 had. the ..... aoWld. 
Here i8 the teat. Write -8 t . tor • ..... tor' I)' tor I dift.rut ' .-
296. 
1. K)uaT 
lWi.1'OK 
2. K)z.Aft BorA Conoerto 
lIDW! Bora CODOerto 
,. TCHAIXDVSKY Piaao COMeto (Bb min.) 
GIi&iWIH i.A&p.9oa, in Blue 
~. lWlTOX Muaic tor BtriDIa, Percuasion &Dd Celeate 
lWlTOlC Miraculoua MaDclN"iD Suite 
5. ARNOJ.l) faa O'Shanter Overture 
ARNOLD Soottiah DaDee., No. 1 
6. SfUUSS Bona Conoerto 
K\lAla' Hona CoMerto 
7. :surHOVIN ~ol\Y No.8 
.BBiTlfOYJI( Syaphol\Y No. 8 
8. Piaao Couoerto (Bb ata.) 
Pi&DO CODOerW 
9. .II)&AaT Jupiter BTapbol\Y (No. 41 ) 
M>.I.AllT Jupiter 2yaphoD& (No. lto1) 
10. ~uaG Traut1Fed. H1&At 
SC1iOlil1BRG Tr&r&atilUl'ed. Ni.&ht 
11. BDI'HOYa Violin CODCerW 
BACH. Violin Concerto (A a:1D.) 
12. BACK lr&D4euv, Coacerto No.1 
BD.rHOVEIi ~ZV' No.5 
13. TCJlAIlDVSU 10... and. Jv.U.t OTeriun 
TCJU.I.IOVSII 1812 Overture 
14. SIilU.IU8 Karel1a Suit. 
SIULIUS xar.11a aut te 
1.5. lIliAVDlSKY Petroua.blca 
~O~ CODOerte tor Oil"cheatra 
16. lWfDEL Messiah ~J'or unto U.) 
lWfDiL Meaai&h HalleluJah) 
17. )l)ZAB! Ave Verua 
B&AHM8 How lovel¥ 18 tq Dwell1Da 
18. lO)JW.Y Cborale fro. Paalu .t:luDca.riua 
HANDEL Bade. the Prieat 
291. 
19. tiLTON Bel.ba&aar'. 'e .. t 
timON lelahauar·. '8&at 
20. VRDI llequ1e. (Di88 Irae) 
VAUGIWf IA WiDdaor Forest lVILI.uWl 
21. GILBJi:aT AND Mlllado (lor he gone aDd marriec1) SULLIYj,H 
GILBERT AND eK1kado(Cachucha) SULLIVj,H 
22. WAGNlila Tanhau.a8l" 
WAGlmi Tanhauaer 
23. GOUNOJ) Faust (G10l7 aDd Love) 
srUVINSKY Oed1pua .aex 
24. iIiil'rHO.V. Piano SOZl&ta Op.31 No. 2 
LISZT La Campuella (Paaan1n1 Itude) 
25. CHOPIN Polou&i.e No • .3 (A maJ.) 
CII)PIN Polonaise No. 6 (.~b min.) 
26. BACH Italian Concerto 
BYi.D C&r80n". Whi.t. 
27. BACK 2 part in"entionNo. 8 
:sACK 2 part iDYent1onNo. 13 
28. SC~ Trio in Bb 
iCliUBJ2r T1"CIIQ.t Quiatet 
29. lAV.BL ~.A aD4 All.,. 
BBlrHOVIH quartet No.1 Op.18 
.'50. CAaLO& Variations tor flute and electronic .ouad 
STOClOU.USDl Proae.aioA 
298. 
Teat ot iecognition ot Compoaer Stlle - The aecond }O item veraion 
Instructions tor the teat and liat 01' JIlU8ical extracta used. 
-This 1s a teat of JIlU8ical appreciation. For each • queation' you will hear 
two short JIlU8ical extracta. Liaten to them oar.full¥ and compare the avle 
and acUDd 01' each. then clecide whether the two extracts were by 'Ule .... 
composer or by ciittere.nt compoaera. It you think they are by the .... 
composer, put an 'a' on your anaw .. sheet. If you think they are Iv' 
different composera. put a 'J)' on your anawer abeet. 
Here ia an uaaple,· 
k1;ract troll BACH Br&DClenWr&' COllO. No. 1 
Extract trom aAiTOK Concerto tor Orchestra 
"The •• two extract. were. ot oourse, by clitterept oompoaeraa they were in 
difterent styles and bad clifferent soUDda. 
On your anawer sheet you will .ee a 'D' has be.n written in. 
Here i.e another uample,"' 
BACH Brand.nb1ll.'g CODe. No.2 
BACH Braud.nbvg Cone. No. , 
"The.e two Gtraota were by the .... compoaer, they were in the aame avle 
and had the HIDe aoUDd. 
So there 1a an ts' on the &DBwor ah.et. Note that althoU8h they are by the 
same compoaer. theae two extracta are trom ditferent piece. of llusic. 
However, in th1a teat you pve onl3 to decide whether tM ooapoaor 1a ... .... 
for the ahort extraota of .. io you will hear. 
Here is the t •• t." 
299. 
1. BlWDIS £c&demjc Festival Overture 
BRA.HMS St. Antho"," Variation. 
2. XCHAl.KOVSKI 1812 Overture 
TCBAIKOVSKY Marche Slave 
3. Jl)z.&llT Piano Concerto (~ 488) 
TCH'IKOVSKY Pia.no Concerto (llD min.) 
~BJ.VINSKY Fireb1rd Suite 
b'TiAVINSIcr Firebird Suite 
5. HANDBL Concerto Groaso. op.6 No. 11 
lWii'Q.K Concerto for Orchestra 
6. lllmrliQVIN Sympho"," No.5 
~QK Music for Str1D&s, Percussion and Celeate 
7. ADDA,LY l>ance. of Galuta 
.KODALY Duee. ot Galuta 
8. MliiNDiLSSOliN Hebride. Overture 
DDUSSY La Mer 
9. BElillHOVRi SylllphOl\Y No. , 
lW:.rWVEN Syaphol\Y No. 6 
10. DEBUSSY L t Aprea IllicU d t UD taune 
DiiUSSY L 'Apre. midi ... un taune 
11. BACH Violin Concerto in E 
MiNDEI.&$OHN VioliD Concerto 
12. TIP.Pm' lDterlude ·Child of our Xi,we-
BACH Brand.eDbvg Concerto No. 1 
13. lllU1'.r!iN Sea IAterludes No.2 
:BJUT1I1N Sea Interlude. No. Jt. 
1 Jt.. HIN~H Mathi. du Maler 
HINIWIITH Mathia du Maler 
15. K)ZAB1' line XleiDe Nachtaus1k 
~HOVD ~aphol\Y No. .5 
16. MUsooaGSKY Picture a at an ixbib1tion 
W&lOB.GSKY Picture. at an ixhib1tion 
17. UVlIiL Daphnia and. Chloe Suite 2 
iAViL Daphnia and. Chloe Suite 2 
18. ELGAR. iD1pa VariatiolUJ 
ELGAR ~pa VariatiolUJ 
300. 
19. HAYDN Trumpet Coacerto (Bb) 
PUliCiLL frwRpet TUD •• I 
20. UClUIANINOV Pi&l1O CODCerto .No. 2 
aACl:DIANINOV Piaoo CODOc-to No. 2 
21. BEBLIOZ ~D1e Fantaatique 
SCJitmBaT s,yaphoq No. 5 
22. WAGNiR. Tgha.{lser 
ROSSINI William Tell Overture 
2,3. ~ Horn CODCertO No.2 
lI>Uia' Horn Concerto No. It-
24. Gi.EIG Piaao Concerto 
B~HOVlN Piano Concerto .No. 5 
25. XODALY Psalm Hugaricua 
_AiT Overture to COBi Fan Tutte 
26. BACH Clavier Konaert (F aaJ.~ 
lW:H Clavier KDnaert (F aaJ. 
27. BIDr Dance Boheaienae 
DiBUaSY SireMB 
28. lWiTOX Kusio tor Strin&B. Percussion and Cel.ste 
BACH ir&Ddenbura Concerto No. 5 
2~. )l)ZAaT Concerto tor Flute &rl4 Harp 
JIlZART Concerto tor Flute and Harp 
30. SCHUMANN Pi&l1O Concerto 
BDrlIJQr Piano Concerto No. .3 
It .. J.Dal,yse. on the First JO Itell Version of the l'est o£ Recognition 
of Composer StIle 
It8lll No. Bli tiL f ci Phi 
1 32 22 .5J. .20 .20 
2 }2 19 .51 .26 .26 
3 Jt4. 25 .69 .38 .41 
~ 45 41 .86 .08 .12 
.5 38 37 .75 .02 .02 
6 31 23 .~ .16 .16 
7 35 19 .54- .32 .32 
8 32 18 .50 .28 .28 
9 38 29 .67 .18 .19 
10 25 20 ..... 5 .10 .10 
11 22 15 .37 .14 .15 
12 32 19 .51 .26 .26 1, 25 17 .42 .16 .16 
14- .38 23 .61 .30 .31 
15 45 ~ .79 .22 .27 
16 48 .... 1 .89 .14- .22 
17 30 24- .54- .12 .12 
18 41 32 .73 .18 .20 
19 44- 35 .79 .18 .22 
20 .... 1 39 .80 .O/t. .05 
21 43 39 .82 .<:e .10 
22 21 11 .32 .20 .21 
23 4-5 37 .82 .16 .. :2l 
24- 24- 12 .36 .2Jt, .25 
25 43 27 .70 .32 .35 
26 44 Jlt. .78 .20 .24 
27 45 39 .84- .12 .16 
28 23 , .... .37 .18 .19 
29 J,.3 35 .78 .16 .19 
30 29 23 .52 .12 .12 
For this item &Dalysis there were 50 people in each of 
the hi&h scorin& aDd low 8coriDg sroups. 
Ii H is the nUllber of persODS in the high 8cor1Dg sroup who 
correctlY anawereci the ite •• 
tiL is the nWlber of persons in the low scoring group who 
correctly answered the i tell. 
f is the faoUity level of the it_. 
a. is the 41sCl"imiDation 1Dclu of the it ... 
301. 
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~pendix 6 - oont'd 
Iteal'lo. l'lli NL t d 
1 22 20 .58 .05 
2 2Jt. 15 • Sit- .25 
3 33 17 .69 .44-
4- }2 29 .8lt. .08 
5 29 24- .73 .13 
6 25 17 .58 .22 
7 26 16 .58 .27 
8 26 12 .52 .38 
9 29 19 .66 .27 
10 18 12 .41 .16 
11 15 12 .37 .08 
12 23 10 .~5 .36 
1} 18 11- .40 .19 
14- 25 17 .58 .22 
15 32 24- .n .22 
16 35 28 .87 .19 
17 24- .15 .54- .25 
18 28 20 .66 .22 
19 }2 2' .80 .16 
20 }2 27 .81 .13 
21 33 28 • SIt. .13 
22 17 9 .36 .22 
23 » 2S .80 .22 
2Jt. 17 7 .33 .27 
25 32 18 .69 .38 
26 32 2} .76 .25 
27 33 26 .81 .19 
28 18 9 .37 .25 
29 32 21 .73 .}O 
30 23 16 • .5If. .19 
J'or this analysis there wve 36 people in Ach of the 
high .coriDI and low scol"1.D& sroup •• 
.t.PPENDIX 7 
Itelll !ual,y.8. iaaed Oil the 60 It.... in ioth V.raioDa of the Teat of 
:a.ecop t10D of Coapoaer S\yle 
It .. No. HH BL f 4 
I 1 20 1Jt. .68 .24-
I 2 20 9 .58 .~ 
13 19 11 .60 .,2 
I~ 25 1, .88 .24-
I 5 17 ii, .56 .24-
I 6 is 7 .44- .,2 
I 7 16 11 .51.- .20 
I 8 17 15 .64- .08 
I , 20 22 .84 -.08 
110 20 11 .62 .36 
111< 16 8 .48 .,2 
112 19 15 .68 .16 
113 8 5 .26 .12 
I1~ 16 11 .~ .20 
115 18 15 .66 .12 
116 21 17 .76 .16 
117 12 13 .50 -.0It-
118 ~ 21 .~ .12 
Ii' 24- 17 .82 .28 
120 23 23 .92 .00 
121 22 23 .90 -.0It 
122 9 9 • .36 .00 
123 23 2J .~ .00 
~ 9 6 .30 .12 
125 1, 19 .76 .00 
126 25 15 .80 .AtO 
127 23 22 .90 .04. 
128 12 2 .28 .40 
129 2At- 16 .80 .}2 
130 12 10 • .le4- .08 
II 1 23 18 .82 .20 
II 2 16 11 .54- .20 
II , 21 18 .78 .12 
II It. 18 12 .60 .~ 
II 5 25 13 .76 .48 
II 6 2lt- 21 .90 .12 
II 7 25 23 .96 .08 
II 8 15 12 .!4 .12 
II 9 23 17 .80 .24-
IIi 0 25 20 .90 .20 
1111 21 13 .68 .32 
II12 24- 20 .88 .16 
1113 16 7 .46 .)6 
111 It. 1~ 8 .44- .24-
II15 11 7 .36 .16 
1116 19 12 .62 .28 
1117 13 19 .~ -.~ 
1118 18 12 .60 .2Jt. 
IIi9/ 
Appendix 7 - cODt'd 
Item No. Na NL t cl 
1119 15 13 .;6 .08 
1120 19 15 .68 .16 
1121 11 11 .44- .00 
II22 25 19 .88 .24-
1123 25 17 .84- .32 
1I.24. 20 7 .sq. .52 
1125 24- 15 .78 • .36 
1126 2} 1~ .84- .16 
1127 19 17 .72 .08 
1128 25 16 .82 .36 
1129 25 13 .76 .48 
ll30 19 17 .72 .08 
The high ecoriDg aDd low ecoriDi sroupe each are ot 25 
people. The scorea OD all 60 items were used for aelecttag 
the groups. 
It .. No. Na NL t d 
I 1 28 17 .60 .29 
1 2 29 13 .;6 .43 
1 3 29 16 .60 .'5 
14- 35 31 .89 .10 
1 5 26 18 .59 .21 
1 6 20 10 .4.0 .27 
1 7 25 17 .;6 .21 
I 8 27 22 .66 .13 
1 9 ,1 JIt. .87 -.80 
110 27 13 .;4- .37 
Iii 22 15 • .50 .18 
112 28 18 .62 .27 
113 13 10 .31 .08 
114- 20 1,9 .52 .02 
115 26 24- .67 .05 
116 29 25 .72 .10 
117 19 20 .~ -.02 
118 33 30 .85 .08 
119 3It. 28 .83 .16 
120 35 '3 .91 .05 
121 32 JIt. .89 -.05 
122 14- 12 .35 .05 
123 34- 35 .93 -.02 
124- 12 8 .27 .10 
125 28 27 .74 .02 
126 36 26 .83 .27 
127 ,... JIt. ·91 .00 
128 15 7 .29 .21 
129 .36 26 .83 .27 
I,}O 19 17 .48 .05 
II 1/ 
Appendix 7 - cont'4 
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It .. No. Na NL t 4 
II 1 32 .30 .83 .05 
II 2 2J 17 .~ .16 
II , 31 27 .78 .10 
II 4- 26 19 .60 .18 
II 5 35 22 .77 •. "5 
II 6 J6 31 .go .13 
II 7 37 ~ .95 .08 
II 8 20 15 .4.7 .13 
n9 JIt. 27 .82 .18 
1110 37 31 .,. .16 
1111 29 21 .67 .21 
1112 36 31 ·90 .13 
1113 23 8 .4.1 .40 
n14 17 14- .41 .08 
1115 16 9 .33 .18 
1116 30 17 .63 .35 
1117 20 24- .59 -.10 
1118 25 22 .63 .08 
1119 21 23 .59 -.05 
ll20 26 22- .64- .10 
1121 18 15 .44- .08 
II22 36 28 .86 .21 
1123 37 25 .83 .}2 
II24 .30 15 .60 .40 
n25 32 20 .70 • .)2 
1126 34- 31 .87 .08 
1127 .30 27 .77 .08 
1128 34- 25 .79 .24-
1129 35 22 .77 .'5 
1130 29 25 .72 .10 
The high 8cori.D8 au4 low .coriDc iI"Oups .ach are ot ,., 
peopl.. The .oor.. on all 60 i t8JIIS were used tor .el.otinc 
the Bl"Oups. 
It .. lio. Ba 111. t & 
• Ii 31 17 .6It. .37 
• I 2. 28 11 .52 .1to5 
• I 3 27 12 .~ .40 
• 14- 36 31 .90 .13 
• I 5 25 20 .60 .13 
• I 6 25 10 .4-7 .40 
• I 7 26 14 .~ .32 I 8 26 25 .68 .02 
I 9 31 34- .87 -.08 
• 110 31 15 .62 .43 
• Iii 25 13 .51 .}2 
.. 112 28 16 
." .32 113 11 , .27 .05 
• 114- 23 18 .)5 .13 
115 24 26 .67 -.05 
• 116/ 
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~p.Ddix 7 - conttd 
Item No. NR NL t d 
.. 116 31 26 .77 .13 
117 18 23 
." -.13 118 }2 30 .83 .05 
* 119 33 28 .82 .13 
120 33 ".. .,0 -.02 
121 32 35 .90 -.08 
122 12 12 .32 .00 
123 35 35 .~ .00 
• 124- 12 9 .28 .08 125 28 29 .77 -.02 
• 126 37 26 .85 .~ 
127 ".. 33 .90 .02 
.. 128 15 9 .}2 .16 
* 129 36 25 .82 .a, 
130 14- 19 .44- -.13 
*11 1 33 30 .85 .08 
*11 2 23 16 .52 .18 
*11 3 29 27 .75 .05 
·II Jt. 27 2.0 .63 .18 
*11 5 35 21 .75 .37 
·II 6 36 30 .89 .16 
II 7 36 ~ .9It- .05 
*11 8 20 17 .50 .08 
*II 9 33 27 .81 .16 
*1110 37 31 .91 .16 
*1111 28 22 .67 .16 
*1112 ,0 30 .89 .16 
·II.13 23 6 .39 .At.5 
*II1Jt. 21 16 .~ .13 
*1115 15 9 .32 .16 
*1116 29 17 .62 .32 
II17 16 23 .52 -.18 
*1118 26 22 .6ft. .10 
II19 18 23 .55 -.13 
U20 23 22 .60 .02 
II21 17 is .Jt.3 .05 
*II22 35 29 .8& .16 
*1123 3S 26 .82 .2Jt. 
·U24 29 14- .58 .~ 
*II2S 32 20 .70 .}2 
II26 33 31 .86 .05 
II27 29 30 .79 -.02 
*1128 35 22 .n .35 
*1129 35 23 .78 .}2 
1130 28 26 .72 .os 
The high acorinS aDd low aoor1Qg group. eaoh are of 37 
people. ioore. troll the " aateriakeci 1 te .. were uaed. 
tor aeleotiD& the group •• 
Appendix 7 - cont' d 
It8ill No. NR XL t d 
• I 1 29 15 .62 .40 
• I 2 27 10 .52 .48 
• I .3 28 11 .55 .48 I 4- 3lt. J2 .94- .05 
• I 5 25 17 .60 .22 
• I 6 22 7 .4-1 .42 
* 1 7 27 12 .55 .42 
I 8 24- 24 .68 .00 
I 9 29 .33 .88 . -.11 
110 29 13 .60 .45 
* 111 24- 12 .51 .}It. 
* 112 25 1. .55 • .31 
113 11 12 .32 -.02 
... 114 22 16 .5le- .17 
115 22- 25 .67 -.08 
116 29 25 .n .11 
117 14- 22 .51 -.22 
118 .31 29 .85 .05 
119 31 26 .81 .14. 
120 31 31 .88 .00 
121 .30 32 .88 -.05 
122 1} 12 .35 .02 
I2} }} 34- .95 -.02 
124- 11 11 • .31 .00 
125 27 27 .n .00 
* 126 35 24- .8lt. • .31 
127 J2 31 .90 .02 
* 128 15 9 .34- .17 
• 129 33 23 .80 .28 
130 14 18 ... 5 -.11 
II 1 3} }1 .91 .05 
II 2 21 15 .51 .17 
II .3 28 21.- .74- .11 
*II 4 2.3 19 .60 .11 
*11 5 3.3 1, .74- .40 
II 6 31+ 29 .go .14-
II 7 35 32 .95 .08 
II8 16 16 -45 .00 
II 9 
-'<l 27 .81 .08 
1110 .34- 31 .92 .08 
*1111 25 18 .61 .20 
1112 31+ 28 .88 .17 
*1113 24- 5 .4-1 .~ 
Il1Je. 17 15 • .It.S .05 
111, 14- 10 .34- .11 
*1116/ 
,08. 
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Item No. Na NL t d 
*II16 29 14- .61 .42 
1117 17 22 .55 .1~ 
1118 23 23 .65 .00 
1119 1~ 22 .51 .22 
1120 21 22 .61 .02 
1121 16 14- .42 .05 
*1122 33 28 .87 .14-
*1123 35 25 .85 .28 
*1l2Jt, 28 13 .58 .42 
*1125 31 19 .71 .34-
II26 32 28 .85 .11 
1127 28 27 .78 .02 
*1128 33 21 .77 .~ 
*1129 Jlt. 2~ .82 .28 
1130 27 26 .75 .02 
The hish 8coriDc and. low 8coriDg group8 each are of 3S 
people. Score. &oil the 24 aateriaked i te. were uaM 
for .electiDS the JrQup •• 
APPENDIX 8 
Fresuency Distributions ot the Several Versions ot the Test of Recognition 
of Composer Style 
Score/60 
50 
49 
48 
41 
46 
45 
44 
43 
42 
41 
40 
39 
38 
31 
36 
35 
34 
33 
32 
31 
30 
29 
Mean. 40.23 
S.D. - 4.19 
t 
1 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
10 
12 
12 
9 
12 
13 
12 
5 
3 
3 
7 
1 
3 
1 
2 
AppeDdix 8 - cont1d 
Frequency Distribution Obta.i.ued trom the 39 Iteas Used in Stage III of 
the Item Anallsis 
Scort/.39 
~ 
,3,3 
.32 
.31 
.30 
29 
28 
27 
2& 
25 
24-
2.3 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
Mean. 20.50 
S.D.;II 4-.05 
t 
,3 
It. 
1 
.3 
11 
8 
6 
15 
~ 
12 
11 
8 
8 
7 
5 
2 
It. 
.3 
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FreJueno1 Diatribution Obtained troll the 2Jt. It ... Uaed in the FiDal St., 
of tale III of the Ite. ADalia!. 
Score/24 
23 
22-
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14-
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
Mean. 15." 
S.D.. 3."" 
t 
1 
3 
7 
7 
17 
13 
1 A,. 
1 A,. 
10 
11 
5 
5 
5 
5 , 
311. 
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APPENDIX 9 
Test of :Recop tion of Composer Style - The :t.JmU' 26 item version 
Instructions for the test and list of musical extracts used. 
"This 1s a test of musioal appreciation. For eaoh 'question' you will hear 
two short musical extracts. Listen to them carefully and compare the style 
and sound of each, then deoide whether the two extracts were by the same 
oomposer or by different composers. If you think theY' are by the same 
oomposer, put an'S' on your answer sheet. If you think they are by 
different oomposers, put a 'D' on your answer sheet. 
Here is an example:" 
Extract from llACH Brandenburg Cono. No.1 
Extract from BARTOK Concerto for Orchestra 
"These two extracts were, of course, by different composers: they were in 
different styles and had different sounds. 
On your answer sheet you will Bee a 'D' has been written in. 
Here is another example:" 
BAOH Brandenburg Cone. No.2 
BACH Brandenburg Cone. No. 3 
"These two extracts were by the same composer: they were in the same style 
and had the same sound. 
So there is an'S' on the answer sheet. Note that although they are by the 
same composer, these two extraots are from different pieoes of music. 
However, in this test you have only to decide whether the composer is the 
same for the short extracts of music you will hear. 
Here is the test." 
Appendix 9 - cont'd 
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1. B£CH 2 part invention No. 8 
( I - 27) B£CH 2 PN"t inve.otion No.1} 
2. BAVEL Introduction and Jl188Z'O 
( I - 29) Bm'lI)V»l Quartet No. 1 Op.18 
3. BCHUBm !rno iD Bb 
( I - 28) BC1il1BEi1' Trout Quintet 
4. aM;H Violin Conoerto in i 
(II - 11) MliNDEL.<jSOHN Violin Conoerto 
5. TlPP£'r.f Interlude ·Child o~ our !rue-
(II - 12) BACH BraDd.eDbllrg Concerto No.1 
6. MUSSOi.GSKY Picturea at an Ixh1b1t1on 
(II - 16) JIISSOllGBKY Picturea at an IZhibit10n 
7. iIlURT Horn Concerto No. 2 
(II - 23) Jl)Wf Horn Concerto NO.4 
8. aACH ClaYier Konzert (j' -.1.) 
(II - 26) BACH ClaYier Konzert (j' -.1.) 
9. BAiTOK Music tor StriDga, Perous.1on and eel.ate 
(II - 28) BACH Brandenba.rg Concerto No. 5 
10. MOZAiT Concerto tor nute and harp 
(II - 29) MOZART Concerto tor tlute and harp 
11. BUlHQVJiN Sympbo~ No. 8 
( I - 7) Bn'l'HOVIH Sympho~ No. 8 
12. SCHOENBEiG Transtigured Night 
( I - 10) SClI)ENBEB.G Tranaticured Night 
13. lW!.'1'li)V'D Violin Conoerto 
( I - 11) BACH Violin Concerto (A min.) 
14-. BACH Br&DClenburc Concerto No. 1 
( I - 12) BD'l'HOViN Syapho~ No. 5 
15. SIBELIUS Karelia Suite 
( ~ - 14-) ~IBELIUS lCarelia Suite 
16. KOllALY Paalm HuDp.r1cUII 
(II - 25) JlDZAiT Qvertwe to C08i Jan Tutti 
17. !rCHAI.KDV SKY Piano Concerto (Bb JIlin.) 
( I - 3) GiRSHIIN ihapaoq, in Blue 
18. )l)z.Aai' Horn Concerto 
( I - 2) )l)ZAIlT Horn Concerto 
19/ 
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19. STRAVINSKY Firebird Suite 
(n - ~) STll.A.VINSXI Fireb1rd Suite 
20. TCHAIKOVSKY 1812 Overture 
(II - 2). TCHAIXDVSKI Mal-che Slave 
21. lWWEL Concerto Grosso Op.6 No. 11 
(II - 5) .iWlTOK Concerto tor Orche.tra 
22. GiEIG Piano CODOerto 
(n - 24) BBErHOViN PiaDO GODCerto No. 5 
2.3. :BlUT'rEN Sea Interlude. No. 2 
(n - 1.3) :BlUT'rJ:N Sea Interlude. No. ~ 
24e STlWJSS Horn Concerto 
( I - 6)- )i)ZAiT Horn Concerto 
25. )i)aAif Syapho1\Y No. 40 
( I - 1) BARTOK Miraculous MaDd.ariD Suite 
26. jiNOLD Tam o· Shanter Overture 
( I - 5) .AiNOLD Scottish Dance •• No. 1 
315. 
~Diatration of the Semantic Differential 
SROken Inatructiona for 'ora & 
In this stud3 we wish to find. out what you believe i. the chazoacter 
of different pieae. of -.io. We are therefore gol.nc to play you .everal 
piecea of mwsic. Atter hearing each piece, we would 11ke you to Judge it b7 
rating it against pairs otepposite adJectives. 
There are 15 pair. ot adjectives and you have to rate each piece ot 
lAl8ic on each ot theae. For each pieoe ot ~ic you will have a separate 
pace - and each page has the 8&IIle seta ot adjectives. You can see examples 
ot the .ld.nd ot adJectives uaed OD the sheet in front ot YOUI 
Beautiful - Ugly 
Heav,y - Light 
Cala - Excited 
lfaaculine - FemiDine 
This ia how you do the ratiD&. Ir after heariD6 the piece of JllU8ic 
you teel the JlU8ic is Vary .. 11 described by one of the adjectives of a pair, 
place a cross on the line clo.e to that adjective. Euaple A show. you this. 
It you t.el that the llUSic is quite well de.cribed, but not extreael,.y 
.ell described. by the adjective at one eM, then you ahould place your 
ero8S &8 shown in example B. 
It you teel that the ausic i. described to a slight extent, but oDly 
to a alight extent, by the adJeotive at ODe .Dd, then you ahould place your 
erosa as shown in example C. 
You ahould, of course, alwaya put your oross neareat the end which ia 
lDOat oharacteriatio of the muaic you are Ju4&1Di. 
However, it you teel that both adjectives ot a pair are equally 
aRRrOpriate, or if the adjective. &l"e quite irrelevant, then you should put 
your croas in the middle apace. kample D aha.. this. 
316. 
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You lIIWIt listen caretull,y to each piece of music and atter 
listenin&, rate it OD all the sets of adjective.. Do not waste time by 
worrying or puzallllg over particular itema: it i8 your immediate feeliDg8 
about the music we want. However, do DOt be oareless for we want your true 
iiDpI" ession. 
After each piece of musio you will have 2 - 3 aiDute. to rate it OD 
all the pairs of adJeotive.. Thi. should be quite eoough time if you work 
.teadil,y clown through all the pairs of adJeotives. 1£ you work quiokly you 
will complete the pase before you forget what the music w .. like. Just 
betore the ti_ is up, I aball tell you so that you can quio1cly finish your 
ratin& before the Dezt pieoe of auaio is pllltYed. 
It' you have a~ questiona, ask t ... DO •• 
TurD over. At the top of the page it should be llUIIlbered as page ODe. 
317. 
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Spoken Instructions for Form Y 
In this stu~ we wish to find out what people believe i8 the 
character of different piece8 of lW8ic _ We are therefore going to play you 
several. piece8 of music _ After hearing each piece, we would li.lce you to 
judge it againat a 8eries of descriptive scale8, that is against pairs of 
opposite adjectives_ 
There are 15 pairs ot adJectives and you have to rate each piece of.' 
music OD each of these. For each piece of waic 'you will have a 8eparate 
page - and eaoh page has the same 8et8 of adjective8. You can 8ee examples 
ot the kind of adjective8 used on the sheet in front ot you: 
Beautiful - Ugly 
Heavy - Li&ht 
Calm - Excited 
Masculine - Feminine 
This i8 how you do the rating. It after hearing the pieoe of.' .lllU8io 
you teel the 1lU8io i8 verI well de8cribed by one ot the adJective8 ot a pair, 
place a cro88 on the line oloae to that adJeotive. ~le A shows you this. 
If.' you teel that the music is quite well desoribed, but DOt axtreme~ 
well de8cribed, by the adJeotive at one end, then you 8hould place your 
oroas &8 shown in 8X&.aple B. 
If you teel that the JllUsic is described to a sUet extent, but only 
to a 81ight extent, by the adjeotive at one end, then you should place your 
oross as shOWD in 8X&.aple C. 
You should, of cour8e, al.w83s put your cro8S nearest the end which ia 
JIi08t oharaoteri8tio ot the music you are judging. 
However, it you teel that both adjectives of a pair are equally 
appropriate, or it the adjective8 are quite irrelevant, then you ahould put 
your croS8 in the middle space _ Example J) ahows this. 
You .lllU8t listen carefully to each piece of musio and after listening, 
rate it on all these aeta ot adJectives_ Do not waate tille by worr,yiD& or 
pusaling over pSl"'ticular itelUl :it i. your immediate feelings a bout the 
mUSic we want. However, do DOt be carelea8 for we want your true impreasion. 
Atter each piece ot musio you will have about 2 minutes to rate it on 
all the pairs ot adjectives: durin6 this time you will have a second 
oPportunity to hear the llU8io. There abould be quite enoU8h time providing 
you work 8teadily. Just betore the time is up, I shall tell you so that you 
can qui~ finish the rating before the next piece ot music is pl~8d. 
Appe.ndix 10 - contt'd 
It you have aqr qU8ationa, ask them DOW. 
Turn over. At the top of' the pas_ it should be numbered aa 
p&&e one. 
318. 
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Spoken Instructions for Form' 
In this study we wish to find out what people believe is the 
character 01' difterent pieces 01' lllUBic. We are theretore going to play you 
several pieces ot.;.auaic. Atter hearing Nch piece, we would like you to 
judge it ag&iDst a .eriea 01' descriptive scales, that is against pairs of 
opposite adjectives. 
There are 1.5 pairs 01' adjectives and you have to rate each piece 01' 
music on each of these. For each piece 01' music you will need a separate 
page - and each page has the s aae .et. 01' adjectivea. You oan aee 8X&lIIplea 
of the .ld.nd of adjective. used on the aheet in front of you: 
Beautiful - U,~ 
Heavy - Lisht 
Calm - Excited 
Ilaacul1De - i'emi.nine 
Thia ia how you do the ratinc. It atter hearing the piece 01' music 
you teel the susie ia v!£y well described by one 01' the adjectives of a 
pair, place a croaa on the liDe cloae to that adjective. Example A ahows 
you thia. 
If you feel that the muaic ia quite well described, but not extremelY 
well deacribed, by the adjective at one end. then you &should place your croaa 
as shOWD in 8X8IIIple B. 
If you feel that the muaic ia described to a sUet extent, but 0* 
to a alisht extent, by the adjective at one end, then you ahould place your 
cross as shown in example C. 
You should, of course, alwqs put your eross nearest the end which 
is IDOSt characteriatic of the mwsic you are judg1ll8. 
However, if you!!!! that both adjective. of a pair are e9,uall.y' 
appropriate, or if the adjeotivea are quite irrelevant, then you should put 
your eros. in the middle apue. Bxample D shows this. 
Appendix 10 - cont t d 
You must listen carefully to each piece of music and atter 
listening, rate it on all the sets of adjectives. Do not waste time by 
worryin6 or puauin& over partioular 1t8lll8: it is your illlll18diate reelings 
about the JIlUsio we want. However, do not be oareless for we want your true 
impression. 
You &\at listen carefully to eaoh piece of JIlUsic for after liateniIl8 
you must rate it on all the sets of adjectives. So aa to malee sure that 
every person completes all the ratinls before the next piece ia played, I 
ahall aay the two adjectives of the 1st pair and then give you enough time 
to rate the JlNaic uaing them. Then I shall say the two adjectives of the 
next pair and leave you time for the rating. In the same way, I shall say 
all the paira of adJectives, leaviD8 time for your rating the music on them. 
To keep the music fresh in your mind while doing thia, we shall 
repeat it twice' first of all atter rat1Il8 on the tirat five paira of 
ad~ectivea and again after the next five pairs. 
It you have any questions. ask them now. 
Turn over. At the top of the page it should be numbered as page one. 
Appead1x 1 0 - cont' cl 
This wu the front sheet to give the examples referred to in the spoken 
inatructions. It was the s&llle tor all three toru of the 88l1&nt1o 
differential. 
NjKB •••••••••••••••••••••• 
SCHOOL •••••••••••••••••••• 
CLASS ••••••••••••••••••••• 
ixaaple A_ (If the muaic is v!!7 well described.) 
BeautifUl ~, _____ t ____ I ____ I ____ a ____ 1 
or 
Exaafle a. (If the music is quite .ell desoribed) 
Heavy 
Heavy 
or 
• 
--
X : 
-
ixaJaple C. (I1' the mU8io is described. to only a sUet extent) 
Ug17 
Light 
I.1ght 
321. 
Calm 
-' -= -.!..= -' -' -' ixc it ed 
or 
Calm _, _, _, _: -La _, _ ixoited 
Ex.ample I). (It the adjectives are equally appropriate or irrelevant) 
Masculine _: _: _, ..,.!..: _, _, Feminine 
,22. 
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Each person bad 10 rating sheets like this. They were numbered 1 to 10. 
Pleasant 
· · 
, : : : Unpleasant 
- · -
• 
- - - -
Hea.vy-
· · · · · · 
Light 
- · - · - · -
• 
- · - · 
Passive 
· · 
: 
· 
: 
· 
Active 
- · - · - - · - - · 
Awful : 
· 
: : : : Nice 
- - · - - - -
Colourf'ul 
· 
I 
· · · · 
Colourless 
-
• 
- - · - · - · -
• 
Hot : : : I 
· 
: Cold 
- - - - - · -
Beautif'ul 
· 
: 
· · · · 
Ugly 
-
• 
- -
• 
-
• 
- · - · 
Weak 
· 
: 
· · 
: : Strong 
- · - -
• 
- · - -
Good 
· · · · · · 
Bad • 
· 
• 
· · · - - - - - -
Boring : : 
· 
: : : Interesting 
- - - · - - -
Calm : • : 
· 
: 
· 
Excited 
· · · - - - - - -
Worthless : 
· · · · · 
Va.luable 
· · 
• 
· · - - - - - -
In-
sensitive 
· 
: 
· · · · 
Sensitive 
- · - - · - · - · - · 
Masculille 
· · · · 
: 
· 
Feminine 
· 
• 
· · · - - - - - -
Negative 
· · · · · · 
Positive 
- · - · - · - · - · - · 
J.ppeDdix 10 - cont'd 
Questionnaire to be done at'ter the coapletion of ratags - Fora X 
x. 
Please anawer the questiona on this questioDDairo by putting a tick beside 
the most appropriate answer gi.,u. 
How •• 11 did you understand the instructions? 
a. They were p~fectly clear. 
b. They were a little oont'usin& but I didn't 
take long to understand what to do. 
c. I felt confUsed tbrouibout. 
How difficult do ,you find it to use the 8iven adjectives for ratirJi 
the muaic? 
a. Very difficult. 
b. Fairly difficult. 
c. Not too difficult. 
d. Very _111'. 
Did you feel that there was enou&h tilDe to do the ratinCs? 
a. There was more tllan enou&h tilDe. 
b. There was enough tiae, but only Just. 
c. There waa DOt nearly enough tiJlle, I was rushed. 
Did the JDusic stay fairly !'resh in your lIemory while you did the 
rating.? 
&. Y ••• 
b. No. 
Did you need to hurry to finish the ratings after the remnder that 
time was nearly up? 
a. Yes. 
'b. No. 
If you did bAve to hurry at the end of the time to complete the 
ratings, do you think that you gave the • true' answers? 
a. Yes. 
b. Uncertain. 
c. No. 
Appendix 1 0 - cont' 0. 324. 
Questionnaire to be done after the completion of ratiq8 - Form Y 
Y. 
Please answer the questions on this questionnaire by putting a tick beside 
the most appropriate answer given. 
How well did you UDderstand the instructions? 
a. They were perfectly clQB.r. 
b. They were a little coDfuaing, but r didn't take 
long to understand what to do. 
C • I felt contused throughout. 
How difficult do you find it to use the siven adjectives for 
ratilli the musict 
a. V er:/ difficult. 
b. Fairly difficult. 
c. Not too difficult. 
d. Very easy. 
Did you feel that there was enough time to do the l' atiD&s? 
a. There was more than enough time. 
b. There waa 8nOUih tiJae, but onl¥ JWlt. 
o. There was not nearly enough time, r was rushed. 
Did the music stay fairly fioesh in your memory while you did 
the rat1D&a? 
a. Yea. 
b. No. 
Was the repetition of the music helpful? 
a. Yes. 
b. No. 
Did you need to hurry to t'inieh the ratiP68 a fter the reminder 
that time -.a nearly up? 
a. Yea. 
b. No. 
11' you did have to hurry at the end of the time to oomplete the 
ratings, do you think that you gave the 'true' anawera? 
a. Ye •• 
b. Uncertain. 
c. No. 
Appendix 10 - oont t d 
Questionnaire to be done aCter the oompletion oC rating. - Form Z 
Z. 
Please answer the questiona on this queationnaire by puttina a tick beside 
the most appropriate answer given. 
How well did you understand the iDatruotiona? 
a. ~hey were perteotl,y clear. 
b. ~hey were a little oont'uaing, but I didn't 
take lone to understand what to do. 
o. I telt oonfused throu&bout. 
How difficult did you find it to use the given adjectives for 
rating the music1 
a. Very dittioul t. 
b. Fairly dittioul t • 
c. Not too ditticul t. 
d. VeJ:'1 "1'. 
Did you teel that there waa enough time to do the ratings? 
a. There was JIlIOre than enough time. 
b. There .... enough time. but only Just. 
c. ~here wa. not nearly eDD\J8h tille, I was :ruahed. 
Did the music atay fairl,y tresh in your memory while you did 
the rati.? 
a. Ye •• 
b. No. 
Did the tape-recorded voice apeaking the adJeotive., distract 
you aDd uJce you forget what the muaic had been 11ke? 
a. Ye •• 
b. No. 
Was the repetition of the auaic helpful? 
a. YN. 
b. No. 
APPINDU 11 
Means and Standard Deviations for Semantic Differential RatingS of Music 
Baaed on results from sample from pilot surv .... 85 
.!!!!! results from the main stud.Y If " 88 
Simon 
~rad ~Pl:; Bruch Prokofiev Vivaldi Brahms B·Tover Bach Bartok 
ass ac • 
Waters 
:~~sant 5 .19 ~.lt-1 ~.20 ~.51 ~.50 ~.;6 6.49 3·92 3.22 
pleasant 1.64 1 .85 2.02 1.78 1.83 1.79 1.11 2.01 1.80 
Heavy- 2.93 2.76 3.14- 5.4.1 1.76 2.20 2.28 2.97 5.77 
Light 1.98 1.68 2.01 1.40 1.13 1.27 1."9 1.78 1.42 
.Active- 6.37 3.99 2.15 5.24- 4.74 5.03 2.65 3.91 3.94-
Passive 1.101.73 1.28 1.43 1.98 1.71 1.84- 1.74- 1.89 
Nice- 4.68 3.89 3.86 4-.35 4.03 ~.48 6.~ 3.56 3010 
.Awful 1.71 1.87 2.O/t. 1.70 1.93 1.72 1.05 2.02 1.77 
Colourful 5 74 4 00 3.50 4.47 4.44- 5.12 5.49 3.85 3.35 
-colour- • • le88 1.50 1.87 1.97 1.92 1.97 1.65 1.67 1.98 1.97 
Hot-Cold 5.20 3.46 3.06 4.33 3.74 4.12 4.91 3.22 3.05 
1.35 1.52 1.50 1.66 1.4-7 1.37 1.55 1.42 1.73 
Beauti- 3.80 3.62 4.36 3.80 4.10 4.40 6.18 3.68 2.63 
ful-Ugl,}r 1.,36 1.57 2.01 1.45 1.80 1.Slf. 1.07 1.89 1.51 
StroDf;- 5.,36 3.63 2.98 5.82 3.14 3.76 4.52 3.42 5.60 
Weak 1.56 1.58 1.65 1.50 1.49 1.60 1.82 1.59 1.61 
Good- 4.84- 3.82 4e17 ~.47 4.07 4.46 6.38 3.61 3.40 
Bad 1.79 1.78 1.95 1.86 1.87 1.76 1.14 1.88 1.82 
~~rest- 5.34- 3.67 3.44- 4-070 3.69 4.23 6.09 3.17 3.78 
Borins 1 .45 1 .83 2.09 1.89 2.01 1.86 1.41 1.93 1.95 
Excited- 6.15 }.60 1.79 5.10 4..08 4.29 2.04- 3.28 4.73 
Calm 1.13 1.67 1.17 1.5' 1.90 1·75 1.57 1.50 1.40 
Valuable- 4.09 3.60 3.74 4.44- 3.83 3.99 6.()4. 3.24- 3.51 
Worthless 1.48 1 .49 1.91 1.52 1.69 1.55 1.33 1.70 1.68 
::::itive 3.72 4.15 4.93 4.03 4..20 4.~1 6.36 3.75 3.39 
aensit1ve 1.57 1.4.7 2.00 1.62 1.66 1.60 1.11 1.90 1.77 
Masculine 4..50 3.4.7 2.56 5.42 2.59 2.79 3.48 3.25 5.28 
-Feminine 1.46 1.51 1.51 1.58 1.42 1.39 1.83 1.48 1.24-
Positive- 4.85 3.88 3.69 4..71 3.83 4.07 5.61 3.46 4.04-
Negative 1.56 1.62 1.72 1.72 1.~ 1.59 1.62 1.68 1.88 
-:t'he 1at naaed adJective of a pair indicates the high 8coring end of 
semantic differential ratin& scale. 
For each entry in the table the aean is aboye the S.D. 
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Factor Loadings Obtained !r A Factor Anallsis ot All The Semantic 
Differential Ratings of Music 
I II III 
Pleasant-Unpleasant .81 .08 -.06 
Heavy-Light -.15 -.02 .69 
Active-Passive .07 .79 .11 
Nice-Awful .88 .08 -.05 
Colourful-Colourless .64 .37 -.07 
Hot-Cold .55 .37 .12 
Beautiful-Ugly .83 -.08 -.17 
Strong-Weak: .31 .32 .67 
Good-Bad .86 .04 .03 
Interesting-Boring .80 .22 .19 
Excited-Calm -.03 .75 .29 
Valuable-Worthless .19 -.01 .13 
Sensitive-Insensitive .63 -.20 -.10 
Masculine-Feminine .02 .23 .64 
Positive-Negative .64 .11 .20 
The factor loadings are based on a principal components 
analysis of semantic differential data using all (9) 
musioal extracts, and all pupils ratings. 
Varimax rotation. 
Factor I = Evaluation 
II .. Activity 
III - Potency 
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APPENDIX 13 Iill)ULTS OF THE SEPARATE FACTOR ANALYSES FOR 
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL RATINGS OF EACH PI IDE OF MUSIC 
Appendix 13 - 1 
!actor Analysis* of Semantic Differential Ratings for the 1st Musical 
Extract from Chris Barber's "Whistling Rufus". 
Fae tor Loadings 
I II III IV 
Pleasant-Unpleasant .80 .09 .17 -.14 
Heavy-Light .04 -.10 -.08 .49 
Active-Passive -.01 .59 .11 -.08 
Nice-Awful .84 .26 -.02 -.11 
Colourful-Colourless .25 .13 .57 -.0; 
Hot-Gold .16 .44 .32 .10 
Beautiful-Ugly .68 .09 .19 -.14 
Strong-Weak .20 .55 .05 .60 
Good-Bad .78 .19 .17 .03 
Interesting-Boring .64 -.05 .36 .28 
Excited-Calm .13 .14 .65 .06 
Valuable-Worthless .70 -.04 .14 .05 
Sensitive-Insensitive .61 -.17 .03 .03 
Masculine-Feminine -.12 .06 .1; .38 
Positive-Negative .53 .23 .19 .19 
*Principa.l Components analysis with varimax rotation. 
Factor I An evaluation factor. 
II This seems to be an 'activity' factor which also 
contains a 'potency' element of ver,y considerable 
importance. It is not a typical 'Osgood' factor. 
III This factor concerns the excitement and colour of 
the music. It is in some ways closer in nature 
to traditional Activit,r factors despite the low 
loading for active-passive. 
IV A potency factor. 
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. Factor Analysis* of Semantio Differential Ratings for the 2nd Musioal 
Extract from Jacques Loyssier's Modern Jazz Rendering of a Bach Original 
on his Reoord "Play Bach". 
Factor Loadings 
I II III 
Pleasant-Unpleasant .85 .07 -.06 
Heavy-Light 
-.13 -.04 .82 
Active-Passive .18 .61 -.10 
Nioe-Awful .82 .12 -.11 
Colourful-Colourless .51 .33 -.03 
Hot-Cold .48 .44 .16 
:Beautiful-Ugly .80 .00 -.11 
Strong-We&k .30 .49 .30 
Good-Bad .84 .09 -.03 
Interesting-Boring .70 .39 .05 
Exci ted.-Calm .01 .83 .18 
Valuable-Worthless .69 .26 -.02 
Sensitive-Insensitive .45 .06 -.06 
Masouline-Feminine -.09 .17 .51 
Positive-Negative .56 .27 -.15 
*Principal Components analysis with varimax rotation. 
Factor I An evaluation factor. 
II An activity factor, whioh has a potency element 
of some importanoe. 
III A potenoy factor. 
Appendix 13 - 3 
Factor Analysis* of Semantio Differential Ratings for the 3rd Musioal 
Extract from Bruoh's Violin Concerto 
Fao tor Loadill8B 
I II III 
Pleasant-Unpleasant 
Heavy-Light 
Aotive-Passive 
Nioe-Aw1'ul 
Colourful-Colourless 
Hot-Cold 
Beautiful-Ugly 
Strong-Weak 
Good-Bad. 
Interesting-Boring 
Exci ted-Galm 
Valuable-Worthless 
Sensitive-Insensitive 
Masculine-Feminine 
Positive-Negative 
.82 
-.10 
.21 
.89 
.61 
.10 
.85 
.31 
.86 
.87 
-.03 
.73 
.59 
-.03 
.57 
-.11 
.61 
.01 
-.13 
-.03 
.11 
.12 
.46 
.07 
.04 
.15 
.28 
.34 
.11 
.37 
*Principal Components analysis with varimax rotation. 
Factor I Faotor of evaluation and interest. 
II A potency factor 
.10 
.23 
.47 
.11 
.00 
.10 
-.07 
.25 
.01 
.16 
.38 
.04 
-.21 
.59 
.09 
III An activity factor. Again there is a potency 
element in the high loading for masculine-
feminine. 
Appendix 13 - 4 
Factor Analysis* of Semantic Differential Ratings for the 4th Musical 
Extract from Prokofiev's Suite "Romeo and Juliet". 
Factor Loadings 
I II III 
Pleasant-Unpleasant .11 .31 .06 
Heavy-Light 
-.09 -.05 .62 
Active-Passive .22 .22 .24 
Nice-Awful .11 .31 -.05 
Colourful-Colourless .61 .51 .04 
Hot-Cold .22 .50 .16 
Beautiful-Ugly .52 .62 -.15 
Strong-Weak .19 .02 .68 
Good-:Bad .65 .35 .13 
Interesting-Boring .14 .29 .32 
Excited-Calm .12 .25 .;8 
Valuable-Worthless .68 .20 .19 
Sensitive-Insensitive .23 .36 -.15 
Masculine-Feminine .14 -.01 .55 
Positive-Negative .61 .10 .19 
*Principal Components analysis with varimax rotation. 
Factor I An evaluation factor. 
II A factor of colour and beauty. This is more 
akin to an evaluation factor than any other 
of Osgood's classic factors. 
III A potency factor. 
N.B. Activity is shared by the three factors, especially 
II and III. 
Appendix 13 - 5 
Factor Analysis* of Semantic Differential Ratings f?r_,~e 5th Musical 
Extract from Vivaldi's "The Four Seasons". 
Faa tor Loadings 
I II III 
Pleasant-Unpleasant .74 .13 .05 
Heavy-Light -.03 .05 .74 
Active-Passive .16 .73 .01 
Nice-Awful .82 .35 -.05 
Colourful-Colourless .55 .47 -.04 
Hot-Cold .35 .57 .04 
Beautiful-Ugly .77 .28 -.12 
Strong-Weak .37 .42 .48 
Good-Bad .80 .21 -.01 
Interesting-Boring .73 .47 .10 
Exci ted-Galm .06 .65 .23 
Valuable-Worthless .70 .23 .20 
Sensitive-Insensitive .58 .08 -.03 
Masculine-Feminine .01 .05 .45 
Positive-BegatlTe .59 -.04 .21 
*Principal Components analysis with varimax rotation. 
Factor I Evaluation 
II Activity 
III Potency 
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Factor Analysis* of Semantic Differential Ratings for the 6th Musical 
Extract from Brahms Piano Concerto. 
Factor Loadings 
I II III 
Pleasant-Unpleasant .76 .07 -.05 
Heavy-Light 
-.19 -.05 .59 
Active-Passive .00 .42 -.0; 
Nice-Awful .81 .08 .01 
Colourful-Colourless 
.45 .;0 -.28 
Hot-Cold .38 .48 -.05 
Beautiful-Ugly .87 .04 -.01 
Strong-Weak .27 .61 .34 
Good-Bad .88 .06 .07 
Interesting-Boring .62 .38 .00 
Excited-Calm .06 .55 .11 
Valuable-Worthless .55 .31 -.08 
Sensitive-Insensitive .40 .35 -.21 
Masculine-Feminine .13 .22 .58 
Positive-Negative .52 .33 .10 
*Principal Components analysis with varimax rotation. 
Factor I An evaluation factor. 
II A Factor f6 Activity with Strength. 
III A potency or heaviness factor. 
Appendix 13 - 7 
Factor Analysis* of Semantic Differential Ratings for the 7th Musical 
Extract from Simon and Garfunkel' B "Bridge over Troubled Water". 
Factor Loadings 
I II III 
Pleasant-Unpleasant .90 .05 -.06 
Heavy-Light -.05 .34 .06 
Active-Passive -.02 .63 -.09 
Nice-Awful .92 -.10 .02 
Colourful-Colourless .53 .16 .22 
Hot-Cold .32 .25 .39 
Beautiful-Ugly .68 -.35 .30 
Strong-Weak .29 .54 .37 
Good-Bad .69 .04 .30 
Interesting-Boring .79 .11 .32 
Excited-Calm -.06 .60 -.10 
Valuable-Worthless .58 -.07 .52 
Sensitive-Insensitive .59 -.23 .37 
Masculine-Feminine .07 .44 .15 
Positive-Negative .56 .19 .39 
-----_ ...... -----
*Principal Components analysis with varimax rotation. 
Factor I An evaluation factor 
II An activity factor 
III This is some kind of very limited evaluation 
factor centering on the 'worth' of the musio. 
Appendix 13 - 8 
Factor Analysis* of Semantic Differential Ratings for the 8th Musi~ 
Extract from Bach's Brandenburg Concerto No. 
Fac tor Loadings 
I II III 
Pleasant-Unpleasant .72 .35 .15 
Heavy-Light -.05 -.22 .48 
Active-Passive .31 .13 .43 
Nice-Awful .72 .52 .13 
Colourful-Colourless .61 .39 .01 
Ho t-c old .65 .05 .32 
Beautiful-Ugly .82 .36 -.01 
Strong-Weak .24 .27 .69 
Good-Bad .72 .50 .11 
Interesting-Boring .49 .64 .23 
Exoited-Calm .05 .02 .52 
Valuable-Worthless .42 .71 .09 
Sensitive-Insensitive .38 .59 -.26 
Masculine-Feminine .01 .08 .51 
Positive-Negative .22 .75 .10 
*Principal Components analysis with varimax rotation. 
Factor I An evaluation factor of the goodness or beauty 
of the music. 
II An evaluation factor of the 'worth' or 
'interest' of the music. 
III A potency, and to a lesser extent, activity 
factor. 
Appendix 13 - 9 
Factor Analysis* of Semantic Differential Ratings for the 9th Musical 
Extract from Bartok's Miraculous Mandarin Suite. 
Factor Loadings 
I II III 
Pleasant-Unpleasant 
Heavy-Light 
Active-Passive 
Nice-Awful 
Colourful-Colourless 
Hot-Cold 
Beautiful-Ugly 
Strong-Weak 
Good-Bad 
Interesting-Boring 
Excited-CalJD 
Valuable-Worthless 
Sensitive-Insensitive 
Masculine-Feminine 
Positive-Negative 
.81 
.04 
.14 
.92 
.52 
.42 
.85 
.09 
.86 
.69 
.08 
.72 
.63 
-.09 
.36 
.09 
-.28 
.55 
.15 
.58 
.59 
.13 
.03 
.21 
.12 
.33 
.25 
.32 
.13 
.31 
*Principal Components analysis with varimax rotation. 
Factor I Evaluation 
II Activity 
III Potency 
-.09 
.44 
.06 
-.04 
.11 
.10 
-.10 
.61 
.07 
.27 
.42 
.28 
.19 
.25 
.45 
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Factor Analysis* of the Semantic Differential Ratings for the Concept 
"Self". 
Factor Loadings 
I II III 
Pleasant-Unpleasant 
Heavy-Light 
Active-Passive 
Nice-Awful 
Colourful-Colourless 
Hot-Cold 
J3eautiful-Ugly 
Strong-Weak 
Good-Bad 
Interesting-EOring 
Exci ted-Calm 
Valuable-Worthless 
Sensitive-Insensitive 
Masculine-Feminine 
Positive-Negative 
.70 
-.07 
-.03 
.11 
.43 
.53 
.77 
.40 
.57 
.48 
.39 
.19 
.35 
.00 
.33 
.23 
-.11 
.81 
.38 
.62 
.51 
.23 
.64 
.32 
.61 
.05 
.26 
.04 
.04 
.43 
*Principal Components analysis with varimax rotation. 
Factor I An evaluation factor. 
II An activi~ factor. 
III A potency or masculinity 
factor. 
-.20 
.11 
-.12 
.03 
-.21 
-.19 
.10 
.25 
-.09 
-.07 
-.10 
.14 
-.21 
.64 
-.01 
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Questionnaire Concerning School Pupils' Musical Experience, Interests and 
Home Background 
~ ......................... . 
School •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Class •....•..................• 
This is a questionnaire to find out about how musical your background is. 
It is B2i a test: there are no right answers and no wrong answers. Please 
answer all of the following questions. Where several possible answers 
are provided for you indicate your choice by putting a ring round the 
answer you select. If a blank space is left after the question, write in 
your answer: you should ask the teacher if you are not sure how to. 
1. Have you ever had private lessons on piano? YES NO 
If 'YES', for how many years? · ......... .. yrs. 
Are you still getting lessons? YES NO 
2. Have you ever had lessons on some other instrument? YES NO 
If 'IIS', on what instrument? 
For how many years? 
Are you still getting lessons? 
3. Have you ever taught yourself to play some other 
instrument? 
If 'YES', which instrument? 
For how many years have you played it? 
Do you still play it? 
4. Have you ever had private lessons in singing? 
If 'YES', for how long? 
Are you still getting lessons? 
5. How many years have you played in a school 
orchestra? 
6/ 
How many years have you played in an orchestra 
organised from outside school? 
· ............... . 
· ......... .. yrs. 
YES NO 
YES NO 
· ............... . 
· ......... .. yrs. 
YES NO 
YES NO 
· ......... .. yrs. 
YES NO 
· ......... .. yrs. 
· ......... .• yrs. 
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6. Have you ever pla;red in any kind of musical group? 
(For example, jazz band, pop group, pipe band etc.) YES NO 
If 'YES', what kind of group? 
How long have you played with it? 
Was the group an official school one? 
7. How many years have you sung with a school choir? 
Are you a member of a school choir now? 
How many years have you sung with a 
church choir? 
Are you still a member of the church 
choir now? 
How many years have you sung in some 
other choir? 
What ohoir is it? 
Are you still a member? 
8. What musical instruments do you have in your home? 
Piano ..................................... 
Gui tar ••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.•••••••• 
Violin ..•............•.................... 
Accomian •................................ 
Clarinet •.........•....................... 
Trumpet ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Drums ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Bagpipes ••.•..•••.••......•......•........ 
Other (please name) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Mono reoord player •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Stereo reoord player •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Tape recorder ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9. Do your parents play an instrument or sing? 
If 'YES', which parent(s) and which 
instrument? 
10. Do any of ;rour brothers or sisters play an 
instrument or sing? 
If 'YES', which? 
11/ 
· ............... . 
· ...•...... .. yrs. 
YES NO 
· .......... .. yrs. 
YES NO 
· .......... .. yrs. 
YES NO 
• .......... •. yrs. 
· ................ . 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
· ................ . 
· ................ . 
· ................ . 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
· ................ . 
NO 
· ................ . 
Appendix 14 - cont'd 
11. Do members of your family play or sing 
together in your house? 
12. How well can you sing? (Tick just one answer -
put your tick inside the brackets.) 
Can't sing in tune at all. 
Can just sing along when others sing. 
Can sing in tune by myself. 
Can sing solos for small audiences. 
Can sing solos for large audiences. 
13. How well do you play an instrument? (Tick one 
answer - for your best instrument.) 
! I Not at all. Can pick out a tune on one. Can play simple music. Can play moderately difficult music. Can play in recitals or concerts. 
If you have taken music exams, what grades 
have you passed? 
14. How often do you attend musical events such as 
concerts of serious music or operas? 
Never. 
Occasionally. 
Fairly often. 
As often as possible. 
15. How often do you attend musical events such as 
'pop' concerts, conoerts of folk musio etc.? 
~ 1 ~::::iOnallY. ( Fairly often. 
( As often as possible. 
16. How musical do you think you are? 
! I Very much below average. H~;::::::: Very much above average. 
11/ 
Never 
Seldom 
Sometimes 
Often 
................ 
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17. For each of the following kinds of musio indioate how much you like it 
~ putting a tiok in one of the five oolumns. 
Symphonies and Conoertos 
Opera 
Chamber musio 
Mili tary and Brass Band Music 
Musio trom shows or films 
Latin American musio 
Soottish Country Dance Music 
Folk songs 
Pop musio 
Traditional Jazz 
Like 
'Very 
JIUoh 
Like 
a 
bit 
Unsure Dislike 
a bit 
Dislike 
very 
Strongly 
18. Name some of the pieces of music you like the best • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......................................................................... .. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......................................................................... .. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......................................................................... .. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ......................................................................... .. 
APPENDIX 15 
List of the Variables used in the Factor Analyses of the School ~pils' 
Music Test Results and ~estionnaire Data 
1. Perfomance on Test 1 of Wing's tests Chord Analysis 
2. Perforrncmce on Test 2 of Wing's tests Pitch Change 
3. Performance on Test 3 of Wing's tests Memo~J for Pitch 
4. Performance on Test 4 of Wing's tests Appreciation of Rhythm 
5. Perfomance on Test 5 of Wing's tests Appreciation of Harmony 
6. Perfomance on Test 6 of Wing's tests Appreciation of Intensity 
7. Perfomance on Test 7 of Wing's tests Appreciation of Phrasing 
8. Perfomance on Wing's 'Ability' tests, i.eo Tests 1 - 3 
9. Perfomance on Wing's 'Appreciation' tests, i.e. Tests 4 - 7 
10. Perfomance on Wing's Test, as a whole, i.e. Tests 1 - 7 
11. Perfomance at choosing the 'better' extracts on the Indiana-Oregon Test 
12. Performance at identifying variations in rhythm on the Indiana-Oregon 
Test 
13. Perfomance at identifying variations in harmony on the Indiana-Oregon 
Test 
14. Perfomance at identifying variations in melody on the Indiana-Oregon 
Test 
15. Perfomance at identifying the changed element in the Indiana-Oregon 
Test (i.e. Total of the scores of variables 12, 1, and 14) 
16. Performance on the Indiana-Oregon Test (Total scores) 
17. Performance on Roffren's Test of Expressive Phrasing 
18. Performance on Martin's Test 
19. Whether piano is, or has been, studied. 
20. Whether an instrument other than piano is, or has been, studied 
21. Whether any instrument has been self-taught 
22. Membership of a school orchestra 
23. Membership of an orchestra other than a school orchestra 
24. Membership of a musical group organised outwith school 
25. Membership of a school choir 
26. Membership of a church choir 
21. The Number of musical instruments at home 
28. Whether there is a record player at home and, if so, whether it is 
'mono' or 'stereo' 
29. Whether there is a tape recorder at home 
30. Whether neither parent, one parent, or both parents play an instrument 
or Sing 
31. Whether sibling(s) playa musical instrument or sing 
32. Extent of family music making 
33. Self-assessment of singing ability 
34. Self-assessment of playing on an instrument 
35. Frequency of attendance at concerts of serious (orchestral) music 
36. Frequency of attendance at concerts of pop or folk music 
31. Self-assessment of musicality 
38. Extent of taste for orchestral musio 
39. Extent of taste for opera 
40. Extent of taste for chamber music 
41. Extent of taste for brass band music 
42. Extent of taste for music from 'shows' 
43. Extent of taste for latin-American music 
44. Extent of taste for Scottish musio 
45. Extent of taste for 'folk' music 
46. Extent of taste for pop music 
41. Extent of taste for jazz 
Appendix 15 - cont'd 
It might be noted that variables 19 to 47 present data from the 
questionnaire done by the school pupils. (See Appendix 14.) 
The sequence of the variables reflects the structure of the questionnaire. 
Variables 38 - 47 present what was described as "the taste data" in 
Chapter 8 and later chapters. 
Not all the data from the questionnaire was used for the factor analyses 
and consequently the list of variables presented in this appendix 1. 
not a full list of all the variables used when considering the school 
pupils appreciation of music and how personality relates to this. 
The numbering of the variables employed above is retained in 
Appendices 16 and 11. 
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Correlation matrix for the music test results and the guestionnaire 
data of the school EUEils 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 
1 
2 59 
3 59 68 
4 30 31 41 
5 48 59 53 29 
6 31 47 47 38 43 
1 26 29 23 24 44 24 
8 81 91 86 42 63 51 30 
9 50 60 58 67 79 72 65 66 
10 15 86 81 58 76 64 48 95 86 
11 44 50 53 21 45 27 27 58 46 60 
12 30 46 35 22 35 25 36 45 42 48 42 
13 54 59 54 33 52 38 39 66 59 10 58 56 
14 38 41 44 24 31 33 23 48 39 49 61 48 
15 50 59 54 32 49 39 40 65 57 68 64 81 
16 52 61 59 33 52 37 38 68 57 71 88 70 
17 41 49 55 26 50 43 40 59 57 65 51 46 
18 39 41 49 24 53 18 09 51 37 51 51 27 
19 46 44 47 16 29 23 22 52 32 51 32 29 
20 18 25 21 18 15 24 20 24 26 26 16 11 
21 34 25 31 02 26 11 08 34 18 28 19 13 
22 38 43 41 33 36 42 30 41 49 50 32 31 
23 28 40 40 28 38 40 26 42 46 41 25 17 
24 21 15 21 03 18 08 01 21 11 22 06 03 
25 36 36 43 19 32 16 23 44 32 44 29 22 
26 22 15 10 16 18 01 11 19 20 25 11 18 
27 44 53 53 29 44 41 23 58 51 59 28 28 
28 00 05 06 09 16 08 17 05 17 08 01 11 
29 11 08 01 03 -04 01 06 08 04 07 -<>3 -07 
30 29 43 43 22 48 36 22 45 44 50 30 28 
31 28 33 41 21 29 32 29 39 38 38 20 22 
32 28 32 31 18 23 28 14 35 29 40 27 29 
33 32 26 27 19 34 16 32 32 35 45 36 30 
34 41 41 48 24 40 32 30 50 44 51 43 26 
35 27 34 38 31 30 32 31 38 43 43 26 09 
36 01 -06 01 -09 11 01 06 -01 03 -01 -03 03 
37 38 48 45 25 44 26 25 51 43 51 60 30 
38 42 54 46 22 46 28 25 56 43 56 47 26 
39 39 37 35 22 38 28 29 43 41 49 35 18 
40 41 42 44 24 36 21 23 49 39 48 33 18 
41 10 17 13 13 18 18 23 15 25 24 17 19 
42 06 15 09 14 14 23 20 12 24 19 19 23 
43 -02 12 05 -01 15 24 04 07 15 13 15 05 
44 09 21 21 13 25 34 07 21 28 25 02 -07 
45 15 21 24 12 11 21 10 26 21 26 13 06 
46 
-10 -09 -09 -13 -16 -05 -18 -10 -18 -16 -09 03 
47 15 11 08 16 13 21 02 14 19 11 18 11 
Decimal points have been omitted. 
The variables are numbered as in Appendix 15. 
345. 
Appendix 16 - cont'd 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 59 
15 88 80 
16 82 79 93 
17 53 51 59 60 
18 45 36 43 49 39 
19 37 26 38 39 27 22 
20 21 21 21 20 26 12 15 
21 14 18 18 20 30 19 08 12 
22 35 32 39 39 38 33 26 43 15 
23 26 17 25 27 35 31 17 35 17 04-
24 23 07 14 12 23 36 12 26 26 17 23 
25 30 28 32 33 19 39 43 25 29 30 26 16 
26 18 22 23 19 21 14 20 02 14 13 15 08 
27 42 31 41 39 50 32 43 39 27 46 39 38 
28 11 05 11 10 14 16 03 16 09 18 25 08 
29 02 -01 -02 -03 -09 -11 04 03 00 -05 -03 -07 
30 33 25 34 34 33 29 31 23 24 37 ,1 36 
31 29 19 28 21 33 14 33 38 23 40 35 24 
32 32 39 39 '7 34 22 26 12 25 23 16 26 
33 40 37 43 44 34 29 21 16 21 16 12 15 
34 41 37 42 46 44 '1 37 47 48 57 44 42 
35 22 24 22 26 32 36 31 17 26 35 39 15 
36 -10 03 -03 -03 -03 14 01 -03 25 -04 03 07 
31 42 40 45 52 42 32 33 28 25 42 36 25 
38 43 38 43 49 41 41 36 20 22 33 38 14 
39 33 29 32 '7 45 29 32 20 24 30 34 12 40 35 28 33 ,6 32 32 35 20 20 37 45 08 
41 20 11 23 22 30 06 14 20 09 30 31 09 
42 10 30 23 23 26 09 14 10 12 16 22 -01 
43 00 11 06 11 10 -02 08 19 09 08 12 00 
44 13 04 05 05 23 04 08 19 11 18 27 02 
45 19 17 17 17 06 02 05 12 09 02 08 03 
46 
-05 07 01 -03 -19 -24 -06 -06 -04 -12 -21 -16 
41 19 21 20 21 01 18 06 01 01 04 00 02 
346. 
Appendix 16 - cont'd 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 31 
27 34 15 
28 09 13 24 
29 -10 -18 07 11 
30 36 17 67 20 -13 
31 40 16 68 38 01 54 
32 30 17 53 16 00 44 44 
33 41 35 29 15 -14 35 38 40 
34 44 18 57 12 -05 44 46 43 32 
35 34 23 38 17 11 40 38 33 37 47 
36 13 13 -01 10 12 06 10 15 08 10 21 
37 35 20 45 13 -08 50 41 39 55 55 45 00 
38 29 13 36 14 07 37 30 24 24 44 44 01 
39 38 19 33 02 -10 30 3J 33 35 43 50 05 
40 34 16 38 08 01 37 33 32 27 42 53 08 
41 06 16 22 12 -13 27 14 13 17 29 19 04 
42 18 31 21 12 -08 19 25 24 22 19 19 15 
43 17 03 17 04 -17 19 09 19 13 17 12 07 
44 20 14 21 09 -12 11 18 20 08 31 25 18 
45 23 11 16 03 01 09 13 08 09 14 11 12 
46 01 -<>4 -12 05 10 -23 -08 -11 -12 -20 -35 31 
41 10 -06 10 -01 05 11 09 10 06 09 15 22 
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Appendix 16 - cont'd 
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 52 
39 46 55 
40 42 62 60 
41 27 24 23 22 
42 23 20 15 21 25 
43 20 12 13 19 12 36 
44 18 19 30 25 24 18 22 
45 08 21 18 16 05 10 18 36 
46 
-22 -29 -31 -29 -15 06 -01 -01 19 
47 08 05 07 07 07 20 14 14 02 10 
APPENDIX 11 
Factor Analyses of all the Music Data 
Principal Components analysis with Varimax Rotation 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 Wing 1 .01 .06 .02 .34 -.06 -.03 .01 .13 .01 -.06 -.11 .00 
2 Wing 2 .03 -.03 .05 .30 .04 -.02 -.05 -.05 .01 -.01 .10 .06 
3 Wing 3 .01 -.01 .00 .32 .04 -.01 -.01 .00 .03 .10 .05 .01 
4 Wing 4 -.06 .00 .31 .13 -.01 .09 .10 -.24 .09 .05 -.13 -.08 
5 Wing 5 .00 -.03 .30 .09 .00 -.03 -.01 .04 -.11 .26 .11 .01 
6 Wing 6 -.09 -.01 .31 .13 .08 .21 -.15 -.02 .06 -.10 .09 -.05 
1 Wing 1 .06 .10 .41 -.13 -.03 -.11 .09 .06 .00 -.20 -.01 .09 
8 Total (1-3) .02 .01 .04 .37 .01 -.02 .00 .02 .01 .02 .03 .04 
9 T(:~~) -.04 .01 .46 .08 .01 .04 .00 -.05 .01 .03 .01 -.01 
10 Total (1-7) .00 -.02 .22 .21 .01 .01 .02 .01 -.02 .02 .01 .03 
11 Ind-Or .14 -.03 -.08 .04 -.01 .08 -.05 -.05 .01 .16 -.02 .31 
12 ~;~ -.10 .00 .08 -.04 .03 -.04 .01 .00 .00 -.08 -.06 .36 
13 Ind-Or 
Har- -.03 -.03 .06 .10 .02 -.08 -.04 .00 -.03 .04 .03 .30 
mony 
14 ~:~~~; .04 .05 -.09 -.01 -.04 .11 .01 .04 .03 -.04 .00 .39 
15 Total 
(12- -.04 .00 -.03 .03 .01 -.02 .01 .01 .00 -.03 -.01 .41 
14) 
16 Total 
(11+ .04 -.01 -.02 .04 -.03 .03 -.02 -.01 .00 .06 -.01 .41 
15) 
11 Hof-fren .01 -.11 .20 -.03 .01 -.06 -.09 .25 .01 -.02 .04 .18 
18 Martin .05 .01 -.03 .06 -.08 .03 .05 -.01 .04 .61 -.10 .06 
19 Stud-
ied .09 .02 -.15 .28 .12 .03 .21 -.12 .02 -.21 -.16 -.01 
piano 
20 Other -.06 .00 -.11 .00 .10 .02 -.05 .07 .48 -.10 .03 .03 
21 Self-taught -.01 .15 -.02 .06 -.03 -.03 .04 .58 -.05 .00 .03 -.04 
22 School 
Orch- -.02 -.02 .04 .04 -.03 .01 .05 -.01 .51 .00 -.10 .02 
estra 
23 Other .10 .01 .10 -.03 -.07 -.04 .01 -.03 .45 .14 .05 -.06 
24 Music 
G -.16 -.11 -.08 .03 .22 -.07 -.07 .36 .07 .29 -.06 -.06 roup 
25 School Choir .03 .06 -.17 .19 .05 .05 .45 -.07 .09 .07 .02 -.06 
26 Church Choir -.04 -.03 .11 -.04 -.07 -.09 .59 .02 -.01 -.03 .02 -.01 
21/ 
349. 
---- ,------ .. _----------_._------
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
27 Instr-
uments -.06 -.01 
home 
.01 .12 .43 .01 -.08 .04 .06 -.05 .01 -.03 
28 Kind 
Record 
Player 
29 Tape 
Recor-
der 
,0 Par-
ents 
Play 
Sing 
~1 Sib-
lings 
Play 
Sing 
32 Extent 
Family 
i"lusic 
Jwlaking 
33 Self-
assess 
ment 
sing-
ing 
34 Self-
asst. 
instr-
ument 
35 Attend 
con-
certs 
36 Attend 
pop/ 
.folk 
31 Self-
asst. 
music-
ality 
38 Taste 
orch-
estral 
39 Opera 
40 Cham-
ber 
41 Brass 
Band 
42 Shows 
43 Latin 
44 Scot-
tish 
45 Folk 
46 Pop 
47 Jazz 
.02 .21 .08 -.30 .30 -.25 -.01 -.25 .12 .30 .19 .09 
.12 .56 .03 .09 .05 -.12 -.31 -.03 .00 -.22 -.13 .01 
.00 -.13 .04 .02 .41 .09 .01 -.01 -.01 .11 -.03 -.05 
.01 .11 .00 -.02 .45 -.06 .09 -.09 .09 -.07 .01 -.04 
.05 .03 -.03 -.03 .31 .09 .00 .15 -.19 -.09 -.02 .01 
.08 -.05 .08 -.10 .11 -.05 .30 .08 -.21 .01 -.05 .11 
.01 .00 -.09 .04 .01 .02 .03 .32 .26 -.03 -.03 .02 
.36 .18 .12 -.04 .05 .06 .08 .03 .00 .05 -.14 -.13 
-.01 .51 .04 -.09 -.09 .15 .15 .25 -.06 .11 .08 -.06 
.21 -.11 -.05 -.01 .16 .02 .05 .04 .01 .03 -.02 .09 
.43 .02 -.01 .04 -.01 -.07 -.12 -.07 .01 .08 .11 .09 
.40 -.06 .02 .03 -.05 -.01 .06 .11 -.04 -.08 .05 -.02 
.45 .04 -.06 .06 -.02 .04 .01 -.07 .06 -.02 .03 -.03 
.10 -.18 .14 -.20 -.05 .02 -.01 .17 .22 -.18 .07 .09 
.05 .05 .08 -.20 .03 .31 .22 -.04 .08 -.13 .03 .10 
.01 -.15 -.05 -.08 .11 .50 -.03 -.06 -.01 -.04 .18 .00 
.08 -.05 .12 .01 -.05 .12 .00 .15 .05 -.03 .47 -.14 
.03 .04 -.05 .13 .01 -.06 .02 -.07 -.08 -.02 .64 .02 
-.33 .33 -.17 .08 -.04 .07 .13 -.06 .08 -.09 .27 .15 
-.06 .18 .05 .00 -.02 .60 -.10 .00 -.03 .14 .17 .03 
350. 
Principal Components analysis with 'oblique' rotation (Factor pattern) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 -04 01 -03 01 02 00 08 02 01 00 09 4P 
? 05 07 -08 16 04 06 -09 -06 -02 00 -05 21 .. 
3 05 03 .~07 12 05 02 -10 -02 11 03 -01 
r, , 
L't 
4 00 -06 11 24 -05 -08 15 08 08 09 -29 10 
S 00 01 -04 35 -02 00 03 04 23 -'10 05 -04-
" 08 
-04 18 37 -02 -08 01 -14 -11 O( -03 06 ,) 
7 -03 07 -08 21 -05 03 43 09 -17 01 03 -08 
8 02 05 -07 13 05 04 -05 -03 04 01 00 30 
9 0'1 00 05 41 -05 -05 20 02 03 01 -08 01 
10 02 04 -02 25 -02 00 05 02 04 -02 -02 21 
11 
-07 32 07 -04 -o;! 14 -08 -05 16 01 -05 00 
-i2 03 36 -01 00 -01 -12 11 07 -07 co -02 -02 
13 02 30 -10 08 00 -03 00 -02 03 -0:< 00 03 
14 -04 39 12 -09 06 04 -03 -01 -03 03 05 J1 
15 01 41 -01 01 02 -04 03 01 -02 00 01 01 
16 
-03 41 03 -01 00 04 -02 -01 05 00 -02 01 
17 00 17 -05 17 -15 -01 07 -03 -04 02 23 -04 
18 -08 08 04 00 -01 05- .. 07 06 62 06 00 -03 
19 14 00 02 -11 03 09 02 13 -14 03 -17 37 
20 10 03 00 -07 04 -05 -01 -07 -10 47 07 -01 
21 -02 -05 00 -02 09 -02 09 02 03 -03 58 1-1 
22 -02 03 02 -01 -03 -03 06 03 04 52 -(j5 05 
23 -07 -06 -04 11 01 10 03 02 13 45 -03 -10 
24 22 -C6 -09 -05 -11 -19 -10 -03 29 09 35 01 
25 06 -05 03 -11 19 04 -10 39 09 09 -01 22 
26 -08 -02 -06 03 06 -06 09 59 -02 01 00 04 
27 43 -03 -02 06 00 -06 -03 -09 -.05 -06 07. 06 .' 
20 29 00 -21 07 31 07 13 -02 23 11 -17 -51 
29 01 01 -03 -08 31 16 43 -46 13 02 00 10 
30 41 -05 06 07 -12 -02 -08 0, 10 -06 -03 -03 
31 46 -04 -05 -02 12 02 08 05 -06 09 -08 -07 
32 37 06 10 -04 -01 04 02 -01 -09 -19 14 00 
:5 ~J 16 10 -01 -01 -05 04 10 32 02 -20 06 -04 
34 07 01 03 -08 -03 05 00 02 00 27 30 10 
35 06 -13 13 01 01 34 26 02 10 00 01 02 
36 ·~08 ~·O6 23 02 44 02 22 06 20 -06 32 -06 
37 16 09 01 -05 -11 19 -05 06 02 01 03 -01 
;.8 
-01 08 -09 00 02 45 -05 11 05 00 •. 03 -()~) 
39 -05 -04 -02 03 -09 39 02 01 -08 -C4 10 06 
40 -02 -04 03 -04 01 46 00 -02 -01 05 -06 05 
41 -06 08 02 09 -19 01 02 06 -21 22 15 •. 15 
42 02 10 34 04 06 04 03 20 -13 07 -04 ·-1 ;? 
·13 10 00 44 12 -03 08 -33 00 -10 -03 -04 -10 
.. 
•. 07 
-15 03 34 14 13 -24 06 -14 Ol~ 
..,~ ~" 
t;." 
t!.1 -,\.1 
45 -01 01 -20 28 31 14 -36 06 -16 -11 04 -10 
46 
-03 15 05 -03 52 -25 -11 05 -11 06 02 03 
47 -01 05 63 05 06 -01 01 -17 20 -04 -01 07 
,51. 
Rao's Analysis with Varimax Rotation 
1 2 3 L1 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 
1 .12 .24 .09 .13 .03 .06 .08 .15 .20 .02 -.11 -.12 
2 .82 , .• 26, .O} .12 .07 -.09 .11 .14 .19 .00 .16 .18 
3 .13 .25 .18 .19 .15 .05 .02 .15 .19 .10 .06 -.03 
4 .25 .13 .81 .09 .02 -.06 .12 .13 .15 .04 -.02 .03 
5 .43 .19 .01 .11 .30 .04 .14 .09 .11 .05 .19 .00 
6 .35 .21 .31 .11 .03 .01 .11 .28 -.01 -.19 .66 -.12 
1 .01 .24 .29 .09 -.21 .03 .51 .16 .32 .01 .02 .10 
8 .81 .30 .11 .16 .10 .01 .09 .16 .22 .04 .01 .04 
9 .39 .28 .50 .16 .01 .01 .55 .23 .21 -.02 .,0 .00 
10 .14 .33 .28 .11 .10 -.01 .29 .18 .26 .03 .11 .02 
11 .31 .58 .06 .03 .18 -.02 .06 .10 .20 .66 .14 -.03 
12 .19 .61 .06 .12 .00 .03 .15 .09 .04 -.06 .01 .61 
13 .38 .18 .08 .16 .01 -.01 .21 .09 .11 -.10 -.08 -.16 
14 .18 .71 .03 .09 .01 .08 .06 .12 .16 .08 .11 -.02 
15 .31 .88 .01 .15 .05 .01 .14 .12 .15 -.04 .03 .15 
16 .35 .83 .01 .10 .10 .00 .12 .12 .18 .30 .08 .01 
11 .34 .39 .11 .24 .11 -.06 .11 .14 .24 .06 .20 .06 
18 .21 .26 .08 .15 .83 .10 .01 .09 .22 .10 -.09 -.01 
19 .43 .18 .02 .25 -.01 .01 .00 .06 .26 .05 -.01 .04 
20 .09 .09 .05 .30 -.04 -.03 -.01 .39 .11 .01 .06 -.06 
21 .26 .03 -.13 .21 .01 .25 .04 .06 .25 .06 .02 .00 
22 .21 .16 .09 .21 .09 -.03 .08 .86 .13 .03 .04 .01 
23 .23 .02 .09 .16 .14 -.01 .11 .51 .26 .00 .16 .02 
24 .12 .04 -.04 .40 .26 .03 -.02 .01 .13 -.11 -.12 -.14 
25 .28 .13 .04 .23 .12 .15 .05 .14 .34 .04 -.01 .02 
26 .08 .13 .01 .10 -.03 .12 .08 .02 .28 -.06 -.04 .01 
21 .38 .13 .08 .83 .04 -.01 .04 .11 .10 -.03 .21 -.02 
28 -.09 .05 .06 .30 .08 .08 .12 .12 .05 .03 .01 .06 
29 .15 -.04 .09 .02 -.16 .14 -.05 -.06 -.01 -.03 .01 -.09 
30 .25 .09 -.02 .51 .08 -.03 .16 .12 .25 .05 .22 .09 
31 .11 .01 .09 .65 -.12 .06 .05 022 .23 .03 .09 .03 
32 .16 .25 .04 .46 -.01 .11 -.01 .00 .29 -.01 .18 .05 
33 .11 .31 .09 .22 .01 .06 .16 -.06 .45 .07 .00 .01 
34 .22 .21 -.01 .41 .06 .07 .06 .42 .40 .14 .06 -.08 
35 .13 .01 .20 .22 .14 .13 -.03 .17 .66 -.01 .20 .01 
36 -.05 -.01 -.06 .01 .01 .93 .06 -.04 .11 -.01 .09 .06 
31 .28 .24 -.03 .26 .02 -.06 .11 .19 .49 .19 .11 .04 
38 .,5 .22 -.06 .10 .15 -.01 .08 .13 .53 .09 .16 .01 
39 .22 .13 .02 .12 .04 -.02 .09 .13 .64 .04 .11 -.06 
40 .28 .11 -.01 .14 .01 .01 .02 .20 .59 .00 .14 -.03 
41 -.01 .14 .01 .12 -.01 -.09 .10 .25 .25 .00 .13 .01 
42 -.05 .17 .08 .14 -.02 .12 .01 .08 .19 .04 .30 .11 
43 .01 .01 -.08 .09 -.05 .03 .04 .04 .12 .10 .42 .03 
44 .14 -.06 -.01 .06 -.04 .14 .10 .16 .23 -.14 .31 -.19 
45 .25 .10 .01 .02 -.12 .15 .04 -.04 .08 -.04 .11 -.11 
46 .03 .13 -.11 -.05 -.24 .44 -.01 -.03 -.49 -.01 -.02 -.02 
41 .04 .20 .13 .04 .10 .24 -.02 -.04 .01 .10 .18 -.08 
~52. 
Rao's Analysis with' oblique I rotation (Factor pattern) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 
1 52 13 09 -01 04 14 04 14 09 05 •. 14 -25 
? 78 07 13 05 05 05 -01 (l9 03 02 11 11 
;: 56 04 02 12 ' 10 20 0";; 11 20 O? "'.., -04 / / -"-,', 
4 06 -08 07 00 01 07 -09 0 7 134 11 06 -11 , 
5 '19 00 86 23 07 09 06 _r,~ -07 -12 ·-r":)G 06 '.'J11 
6 1 [: ')'7 10 07 03 -18 -10 27 37 -14 -26 51 L.J 
'1 -14 Of! ~7; -21 -04 05 04 09 22 16 09 -Db ?...-
[) 73 10 11 07 06 1) 00 12 12 06 · .. 01 ~O4 
9 09 08 58 03 03 02 -03 11 45 -02 -07 14 
10 53 11 31 06 05 12 -03 10 27 01 -04 03 
n 04 09 03 09 -11 91 -03 03 07 -07 00 10 
12 27 47 1U -01 03 _or) 09 05 03 -07 69 14 
17 07 Ti 22 03 07 11 -15 03 02 09 -11 -23 , ,J 
1:.;, 
-01 66 -12 04 -02 28 03 09 01 10 01 11 
j 
i '15 13 76 11 02 04 13 -02 07 02 -01 21 -02 
I 
16 10 51 09 03 -03 53 -03 06 04 -04 12 04 
17 17 2~ 16 07 16 15 -08 07 09 06 03 1) ,) 
Hi 14 08 08 79 05 19 16 05 08 10 07, -13 -" 
'19 3~ 06 00 -10 21 12 00 03 02 2,j 0" -05 ,) 
20 -04 06 -05 -07 21 03 -05 42 03 -OJ f"/ -81 I 
-',)0 
: 21 18 -05 05 -02 14 10 27 06 -14 12 0$04 -02 I 22 07 03 00 05 -05 03 02 96 05 -11 07 -05 
I 2~' 12 -08 08 11 -03 ,·01 03 61 06 .,02 -03 e" I '0 
I 24 00 09 -01 24 41 07 02 05 -06 ,·07 ·-12 -10 I 
I 25 17 01 04 07 13 10 18 13 03 22 
01 -12 
I 26 02 10 08 -04 03 -04 14 (10 05 2 ~, on -06 I 27 20 03 03 01 87 -01 -13 07 08 -12 -05 13 
I 28 -17 -03 11 06 26 02 09 09 -04- -04 08 01 
I 2') 11 -02 -05 -15 04 -01 10 -05 11 -07 -12 -04 I -/ 
! 30 14 -06 10 03 55 05 -04 03 -04 05 05 19 I 31 01 -05 02 -17 62 05 03 17 07 OS O? 03 32 06 18 -10 -03 4~ 05 07 -06 04 18 04 16 
I 33 -06 18 16 -04 15 17 05 -14 06 
:t,rc, 02 -04 
- " 
I 34 -01 05 03 -01 25 23 08 4< -05 1"1 -09 -04 35 01 -08 -06 10 08 02 16 14 19 60 ··DS 14 , 36 -07 -11 06 07 -06 -04 97 -01 -04 02 00 06 
I 37 12 03 11 -05 15 29 -04 14 -06 50 01 06 i 
i 38 24 08 09 10 -02 19 -04 08 -09 41 -05 11 I 39 08 02 09 -02 00 12 -01 09 -01 5~ -12 09 :,; 
40 17 04 01 03 0;'> 07 04 19 -04 AC'I -09 06 ... ./ 
41 -07 09 08 -10 03 02 -0'/ 24 -03 17 05 11 
42 -06 07 -03 ··02 08 04 13 05 08 12 14 32 
43 -01 -06 05 -05 07 10 01 00 -09 O? -05 42 .. 
-14 03 o~ 1-:': -04 -01 -14 11 16 -04 1~ -30 18 
-' '-' 
45 17 11 06 -11 01 00 10 -06 01 02 -17 0';) 
46 04 17 -08 -21 -04 01 39 03 -08 -54 -01 -03 
47 -06 11 03 11 01 07 20 -06 14 -04 -10 13 
APPliliDIX 18 
Factor Loadings from the Factor AnalYsis of the School Data Using aao's 
Factorisation - Before Rotation 
I II III IV V VI vn VIII IX X XI XII 
1 71 17 32 -Olt- -07 -05 -03 <lit- -03 1l,- 08 -17 
2 82 20 31 -11 -11 -03 01 -06 12 -os -05 11 
3 78 19 30 03 01 02 -05 07 -09 -03 02 -05 
4 51 27 -26 -05 -14 23 00 35 -30 -06 -25 -21 
5 74 29 -25 27 02 -26 15 -28 16 01 06 -01 
6 59 32 -26 -17 01 18 -15 11 -11 -20 32 33 
7 48 10 -45 -06 -06 03 -08 -03 14- 24- -21 -1l,-
8 91 20 34- -Olt- -07 -03 -03 01 01 00 01 -02 
9 82 33 -44- 02 -05 05 -02 03 -03 -01 -01 -01 
10 96 26 05 -01 -08 00 -01 01 -02 01 -01 00 
11 72 
-38 08 45 -01 29 -10 -07 01 -05 -01 -02 
12 62 
-42 -14 -30 00 -21 -02 02 20 -25 -31 Olt-
13 81 -30 -~ -16 -03 -10 17 -01 -13 21 17 -09 
14 65 -47 -Olt- -05 o~ 03 -11 07 -08 ~ 14 13 
15 84- -46 -10 -21 01 -12 03 03 -01 02 01 01 
16 87 -47 -02 08 -01 08 -Olt- -03 00 -01 01 -01 
17 68 -01 -05 -01 13 06 03 -03 00 02 -03 10 
18 56 Olt- 13 49 29 -32 30 27 00 13 -02 05 
19 49 07 22 -10 10 ~ -07 -07 -16 -11 -11 -04-
20 28 08 -02 -12 32 20 00 11 13 06 09 -07 
21 28 09 17 06 22 -12 -21 -08 07 14 -03 -02 
22 53 13 -06 -07 34- 22 07 41 47 -04- 16 -12 
23 45 26 -Olt- ~ 26 13 02 27 30 Olt- 07 06 
24 21 09 13 01 40 -13 17 02 -14 10 05 -08 
25 44- 08 12 07 22 -09 -07 08 02 17 -11 -05 
26 24- 00 -06 -Olt- 09 -11 -09 06 00 18 -16 00 
27 59 26 09 -25 60 16 05 -22 -14 -09 -01 -05 
28 13 02 -16 01 31 -02 00 -01 02 -04- -07 -09 
29 02 11 07 -10 -07 00 -19 -03 -12 00 07 -10 
30 50 19 00 -05 45 06 02 -22 03 00 -13 08 
31 41 18 -01 -20 52 16 -12 -11 00 08 -12 -12 
32 42 -03 03 -14 38 03 -16 -09 -14 08 -12 12 
33 45 -09 -o~ 05 15 -04 -06 -07 -09 29 -22 03 
34- 56 06 ~ 05 46 15 -07 08 16 23 01 -05 
35 41 23 -03 13 33 05 -17 23 -06 32 -22 25 
.36 00 06 -08 21 27 -53 -70 07 -02 00 03 -07 
37 58 01 06 09 23 15 -03 -06 14 25 -16 10 
38 58 05 13 15 12 Olt- 02 01 10 27 -11 26 
39 48 12 01 11 16 08 -06 ~ 06 41 -15 25 
40 48 1l,- 10 07 21 05 -06 10 09 35 -11 23 
41 25 00 -14 -07 15 14 00 ~ 19 14- -06 11 
42 23 -06 -17 -03 19 05 -22 02 03 -04- -11 21 
43 13 06 -09 05 13 13 -18 -17 09 ~ 03 29 
44- 20 28 -08 -01 12 -01 -18 00 ~ 19 20 20 
45 24- 09 ~ -06 -06 -01.- -21 -09 -07 08 12 07 
46 -13 -18 04- -17 -09 -18 -40 -10 00 -26 -27 -27 
47 20 -06 -09 07 06 -08 -20 05 -19 -06 11 07 
353. 
APPENDIX t.' 
~ond Supplementary Factor Analysis used to Investi~te the Factorial 
Struoture of 'Singing' Activities 
Factor*' Factor Factor Factor 
1 2 3 4 
Performanoe on Wing 'Ability' 
-.86 .00 -.28 -.21 Tests 
Performanoe on Wing 
-.70 -.05 -.09 .07 
'Appreoiation' Tests 
Disorimination of better extract 
-.69 .00 -.16 .24 on Indiana-Oregon Test 
Identifioation of ohanged element 
-.78 .12 -.10 .28 on Indiana-Oregon Test 
Whether piano is studied -.54 .01 -.02 -.26 
Membership of sohool ohoir -.56 .13 .26 -.28 
Membership of church ohoir -.35 .07 .54 -.06 
Possession of a tape reoorder .03 .06 -.34 -.10 
Self-assessment of singing -.53 -.01 .34 .12 
Taste for Orchestral music -.62 -.20 -.14 -.09 
Taste for music from shows -.31 .14 .24 .16 
Taste for 'folk' music -.26 .21 -.02 -.13 
Taste for 'pop' .16 .95 -.09 -.02 
Taste for jazz -.19 .14 -.10 .20 
*These factor loadings are trom a principal components analysis with 
varimaz rotation. 
355. 
APPENDIX 20 
SUpplementary Factor Analysis Oonoerning Self-initiated Interest and/or 
Ability 
Factor* Factor Factor Factor Factor 
1 2 3 4 5 
Performanoe on Wing 
.52 .24 -.19 -.04 -.75 
'Ability' Tests 
Performanoe on Wing 
.01 -.14 .06 .06 .06 
'Appreoiation' Tests 
Disorimination of better 
.14 -.13 -.02 .03 .12 version (Indiana-Or.) 
Identifioation of ohanged 
.36 -.15 .01 .22 .24 
element (Indiana-Or.) 
Whether an instrument is 
-.03 .16 .33 -.15 .09 self-taught 
Membership of a musioal 
-.09 .40 -.06 -.05 .01 
'group' 
Self-assessment of 
.02 .31 .06 .01 -.07 instrumental playing 
Attendanoe at Folk/Pop 
-.02 -.01 .38 -.02 -.07 
oonoerts 
Self-assessment of 
-.10 -.04 -.12 .31 .33 
musioality 
Possession of a tape 
.00 -.06 
recorder .09 .04 -.21 
Parents play or sing -.08 .20 -.10 .15 .11 
Self-assessment of 
-.01 -.05 .11 .06 .28 Singing 
Studies/Studied piano -.05 -.03 -.08 .14 .00 
Attendanoe at serious 
-.09 -.12 .22 .40 -.12 
oonoerts 
Taste for orohestral 
.04 -.06 -.01 .11 -.13 
musio 
*The factor loadings are from a prinoipal oomponents analysis with 
var!max rotation. 
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APP»lDIX 21 
A Simple Anal,Yais of the Correlation )latrix of the Test Data 
The purpo.se of this analysis is to oonsider whether the faotorial 
.struoture of the test and questionnaire data is seriously invalidated by the 
inclusion (amoll& the variables for the factor analyses) of variables such a8 
·Performance on Will& 'A.bility' Testa· which in effect duplicate data alread3 
included tor an.aJ.yaia - a problem that was d:iacuaaed in Chapter 8 (p. ). 
In this analysia we oeek to provide evidence to aupport the belief that 
the findings in Chapter 8 are reasonable. Only the tindinga relating to the 
teat factora are under acruti~: there was no unJustifiable uae of 
queationnaire data. 
Four testa were used, Wing's, Hof:trenta, Jf&rtints and the Indiana-oregon 
teat. From the factor analysis it was found that there were factors for:-
(i) Performance on the Wing 'Ability'Testa 
(ii) Performance on the Wing 'Appreciation' Teats 
(iii) Performance on the Indiana-oregon Test 
{iv} Performance on Martin's Test. 
No factor of performance on Hottren's teat was found, but there were 
reasonably high 10Nings for this teat on the above four faotora. 
The method of preaenting appropriate evidence can be illustrated by 
reference to the faotor of performance on Win&'s 'Ability' Teata. If there 
is Juatification for a separate factor, then the intercorrelations between 
the three separate 'ability' teats, i.e. Tests 1, 2 &Dei 3, should be 
relatively high and the correlation coefficients of these three tests with 
the other measures of musical ability or appreciation should be relatively 
low. To show if this is the o&se Table .. (below) presents two frequency 
distributions to indicate the magnitude 01' two sets ot' correlation 
coeffioients. It migbt be noted that tho.e variable. whioh prov~ 'totals', 
i.e. variables 8, 9, 10, 1.5 and 16 (aee Appendix 15) have been excluded 
throughout thi8 analysiS. 
Table AI 
Appendix 21 - cont'd 
Ka£nitude of the 
Correlation 
Coefficients 
.65 - .69 
.60 - .64-
.55 - .59 
.50 - .~ 
.lr5 - .~9 
.40 - .44-
.35 - .39 
.30 - .,34. 
.25 - .29 
.20 - .24. 
Wing Ability Teata 
with 
ling AbUi ty Teats 
1 
2 
Wing Ability Testa 
with Other Testa 
(excluding 
Hoffren'a) 
2 
5 
.5 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
TABLi A FUQUENCY DISllUBUTIONS OF THE COBBEIATION 
COEFIICIliN.rS OF THE WING 'ABILITY' T§lS 
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It is ver,y evident here that intercorrelations of the Wing 'ability' 
tests 6.l'e much higher than the correlations with the other tests (all equal 
or exceed .59). This consequently tends to support the factor a.naJ.ysis 
results. 
To deal with the factors concerning wPerformance on Wing's 'Appreciation' 
Tests- and "Performance on the lJldiana-oregon TestW, similar tables have 
been prepared. 
Table B/ 
Appendix 21 - conttd 
Magni tude of the WiD8 Appreciation Teats Wing Appreciation Testa 
Correlation with with Other Tests 
Coefficients Wing Appreciation Tests (excludin6 Roffren's) 
.55 - .59 1 
.50 - .54 3 
.45 - .49 3 
.40 - .44- 2 2 
.35 - .39 1 .5 
• .30 - .34- 5 
.25 - .29 1 6 
.20 - .24- 2 5 
.15 - .19 1 
.10 - .14-
.05 - .09 1 
TABLE B FiEQUENCY DISTUBl1.rIONS OF THE CORRELATION 
COEFI!'ICnmS OF THE WING t,APPllECIA!rION' TESTS 
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The evidence here does not lend support to an independent factor of 
pert'ormance on the Wing Appreciation Test. It lIli6ht be noted that all the 
high correlation coefficients (in both columna) result from Wing's Test 5 
(Appreoiation of Harmo~). Teats~, 6 and 7 all tend to give low 
oorrelation coefficienta, and these Wing Appreciation Tests therefore do not 
align with the other factors. What the pattern of oorrelation ooefficients 
doea ausgeat i8 a complex (factorial) .structure to the WiD8 'Appreciation' 
Teata. This is conuuent with aome of the t'indings presented in 
Chapter 8 (P.13S). 
Table ci 
Appendix 21 - conted 
.60 - .6lt. 
.55 - .59 
.50 - .54-
.40 - .44 
Indi8J'la-Oregon 
with 
Indiana-aregon 
1 
3 
1 
1 
Indiana-oregon with 
Others 
(excluding Hox'fren' s) 
1 
6 
1 
5 
.35 - .39 5 
.30 - .34- 6 
.25 - .29 5 
.20 - .24 J 
TABLE C J'ilQUENCY DISTlUBUTIONS OJ' THI COR8Ele4TION 
COEFFICumS Oi' THI INDIAHA-oREGON TESTS 
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The results in the above table suggest that there is an underlying 
consistency in the several 'part scores' of the Indiana-oregon Test. This 
supports the factor analytic evidence presented in Chapter 8. 
It is DOt possible to make the kind of comparisons in Tables .A, B and C 
to establish a 'factor' concerned with the variable ·Performance on 
Ilartin's Test". A factor oould poasiblJ be Justified if there i8 little 
overlap between the Martin test ADd ~ of the other measures of musical 
abili~, this would be revealed by relatively low correlation coefficients. 
Since this test could aJ.ip with one of the Juatifiable factors, such as 
that for the Wing Ability testa, or the Ind1ana-Qregon tests, Table D 
gives sufficient breakdown of the correlation coefficients to reveal Aqf 
such aliBDm8nt. 
Table »/ 
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Hartin with Martin with Martin with Nartin with 
Wing Ability Wing Appreoiation Indiana-Oregon Hoffl.'8n 
.50 - .54 1 1 
.45 - .49 1 
.40 - .44 1 1 
.35 - .39 1 1 1 
.30 - .34 
.25 - .29 1 
.20 - .24 1 
.15 - .19 1 
.10 - .14 
.05 - .09 1 
TABLE D FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
OF THE MARTIN TEST WITH THE OTHER 'm)TS 
The evidence here shows that the level of oorrelation is not markedly 
higher for anyone set of tests than for any other, and so the Hartin test 
does not align with any of the established factors. However, the median 
correlation coefficient is of the order .35 to .39. It might be argued that 
this is not low enough to justify a separate and independent factor for this 
test. This is especially so since the two factors which are already clearly 
established are for "Performance on the Wing Ability Tests" and for 
"Performance on the Indiana-Oregon 'l'est", and it is with 7 measures for 
these two factors that the oorrelation coefficients are highest. There is 
little doubt that the evidence in support of a factor "Performance on the 
Martin Test" is weak, though one further comparison does lend a little 
support for the existence of a faotor. This is a comparison of the 
correlation coefficients with the Martin test and the correlation 
coefficients with Roffren's Test. This can best be described later after 
presenting our findings regarding HofrIeu's Test. 
.Appendix 21 - cont' d 
In Tables A, B and 0, the correlation coefficients with Hoffren's test 
have been deliberately excluded, since there was no "Hoffren factor" and 
since scores on this test load on to all the test factors. It might be 
asked whether there would have been a factor especially assooiated with 
Hoffren's test had the factorisation not been suspeot. If there were, then 
it would imply that what is covered by this test overlaps little with what 
is covered by other tests. (The same reasoning as with the Martin test.) 
This would be revealed by low correlation coefficients with the other music 
test results. 
An alternative possibility is that this test contributes to one of the 
estaolished factors. This would be revealed by consistently high 
correlation coefficients with (say) the three 'ability' tests of Wings and 
by low correlation ooefficients with the other measures. The third 
possibility, that this test does, in fact, load significantly on to the 
established factors, would be revealed by moderate correlation ooefficients 
with all the other test variables regardless of their factorial structure. 
Table E presents the results. 
Hoffren with Hoffren with . Hoffren with Hoffren with 
Wing Ability Wing Appreciation Indiana-Oregon Martin 
.55 - .59 1 
.50 - .54 1 3 
.45 - .49 1 1 
.40 - .44 1 2 
.35 - .39 1 
.30 - .34 
.25 - .29 1 
TABLE E FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
OF HOFFREN'S TEST )tlITH THE OTHER TESTS 
As with Martin's test there is no evidence that Hoffren's test aligns 
with anyone of the established factors. However, the general magnitude 
of the correlation coefficients is fairly high: the median is of the order 
.45 to .490 This is too high to support a separate factor assooiated with 
ability to do Hoffren's test and confirms the results presented in 
Chapter 8. 
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The contrast between the figures presented in Tables D and E is 
interesting because with Martin's test the correlation ooeffioients ~ 
lower. In view of the arguments presented above, this means there is a 
greater justification for supporting an independent factor for Martin's 
test than for Hoffren's. 
Conclusions 
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There is some limited support for the factorial struoture, the 
details of whioh are presented in Chapter 8. This is especially so with 
regard to the three Wing 'Ability' Tests, the four measures used from 
the Indiana.-Oregon test, and Hoffren's test. On the other hand, this 
unsophistioated analysis provides less support for factors assooiated 
with the Wing Appreciation Tests and for Martin's Test. On balanoe, one 
must conclude that the inolusion of the 'illegitimate' variables in the 
factor analyses has influenoed the results to some extent, but possibly 
not so much as to seriously' invalidate them. 
APPENDIX 22 
A Comparison of the Faotor Loadings of S&lected K!Y Variables on iqui?&lent 
Factors and the Correlation Coefficients of these Variables with each other 
Appendix 22(a)t Performanoe on Tests 
Name ot Variable 
Total tor Total tor Total for 
Wing's Wing's the Indiana-Ability Appreciation Oregon Tests Tests Test 
Pertormance on 
Wing Ability .37 .08 .04. 
Tests (I) 
Name Performance on 
ot Will& • Oft. .46 .02 
Faotor Appreoiation Tests (II) 
Pertormance on 
Indiana-<lregon .04- -.01 .41 
Test 
TABLE A-1 FACTOR LOJ.DlNGS (~ ON THE PlUNCIPAL 
COMPONmTS jlW,YSIS WITH VAJUMAX B.OT~ION) 
Name of Variable 
Total tor Total tor Total for the Win&'. Wing's Indiana-Ability AppreCiation Oregon Teats Tests Test 
Total for 
Willi'S Ability (1.00) .66 .68 
Testa 
Name Total tor 
of Wing's .66 (1.00) .57 
Variable Appreciation Tests 
Total for the 
.51) Ind1ana-oregon .68 (1.00) 
Test 
TAiLB .-2 COIIlII.AfIOl counCIalS 
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The first matrix (Table A-1) shows that when performanoe on tests is 
considered, the factor loadings for total soore!'rca one test on the factor 
for another test is negligible. Except on the diagonal, the loadings are 
not significantly greater than zero. Even on the diagonal, where high 
loadings are to be expected, the figures are relatively low. However, it 
must be remembered that the prinoipal oomponents tended to give lower 
factor loadings than Rao's factoring. The second matrix, of correlation 
coeffioients, shows that there is a considexable overlap in what the tests 
measure. The comparison of these two matrioes highlights the problem of 
identifying what, in psyohological or musioal terms, a factor is the 
statistical analogue of 
Similar matrioes oould be produced for other groups of factors. 
In Appendix 22(b) the equivalent matrioes for the taste variables/ 
factors are presented.. However, it will be seen that identifioation of 
the factors is less diffioul t. The loadings on the diagonal (Table B-1) 
are higher thazl the equivalent loadings in Table A-1, and the 
intereorrelations tend to be lower. 
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Appendix 22( b): lWsical Taste 
Taste for classical 
IIIU8 1c ( IX) 
Name 
of Taste for folk 
Factor music (X) 
Taste for light 
music (XI) 
Name of Variable 
Taste for 
Orchestral 
Music 
(:~~) 
.11 ( .17) 
(:~1) 
Taste for 
Folk 
Music 
.o~ (.0 ) 
(:~) 
(;:~) 
Taste for 
Latin-
American 
Muaic 
.o~ (.0 ) 
C18) .13 
(:~8) 
TAlUJ!: B-1 FACTOll LOADINGS, BASJm ON T}ib; FULL PlUNCIPAL 
COllPONlim'S .ANALYSIS WITH VA!U;wAX .ROTATION. (THE 
FIGU!\.ES IN BBACKllrS ARE THE FACTOll LOADINGS F.ROM 
THE PlUNCIPAL COMPON~S ANALYSIS, WITH VAJUMAX 
.ROTATION, OF ONLY THE 10 TA.'l'TE V.A.RIABLb;S (.sEE 
PAGE 165» 
Name of Variable 
Name 
of 
Variable 
Taste for 
orchestral music 
Taste for folk 
music 
Taste for Latin-
American musio 
Taste for Taste for 
Orchestral Folk 
Music Music 
( 1.00) .21 
.21 (1.00) 
.12 .18 
TABLE ~2 CORREI 4TION COEFFICIENTS 
Taste for 
Latin-
American 
.Music 
.12 
.18 
(1.00) 
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.APPENDIX. 23 Matrix of correlation C2effici!Qts ot Muaio Variables with 
Personali tl Variablea 
E N A B C D ,.1 F G H 
1 
-08 -08 10 51 01 -06 -09 (4 01. 01. 
2 
-07 -06 13 37 -03 -12 -21 09 15 OJ 
3 -12 -01 19 41 -19 -09 -18 01 07 -05 
4 -16 -()4. 11 23 -20 02 -12 -16 07 -07 
5 -04- -13 21 27 -11 01 -06 12 -05 15 
6 
-07 04- 12 21 -15 -03 -06 -05 10 -08 
7 -13 -15 02 15 -05 -12 -16 -03 00 -01 
8 -10 -05 17 44- -08 -11 -19 07 11 01 
9 -14 -10 17 31 -18 -03 -14 -03 Q4. 01 
10 
-13 -10 21 41 -11 -06 -16 04 13 (4 
11 05 -19 25 30 -(4 -09 00 15 00 18 
12 -02 -12 13 17 -06 -07 -10 Q4. -07 13 
13 -14 -0It- 14 35 -14 01 -15 02 03 00 
14 12 -21 17 28 -05 -07 -01 15 Q4. 11 
15 -03 -13 18 33 -10 -04- -11 08 00 09 
16 00 -18 2.3 35 -08 -07 -07 12 C4 14 
17 -05 -11 18 25 -12 -02 -17 07 03 -01 
18 15 06 40 23 -10 05 01 30 -17 12 
"SA -16 -15 16 43 -12 -06 -18 -01 17 07 
.19 -09 -01 10 20 -01 07 -10 -10 12 -04-
20 05 -11 09 11 08 -16 -13 -06 16 06 
42~ 04 -11 21 22 -05 00 -17 06 12 Q4. 
21 05 -02 10 08 16 -09 00 07 Q4. 17 
42.1A 05 -10 08 07 19 -10 -04- 03 -01 12 
22 Q4. -08 18 18 -11 -01 -1.3 07 06 01 
422..\ Q4. -07 19 20 -07 01 -1.3 10 02 08 
.24- -02 11 16 18 -Q4. 05 -01 -03 09 -02 
25 02 06 12 13 -10 00 -12 02 -05 01 
26 Q4. 00 15 03 -01 -01 -03 01 02 01 
.33 08 -17 19 -02 07 -0.3 -06 10 Q4. 21 
35 -08 -05 16 09 -02 -09 -1.3 -02 03 11 
J6 26 -07 2.3 -14 10 Q4. 22 19 -10 20 
.}4A 
-01 -Q4. 21 22 -01 -01 -01 Q4. 09 05 
.38 -15 -Q4. 09 28 -03 -01 -16 OJ 20 05 
39 -17 0.3 -06 24- -07 01 -15 -10 1.3 -06 
40 -10 -10 11 23 05 -16 -11 03 21 08 
41 08 -12 13 12 00 -10 -09 -01 18 07 
42 17 01 1.3 00 -02 03 -Q4. 05 12 05 
43 19 -06 07 -02 11 -07 07 10 08 17 
4J+ -OJ 03 -02 08 06 -OJ -13 02 14 -07 
45 07 07 10 14, (4 -(4 -07 11 08 00 
46 27 04- 13 -Q4. 02 00 10 Q4. -03 -0; 
47 25 -07 24- 08 05 -04- 10 14, -03 12 
The numbering 0 f the variables is the same as provided in Appendix 
15. However, some new variables have been added. These are named 
below. 
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1 J 0 Q2 Q3 Q4 Qr Qrr QIII Qrv 
1 07 01 -14 -05 01 00 05 -07 -11 -11 
2 15 -07 -10 -16 -06 -05 02 -01 -18 -26 
3 15 -09 -03 -12 03 08 -03 05 -29 -24-
4 21 -13 06 -04- 03 05 -09 05 -22 -18 
5 05 -17 -14 -15 -14 06 17 06 -02 -22 
6 15 -02 -0, -10 -08 08 00 04- -13 -19 
7 05 -11 -03 -03 -06 -09 -01 -04- -05 -26 
8 16 -05 -11 -13 -02 00 02 -01 -23 -24 
9 16 -16 -06 -12 -09 04- 03 04- -15 -30 
10 19 
-09 -11 -16 -08 04- 06 01 -20 -27 
11 13 -05 -13 -13 05 -06 17 -08 -14 -11 
12 00 -15 00 -22 -07 13 11 07 00 -17 
13 18 
-1' -16 -15 -02 06 02 03 -19 -23 
14 06 -11 -07 -10 -01 00 14 -02 -08 -13 
15 11 -16 -10 -19 -04- 08 10 Q4. -12 -22 
16 13 -12 -13 -18 00 02 14 -02 -14 -19 
17 10 -07 -04, -08 01 12 04- 03 -19 -11 
18 13 -26 -26 -26 15 -01 28 09 -10 -28 
~8A 16 -07 -10 -12 -02 10 03 -01 -20 -21 
19 16 -06 -01 Q4. 03 08 -07 00 -21 -01 
20 14 -06 -08 -03 08 -04- 00 -16 -15 -19 
'20iL 22 -13 -16 -18 -09 -02 07 -01 -20 -30 
21 
-07 -at.. -11 -02 02 -01 14 -13 06 -03 
*21.& 
-15 -02 -15 02 03 -08 08 -14 05 -01 
22 11 -at.. -05 -10 -20 05 07 07 -12 -24 
~ 17 -09 -14 -16 -13 01 11 02 -11 -26 
24 14 03 04 00 02 10 00 04 -15 01 
25 08 -16 01 -12 -03 13 03 08 -10 -12 
26 08 
-09 -06 -03 -07 -09 05 -01 -08 -08 
33 04- -10 -12 -05 00 -03 17 -10 -02 -04 
35 29 05 -09 01 02 -11 02 -02 -18 -06 
36 05 -12 03 -15 -05 03 29 00 10 00 
~ 14 00 -09 00 -04- 06 09 -03 -11 -06 
j8 J4. 11 -14 02 05 -04- -03 -08 -27 -06 
39 24 09 -05 07 at.. 06 -11 -03 -17 -02 
40 20 13 -20 -02 12 -02 04 -17 -19 -04-
41 06 -13 -28 -09 at.. -14 05 -16 -15 -22 
42 09 -07 -06 -10 -02 04- 09 -0, -08 -10 
43 Q4. -15 -08 -06 -02 -09 17 -14 08 -11 
44- 10 -10 -14 -03 at.. -03 -06 -08 -12 -14 
45 10 -12 -09 -10 00 -11 05 -04- -09 -18 
46 -14 -19 07 -29 -17 00 10 12 09 -15 
4.7 08 -23 -06 -23 -07 00 22 -02 -01 -16 
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18L This is an index of 'test ability' in which scores on the Wing 
'Ability' tests, the Wing 'Appreoiation' tests and the Indiana-oregon 
test were compo sited (i.e. variables 8, 9 and 16). The three soores 
used were weighted so as to give thea equivalent importance. 
20A Number o£ years of stuqying (i.e. being taught) an instrument other 
than the piano. 
21A Number of years of studying an instrument which has not been 
(formally) taught by a teacher. 
22A Number of years a member o£ a school orchestra. 
34A This variable is a oomposite of variables 24 and 34 (i.e. Member of 
some musioal group organised outwith school and self-assessment of 
instrumental pl~ing), and was considered a measure of self-
initiated interest and ability. 
Average Personality ~eo5t Scores tor School Pupils - Broken Down by 
Inatrument 
Piaoo Strings Woodwind BraBs 'Pop' Strillgs 
E 15.81 16.}4. 16.4.7 16.10 15.33 
N 11.55 10.4J.. 11.89 11.70 12.81 
A 5.70 5.86 5.50 6.63 5.58 
B 6.55 6.59 6.06 6.88 6.25 
C 5.51 6.14- 5.50 4..38 5.79 
D 5.,}8 4.86 5.02 4..63 5.21 
E 5.09 4..66 5.17 4.63 5.54-
F 5.28 6.00 5.12 5.13 6.21 
G 6.08 6.93 5.54- 5.13 5.58 
H 5.,32 6.28 5.00 5.00 5.50 
I 6.21 6.66 5.98 6.75 6.13 
J 5.25 5.31 5.27 4.88 5.,}8 
0 6.30 5.72 6.69 6.13 5.88 
Q2 5.98 5.79 5.96 6.00 6.~ 
Q3 5.40 5.52 5.23 4..88 4-.75 
Q4 4.91 4.59 4.60 5.25 4.92 
QI 4.96 5.71 4.77 4.85 5.86 QIII 4.91 4.86 5.17 4.4.9 5.69 
QIV 5.33 4.75 5.10 4.68 5.28 
N = 53 N = 2~ Ii = 52 N = 10 N = 24-
Onl3 pupils who had studied their instrument for at least one 
year were included. An individual' 8 S cores may be included in 
more thaD one column if he studied two (or more) instruments, 
each for at least a year. 
APPmiDIX 25 
Multiple liegression Analyses on 'Performance on Wins'. Ability Test.' 
Independent Variables: The Personality variable. 
Factor B ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor QIII •••••••••••••••••• 
Factor QIV ••••••••••••••••••• 
'actor F ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Extraversion (J.B.P.I.) •••••• 
Factor Ql •••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor D •••••••••••••••••.••• 
lactor q~ .••...•.....•....... 
Hactor C ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor •••••••••••••••••••••• 
~actar •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor a .................... . 
Factor I ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Neuroticiam (J.E.P.I.) ••••••• 
Factor 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor Q3 •••••••••••••••••••• 
Multiple r % ot Variance Accounted for4' 
19.119 
1.680 
1.~93 
1.095 
1.514 
.657 
.ltJt.3 
.607 
.309 
.639 
.356 
.159 
.3J2 
.252 
.182 
.03lt 
28.9.31 
-It should be noted in this, and all other multiple regression 
analyses, that where cl8pendent variables overlap, what 15 
common is extracted and attributed to the higher variable on 
the list 
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Dependent Variable: Performance on Wing' 8 Ability 'reata 
Independent Variables: Personality and home background variable8 
Independent Variable. 
Number of illatrumenta at hoae 
Faotor B ••••••••••••••••••••• 
lactor I ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Extent of t&mily mu.aic making 
Factor QIV ••••••••••••••••••• 
Extraversion (J.B.P.I.) •••••• 
Factor A ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Whether siblinga pl~ an 
iDatnlmeDt ••••••••••••••••• 
Factor D ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor C ••••••••••••••••••••• 
.actar F ••••••••••••••••••••• 
.actor Q3 •••••••••••••••••••• 
Whether parente play or eiDe • 
Jaotor J ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor Q4 •••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor Q2 •••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor H ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor G ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor QIII •••••••••••••••••• 
~actor I •....•.•.•..••.....•. 
Factor QI (exvia) •••••••••••• 
Multiple I' 
.,5816J 
.65272 
.65989 
.66635 
.67242 
.67542 
.68072 
.684.55 
.68713 
.69178 
.65)4.73 
.69978 
.70096 
.70262 
.70)4.1 
.701+59 
.70548 
.70561 
.70569 
.70581 
.70629 
.70667 
% of Varianoe 
Aooounted for 
33.829 
8.775 
.942 
.857 
.813 
.4O/t. 
.719 
.522 
.354-
.64.0 
.~10 
.703 
.166 
.232 
.112 
.167 
.125 
.018 
.012 
.017 
.067 
.054-
371. 
Multiple 1\e£e8sio11 Anal,yses 011 'Membership of a School Orchestral 
Independent Variables: The Personality variablea 
Factor QIV ••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor Q3 •••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor QIIl •••••••••••••••••• 
Neuroticism (J.E.F.I.) ••••••• 
Factor J ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor QI (exvia) •••••••••••• 
Factor Q4 •••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor Q2 •••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor B ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor G ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Faotor C ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Faotor D ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor E ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor F ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor H ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor A ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor I •••••••••••••••••••.• 
Extraversion (J.B.P.I.) •••••• 
Factor 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 
,Wul tiple r 
.23895 
.2724D 
• 33.}61 
.37171 
.38088 
.390.53 
.4')072 
.41860 
.42403 
.42812 
.4-3230 
.43334-
.434-37 
.43594-
.4-3700 
.43876 
.43934 
.43971 
.44007 
~ of Variance 
Accounted for 
.5.710 
1.714 
3.7~ 
2.688 
.690 
.744-
.8~ 
1.465 
.4.57 
..34-9 
.360 
.090 
.089 
.1,37 
.093 
.1;4-
.051 
.033 
.032 
19.)66 
312. 
When home background variables are added in after the personality 
variables, the table on the personality variables is extended &15 1'ollows 
The personality variables •••• 
Number of instruments at home 
Whether siblings play an 
instrument ••••••••••••••••• 
Whether perents play or sing • 
Extent of family music making 
Multiple r 
.44007 
.55019 
.56330 
.,566O/t. 
.56811 
% 01' Variance 
Accounted for 
1.459 
.310 
.234 
32.274 
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Appendix 26 - cont'd 
Dependent Variable: Membership ot a aohool orcheatra 
Independent Variablea: Personality &Pd home variables aDd 'Pertormance on 
Wing's Ability Test.' 
No constraint upon sequence tor the variables to be added into the regreasion 
Score on Wing' s Ability 
Tests (1 - 3) •••••••••••••• 
Whether siblings play an 
instrument ••••••••••••••••• 
Faotor Q" •••••••••••••••••••• 
Neurotioism (J.E.P.I.) ••••••• 
Faotor Q,III •••••••••••••••••• 
Factor J ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Extraversion (J.E.P.I.) •••••• 
Number ot instruments at home 
Faotor B ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Extent ot tamil.y JllUaio m&king 
Factor QIV ••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor Q2 •••••••••••••••••••• 
Whether parent a play or sine • 
Hactor C ••••••••••••••••••••• 
.Fac,tor I ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor G ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor Q4 •••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor B ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor 0 .••••••••••••••••.••• 
Factor QI (exvia) •••••••••••• 
Factor H ••••••••••••••••••••• 
~actor H ••••••••••••••••••••• 
.actor A ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Multiple r 
.46802 
.52650 
.5".,95 
.56227 
.57590 
• .58151 
.58594-
.59001 
.59156 
.59669 
.5987" 
.60180 
.6()4.11 
.60586 
.60702 
.60781 
.60837 
.60877 
.60900 
.60920 
.60962 
.61072 
.61175 
,& ot Variance 
Aocounted tor 
21.9()4. 
5.816 
3.076 
.818 
1.552 
.64-9 
.517 
.4-79 
.421 
."7' 
.244-
.368 
.279 
.212 
.1401 
.097 
.067 
.0It.9 
.029 
.~ 
.052 
.134-
.126 
37.423 
APPENDIX 27 
Multiple Regression Analysis on 'Whether an lnatrument haB been Selt'-Taughtt 
Independent Variables: Personality and home background variable 
Number of lnatrumenta at home 
Factor H ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Extent ot' family music ma.kin& 
Neuroticism (J.E.P.l.) ••••••• 
Factor C ••••••••••••••••••••• 
j'actor I ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor B ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Whether parents pl~ or sing • 
Factor Q3 •••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor G ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor D ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor E ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor Q2 •••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor Ql •••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor F ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor A ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor ~IV ••••••••••••••••••• 
Factor 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Extraversion (J.E.P.l.) •••••• 
litultiple r 
.27474-
.32448 
.34.1~ 
.35936 
.37815 
.38300 
.38663 
.38948 
.39286 
.39642 
.39780 
.39897 
.40001 
.40174-
.404.03 
.4O!t-51 
.4Q4b7 
.40483 
.4IJ4.97 
~ of Varianae 
Accounted for 
7.548 
2.~81 
1.129 
1.256 
1.385 
.369 
.279 
.221 
.264 
.281 
.110 
.093 
.082 
.139 
.184-
.039 
.012 
.014-
.011 
16.4.00 
APPENI>IX 28 
The Measures of 'Evaluation', 'Activity', and 'Potency' derived from 
The Semantic Differential Data 
}75. 
The use of the semantic differential produced ratings on a number of 
rating scales for each extract of music and for the concept 'self'. 
To obtain, for a given piece of music, a measure of 'evaluation' 
(say) the ratings on the appropriate Bcales were summed. The choice of 
appropriate scales was based upon the factor analysis, the results of which 
are reported in Appendix 13. No weighting procedure was used to give one 
scale more importance than another because its faotor loading on the 
evaluation factor was higher. Because the loadings of the chosen Bcales 
are all fairly high and fairly similar, this lack of weighting should not 
lead to any serious errors. 
For all the musical extracts the same six rating scales were 
employed for producing a measure of evaluation. These are -
*Pleasant - Unpleasant 
- Awful 
*Beautiful - Ugly 
~ - Bad. 
InterestiBi - Boring 
*Valuable - Worthless 
For a measure of evaluation of self, only four of these six scales were 
used. They are indicated by an asterisk. To make the measures of 
evaluation of the music and of 'self' comparable, the total of the four 
chosen ratings for 'self' were multiplied by 1.5. 
Similar procedures were used for producing measures of Potenoy and 
Activity. 
316. 
Appendix 28 - cont'd 
For Potency the same three rating scales were appropriate for all 
9 pieces of music. These are -
HeayY Light 
Strong - Weak 
Masculine - Feminine 
For self, only the scale Heavy - Light was used, and the rating was 
multiplied by 3 to make it comparable. 
Measures of Activity provided greater difficulties. The scales, 
Active - Passive and Excited - Calm were the basis of the measures of 
Activity for four pieces of music ('Play Bach', Bruch, Vivaldi and the song 
'Bridge over Troubled Water'). For all the other extracts of music, 
except for the Bartok and also for 'self', only one scale, Active - Passive, 
was used. For the Bartok three scales were used, viz. Active - Passive, 
Colourful - Colourless and Hot - Cold. As with hYaluation and Potency, 
adjustments were made to ensure that the measures for each of the 
musical extracts and for 'self' were comparable. 
APPENDIX 29 
Matrix of the Correlation Coefficients of the 'Evaluation' Scores (from !he 
Semantic Differential) with The Personality Variables 
1 2 ; 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
_. 
J.E.P.I. E 09 14 -17 01 -04 -0; 14 -24 04 13 N 00 -24 06 -06 -02 12 12 00 -24 -05 
A 04 -09 -04 03 -05 -04 01 -11 01 03 
B 00 02 27 08 20 06 -24 42 10 -03 
C 07 09 -08 -09 -13 -04 0; -32 01 24 
D 18 
-17 -14 -10 -08 -04 13 04 -09 -12 
E 01 02 -14 01 -22 -10 13 -30 08 15 
F 13 04 -06 -07 -11 -05 -09 -12 14 04 
G -01 01 18 08 28 01 03 18 03 14 
H 13 27 -05 -01 01 01 -09 -27 02 15 
H.S.P.Q,. I -11 -15 13 06 31 09 -10 36 -15 -16 J -22 13 14 -05 09 -01 00 06 -11 -04 
0 04 -21 -03 -18 -14 -10 12 -03 -04 00 
Q.2 -13 -07 -02 -06 11 04 -03 07 -12 -11 
Q.3 
-09 04 11 00 18 09 03 11 -03 -01 
Q.4 -12 -08 -03 -13 -02 -06 12 05 -14 05 
Q.I 15 12 -10 -03 -13 -03 -01 -32 05 14 
Q.II 00 -19 -12 -07 -21 -12 04 08 04 -09 
Q.III 10 15 -17 -08 -25 -09 06 -39 03 13 
Q.IV -17 -04 -09 -13 -13 -09 15 -12 -10 04 
The column headings 1 - 9 stand for Evaluation of the extracts of 
music from -
1. The 'trade jazz' music (Chris Barber's 'WhiB t ling Rufus') 
2. Jacques Lonssier's 'Play Bach' 
3. Bruch's Violin Concerto 
4. Prokofief's 'Romeo and Juliet Suite' 
5. Vivaldi's 'The Four Seasons' 
6. Brahm's Piano Concerto 
7. Simon and Garfunkel's song 'Bridge over Troubled Water' 
8. Bach's Brandenbarg Concerto No 4 
9. Bartok's Miraculous Mandarin Suite 
Column 10 is Evaluation of 'MYself' 
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APPENTIIX 30 
}atrix of the Correlation Coefficients of the Measures of Semantic Distance 
- .... -
(between 'Self' and a Musical Extraot) with The Personality Variables 
--
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
J.E.P.I. E -36 -13 -01 -14 -15 -08 00 16 04 N 16 10 07 01 11 08 -02 -11 14 
A 
-03 01 -04 -01 05 -01 15 19 -05 
B 01 04 -26 00 -08 -11 -16 12 -01 
C -14 -15 15 -20 12 -06 13 11 -11 
D -02 10 07 22 -10 00 09 -08 03 
E -16 13 19 -12 29 18 11 -26 04 
F -10 16 05 05 02 13 22 20 11 
G -01 -10 -21 -08 -09 -16 -12 -30 -08 
H -22 -06 15 -09 07 -06 13 19 -06 
H.S.P.Q.. I -01 00 -02 03 -01 -04 02 -11 - 5 J 08 -10 -01 -08 13 00 -06 -01 09 
0 10 11 -01 14 05 17 -05 -16 02 
Q2 04 18 03 11 10 09 -02 -05 12 
Q3 -13 -25 08 -18 08 -10 -15 -11 -01 
QA. 04 03 10 19 -04 00 -08 -08 -01 
QI -11 07 15 04 11 06 19 29 -01 
QII 16 21 -09 23 -09 14 06 -02 10 
QIII 
-05 08 17 -01 12 14 10 20 05 
QIV 
-05 -02 15 -03 25 10 00 01 06 
-_._.,_.-
The column headings 1 - 9 stand for the semantic distanoes between the 
point (in the 3 dimensional semantic space) representing 'self' and the 
points representing each of the 9 extracts of music -
1 • The 'trade jazz' music (Chris Barber's 'Whistling Rufus') 
2. Jacques Lonssier's 'Play Bach' 
3. Bruch's Violin Concerto 
4. Prokofief's 'Romeo and Juliet Suite' 
5. Vivaldi's 'The Four Seasons' 
6. Brahm's Piano Concerto 
7. S~on and Gar1'unkel's song 'Bridge over Troubled Water' 
8. Bach's Brandenbarl Conoerto No 4 
9. Bartok's Niraculous Mandarin Suite 
The semantic distance provides an indication of congruence between 
assessment of ones own characteristios and those of the music. But there 
is an inverse relationship - a short distance indicates high congruenoe. 
Consequently a negative correlation coefficient in the table indioates a 
positive correlation between the personality faotor and 'oongruence'. 
APPENDIX 31 
Comparison of Music Students Results for Extraversion, with iysenck's Norms 
Eysenck 'Student 
Teacher' Norms 
Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N t Sig 
College Men 11.30 4.62 67 12.37 4.46 132 1.56 N.S.* 
College Woman 12.50 5.02 76 12.37 4.46 1,2 .19 N.S. 
*Comparison probably not valid 
Eysenck 'Student' 
Norms 
Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N t Sig 
College Men 11.30 4.62 67 11.10 4.54 189 .31 N.S. 
College Women} 12.50 5.02 76 11.10 4.54 189 2.11 .05 
Academy Men 10.00 4.30 23 11.10 4.54 189 1.15 N.S. 
Academy Women 10.91 5.08 55 11.10 4.54 189 .25 N.S. 
College and 
Academy 11.49 4.82 210 11.10 4.54 189 .83 N.S. 
Students 
Eysenck I General 
Population' Norma 
Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N t Sig 
College Men 11.30 4. 62 67 12.07 4.37 2000 1.34 N.S. 
College Women 12.50 5.02 76 12.07 4.37 2000 • 74 N.S • 
Academy Men 10.00 4.30 23 12.07 4.37 2000 2.30 .05 
Academy Women 10.91 5.08 55 12.07 4.37 2000 1.68 N.S. 
College and 
Academy 11.49 4.82 210 12.07 4.37 2000 1.67 N.S. 
Students 
APPENDIX 32 
Cattell's 16 P.F. The Form. of Test used and the Scoring Adopted 
The music students at the College were tested on either 
the 1962 or the 1968 edition of the 16 P.F. Form A alone was used. 
Only those tested betore 1970 (quite a small proportion) had the 
1962 edition. In 1970, the N.F.E.R. published in Britain the 
.Angl1cised version of the 1968 Edition of the 16 P.F. and this was 
used with the major1~ of the College subjects aDd with all the 
AcademJ subjects. 
The scoring was carried out using the standard procedures. 
To convert the raw scores to stan Bcores the General Population 
Norms from the British standard1sation of the test were used 
(Sav11le, 1972). Student norms were not used as there are no 
British student norms and the American student norms were 
considered less valid. 
With this test and with the parallel test for sohool pupils, 
the H.S.P.Q., it was felt highly desirable to use the Anglicised 
version of the test and British norms and this was therefore done. 
The lack of stUdent norms is a real disadvanta.r;e in bu~ one 
IJitu./it.ioll, i.e. when (~onsidering the scores on lj\acto~ :3 (Lltelli;Jence) 
for tho l.cademy and College subjects • 1ne raw scores for these 
.'l tudan tG: 3.re therefore provided he re toga thor wi t:l stan equ.i val en ts 
b.e..sed u)on the .America.n stu(len t U0I1J.S. 
Dri H"h Ge:ncral .Population 
(!Joth men a.nd. women) 
kn(~rica.n C',.3nc:r:-al l-o;.)Ulation 
(;lC th 1il0H a .. ~.d. women) 
.A.cane;ny 1::nd Cclle$a Students 
( 130 th f;l'::n unJ. '1'101;') an) 
Acadomy and College Students 
(i-lrm Ollly) 
Academy end College Students 
(woJlon only) 
* Not ca.lculo.tc(l 
Ra.w score::> Stan SCOl'es 
l1ea.!l S • n . S.D. 
2.1 
9.3 1.9 
9.5 '* 
9.1 if 
380. 
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APPENDIX 33 
The Personality Dimensions ~easured by Cattell's Tests, i.e. the H.S.P.Q., 
and the 16P.F. 
Low Sten Score Alphabetio High Sten Score 
Desoription Designation Description 
(1 - 3) of Factor (8 - 10) 
(A-) Sizoth.}rmia A. Affectoth.}rmia (A.-) 
Reserved, Warmhearted, 
detached, outgoin&, 
critical, easygoiD&, 
aloof', stitt participating 
(B-) Low intelli8UB High (Bot-) 
(Crystall- intellisence 
ized, power (Crystallized) 
measure) power measure 
Dull Bright 
(C-) Lower ego C Higher ego (c..-) 
strength strength 
Affected by Emotionally 
feelings, stable, 
emotionally mature, taces 
less stable, reality, calm 
easily 
upset, 
changeable 
(D-) Phlegmatic D ixcitability (Dt-) 
temperament Excitable, 
Undemon- impatient, 
strative, demandina, 
deliberate, overactive, 
inactive, unrestrained 
stodgy 
{Eo-} Submissiveness B Dominance (E.) 
Obedient, Assertive, 
mild, easily aggressive, 
led, docile, competitive, 
accomm- stubborn 
odat1ng 
(F-) Desurgency F Surgency (F,..) 
Sober, inthu8iastic, 
taciturn, heedless, 
serious happy-go-
lucJr"y 
(G-) Weaker superego G Stronger superego (cr.) 
strength strength 
Disregards Conscientious, 
rules, persistent, 
expedient moralistiC, 
staid 
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Lo. Sten Score ~'pb&b.t1o Hi8h Sten Score 
Description Deaipation Description 
(1 - 3) of b'actor (8 - 10) 
(H-) Threctia H Parma (H.) 
Shy timid .Adventurous, , , 
threat- "thick-
sensitive skinned," 
socially bold 
(1-) Harria I Premsia (1.) 
Tough- Tender-minded, 
minded, sensitive, 
rejects dependent, 
illuaioDS overproteoted 
(J-) Zeppia J Coasthenia (J ... ) 
Zestful, Ciroumapeot 
likin& individualism, 
~oup refleotive, 
action internally 
restrained 
(L-) .A1e.xia L Protension (~) 
Truating, Suapicioua, 
adaptable, aeU-
free ot opinionated, 
jealousy, hard to fool 
easy to get 
along with 
(II-' Praxemia Ja Auti. (1£.) 
Practical, 1ma8inative, 
careful, wrapped up in 
conventional, inner 
regulated by urgencies, 
external careless of 
realities, practical 
proper matters, 
bohemian 
(N-) .Artlessness N Shrewdness (N+) 
Forthright, Shrewd, 
natural, calculatin&, 
artless, worldly, 
unpretentiOUS penetrating 
Appendix 33 - oont'd 
Low Sten Score Alphabetic High Sten Score 
Desoription Designation Desoription (1 - 3) of Factor (8 - 10) 
(0-) Untroubled 0 Guil t proneness (0+) 
adequacY' .Apprehensive, 
Self-assured, Self .. 
placid, reproaching, 
secure, insecure, 
oomplacent, worrying, 
serene troubled 
(Q,1-) ConservatiSJI Q1 Radioalism (~+) 
Bespecti.Dg Experimenting 
established Liberal 
ideas Ana17t1oal 
~oleraDt o~ hee-tb1 nking 
traditional 
diffioulties 
(~-) Group Self-sufficienoY' (~+) 
dependenoY' Self-
Sociably sufficient, 
group resourceful, 
dependent, a prefers own 
"joiner" and decisions 
sound 
follower 
(Q,3-) Low self- Q3 High strength of (Q,3+) 
sentiment self-
integration sentiment 
Uncontrolled, Controlled, 
lax, exacting will 
follows own power, 
urges, sooially 
oareless of preoise, 
sooial rules compulsive, 
following 
self-image 
(~-) Low ergio High ergio (Q,4+) 
tension tension 
Relaxed, Tense, 
tranquil, driven, 
toxpid, overwrought, 
unfrustra ted t fretful 
oomposed 
Appendix 33 - conttd 
Low 3ten Score Alphabetic High Sten Score 
Description Designation Description 
(1 - 3) ot Factor (8 - 10) 
(Q 1-) lnvia Q I Exvia (Q I ... ) 
Introversion (social) 
extraversion 
(Q 11-) Adjustment Q II .Anxiety (Q II ... ) 
(QIII-) Pathem1 .. QIII Cortertia (QIll ... ) 
Feeling Cortical 
rather al .. tness 
than 
thiJlld.na 
(Q rv-) SUbduednes8 QrY Independence (Q IV.) 
Perceptual 
and 
temperamental 
independence 
"Promethean 
Will" 
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